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0. Executive summary 

0.1 Introduction  

Purpose of the report 

The Corridor Assessment Report (CAR) summarises the assessment of the 
Highways England Project Control Framework (PCF) Stage 0 shortlisted corridor 
options for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway missing link and the Oxford sub-
options against the Project’s strategic objectives. The report builds on the Strategic 
Outline Business Case (SOBC) with a particular emphasis on strengthening the 
assessment against the Government 5 Case Model (Strategic, Economic, 
Commercial, Financial and Management). 

The CAR explains the assessment process, results and concludes with a 
recommendation for the next stage of the project.  

Scheme context 

The Department for Transport (DfT) commissioned Highways England to undertake 
a strategic study for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. The requirement for this 
study was set out in the Road Investment Strategy (RIS) published in December 
2014 to explore options to address the Oxford – Milton Keynes – Cambridge corridor 
challenges and opportunities, as listed below: 

 The broad arc from Oxford – Milton Keynes – Cambridge includes some of 
the UK’s most successful, productive and rapidly growing economic areas. 
Existing east-west road and rail connections between these knowledge-rich 
economies are notably poor. There is no continuous and direct dual 
carriageway or rail link between Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge, 
creating a significant infrastructure barrier that risks constraining growth. 

 An east-west expressway would complement the proposed East West Rail 
(EWR) and support the continued growth and attractiveness of the corridor as 
a place to live and work. An east-west expressway would provide network 
resilience, improve local, regional and strategic connectivity and support the 
delivery of planned growth across the corridor. 

 This study examines the case for creating an expressway to improve 
connections between the towns and cities of the arc. It also considers 
existing roads along the route, including the A34 around Oxford. This study 
takes into consideration work already planned in the area including EWR. 

The Stage 3 report from the study recommended 3 corridors to be progressed to the 
next stage of scheme development.  
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Process 

The Project is following the PCF process (Figure 0.1) and is currently in Stage 1 – 
Option Identification. Stage 1 is early in the process and for this project is split into 
two parts with Stage 1A looking at selecting a corridor and Stage 1B developing 
routes within that corridor.  

Figure 0.1: The PCF Process 

 

0.2 Project Objectives  

The project objectives are made up of strategic and intervention objectives.  

The strategic objectives are defined by the DfT for the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway. The Stage 1 strategic objectives were based on those developed in 
Stage 0 of the Project in collaboration with a formal Stakeholder Reference Group, 
and have been updated to reflect the opportunities identified by the National 
Infrastructure Commission (NIC) in its 2017 report ‘Partnering for Prosperity: A new 
deal for the Cambridge-Milton Keynes-Oxford Arc’1.  

To enable corridor assessment, sift and recommendation against the strategic 
objectives, specific intervention objectives have been developed following the 
requirements of DfT’s Web-based Transport Analysis Guidance (WebTAG)2. The 
intervention objectives address problems and opportunities identified within the study 
area, linked to the strategic objectives. 

The strategic objectives, intervention objectives and related descriptions for the 
Project are shown in Table 0.1.

                                                                 
1 National Infrastructure Commission Report ‘Partnering for Prosperity: A new deal for the Cambridge-
Milton Keynes-Oxford Arc’, Available from: https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/partnering-prosperity-
new-deal-cambridge-milton-keynes-oxford-arc/ 
2 The Department for Transport, Guidance, Transport analysis guidance: WebTAG, 29 October 2013, 

Available from:https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag 

https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/partnering-prosperity-new-deal-cambridge-milton-keynes-oxford-arc/
https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/partnering-prosperity-new-deal-cambridge-milton-keynes-oxford-arc/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag
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Table 0.1: Strategic and intervention objective descriptions 

Strategic objectives Intervention objectives 

C
o

n
n

e
c

ti
v
it

y
 

Provide an east-west 
strategic road link 
between Milton 
Keynes and Oxford 
that delivers 
enhanced connectivity 
through faster, safer 
and more reliable 
connections across 
the corridor in the 
broad arc from Oxford 
to Cambridge via 
Milton Keynes. 

1. Reduce journey times 
The reduction in total vehicle hours travelled within 
the study area over the evaluation period. 

2. Improve journey time reliability 
The variation in journey time that transport users are 
unable to predict resulting in a more stressful 
experience and less willingness to pay for travel 
(specifically, greater perceived cost of a journey)3. 

3. Promote resilience 
The ability to provide and maintain an acceptable 
level of service in the face of challenges to normal 
operation (such as inclement weather and road 
traffic accidents). 

4. Safety performance of the Project delivery 
Encompasses safety, health and wellbeing relevant 
to the Project development and construction phases. 
Includes the Project Team (client; designer; 
contractor and subcontractors); and public safety on 
site and affected operational highway including 
diversion routes. 

5. Safety performance of the finished product 
The reduction in the number of Killed and Serious 
Injury (KSI) incidents within the study area over the 
60-year evaluation period. 

S
tr

a
te

g
ic

 T
ra

n
s
fo

rm
a
ti

o
n

 

Support the creation 
of an integrated 
corridor between 
Oxford and 
Cambridge, reflecting 
and advancing plans 
for infrastructure, 
housing, business 
investment and 
development. 

1. Alignment with other transport infrastructure 
The degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway interacts with existing or proposed 
transport infrastructure, principally considering 
railways and strategic highways. 

2. Alignment with known and aspirational 
development 
The degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway can help facilitate planned and allocated 
development and could help enable aspirational 
development, as a part of the National Infrastructure 
Commission (NIC) vision for the corridor 

E
c

o
n

o

m
ic

 

g
ro

w
th

 Unlock the economic 
potential in the 
corridor by facilitating 
strategic growth to the 

1. Economic density  
The proximity of economic growth including new 
homes and employment space which can deliver 
cost savings and economic benefits. 

                                                                 
3 As defined by WebTAG. 
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Strategic objectives Intervention objectives 

benefit of the UK 
economy through 
increased productivity, 
employment and 
housing, and 
maximising synergies 
with potential growth 
associated with East 
West Rail. 

2. Access to gateways and freight terminals 
The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway facilitates 
connections to international destinations via road, rail 
and air. 

3. Dependent development including jobs and 
housing 
Development which requires this Project in order to 
proceed. Usually because the traffic generated by 
the development requires additional transport 
infrastructure. Directly related to junction capacity, 
and may include development intensification on 
existing allocated land, or new development on land 
not currently identified for development. 

4. Skills impact  
Improved access to high-skilled job opportunities in 
the knowledge economy sectors. Improved business 
productivity due to grouping of skilled jobs. Potential 
for increased spending on research, innovation and 
training. Improved access to world-leading education 
institutions, and increased development which will 
deliver modern education facilities to meet the needs 
of the incoming population. 

S
k

il
ls

 a
n

d
 a

c
c
e

s
s

ib
il

it
y

 

Promote accessibility 
and wider socio-
economic benefits by 
improving access to 
job opportunities at 
key employment 
centres, 
developments, and at 
education, leisure, 
health, and retail 
facilities whilst 
creating wider 
employment 
opportunities. 

1. Reducing journey times  
Reduction in journey time to employment and 
education centres. 

2. Supporting access to public transport 
Facilitates access to existing or planned public 
transportation, principally railway stations and park 
and ride facilities that link to major employment 
destinations. 

3. Improve connection between homes and 
employment  
Connect communities and jobs in the area and 
reduce out-commuting. Enable both new residential 
development and employment land development 
with the capacity to support jobs for the incoming 
population. 

P
la

n
n

in
g

 f
o

r 
th

e
 

fu
tu

re
 

Reduce the impact of 
new housing on local 
roads for communities 
and contribute to 
better safety, security 
and health whilst 
promoting sustainable 
transport modes. 

1. Provide infrastructure that facilitates access 
for traffic onto the Strategic Road Network 
(“Right traffic on the right roads”) 
The proximity of Oxford to Cambridge Expressway to 
existing and proposed population centres and 
economic and industrial centres thus reducing the 
distance of travel from these concentrations of 
people to the Strategic Road Network (SRN). 
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Strategic objectives Intervention objectives 

2. Promote access to public transport 
The degree to which Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway facilitates access to existing or planned 
public transportation, principally transport hubs 
including railway stations, airports and park and ride 
facilities. 

3. Support future transport technology (improved 
safety, electric vehicles, low emission vehicles 
etc.) 
The degree to which Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway accommodates the technology that is 
necessary to support Connectivity objectives 
including road worker and road user safety; reduced 
journey times and journey time reliability. 

4. Improve walking, cycling and horse riding 
links between communities and core traffic 
generators Provision of new, or retention of existing, 
non-motorised travel routes.  Includes functional 
travel (to places of education and employment); and 
for leisure (such as casual walking and dog-walking). 

5. Integrate with existing and known future 
multimodal projects 
The proximity of Oxford to Cambridge Expressway to 
existing and proposed multimodal infrastructure. 

E
n

v
ir

o
n

m
e

n
t 

To provide a healthy, 
natural environment 
by reducing 
congestion, 
supporting sustainable 
travel modes and 
promoting equality 
and opportunity. 

1. Improve the net environmental impact of 
transport on communities 
An overall improvement, at the community level, of 
effects from transport with regard to noise and 
vibration, air quality and other impacts on people and 
communities.  Includes changes to transport on 
existing travel routes in conjunction with effects from 
transport on new highways infrastructure.   

2. Reduce the impact of new infrastructure on 
natural and historic environment by design 
Sets out a requirement for careful route planning and 
design to mitigate potential effects on landscape and 
visual amenity, nature conservation, road drainage 
and water, materials, geology and soils, and cultural 
heritage assets. 

3. No ecology loss  
No overall loss in biodiversity. 
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Strategic objectives Intervention objectives 

In
n

o
v

a
ti

o
n

 

Apply innovative 
technology wherever 
possible to support the 
sustainable planning, 
construction and 
operation of transport 
measures. 

1. Promote the use of current and future 
technologies to support shorter journey times 
and reliability. 
Current and future technologies include the roadside, 
control-centre-based and in-vehicle facilities that 
support efficient traffic movement in a way that is 
safe for road workers and road users.   
Shorter journey times and reliability includes 
minimised journey duration and variance which also 
contributes to low driver stress. 

2. Promote technology use to enable customers 
to adopt sustainable transport 
Sustainable transport includes modes of transport 
that minimise environmental impact, in particular 
walking, cycling and public transport.  Sustainability 
of other modes can be improved by electric cars and 
design decisions that improve vehicle efficiency. 

0.3 Description of Corridors  

The corridor options lie within the broader arc which runs from M4 to Oxford to Milton 
Keynes to Cambridge. The corridor options would provide the missing strategic road 
network link within the arc stretching from A34 at Abingdon to the M1. The common 
corridor sections make up the remainder of the broader arc. 

The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway Strategic Study Stage 3 Report shortlisted 3 
broad corridor options between the M40 and M1 and sub-corridor options around 
Oxford. Broad corridors were identified to allow flexibility for potential routes in future 
stages. For the purpose of the corridors’ descriptions and assessment, the corridor 
options and Oxford sub-corridor options references used in the Stage 3 Report have 
been combined and renamed as shown in Figure 0.2. 
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Figure 0.2: Illustrative schematic of corridors and Oxford sub-options 

 

Beyond the corridor options, the expressway lies within common corridor areas that 
complete the arc between M40 at Newbury and the M11 at Cambridge. 

The common corridor south of Oxford starts to the north of Newbury near the M4 and 
follows the A34 north to Abingdon, passing Chilton, Didcot and Wallingford. 

The Common Corridor north-east of Milton Keynes starts at the M1 east of Woburn 
and follows the A421 up to the east of Cambourne and continues along the A428, 
before tying into the M11 north-west of Cambridge. 

Corridor A is the most southerly corridor starting at the A34 north of Abingdon and 
heads east towards the M40 before moving north-east past Thame, Aylesbury and 
Leighton Buzzard before finishing at the M1 south-east of Milton Keynes. 

Corridor B is a central corridor broadly aligned with the proposed East West Rail 
route starting at Abingdon and linking Oxford to the south of Milton Keynes via 
Winslow. Corridor B consists of 3 alternative options: Corridor B1, B2 and B3. The 
main difference between the corridors being that Corridor B1 passes to the west of 
Oxford and Corridors B2 and B3 pass to the east of Oxford with corridor B3 being 
the most easterly option. 
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Corridor C is the most northerly linking Oxford to the south of Milton Keynes, via 
Bicester and Buckingham. Corridor C consists of 3 alternative options: Corridor C1, 
C2 and C3. The main difference between the corridors being that Corridor C1 
passes to the west of Oxford and Corridors C2 and C3 pass to the east of Oxford 
with corridor C3 being the most easterly option. 

0.4 Common Corridors existing conditions 

This section outlines the key conditions that have helped to shape our understanding 
of the Common Corridor. As shown in Figure 0.3, the Common Corridor is split into 
two parts; the South of Oxford (M4 to Abingdon) to the south and the North East of 
Milton Keynes (M1 to M11) to the north. The conditions are split into 3 constraint 
areas, infrastructure, environmental and others.   

Figure 0.3: Common Corridor areas 
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Infrastructure  

South of Oxford (M4 to Abingdon) 

Key transportation infrastructure within the common corridor south of Oxford includes 
the A34 and existing railways, such as the Great Western and Cherwell Valley 
railway lines. The A34 provides the link between the M4 and Oxford before 
continuing to the M40 near Bicester. A major highway project is planned to introduce 
technology enhancements to the A34 between the M4 and M40 to ease congestion, 
improve safety and improve incident management.  

North East of Milton Keynes (M1 to M11) 

Key transportation infrastructure within the common corridor north-east of Milton 
Keynes includes the A421 and A428 which form part of the Strategic Road Network 
(SRN). Major projects planned within the corridor includes the A428 Black Cat to 
Caxton Gibbet improvement, which is planned to form part of the Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway, and the proposed East West Rail line between Bedford and 
Cambridge.  

Environment  

South of Oxford (M4 to Abingdon) 

The Common Corridor to the South of Oxford is generally rural in nature with the 
town of Didcot and the outskirts of Abingdon located to the north of the corridor. Most 
of the area to the south of Didcot falls within the North Wessex Downs Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). The Ridgeway National Trail crosses the 
AONB from west to east. 

The A34 runs north south through the Common Corridor from the M4 and Chieveley 
to the south, northwards toward Oxford. There are clusters of ancient woodland 
around Chieveley Interchange and Ashridge Wood Site of Special Scientific Interest 
(SSSI) lies to the south of East Ilsley. 

The northern part of the corridor has numerous scheduled monuments, listed 
buildings and conservation areas. Nuneham Courtenay is a large Registered Park 
and Garden (Grade I) located to the east of Abingdon. Little Wittenham Special Area 
of Conservation is located in the north east of the corridor to the north east of Didcot.  

The River Thames with its wide floodplain meanders from Abingdon to Dorchester-
on-Thames. Tributaries include the River Thame and River Ock. The Thames 
National Trail follows the River Thames through the Common Corridor. 

North East of Milton Keynes (M1 to M11) 

The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes is generally rural in nature. The 
outskirts of Bedford lie to the west of the corridor, St Neots to the north and 
Cambridge to the east. A large proportion of the corridor is designated as the 
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Marston Vale Community Forest, which is an important recreational resource in the 
area. The Marston Vale Millennium Country Park and Ampthill Country Park also lie 
within the corridor.  

There are a number of scheduled monuments, conservation areas and listed 
buildings within the corridor including a large cluster of scheduled monuments to the 
east of Bedford. These include a number of Neolithic and Bronze age features which 
contribute to the historic landscape character. Croxton Park lies adjacent to the A428 
and is a scheduled monument and a Registered Park and Garden (RPG) (Grade II*). 
Madingley Hall RPG (Grade II) and the American military cemetery RPG (Grade I) 
also lie to the north east of the corridor. 

There are pockets of ancient woodland scattered throughout the corridor and Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest including Kings Wood and Glebe Meadows, Houghton 
Conquest SSSI to the north of Ampthill and Madingley Wood to the west of 
Cambridge. The River Great Ouse and its floodplain also sweeps from Bedford 
towards St Neots and northwards. 

Other 

The Common Corridors contain special category land (including common land, open 
space and National Trust land) and allotments. The Common Corridor North East of 
Milton Keynes (M1 to M11) contains Crown land, but the Common Corridor South of 
Oxford (M4 to Abingdon) does not include any Crown land within its study area. 

The Common Corridor South of Oxford (M4 to Abingdon) contains Oxford Green Belt 
and the Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes (M1 to M11) contains 
Cambridge Green Belt. Land designated as Local Green Space is located only within 
the Common Corridor South of Oxford (M4 to Abingdon).  

The Common Corridor South of Oxford (M4 to Abingdon) consists of varied 
topography ranging from lowlands, smoothly rolling hills and a mix of wooded and 
open downland. The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes (M1 to M11) is 
located in a predominately lowland area with the land rising between St. Neots and 
Cambourne.  

Land use in the Common Corridors is predominantly agricultural with a mix of land 
uses within towns, villages and hamlets including residential, industrial, services, 
retail, roads, railways and waterways. 

0.5 Corridor A existing conditions 

This section outlines the key conditions relating to Corridor A, as shown in Figure 
0.4. The conditions are split into 3 constraint areas, infrastructure, environmental and 
others.   
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Figure 0.4: Corridor A area 

 

Infrastructure  

Key transportation infrastructure within Corridor A includes the M40 and the 
proposed High Speed 2 (HS2) rail link. The M40 provides a strategic link between 
London and Birmingham. HS2 is a planned high-speed railway running north-
west/south-east between London and the West Midlands (Phase 1). The railway 
route crosses the corridor west of Aylesbury heading north-west across the A41 west 
of Waddesdon. 

Environment  

Corridor A is generally rural in nature. It passes around the southeast of Oxford, to 
the northwest of Aylesbury and includes Leighton Buzzard and the southeast side of 
Milton Keynes. It runs roughly parallel to the Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty for most of the route and also passes through 3 Areas of Attractive 
Landscape (AALs), including 2 which cross the entire corridor width. 

To the south of Oxford, there is a large area of ancient woodland to the north of 
Corridor A (including Bagley and Radley Large Woods). Radley College lies in the 
central part of the corridor and has a number of listed buildings within its grounds 
including Radley Hall and its chapel (both Grade II*). The village of Radley lies to the 
south of the corridor. 
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To the north west of Aylesbury, Corridor A includes Waddesdon Manor RPG (Grade 
I), Eythrope RPG (Grade II) and scheduled monument (medieval settlement of 
Eythrope) and Hartwell House RPG (Grade II*) and conservation area. 

To the south east of Milton Keynes, Corridor A includes a large number of ancient 
woodlands, King’s Wood and Rushmere National Nature Reserve (NNR), 2 
groundwater inner source protection zones (SPZ1), Woburn Abbey RPG (Grade I) 
and a number of SSSIs, scheduled monuments and listed buildings. 

Other 

Corridor A contains special category land (including common land, open space and 
National Trust land), allotments and Crown land within its study area. Corridor A 
contains Oxford Green Belt, Metropolitan Green Belt and land designated as Local 
Green Space. 

The topography of Corridor A consists of a large area of smoothly rolling countryside 
in the lowlands to the north of the Chiltern Hills. 

Regarding the land use, Corridor A is predominantly agricultural land with a mix of 
land uses within towns, villages and hamlets including residential, industrial, 
services, retail, roads, railways and waterways. 

0.6 Corridor B existing conditions 

This section outlines the key conditions relating to Corridors B1, B2 and B3 as 
shown in Figure 0.5. The conditions are split into 3 constraint areas, infrastructure, 
environmental and others. 
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Figure 0.5: Corridor B area 

 

 

Infrastructure  

Key transportation infrastructure within Corridors B1, B2 and B3, much of which is 
common to all 3 corridors, includes the A34, M40, HS2 and the proposed East West 
Rail. Through Corridor B1, the A34 passes the west of Oxford, near the London 
Oxford Airport, linking Abingdon to Bicester via Oxford. Corridor B1 broadly follows 
East West Rail from Oxford to Bicester before joining Corridors B2 and B3 and 
continues to follow the proposed railway towards Winslow and Bletchley. Before 
joining Corridor B1, Corridors B2 and B3 cross the A40 near Wheatley and follow a 
section of the M40 towards Merton. 

Sections of the existing Strategic Road Network (SRN) may have the scope to form 
part of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway and provide an online improvement 
option.  Development of route options will be carried out in Stage 1B. 

Environment  

The Corridor B options include areas around Winslow and up to Woburn Sands. The 
key constraints in this area include a group of Sites of Special Scientific Interest 
located to the northwest of Quainton. These include Sheephouse Wood SSSI and 
Finemere Wood SSSI. 
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B1 includes large areas of ancient woodland and Cothill Fen Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC) and SSSI to the south west of Oxford and there is a scheduled 
monument in this area. To the west of Oxford there are large areas of ancient 
woodland (including Wytham Great Wood) and Oxford Meadows SAC and SSSI is 
located immediately west of Oxford and lies on both sides of the A34. Seacourt and 
Godstow Abbey scheduled monuments and Botley War Cemetery also lie next to the 
A34 in this location. The River Thames functional floodplain 3b extends over 800m 
across the corridor. B1 constraints to the north-west of Oxford include the setting of 
Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site and RPG (Grade I) and the Cotswolds AONB 
which both lie immediately to the west of the corridor. 

Corridors B2 and B3 include large areas of ancient woodland (including Bagley and 
Radley Large Woods) to the south of Oxford. Radley College lies in the central part 
of the corridor and has a number of listed buildings within its grounds including 
Radley Hall and its chapel (both Grade II*). The village of Radley lies to the south of 
B2 and B3. 

To the east of Oxford, Corridor B2 has a number of constraints including Brasenose 
Wood and Shotover Hill SSSI and ancient woodland to the west, Shotover Country 
Park and Shotover RPG (Grade I) and listed buildings in the central part and the 
village of Wheatley with its conservation area and listed buildings to the east. North 
of the A40, Otmoor SSSI and RSPB reserve is located in the western part B2, areas 
of ancient woodland in the central part and Shabbington Woods Complex SSSI to 
the east. 

Other  

Corridor B contains special category land (including common land, open space and 
National Trust land), allotments and Crown land within its study area. Corridor B 
contains Oxford Green Belt, Metropolitan Green Belt and land designated as Local 
Green Space. 

The topography of Corridor B consists predominately of a large area of smoothly 
rolling countryside in the lowlands north of the Chiltern Hills. 

Land use in Corridor B is predominantly agricultural with a mix of land uses within 
towns, villages and hamlets including residential, industrial, services, retail, roads, 
railways and waterways. 

0.7 Corridor C Constraints and Opportunities 

This section outlines the key conditions relating to Corridors C1, C2 and C3 as 
shown in Figure 0.6. The conditions are split into 3 constraint areas, infrastructure, 
environmental and others.   
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Figure 0.6: Corridor C area 

 

Infrastructure  

Key transportation infrastructure within Corridors C1, C2 and C3, much of which is 
common to all 3 corridors, includes the A34, M40, HS2 and parts of the proposed 
East West Rail route. Through Corridor C1, the A34 passes the west of Oxford, near 
the London Oxford Airport, linking Abingdon to Bicester via Oxford. Before joining 
Corridor C1, Corridors C2 and C3 cross the A40 near Wheatley and follow a section 
of the M40 towards Merton. 

Sections of the existing Strategic Road Network (SRN) may have the scope to form 
part of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway and provide an online improvement 
option.  Development of route options will be carried out in Stage 1B. 

Environment  

The Corridor C options include areas around Buckingham. The key constraint in this 
area is Stowe RPG (Grade I), which lies to the north of Buckingham. There are also 
areas of ancient woodland and Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) around 
Woburn Sands.  

C1 has a number of corridor specific constraints. These include large areas of 
ancient woodland and Cothill Fen SAC and SSSI to the southwest of Oxford. There 
are a number of constraints in close proximity to the A34 to the west of Oxford 
including large areas of ancient woodland (including Wytham Great Wood), Oxford 
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Meadows SAC and SSSI (which straddles the A34). Seacourt and Godstow Abbey 
scheduled monuments and Botley War Cemetery. C1 constraints to the northwest of 
Oxford include the setting of Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site and RPG (Grade 
I) and the Cotswolds AONB, which both lie immediately to the west of the corridor. 

Corridors C2 and C3 include large areas of ancient woodland (including Bagley and 
Radley Large Woods) to the south of Oxford. Radley College lies in the central part 
of the corridor and has a number of listed buildings within its grounds including 
Radley Hall and its chapel (both Grade II*). The village of Radley lies to the south of 
C2 and C3. 

To the east of Oxford, Corridor C2 has a number of constraints including Brasenose 
Wood and Shotover Hill SSSI and ancient woodland to the west, Shotover Country 
Park and Shotover RPG (Grade I) and listed buildings in the central part and the 
village of Wheatley with its conservation area and listed buildings to the east. North 
of the A40, Otmoor SSSI and RSPB reserve is located in the western part C2, areas 
of ancient woodland in the central part and Shabbington Woods Complex SSSI to 
the east. 

C3 also has a number of constraints to the east of Oxford, including Waterperry 
Wood and Shabbington Woods Complex ancient woodland and SSSIs to the west of 
the M40 and Thomley deserted medieval village scheduled monument. 

Other  

Corridor C contains special category land (including common land, open space and 
National Trust land), allotments and Crown land within its study area. Corridor C 
contains Oxford Green Belt, Metropolitan Green Belt and land designated as Local 
Green Space. 

The topography of Corridor C consists predominately of a large area of smoothly 
rolling countryside in the lowlands north of the Chiltern Hills. 

Land use in Corridor C is predominantly agricultural with a mix of land uses within 
towns, villages and hamlets including residential, industrial, services, retail, roads, 
railways and waterways. 

0.8 Sifting Methodology 

Corridors A, B, C and associated sub-options, were evaluated by means of a sifting 
process which rated corridors based on their performance against the project 
objectives. There was no hierarchy placed on the project objectives and a single 7-
point scale was adopted across all variables being assessed. Rating ranged from 
‘highly advantageous’, shown as dark green, through to ‘highly disadvantageous’, 
shown as red, with a ‘neutral’ rating mid-point shown as grey (see Table 0.2). 
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Table 0.2: Generic rating scale for strategic and intervention objectives 

Dark green Highly advantageous  

Green Moderately advantageous 

Light green Slightly advantageous  

Grey Neutral case 

Yellow Slightly disadvantageous 

Amber Moderately disadvantageous 

Red Highly disadvantageous 

 

Individual strategic objectives were rated by taking an overall view of their combined 
intervention criteria rating. All 7 strategic objectives were used to inform the overall 
corridor rating and the corridors compared to identify which performed best against 
the strategic objectives.  

The Project Objective Assessment Matrix is shown schematically in Figure 0.7 
below.  

Figure 0.7: Project Objective Assessment Matrix 

 

Connectivity 

The Connectivity strategic objective is to promote enhanced connectivity through 
faster, safer and more reliable connections across the corridor. This has been 
assessed by using a transport model to represent the various corridor options under 
consideration. With the corridor in place in the model, journey time, reliability, 
resilience and safety changes have been assessed for each corridor. 
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Strategic Transformation 

The Strategic Transformation strategic objective is to promote a strategic 
transformation of the corridor by aligning the corridor with other transport 
infrastructure and planned and aspirational developments. This has been assessed 
by; evaluating the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway interacts 
with proposed transport infrastructure, principally railways and strategic highways; 
and the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway could help facilitate 
planned and emerging development and could enable the aspirational development 
for the corridor, as a part of the National Infrastructure Commission’s vision. 

Economic Growth 

The Economic Growth strategic objective is to promote the maximising of 
sustainable growth opportunities, within the corridor and beyond, for existing and 
new potential communities. This has been assessed by estimating the balance of 
jobs and workforce possibly enabled within the corridor and the degree to which 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway reduces the overall need to travel. The increased 
accessibility to freight and rail terminals and the degree to which Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway can help facilitate planned and allocated development is 
also measured. Modelled forecasts of employment by industry, occupation, skill level 
and wage impacts have also been taken account of. 

Skills and Accessibility 

The Skills and Accessibility strategic objective is to promote the provision of greater 
accessibility in the corridor between residents and potential job opportunities and 
improving connectivity between homes and employment. Analysis has been 
undertaken using a transport model to assess the reduction in travel time to 
representative major employment destinations in the corridor. An assessment of the 
degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway increases the proportion of 
commuting trips within the corridor rather than out-commuting to other areas, such 
as London has also been completed. 

Planning for the Future  

The planning for the future strategic objective is to promote sustainable growth. This 
has been assessed by a number of measures including: proximity to existing and 
proposed population and economic and industrial centres; how the expressway 
could facilitate access to existing or planned public transport hubs and multi-modal 
infrastructure; ability to accommodate the technology that is necessary to support 
road worker and road user safety; ability to deliver reduced journey times and 
improve journey time reliability; ability to meet the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and 
horse riders. 

Environment  

The environment strategic objective is to promote a healthy natural environment. The 
assessment involved gathering information about key environmental constraints and 
mapping these. The environmental features were mapped based on their importance 
in legislation and within planning policy. We used this information and our knowledge 
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of other schemes to assess whether a corridor was likely to lead to a significant 
effect on an environmental feature. The 7-point scale was used to present the results 
and to allow comparisons between corridors and whether they were likely to meet 
the strategic environmental objective. 

Innovation  

The innovation strategic objective is to promote technology use to support 
sustainable transport. Innovation includes technology to support shorter and more 
reliable journey times, and to enable people to use sustainable technology.  The 
evaluation considered potential constraints for each corridor relating to the provision 
of technology including signals on gantries and journey information. An assessment 
of how each corridor performs has been completed by identifying opportunities to 
switch to sustainable transport options and identifying any obstructions to provision 
of new technology. 

0.9 Detailed Assessment of Corridor A  

This section summarises the detailed assessment of Corridor A and how well it 
performs against the strategic objectives, see Table 0.3 below. 

Table 0.3: Detailed assessment summary – Corridor A 

Strategic objective Summary 

Connectivity Corridor A is rated green (moderately advantageous). 
Corridor A rates well, gaining the highest available rating 
for the intervention objectives of reduce journey times 
and promote network resilience. Corridor A contributes 
to a safer network in terms of the expected reduction in 
number of personal injury collisions throughout the 
assessment period and is one of the best performing 
options with respect to the safety performance of the 
Project delivery. 

Strategic 
Transformation 

Corridor A is rated green (moderately advantageous). 
Corridor A aligns well with transport infrastructure and 
known and aspirational developments. Corridor A is 
assessed as having the potential to make a significant 
contribution towards the NIC vision. 

Economic growth Corridor A is rated green (moderately advantageous). 
Corridor A gained the highest assessment rating for the 
skills impact intervention objective and is anticipated to 
have the potential to facilitate significant sustainable 
economic growth and provide benefits to the future 
labour force and their skills potential. 

Skills and Accessibility Corridor A is rated green (moderately advantageous). 
Corridor A gained the highest assessment rating for 
reducing journey times and is anticipated to have the 
potential to facilitate better accessibility to employment 
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Strategic objective Summary 

for residents along the corridor. 

Planning for the future Corridor A is rated light green (slightly advantageous). 
Corridor A rated well for linking existing population 
centres, however it was not optimal in linking potential 
independent development areas. It was rated lower for 
promoting access to public transport, in particular rail 
connection westward, and has identified areas where 
meeting the walking, cycling and horse-riding 
intervention objective would be restricted. 

Environment Corridor A is rated amber (moderately 
disadvantageous). It should be possible to develop a 
route option within the corridor without having a 
significant effect on the most important environmental 
constraints. It could also result in net benefits in terms of 
the number of people and properties that benefit from 
reductions in noise and improved air quality. However, 
there would likely be potential significant effects on other 
important natural and historic environmental constraints. 

Innovation Corridor A is rated light green (slightly advantageous).  
Corridor A has some scope to improve the level of 
technology and to connect to sustainable transport 
modes such as the proposed East West Rail.   

 

0.10 Detailed Assessment of Corridor B  

This section summarises the detailed assessment of Corridors B1, B2 and B3 and 
how well they perform against the strategic objectives. See Table 0.4 below. 

Table 0.4: Detailed assessment summary – Corridors B1, B2 and B3 

Strategic objective Summary 

Connectivity Corridors B1, B2 and B3 all rate as green (moderately 
advantageous). 

Corridor B2 and B3 perform slightly better than 
Corridor B1 for promoting resilience. All corridors 
contribute to a safer network in terms of the expected 
reduction in number of personal injury collisions 
throughout the assessment period with Corridor B1 the 
best performing options with respect to the safety 
performance of the Project delivery. whereas Corridor 
B1 gained the highest rating for the safety performance 
of the finished product intervention objective.  

Strategic Transformation Corridors B1, B2 and B3 all rate as dark green (highly 
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Strategic objective Summary 

advantageous). 

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 all have potential to make a 
significant contribution towards the NIC vision. Corridor 
B1 gained the highest rating for the alignment with 
other transport infrastructure intervention objective 
whereas Corridors B2 and B3 perform better on 
alignment with known and aspirational development. 

Economic growth Corridor B1 rated green (moderately advantageous) 
and Corridors B2 and B3 both rated dark green (highly 
advantageous). 

Corridors B2 and B3 have the strongest potential of 
facilitating significant economic growth and provide 
benefits to the future labour force and their skills 
potential. Corridor B1 has the potential to facilitate 
significant economic growth with the corresponding 
positive impacts on jobs and skills and facilitate better 
accessibility to employment centres.  

Skills and Accessibility Corridor B1 rated green (moderately advantageous) 
and Corridors B2 and B3 both rated dark green (highly 
advantageous). 

Corridors B2 and B3 have the strongest potential to 
enable better accessibility to employment for residents 
along the corridor.  

Planning for the future Corridor B1 rated dark green (highly advantageous) 
and Corridors B2 and B3 both rated green (moderately 
advantageous). 

Corridor B1 performs best for connecting to existing 
and planned population, economic and industry activity 
centres as well as connections to public transport. 
Corridors B2 and B3 rated less well in facilitating 
access for traffic onto the SRN, access to public 
transport and integration with multimodal projects. 

Environment Corridors B1 and B2 rated red (highly 
disadvantageous) and Corridor B3 amber (moderately 
disadvantageous). 

Corridors B1 and B2 have less flexibility to develop 
route options that would avoid the most important 
environmental constraints and therefore more likely to 
have significant effects on the environment.  
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Strategic objective Summary 

Corridor B3 is the best performing corridor principally 
because it of the beneficial impact on communities and 
has the greater potential to either avoid the most 
important environmental constraints or to develop 
mitigation that would reduce the significant effects, 
although there would be potential significant effects on 
other important natural and historic environmental 
constraints. 

Innovation Corridors B1, B2 and B3 all rated green (moderately 
advantageous). 
Corridors B1, B2 and B3 has scope to improve the 
level of technology and connects well to sustainable 
transport modes such as the proposed East West Rail. 

 

0.11 Detailed Assessment of Corridor C  

This section summarises the detailed assessment of Corridors C1, C2 and C3 and 
how well they perform against the strategic objectives. See Table 0.5 below. 

Table 0.5: Detailed assessment summary – Corridors C1, C2 and C3 

Strategic objective Summary 

Connectivity Corridors C1, C2 and C3 are all rated green 
(moderately advantageous). Corridors C2 and C3 gain 
the highest rating for the intervention objectives of 
reducing journey times and promoting network 
resilience. Corridor C1 gains the highest rating for the 
safety performance of the finished product intervention 
objective. Corridors C1, C2 and C3 were assessed as 
performing less well with respect to the safety 
performance of the project delivery intervention 
objectives. 

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 all contribute to a safer 
network in terms of the expected reduction in number 
of personal injury collisions throughout the assessment 
period and is one of the best performing options with 
respect to the safety performance of the Project 
delivery 

Strategic Transformation Corridor C1 rated light green (slightly advantageous) 
and Corridors C2 and C3 are both rated green 
(moderately advantageous). 

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 all have potential to make a 
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Strategic objective Summary 

contribution towards the NIC vision. 

Corridor C1 gained the second highest assessment 
rating for the alignment with known and aspirational 
development but rated less well for alignment with 
other transport infrastructure. 

Corridors C2 and C3 both gained the highest 
assessment rating for the alignment with known and 
aspirational development but both corridors rate l less 
well for alignment with other transport infrastructure. 

Economic growth Corridors C1, C2 and C3 all rated green (moderately 
advantageous). Corridor C1gained the second highest 
rating for 3 intervention objectives. and is the poorest 
performing corridor for the skills intervention objective. 
Corridors C2 and C3 gained the highest assessment 
rating for dependent development and second highest 
rating for the remaining objectives.  

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 perform well for economic 
growth and are anticipated to have good potential of 
facilitating significant economic growth and provide 
benefits to the future labour force and their skills 
potential. 

Skills and Accessibility Corridors C1, C2 and C3 all rated light green (slight 
advantageous). Corridor C1 gained the second highest 
assessment rating for supporting access to public 
transport and improving connections between homes 
and employment but performs less well against 
reducing journey times. Corridors C2 and C3 both 
gained the second highest assessment rating for 
reducing journey times and improving connections 
between homes and employment. Corridors C2 and 
C3 perform less well for supporting access to public 
transport. 

Planning for the future Corridor C1 rated green (moderately advantageous) 
and Corridors C2 and C3 both rated light green 
(slightly advantageous). 

Corridor C1 performed moderately well, with 
connecting centres of population, economic activity, 
industry and public transport in the Oxford area being 
a strength.  
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Strategic objective Summary 

Corridors C2 and C3 both performed slightly well but 
are not optimal for connections to centres of 
population, economic activity, industry and public 
transport in the Oxford area. 

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 do not connect well to some 
potential areas of development or rate well for 
promoting access to public transport due to these 
corridors being routed via Buckingham which has no 
rail connections. 

Environment Corridors C1 and C2 both rated red (highly 
disadvantageous) and Corridor C3 rated amber 
(moderately disadvantageous). 

Corridor C3 performs better than Corridors C1 and C2 
principally because it has a greater potential to either 
avoid the most important environmental constraints or 
to develop mitigation that would reduce the significant 
effects.  

Innovation Corridors C1, C2 and C3 all rated light green (slightly 
advantageous).   

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 have some scope to improve 
the level of technology and to connect to sustainable 
transport modes such as the proposed East West Rail.   

 

0.12 Sifting Results  

The results of each strategic objective rating as well as the overall rating of corridors 
are presented in Table 0.6.  
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Table 0.6: Summary of strategic objectives rating per corridor and overall 
corridor rating 

Strategic  

Objectives  

Corridor options 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Connectivity Green Green Green Green Green Green Green 

Strategic 
transformation 

Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Green Green 

Economic growth Green Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green Green Green 

Skills and 
accessibility 

Green Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Planning for the 
future 

Light 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Environment Amber Red Red Amber Red Red Amber 

Innovation 
Light 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Overall rating 
Light 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

0.13 Strategic Delivery Assessment 

The strategic delivery assessment evaluates the risks associated with a number of 
factors for a successful project delivery.  These factors provide a strategic view on 
the risks and are described further below and ranked with high risk (red), medium 
risk (orange) and low risk (green). 

Risk of Constructability 

The specific constructability objective of the project was to identify any significant 
obstacles or constraints that could affect project delivery, with the intention of 
reducing the constraint through the assessment of construction processes to 
ultimately achieve better buildability; or prevent errors, delays, and cost overruns. 
Information was gathered through a desktop study to establish the significant 
constraints present throughout the corridors. 

The assessment based findings on technical constraints which focused on the 
practicality of building methods and standards. Social and environmental constraints 
were also considered to include the potential nuisances caused through construction 
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activity such as: noise, vibration, dust and the likely impacts on traffic and transport 
mainly through “on-line” works activities. 

Then specific opportunities and potential threat mitigation through evaluation of 
construction processes were applied to these constraints to provide an overall 
construction assessment of the corridors.  

All the corridors contain constraints with some variation in the level of significance 
and each corridor present some opportunity for construction in unconstrained areas 
of land.  On this basis the level of risk has been assessed as moderate for each 
corridor. 

Risk of Consentability 

Based on the corridor options produced to date, it is assumed that the Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway is a nationally significant infrastructure project (NSIP) 
requiring a Development Consent Order(s) (DCO) under the processes set out in the 
Planning Act 2008 and associated secondary legislation. Accordingly, the application 
for an order granting development consent will be assessed against the National 
Networks National Policy Statement 2014 (NN NPS) and other relevant policies. 

The term ‘consentability’ has been defined based on the Planning Act 2008 
consenting process applicable to the Project.  

The consentability risks associated with all corridor options relate to not having 
regard to and ensure the Project meets the legal requirements set out in the 
Planning Act 2008 and secondary legislation, not being in accordance with the NN 
NPS and not having regard for local impacts. The highest risk for consentability 
relates to potential areas of non-compliance with the NN NPS. At this stage, the 
principle area of non-compliance is in relation to potential adverse environmental 
impacts. 

It is identified that for Corridors A, B3 and C3 there is a moderate risk of impacting 
on environmental designations, increasing the risk of development consent not being 
granted, hence the consentability risk is assessed to be medium. 

It is identified that for Corridors B1, C1, B2 and C2 there is a high risk of impacting 
on environmental designations, increasing the risk of development consent not being 
granted, hence the consentability risk is assessed to be high. 

Risk of Stakeholder Acceptability 

Stakeholder acceptability assessment is based on the feedback received from 
stakeholders’ following the request for written representations on the corridor 
options.  

Organisations engaged during Stage 1A were invited to indicate in writing their 
preferred corridor (and the reasons for that preference), and any corridor(s) they 
would not support (and the reasons why). 
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Points raised in the feedback received were grouped into themes to facilitate 
analysis by the relevant technical team, and to provide an overall sense-check 
against the strengths and weaknesses of each of the corridors.  

The feedback from the representations shows no significant difference in the level of 
support for the corridors. The risk of stakeholder acceptability is therefore assessed 
as medium for all corridors. 

Risk of Flexibility 

Flexibility of a corridor is a measure of how easily the Project design could be flexed 
to accommodate changing circumstances and avoid constraints to provide 
confidence to develop a number of route options to take to public consultation.  

For each corridor, the assessment of flexibility has considered how easily a workable 
solution that meets the Project objectives, complies with design standards and can 
be accommodated within the corridor. Principally, this relates to reviewing the 
probability of identifying whether acceptable routes of the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway could be achieved that avoid the significant constraints. 

For corridors A, B1, C1, B2 and C2 there is limited flexibility due to the high risk of 
impacting the significant infrastructure and environmental constraints within the 
corridors. The risk associated with flexibility is therefore assessed as high. 

For corridors B3 and C3 there is some flexibility to avoid impacting the significant 
infrastructure and environmental constraints within the corridors. The risk associated 
with flexibility is therefore assessed as medium. 

The strategic delivery risks are summarised in Table 0.7 below: 

Table 0.7: Strategic Delivery Risk Assessment 

 Corridor 

Risk Area A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Constructability Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 

Consentability Medium High High Medium High High Medium 

Stakeholder 
Acceptance 

Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 

Flexibility High High High Medium High High Medium 

Overall Medium High High Medium High High Medium 
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Initial Value for Money and estimated outturn cost 

The Initial Value for Money (VfM) of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway has been 
assessed as part of the modelling and appraisal work that was conducted for the 
SOBC. In the SOBC, the benefits and costs of the corridor options have been 
assessed and a Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) estimated for each option. The BCR 
estimate represents the amount of benefits of the project being bought for every 
£1.00 of cost. This has been used to inform the VfM for the different corridor options. 
Capital cost estimates were prepared for Corridors A, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2 and C3. 
These were calculated and updated in April 2018 and have been adjusted for risk 
and inflation. 

Table 0.8: Summary of monetised benefits by corridor (2010 prices4) 

Impact 
Option A 

(£m) 
Option B1 

(£m) 
Option B2 

(£m) 
Option C1 

(£m) 
Option C2 

(£m) 

Benefits cost 
ratio (BCR) 

1.2 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.1 

Table 0.9: Summary of outturn costs by corridor 

Cost 
estimate 

Corridor (£m) 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Minimum 
likely 

3,266 2,774 3,034 3,160 2,969 3,222 3,342 

Most 
likely 

4,827 4,101 4,497 4,684 4,388 4,774 4,948 

Maximum 
likely 

8,506 7,338 7,879 8,326 7,875 8,406 8,838 

 

0.14 Conclusions and recommendations 

This Corridor Assessment Report summarises the Stage 1 assessment of the Oxford 
to Cambridge Expressway corridors as identified in the strategic study for the project.  
The report builds on the Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC) with a particular 

                                                                 
4 The results are based on proportionate analysis and exclude wider economic benefits in the context of aspirational growth. 
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emphasis on strengthening the assessment against the Government’s 5 Case Model 
(Strategic, Economic, Commercial, Financial and Management) 

In assessing a complex project of this nature, many factors have been considered in 
the context of the key (significant) constraints and opportunities that have been 
identified.   

The assessment has allowed each corridor to be measured against the Strategic 
Objectives (section 2), supporting the Strategic Case, using evidence that is 
proportionate to the early stage of the project.  Analysis and assessment of the 
evidence has shown how each corridor performs and has enabled clear comparisons 
to be made between them.   

Through the assessment work, the Project Team has also reviewed the risk to 
successful project delivery with a Strategic Delivery Assessment (section 13), 
supporting the Management Case.   

All of the assessment work is fully detailed in earlier sections of this report with the 
conclusions of this work presented below together with relevant extracts from the 
SOBC enabling comparison of each corridors performance.  

Table 0.10: Comparison of each corridors performance from SOBC  

 Corridor 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Initial Value for 
Money 

Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 

Cost Estimate* £b 4.8 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.4 4.8 5.0 

* Most likely Outturn Cost for the Missing Link (A34 at Abingdon to M1) 

Table 0.11: Strategic Delivery Assessment 

 Corridor 

Risk Area A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Constructability Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 

Consentability Medium High High Medium High High Medium 

Stakeholder 
Acceptance 

Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 

Flexibility High High High Medium High High Medium 

Overall Medium High High Medium High High Medium 

 

L = Low Risk; M = Medium Risk; H = High Risk
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Table 0.12: Performance against the Strategic Objectives 

 Corridor 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Overall 
Performance 

Light 
Green 

Green Green Green 
Light 

Green 
Light 

Green 
Light 

Green 

 

In assessing the overall relative performance Corridors A, C1, C2 and C3 perform 
least well overall against the Project strategic objectives. Whilst Corridors A, C1, C2 
and C3 are assessed as having a slightly or moderately advantageous performance 
against the objectives, (with the exception of environment), they do not perform as 
well as Corridors B1, B2 and B3. Corridors B1, B2 and B3 perform better against the 
Project strategic objectives specifically outperforming Corridors A, C1, C2 and C3 in 
the Strategic Transformation, Economic Growth, Skills and Accessibility and 
Planning for the Future objectives.   

It is therefore recommended that Corridors A, C1, C2 and C3 are not considered 
further as they perform least well overall against the Project strategic objectives 
(Light Green – Slightly Advantageous).   

Whilst all of the B corridors perform equal best against the strategic objectives, it is 
recommended that Corridor B2 is not considered further as it has a high level of 
delivery risk for flexibility and has a relatively high predicted outturn cost. In addition 
B2 presents a high level of environmental constraints that are unlikely to be 
overcome with further project development.  Corridor B3 offers similar benefits to B2, 
at a similar predicted outturn cost and offers greater flexibility for route option 
development with less potential impact on significant environmental constraints.  
Corridor B1 also has a high level of delivery risk for flexibility, primarily due to the 
number of significant environmental constraints contained within the corridor which 
could limit route option development, this will require further investigation in the next 
stage; it does however have the lowest predicted outturn cost and could offer an on-
line solution around Oxford utilising existing strategic road network. 

Recommendation 1 - Corridors B1 and B3 are selected to develop viable route 
options to be progressed into public consultation in PCF stage 2.  

Recommendation 2 - Corridors A, B2, C1, C2 and C3 are rejected at this stage. 

The main advantages and disadvantages of corridors B1 and B3 are summarised 
below and would benefit from further assessment and stakeholder consultation:
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Table 0.13: Advantages and disadvantages of corridor B1 and B3 

Corridor Advantages Disadvantages 

Corridor B1  Lowest predicted outturn 
cost 

 Offers the potential for 
existing highway 
infrastructure to be used in 
a route to the west of 
Oxford 

 Has potential to have greater 
impact on significant 
environmental assets 

 Identifying an acceptable route 
option could be challenging 

Corridor B3  Has less relative potential 
impact on significant 
environmental assets 

 Greater flexibility in route 
option identification as a 
new route to the east of 
Oxford 

 Higher predicted outturn cost 

 Less potential to use existing 
highway infrastructure 

 

This report represents the conclusion of the first early stage of the development of 
the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway in recommending two corridors for selection.  
This will allow for the identification of route options, within the selected corridors, that 
will be developed for a non-statutory consultation.  Following the non-statutory 
consultation on route options, a decision on preferred route will be made leading to 
further project development.  During this development and in preparation for the 
consenting process, a further consultation will be completed, allowing stakeholders 
to further influence the design of the project.  The consenting process will include an 
examination process where an Examiner will fully consider the merits of the project 
before a decision is taken to implement the project. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this report 

The Corridor Assessment Report (CAR) summarises the assessment of the 
Highways England Project Control Framework (PCF) Stage 0 shortlisted corridor 
options for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway missing link and the Oxford sub-
options against the Project’s strategic objectives. The report builds on the Strategic 
Outline Business Case (SOBC) with a particular emphasis on strengthening the 
assessment against the Government 5 Case Model (Strategic, Economic, 
Commercial, Financial and Management). 

In addition, an assessment of further data gathered during the study is summarised 
in a strategic delivery assessment, which reviews the ability to deliver the Project.  

In recommending a corridor, 3 factors are considered; the outcomes of the SOBC; 
the strategic delivery assessment; and the performance against the strategic 
objectives, see Figure 1.1. The CAR recommends which corridor should be 
considered further in the identification of route options as part of the continuity of 
PCF Stage 1 – Option Identification. 

Figure 1.1: The building blocks of corridor assessment 

 

1.2 Scheme context 

The Department for Transport (DfT) commissioned Highways England to undertake 
a strategic study for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. The requirement for this 
study was set out in the Road Investment Strategy (RIS) published in December 
2014 to explore options to address the Oxford – Milton Keynes – Cambridge corridor 
challenges and opportunities, as listed below: 
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 The broad arc from Oxford – Milton Keynes – Cambridge includes some of 
the UK’s most successful, productive and rapidly growing economic areas. 
Existing east-west road and rail connections between these knowledge-rich 
economies are notably poor. There is no continuous and direct dual 
carriageway or rail link between Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge, 
creating a significant infrastructure barrier that risks constraining growth. 

 An east-west expressway would complement the proposed East West Rail 
(EWR) and support the continued growth and attractiveness of the corridor as 
a place to live and work. An east-west expressway would provide network 
resilience, improve local, regional and strategic connectivity and support the 
delivery of planned growth across the corridor. 

 This study examines the case for creating an expressway to improve 
connections between the towns and cities of the arc. It also considers 
existing roads along the route, including the A34 around Oxford. This study 
takes into consideration work already planned in the area including EWR. 

The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway strategic study considered 2 other RIS 
strategic studies: M25 South-West Quadrant and A1 East of England (from the M25 
to Peterborough) as well as the EWR scheme being progressed by DfT. There is a 
strong interrelationship between all 3 RIS studies and with EWR, in terms of 
addressing east-west connectivity across the corridor and supporting growth. 

The strategic study identified that much of an expressway could be created through 
improvements to the existing road network, including the committed dualling of the 
A428 from Black Cat Roundabout to Caxton Gibbet. However, a gap will remain 
between Milton Keynes and Oxford. The provision of this “Missing Strategic Link” 
(Figure 1.2) would therefore be necessary to complete the east-west expressway. 
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Figure 1.2: Study area map showing the missing strategic link and strategic 
road and rail networks (DfT, 2016) 

 
 

The National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) in its 2017 report ‘Partnering for 
Prosperity: A new deal for the Cambridge-Milton Keynes-Oxford Arc’ acknowledged 
the current constraints on economic development and views multimodal 
infrastructure investment as a key catalyst to enabling economic growth and 
competing in the global market. 

The Project Team actively engaged with a wide range of stakeholders including 
England’s Economic Heartland, which has identified this Project as one of its 
strategic priorities. England’s Economic Heartland recognises greater economic 
benefit can be achieved by investing in the transport system on a wider strategic 
basis than at the individual county level. 

Discussions with the study area’s strategic stakeholders have also established 
strong support for investment in strategic transport infrastructure that improves east-
west connectivity, which is viewed as vital to supporting housing and economic 
growth in their respective regions. 

The outcomes of the Stage 3 Report and Strategic Outline Business Case were 
published in November 2016 and summer 18 respectively. This reported upon the 
initial sifting of a long-list of options that addressed the study objectives. This sifting 
was carried out using the Early Assessment and Sifting Tool and identified 3 
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shortlisted corridor options for the missing strategic link between Oxford and Milton 
Keynes (Figure 1.3) comprising: 

 Option A – Southern option via Aylesbury (shown in blue) 

 Option B – Central route via a shared East West Rail corridor (shown in 
purple) 

 Option C – Northern route via Buckingham (shown in green) 

 
Figure 1.3: Shortlisted corridor options 

 

1.3 PCF Stage 1 work to date 

Following the strategic study, the Government committed funding in the 2016 
Autumn Statement to start developing the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway.  The 
Project has now entered Project Control Framework Stage 1 – Option Identification.  
This report represents the completion of the first element of Stage 1, building on the 
strategic study work, in the assessment of the shortlisted corridor options for the 
missing link between Oxford and Milton Keynes and the routes around Oxford. 

The aim of the work completed in Stage 1 for this element, is to allow the 
identification of the corridor which performs best against the Project’s strategic 
objectives.  In addition, the sections of the corridor that utilise existing routes (A34 
from the M4 to Abingdon and A421 and A428 from the M1 to the M11), known as the 
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common corridors have been assessed to provide context to the corridor options and 
identify the full operational solution for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. 

Data has been collected to a level that is proportionate to the early stage of the 
Project, allowing for an evidence-based assessment of each corridor’s performance.  
The data has primarily been collected through a desktop study approach, with visits 
to the study area completed for familiarisation and verification purposes. 

The Project Team has engaged extensively with strategic stakeholders to develop an 
appreciation of their views on the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. Opinion from 
the stakeholders has been captured through a process of meetings, facilitated 
workshops and written feedback. 

For the Project’s strategic objectives, the Project Team has identified intervention 
objectives that are related to each strategic objective and the known problems or 
opportunities along the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway corridor. Each corridor 
option has been assessed against the objectives using a sifting tool described in 
Section 8.  This assessment allows for a corridor recommendation and supports a 
robust evidence-based decision, at this strategic stage, on which corridor to develop 
route options within. 

There are 2 stages in considering the corridor recommendation; firstly, which corridor 
is recommended overall between A, B and C; and secondly which sub-corridor 
option is recommended around Oxford if applicable. 

1.4 Structure of the report 

The structure of the CAR is as follows:   

 Executive summary. Provides an overall summary of the CAR. 

 Section 1 – Introduction. Describes the purpose of the report, background to 
the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway and how the CAR is structured. 

 Section 2 – Project objectives. Describes the Project’s strategic and 
intervention objectives. 

 Section 3 – Description of corridor options. Describes the shortlisted 
corridors, sub-options, common corridors and how the corridors have 
developed.  

 Section 4 – Common Corridors existing conditions. Describes the 
infrastructure, environmental and other key existing conditions of the 
Common Corridors. 

 Sections 5, 6 and 7 describe the infrastructure, environmental and other key 
existing conditions of Corridors A, B and C respectively. 

 Section 8 – Sifting methodology. Describes the sifting process, methodology 
and how the corridors were evaluated. 
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 Sections 9, 10 and 11 provide detailed assessment of Corridors A, B and C 
respectively, against the Project’s strategic and intervention objectives which 
support the assessment given in the sifting.  

 Section 12 – Sifting results. Describes the results of the corridor sifting. 

 Section 13 – Strategic delivery assessment. An assessment of further data 
gathered during the study is summarised in a strategic delivery assessment, 
which reviews the ability to deliver the Project. 

 Section 14 – Conclusions and recommendation. Conclusion of the corridor 
assessment and a recommendation of the best-performing corridor.  

Supporting information: 

 Appendix A – Existing Conditions Figures 

 Appendix B – Project Objective Assessment Matrix 

 Appendix C – Growth and Economic Assessment Report  

 Appendix D – Stakeholder Engagement Report  

 Appendix E – Supplementary Environmental Information  

 Appendix F – Supplementary Consenting Information  

 Appendix G – Traffic Modelling and Appraisal Report 

 Appendix H – Construction Corridor Assessment Report 

1.5 Equality, diversity and inclusion 

Highways England is committed to delivering schemes that are as inclusive as 
possible and place equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) at the heart of its business 
planning and decision-making. A full Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) for this 
project will be progressed through Stage 1 and will align with any emerging 
expressway requirements. The EqIA will identify and take into account all potential 
users, including protected characteristics within the Equality Act 2010, whose 
requirements and needs are important to the development of the Project. The EqIA 
will be completed taking into consideration all equality, diversity and inclusion 
stakeholders to ensure local community information is fully understood. An initial 
assessment has shown that, for the purposes of assessing the corridors, there are 
no key differences. 
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2. Project objectives 

The evidence within this CAR has been evaluated within the context of a framework 
which has allowed the merits of each corridor to be assessed against the project 
objectives. The project objectives are made up of strategic and intervention 
objectives. 

The strategic objectives are defined by the Department for Transport (DfT) for the 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway Project. The strategic objectives for the Project 
were originally developed in collaboration with a formal Stakeholder Reference 
Group during Stage 0.  

The Stage 1 strategic objectives were based on those developed in Stage 0 of the 
Project and updated to reflect the opportunities identified by the National 
Infrastructure Commission (NIC) in its 2017 report ‘Partnering for Prosperity: A new 
deal for the Cambridge-Milton Keynes-Oxford Arc’5. The strategic objectives and 
related descriptions for the Project are shown in Table 2.1. 

To enable corridor assessment, sift and recommendation against the strategic 
objectives, specific intervention objectives have been developed following the 
requirements of DfT’s Web-based Transport Analysis Guidance (WebTAG)6. The 
intervention objectives address problems and opportunities identified within the study 
area.   

There is no hierarchy assigned to the intervention objectives in relation to their 
significance to the Project. 

  

                                                                 
5 National Infrastructure Commission Report ‘Partnering for Prosperity: A new deal for the Cambridge-
Milton Keynes-Oxford Arc’, Available from: https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/partnering-prosperity-
new-deal-cambridge-milton-keynes-oxford-arc/ 
6 The Department for Transport, Guidance, Transport analysis guidance: WebTAG, 29 October 2013, 

Available from:https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag 

https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/partnering-prosperity-new-deal-cambridge-milton-keynes-oxford-arc/
https://www.nic.org.uk/publications/partnering-prosperity-new-deal-cambridge-milton-keynes-oxford-arc/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/transport-analysis-guidance-webtag
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Figure 2.1: Stage 1 (option development) process (source: WebTAG Transport 
Appraisal Process) 

 

2.1 Strategic objectives 

Table 2.1 lists the strategic objectives and corresponding descriptions specifically for 
the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway Project. 

Table 2.1: Strategic objectives 

Strategic objective Description 

Connectivity Provide an east-west strategic road link between Milton 
Keynes and Oxford that delivers enhanced connectivity 
through faster, safer and more reliable connections 
across the corridor in the broad arc from Oxford to 
Cambridge via Milton Keynes. 

Strategic transformation Support the creation of an integrated corridor between 
Oxford and Cambridge, reflecting and advancing plans 
for infrastructure, housing, business investment and 
development. 
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Strategic objective Description 

Economic growth Unlock the economic potential in the corridor by 
facilitating strategic growth to the benefit of the UK 
economy through increased productivity, employment 
and housing, and maximising synergies with potential 
growth associated with the proposed East West Rail. 

Skills and accessibility Promote accessibility and wider socio-economic 
benefits by improving access to job opportunities at key 
employment centres, developments, and at education, 
leisure, health, and retail facilities whilst creating wider 
employment opportunities. 

Planning for the future Reduce the impact of new housing on local roads for 
communities and contribute to better safety, security 
and health whilst promoting sustainable transport 
modes. 

Environment To provide a healthy, natural environment, reducing 
congestion, supporting sustainable travel modes and 
promoting equality and opportunity. 

Innovation Apply innovative technology wherever possible to 
support the sustainable planning, construction and 
operation of transport measures. 

2.2 Intervention objectives 

The intervention objectives, and their related definitions, specifically for the Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway Project are outlined below. The intervention objectives are 
listed under the strategic objectives to which they are aligned. 

Table 2.2: Connectivity 

Intervention objective Key term definition 

1. Reduce journey times  
Journey times – the reduction in total vehicle hours 
travelled within the study area over the evaluation 
period. 

2. Improve journey time 
reliability 

Journey time reliability – the variation in journey time 
that transport users are unable to predict resulting in a 
more stressful experience and less willingness to pay 
for travel (specifically, greater perceived cost of a 
journey)7. 

  

                                                                 
7 As defined by WebTAG 
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3. Promote resilience 

Resilience – the ability to provide and maintain an 
acceptable level of service in the face of challenges to 
normal operation (such as inclement weather and road 
traffic accidents). 

4. Safety performance 
of the Project delivery 

Safety performance of the Project delivery – 
encompasses safety, health and wellbeing relevant to 
the Project development and construction phases. 
Includes the Project Team (client, designer, contractor 
and subcontractors) and public safety on site and 
affected operational highway including diversion routes. 

5. Safety performance 
of the finished product 

Safety performance of finished product – the 
reduction in the number of killed and serious injury 
incidents within the study area over the 60-year 
evaluation period. 

 
Table 2.3: Strategic transformation 

Intervention objective Key term definition 

1. Alignment with other 
transport infrastructure 

Alignment – (1) close proximity to other transport 
infrastructure, reinforcing the capacity of the corridor to 
link people with significant destinations 
(2) complements other transport infrastructure 
objectives and benefits  
Transport infrastructure – existing and proposed 
transport modes that connect significant towns, 
employment centres and other traffic-generating 
destinations. 

2. Alignment with known 
and aspirational 
development 

Alignment – improve access to, and capacity for 
development and economic growth  
Development – including existing towns, villages, and 
settlements, as well as clusters of economic activity, 
including business parks, science villages, and 
education campuses which are either in existence, 
currently planned, or could be unlocked under future 
growth aspirations identified by NIC or the local 
authorities. 
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Table 2.4: Economic growth 

Intervention objective Key term definition 

1. Economic density 
Economic density – the proximity of economic growth 
including new homes and employment space which can 
deliver cost savings and economic benefits. 

2. Access to gateways 
and freight terminals 

Gateways – ports, airports and railway stations linking 
UK to international destinations. 

Freight terminals – start and end points for the 
distribution of freight including truck terminals, railway 
terminals, seaports and airports. 

3. Dependent 
development including 
jobs and housing 

Dependent development – development which 
requires this Project in order to proceed. Usually 
because the traffic generated by the development 
requires additional transport infrastructure. Directly 
related to junction capacity, and may include 
development intensification on existing allocated land, 
or new development on land not currently identified for 
development. 

4. Skills impact 

Skills – improved access to high-skilled job 
opportunities in the knowledge economy sectors. 
Improved business productivity due to grouping of 
skilled jobs. Potential for increased spending on 
research, innovation and training. Improved access to 
world-leading education institutions, and increased 
development which will deliver modern education 
facilities to meet the needs of the incoming population. 
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Table 2.5: Skills and accessibility 

Intervention objective Key term definition 

1. Reducing journey 
times 

Journey times – reduction in journey time to 
employment and education centres 

2. Supporting access to 
public transport  

Wider access to jobs – facilitate the use of public 
transport such as rail, and park and ride facilities, that 
feed significant job locations 

Public transport – a means of transporting large 
numbers of people following fixed routes such as trains, 
trams and buses. 

3. Improve connection 
between homes and 
employment  

Homes and employment – connect communities and 
jobs in the area and reduce out-commuting. Enable 
both new residential development and employment land 
development with the capacity to support jobs for the 
incoming population. 

 
Table 2.6: Planning for the future 

Intervention objective Key term definition 

1. Provide infrastructure 
that facilitates access 
for traffic onto the SRN 
(“Right traffic on the 
right roads”)  

Access to the Strategic Road Network (SRN) – a 
highway link to facilitate efficient connection of the local 
road network with the SRN minimising the distance 
travelled to gain that access.  The SRN comprises 
motorways and trunk roads and the most significant 
A-roads providing long-distance routes between major 
origins and destinations.  

Right traffic on right roads – local roads are designed 
for short-distance trips, for example, connecting homes 
to schools, services and shops. The SRN is designed 
for carrying long-distance traffic between major 
destinations such as major towns and cities.  These 
roads are different in character and have differing 
operational requirements.  Separating the traffic leads 
to an efficient highway network.    

2. Promote access to 
public transport 

Access – facilitates the use of public transport such as 
rail or park and ride facilities. 

Public transport – a means of transporting large 
numbers of people following fixed routes such as trains, 
trams and buses. 
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Intervention objective Key term definition 

3. Support future 
transport technology 
(improved safety, 
electric vehicles, low-
emission vehicles etc.) 

Current and future technologies – the combination of 
in-vehicle, on-network and off-network facilities that 
together support safe and efficient traffic movement, 
including road worker safety features.   
Technology encompasses traffic flow detection and 
control including variable speed-limit setting and 
enforcement; lane control for incident management; 
CCTV; and driver information. 
Will include vehicle power sources, for example electric-
vehicle charging in roadside services etc. 

4. Improve walking, 
cycling, and horse-riding 
links between 
communities and core 
traffic generators 

Links between communities and core traffic 
generators – provision of new, or retention of existing, 
non-motorised travel routes.  Includes functional travel 
(to places of education and employment); and for 
leisure (such as casual walking and dog-walking). 

5. Integrate with existing 
and known future 
multimodal projects 

Multimodal projects – any project that directly or 
indirectly facilitates use of multiple transport modes. 

 
Table 2.7: Environment 

Intervention objective Key term definition 

1. Improve the net 
environmental impact of 
transport on 
communities 

Net environmental impact – an overall improvement, 
at the community level, of effects from transport with 
regard to noise and vibration, air quality and other 
impacts on people and communities.  Includes changes 
to transport on existing travel routes in conjunction with 
effects from transport on new highways infrastructure.   

2. Reduce the impact of 
new infrastructure on 
natural and historic 
environment by design 

Natural and historic environment by design – sets 
out a requirement for careful route planning and design 
to mitigate potential effects on landscape and visual 
amenity, nature conservation, road drainage and water, 
materials, geology and soils, and cultural heritage 
assets. 

3. No net ecology loss No ecology loss – no overall loss in biodiversity. 
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Table 2.8: Innovation 

Intervention objective Key term definition 

1. Promote the use of 
current and future 
technologies to support 
shorter journey times 
and reliability 

Current and future technologies – the roadside, 
control-centre-based and in-vehicle facilities that 
support efficient traffic movement in a way that is safe 
for road workers and road users.   

Shorter journey times and reliability – minimised 
journey duration and variance which also contributes to 
low driver stress. 

2. Promote technology 
use to enable 
customers to adopt 
sustainable transport 

Sustainable transport – modes of transport that 
minimise environmental impact, in particular walking, 
cycling and public transport.  Sustainability of other 
modes can be improved by electric cars and design 
decisions that improve vehicle efficiency. 
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3. Description of corridor options 

3.1 Introduction 

The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway Strategic Study Stage 3 Report, shortlisted 3 
corridor options between the M40 and M1, and sub-options around Oxford as shown 
in Figure 3.1 and described further in this section. Four sub-options, S1 to S4 were 
identified in the Stage 3 Report. 

For the purpose of the corridors’ descriptions and appraisals, the corridor option and 
Oxford sub-option references used in the Strategic Study Stage 3 report have been 
combined as follows:  

Table 3.1: Corridor options naming convention 

Stage 3 Report 
corridor 

reference 

Stage 3 Report 
Oxford sub-

option reference 

Stage 3 Report 

‘Road option’ 
reference 

CAR  

Corridor option 
reference 

A N/A A A 

 

B 

 

S1 B-S1 B1 

B S2 B-S2 B2 

S3 B-S3 B3 

 

C 

 

S1 C-S1 C1 

C S2 C-S2 C2 

S3 C-S3 C3 

Sub-option S4 is included in the common corridor described in Section 3.2. 

The short listing from the strategic study did not identify the physical extents of the 
corridors. The corridors have therefore been developed in more detail and have 
been assessed as corridor areas. 

To ensure that the corridor areas were suitable for the assessment process, the size 
of the corridor areas were developed as the desk-based assessments progressed as 
described in Sections 4 to 7. Broad corridors were identified to allow flexibility for 
potential routes in the next phase of Stage 1.  

For clarity, where Corridors A, B and C overlap, the overlapping areas are included 
in the assessment of each corridor option. To complete the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway ‘arc’ there are corridors common to Corridors A, B and C which are 
described in Section 3.2.  The corridor areas are shown on the drawings in Appendix 
A Existing Conditions Figures.  
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Figure 3.1: Illustrative schematic of corridors and Oxford sub-options 
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3.2 Common Corridors 

The Common Corridors are shown in figure 3.2. 

The Common Corridor South of Oxford, starts to the north of Newbury near the M4 
and broadly follows the A34 north to Abingdon passing Chilton and Didcot.  The 
corridor widens to the east as it moves north, passing to the west of Wallingford and 
finishing south of the M40. 

The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes, starts at the M1 east of Woburn 
where it broadly follows the A421 and the proposed East West Rail route south of 
Bedford.  The corridor continues north-east where it is expected to connect with the 
proposed A428 Black Cat to Caxton Gibbet Road Investment Strategy 1 scheme. 
The corridor then continues east past Cambourne following the A428 before tying 
into the M11 north-west of Cambridge. 

Figure 3.2: Common Corridor areas 
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3.3 Corridor A 

Corridor A is the most southerly corridor linking Oxford to the south of Milton Keynes, 
starting at the A34 north of Abingdon, as shown on Figure 3.3. The limited existing 
Strategic Road Network to the south-east of Oxford reduces the potential to develop 
an online solution within Corridor A. The corridor heads east towards the M40 before 
moving north-east past Thame, Aylesbury and Leighton Buzzard.  The corridor 
continues north towards Bletchley and finishes at the M1 south-east of Milton 
Keynes. 

Figure 3.3: Corridor A area 

 

 

3.4 Corridor B 

Corridor B is the most central corridor, linking Oxford to the south of Milton Keynes, 
as shown on Figure 3.4. Corridor B and C both have alignments that follow the 
proposed East West Rail between Oxford and Bicester, and from Bicester to Milton 
Keynes corridor B runs most parallel with the proposed East West Rail route. 

The corridor starts at Abingdon and passes Oxford via 3 alternative options, 
described below, before crossing the M40. The corridor then continues through 
Buckinghamshire to finish at the M1 south-east of Milton Keynes.  
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Figure 3.4: Corridor B area 

 

Corridor B1 

Corridor B1 starts at Abingdon and heads north broadly following the A34, to the 
west of Oxford and onwards to the M40. This offers the possibility to develop an 
online solution, particularly to the west of Oxford, by potentially using sections of the 
existing Strategic Road Network. From the M40 the corridor then passes Bicester, 
heading east past Winslow and ending at the M1 to the south-east of Milton Keynes.  

Corridor B2 and B3 

Corridors B2 and B3 start at Abingdon and pass to the south and east of Oxford. The 
limited existing Strategic Road Network immediately to the east of Oxford reduces 
the potential to develop an online solution around Oxford. Both corridors then head 
north/north-east towards the M40, with Corridor B2 taking a more westerly route 
closer to Oxford and Corridor B3 taking a more easterly route broadly following the 
existing M40.  This provides a potential online solution through this section of 
Corridor B3. Both corridors then continue through Buckinghamshire to finish at the 
M1 to the south-east of Milton Keynes. 

3.5 Corridor C 

Corridor C is the most northerly route linking Oxford to the south of Milton Keynes, 
via Bicester and Buckingham, as shown on Figure 3.5. 
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The corridor starts at Abingdon near the A34 and passes Oxford via 3 alternative 
options, which are primarily similar to those in Corridor B, before crossing the M40. 
The corridor then continues via Bicester and Buckingham to finish at the M1 south-
east of Milton Keynes.  

Figure 3.5: Corridor C area 

 

Corridor C1 

Corridor C1 starts at Abingdon and heads north, broadly following the A34 to the 
west of Oxford and onwards to the M40. This offers the possibility to develop an 
online solution, particularly to the west of Oxford, by potentially using sections of the 
existing Strategic Road network. From the M40 the corridor then passes Bicester 
and heads east following the A421 past Buckingham before ending at the M1 to the 
south-east of Milton Keynes. 

Corridor C2 and C3 

Corridors C2 and C3 start at Abingdon and pass to the south and east of Oxford.  
The limited existing Strategic Road Network immediately to the east of Oxford 
reduces the potential to develop an online solution around Oxford. Both corridors 
then head north/north-east towards the M40, with Corridor C2 taking a more westerly 
route closer to Oxford and Corridor C3 taking a more easterly route broadly following 
the existing M40.  This provides a potential online solution through this section of 
Corridor C3. Both corridors then pass Bicester and head east past Buckingham 
before ending at the M1 to the south-east of Milton Keynes. 
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4. Common Corridors existing conditions 

Section 4 outlines the key existing conditions that have helped to shape 
understanding of the Common Corridor. It is recommended that this is read 
alongside the existing conditions plans in Appendix A Existing Conditions Figures, 
which map many of the features described in the text. 

Section 4 includes existing conditions related to: 

 Infrastructure – this identifies constraints such as existing road and rail 
corridors and also major service features such as pipelines or overhead 
power lines. 

 Environment – this identifies constraints relating to the natural and built 
environment such as designated sites, features which have protection or 
value in planning policy and locations of known issues such as areas with 
existing high noise levels and poor air quality. 

 Other – identifies the legal aspects and constraints related to special 
category land, Crown land and Green Belt and identifies the existing 
topography and existing land use within each corridor. 

Section 4 assesses the Common Corridor in 2 parts, as described in Section 3.2: 

 South of Oxford (M4 to Abingdon)  

 North East of Milton Keynes (M1 to M11) 

The study does not examine in detail the common corridor section of the expressway 
from Black Cat to Caxton Gibbet RIS 1 scheme. For context, known existing 
conditions within the area are referred to in this section. 

4.1 Infrastructure 

This section provides a high-level overview of the key existing conditions relating to 
infrastructure for the Common Corridors. These key features are considered in the 
CAR to provide the background of the current conditions and to inform the Strategic 
Delivery Assessment in Section 13.  

The information provided in this section should be read in conjunction with the 
existing conditions figures shown in Appendix A Existing Conditions Figures. 

4.1.1 Public utilities 

Public utility information has been collated, such as high voltage electricity lines, in 
accordance with the C2 Preliminary Enquiries stage of the New Roads and Street 
Works Act 1991.  
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All utility information identified can be found on the existing conditions figures located 
in Appendix A Existing Conditions Figures.  

4.1.2 Existing highways network 

The key sections of the strategic and local highway network within the Common 
Corridor South of Oxford is shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.  

The Department for Transport has recently consulted on the creation of a Major 
Road Network which may include some of the roads described below. See 
http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-consultation/ for further information.  

Table 4.1: Existing Strategic Road Network (Common Corridor South of 
Oxford)  

Road number Description 

A34 

 

Two-lane dual carriageway running north/south between 
Newbury and Abingdon with multiple junctions throughout 
including the Chieveley, Milton and Marcham Interchanges. 
Key settlements along the A34 include Chieveley, Chilton, 
Didcot and Abingdon. 

There are a number of direct accesses to the A34. 

M4 

 
Three-lane motorway running in an east/west direction, 
providing a strategic link between Bristol and London. There 
is a major junction south of Oxford at the A34 Chieveley 
Interchange. 

 

Table 4.2: Existing local road network (Common Corridor South of Oxford) 

Road number Description 

A4185 

 

Single carriageway running north-west from the A34 at 
Chilton to the A417 Harwell. The Harwell Innovation Centre 
lies on this route. 

A417 

 

Single carriageway running west/east from West Hendred to 
Streatley. Key settlements on the route are East Hendred, 
Harwell, Upton and Blewbury. 

A4130 

 

Single carriageway running north/south between Rowstock 
and Milton. The A4130 continues east/west between Milton 
and Wallingford. A major junction on the route is the Milton 
Interchange junction with the A34. Key settlements on the 

http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-consultation/
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Road number Description 

route are Didcot and Brightwell-cum-Sotwell. 

A415 

 

Single carriageway with 2-lane dual carriageway sections 
running west/east from the A338 near Marcham to the A4074 
near Berinsfield. A major junction is the Marcham 
Interchange with the A34. Key settlements on the route are 
Marcham and Abingdon. 

A4074 

 

Single carriageway with 2-lane dual carriageway sections 
running north/south between Benson and Oxford. Key 
Settlements on the route are Shillingford and Berinsfield. 

A329 

 

Single carriageway running north/south between Shillingford 
and Thame. Key settlements on the route are Warborough, 
Newington and Stadhampton. 

A338 

 

Single carriageway running north/south next to Marcham at 
the western edge of the Common Corridor South of Oxford. 

Harwell Link 
Road 

 

A recently constructed link road which runs parallel to the 
A34 between the B4493 and the A417 to the south-west of 
Didcot.  

 

The key sections of the highway network within the Common Corridor North East of 
Milton Keynes is shown below in Tables 4.3 and 4.4: 

Table 4.3: Existing Strategic Road Network (Common Corridor North East of 
Milton Keynes) 

Road number Description 

A421 

 

Two-lane dual carriageway between junction 13 of the M1 
and the A1 near Roxton. The A421 has multiple grade-
separated junctions throughout. The key settlement on the 
route is Bedford. 

M1 

 

Motorway providing a strategic link between London and 
Yorkshire. Junction 13 is located within the corridor providing 
a connection to Bedford and Milton Keynes via the A421. 
North-west of junction 13 the M1 is a 3-lane motorway. 
South-east of junction 13 the M1 is a 4-lane smart motorway.   

A428 The A428 runs east/west between the A1 south of St Neots 
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Road number Description 

 and the M11 west of Cambridge. 

Between the A1 and the A1198 Caxton Gibbet the A428 is 
single carriageway with multiple direct accesses and at-grade 
junctions 

Between the A1198 and the A14/M11 Girton Interchange, the 
A428 is a 2-lane dual carriageway with grade-separated 
junctions to Cambourne and Hardwick. 

A1 

 

Two-lane dual carriageway connecting the A421 at the Black 
Cat junction to the A428 before continuing north towards 
Peterborough. 

M11 

 

Two-lane motorway running north/south from London to 
Cambridge. Junction 14, Girton Interchange, is located within 
the corridor with the M11 becoming the A14 north and east of 
the junction. 

A14 

 

Three-lane dual carriageway running north-west from the 
Girton Interchange towards Huntingdon and east towards 
Cambridge. The A14 provides a strategic east/west link 
between Felixstowe and the M1 and M6. 

An upgrade to the A14 is currently underway between 
Ellington, west of Huntingdon, to the Milton junction on the 
Cambridge Northern Bypass. 

Table 4.4: Existing local road network (Common Corridor North East of Milton 
Keynes) 

Road number Description 

A6 

 

This road is predominately single carriageway with a 2-lane 
dual carriageway section between Wixams and the A421. 
The route runs north/south connecting Luton to Bedford.  

A600 

 

North/south single carriageway road connecting Shefford to 
Bedford at the A421. 

A603 

 

East/west single carriageway road connecting the A421 to 
the A1 at Sandy. 

A4280 

 

East/west urban road through Bedford linking the A428 to the 
A421 north of the town centre. 

A1198 North/south single carriageway connecting to the A428 at 
Caxton Gibbet. 
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4.1.3 Existing rail network 

The following table contains details of the existing rail network within the Common 
Corridor South of Oxford. 

Table 4.5: Existing rail network – Common Corridor South of Oxford 

Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
(within the Corridor) 

Location within 
Corridor 

Great Western Mainline 

London Paddington to Bristol 
Temple Meads 

Didcot Parkway Line runs east/west 
through the corridor 
through Didcot towards 
Cholsey. 

Cherwell Valley Line  

Didcot to Banbury  

Didcot Parkway, 
Appleford and Culham. 

Line runs north/south 
through the corridor from 
Didcot to Oxford. 

 

The following table contains details of the existing rail network within the Common 
Corridor North East of Milton Keynes. 

Table 4.6: Existing rail network (Common Corridor North East of Milton 
Keynes) 

Rail route and 
terminals 

Stations on route 
(within the Corridor) 

Location within Corridor 

Midland Mainline 

London St Pancras to 
East Midlands 

None Line runs north/south through 
the corridor passing between 
Bedford and Flitwick  

Marston Vale Line 

Bletchley to Bedford 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West 
Rail) 

Ridgmont, Lidlington, 
Millbrook, Stewartby 
and Kempston 
Hardwick 

Line runs east/west before 
turning north/south through 
the corridor from Ridgmont to 
Bedford. 

East Coast Mainline 

London King’s Cross to 
Edinburgh 

None Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Sandy to St 
Neots. 

4.1.4 Existing aviation sites 

There are no airports within the Common Corridors South of Oxford or North East of 
Milton Keynes which represent a significant high-level constraint or opportunity.  
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4.1.5 Proposed transport schemes 

This section describes the key transport schemes proposed within the Common 
Corridors.  

Locations of other proposed developments, such as housing, are not described in 
this section but are shown on the existing conditions drawings in Appendix A Existing 
Conditions Figures. 

Common Corridor South of Oxford 

Table 4.7: Proposed transport schemes, Common Corridor South of Oxford 

Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

A34 Technology 
Enhancements 
(Highways England) 

Improvements on the A34 between the M4 at Chieveley and 
the M40 at Wendlebury.  

Featherbed Lane and 
Steventon A4130 
junction  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

Highway improvement scheme on Featherbed Lane and 
Steventon A4130 junction to the west of Didcot. The 
scheme is currently undergoing preparation of the 
compulsory purchase orders. 

Didcot Northern 
Perimeter Road 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

This scheme forms part of the strategic transport 
infrastructure in Didcot and will extend the existing A4130 
Didcot Northern Perimeter Road linking the A4130 
Abingdon Road and B4016 and the A4130 Hadden Hill 
junction.  

Oxford Park and Ride 
– Lodge Hill 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

Proposed park and ride site next to the A34 north of 
Abingdon. The preferred location is outside the extents of 
the Common Corridor, however an alternative location for 
the scheme is situated on the edge of the corridor next to 
the A34 Marcham Interchange.  

Oxford Park and Ride 
– Sandford 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

Proposed park and ride site next to the A4074 north-east of 
Abingdon. The preferred location is outside the extents of 
the Common Corridor; however, an alternative location is 
situated on the edge of the corridor near the A4074/B4015 
junction.  

Didcot to Culham – 
new Thames River 
Crossing 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The county council has recently undertaken an appraisal of 
the corridor between Culham Science Centre and Didcot to 
provide a new link road and river crossing.  
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Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes 

Table 4.8 below describes the proposed key transport schemes planned within the 
Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes. 

Table 4.8: Proposed transport schemes, Common Corridor North East of 
Milton Keynes 

Scheme name 
(promoter) 

Description 

East West Rail 

(Department for 
Transport) 

A major project to establish a strategic railway connecting 
East Anglia with central, southern and western England.  

The western section of the scheme enters the Common 
Corridor near junction 13 of the M1 and heads north-east 
to Bedford. 

The central section of the scheme starts at Bedford and 
continues to Cambridge. 

A428 Black Cat to 
Caxton Gibbet  

(Highways England) 

New dual carriageway with grade-separated junctions 
between the A1 near St Neots and the A1198 Caxton 
Gibbet. Planned to form part of the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway.  

A14 Cambridge to 
Huntingdon 
Improvement 
Scheme 

(Highways England) 

This improvement to the Strategic Road Network is under 
construction, it extends from Ellington, on the western 
outskirts of Huntingdon, to Milton in the north-east of 
Cambridge. It includes both new highway construction and 
the widening and improvement of existing highways over a 
total length of 21 miles. 

A421 Dualling 

(Central 
Bedfordshire County 
Council/ Milton 
Keynes Council) 

Dualling the existing A421 from junction 13 of the M1 
towards Milton Keynes.  

Cambourne Park 
and Ride 

(Cambridgeshire 
County Council) 

New park and ride at Cambourne, to the west of 
Cambridge, with a dedicated bus route from Cambourne to 
the outskirts of Cambridge.  

Bedford & Milton 
Keynes Canal 

(The Bedford & 
Milton 
Keynes Waterway 
Trust) 

Development of a broad waterway park, which will link the 
Grand Union Canal in Milton Keynes to the River Great 
Ouse in Bedford through a series of waterway parks. 
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4.2 Environment 

This section describes the key environmental constraints for the Common Corridors. 
It is split into the topic headings outlined in the Design Manual for Roads and 
Bridges. The section describes the general study area for each topic and includes a 
summary of the key designated sites and features relating to national planning policy 
that have been relevant to assessment of the corridors. Further details about specific 
sites or more localised features can be found in Appendix E Supplementary 
Environmental Information Section 10. 

4.2.1 Air quality 

Common Corridor South of Oxford  

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) mapping gives an 
overview of the ambient air quality across 1 kilometre grid squares and measures 
this on an annual basis. The 2018 data indicates that the background air quality 
pollutant concentrations are below the relevant air quality objectives (AQOs) for 
oxides of nitrogen (NOx), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter (PM10) 
across the Common Corridor South of Oxford. 

The local planning authorities undertake separate monitoring at a local level and 
identify Air Quality Management Areas (AQMA), where there are continued local 
exceedances of AQOs. There is one AQMA within this Common Corridor. This is at 
Marcham, to the west of Abingdon, and is declared for exceedances in annual NO2. 
The Common Corridor lies approximately 4.4 miles (7 kilometres) away from the 
potential Oxford Clean Air Zone, where additional measures may be identified and 
implemented to improve air quality within the city.  

Local planning authority monitoring data from across the Common Corridor indicates 
one location where annual mean NO2 concentrations exceed the AQO. This is within 
the existing AQMA. The latest monitoring data from Didcot, Watlington and 
Stadhampton indicates annual mean NO2 concentrations below the AQO. 

There are approximately 33,000 potential air quality sensitive receptors within this 
Common Corridor. These include residential properties in towns and villages along 
existing main roads such as the A34, A417, A329, A415 and A4074. Residential 
areas include Chieveley, Didcot, Wallingford, Dorchester-on-Thames and Abingdon.  

The Common Corridor also includes sites designated for ecological reasons 
including Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and areas of ancient woodland 
which could be sensitive to air quality (see Section 4.2.4 for more details on relevant 
designated sites).  

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes 

Defra mapping gives an overview of the ambient air quality across 1 kilometre grid 
squares and measure this on an annual basis. The 2018 data indicates that the 
background air quality pollutant concentrations for the Common Corridor North East 
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of Milton Keynes, are below the relevant Air Quality Objectives (AQOs) for Oxides of 
nitrogen (NOx), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and Particulate matter (PM10).  

The local planning authorities undertake separate monitoring at a local level and 
identify Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs), where there are continued local 
exceedances of AQOs. There is one AQMA partially within the Common Corridor at 
Girton Interchange on the A14 which has been declared for exceedances in annual 
NO2 concentrations.  

Available monitoring data from the Local Planning Authorities for the Common 
Corridor North East of Milton Keynes indicates annual mean NO2 concentrations 
below the AQO. 

There are approximately 31,000 potential air quality sensitive receptors within this 
Common Corridor. These include residential properties in towns and villages along 
main roads such as the A421, A1, A428 and A6. Residential areas include 
Brogborough, Kempston, south of Bedford, Great Barford, Roxton, St Neots and 
Cambourne.  

The Common Corridor also includes sites designated for ecological reasons 
including Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and areas of ancient woodland 
which could be sensitive to air quality (see Section 4.2.4 for more details on relevant 
designated sites).  

4.2.2 Cultural heritage 

Common Corridor South of Oxford 

There are a number of designated cultural heritage assets within the Common 
Corridor South of Oxford and within the 1 kilometre study area (as defined in 
Appendix E - Supplementary Environmental Information Section 10). These include 
59 scheduled monuments, 29 Grade I listed buildings, 93 Grade II* listed buildings, 
1,468 Grade II listed buildings, 1 Grade I Registered Park and Garden (RPG), 3 
Grade II RPGs and 46 conservation areas. 

The northern part of the corridor, to the north of Didcot, is more densely populated 
with numerous scheduled monuments, listed buildings and conservation areas 
spread across the width of the corridor from Drayton in the west to Warborough in 
the east. These include several scheduled monument settlement sites, ranging from 
prehistoric to medieval dates and cover large areas of open land. Of particular note 
are the settlement sites at Northfield Farm located to the east of Long Wittenham, 
the settlement site to the east of Appleford and the settlement sites close to 
Dorchester-on-Thames. 

The central part of the corridor, to the south of Didcot contains a number of 
scheduled monuments that include Neolithic-Saxon barrow monuments and 
cemeteries. These assets are small, discrete sites. The grouping of the barrow 
monuments south of Blewbury and the A417 suggests an associated mortuary 
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landscape. There are numerous sections of the Grim’s Ditch scheduled monument 
that extend across the corridor width in this area. 

Nuneham Courtenay RPG (Grade I) contains Grade I and Grade II* listed buildings 
and a scheduled monument. The park is located on low, undulating hills with a steep 
slope towards the western boundary created by the River Thames.  

Most of the listed buildings in the corridor are positioned in small groups within 
village or town settings, and are well screened by the surrounding built environment. 
There are also a number of more isolated assets and sensitive receptors.  

For further detail about cultural heritage assets, including the Grade II listed 
buildings, Grade II Registered Parks and Gardens and conservation areas see 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 10. 

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes 

There are a number of designated cultural heritage assets within the Common 
Corridor North East of Milton Keynes. These include 56 scheduled monuments, 23 
Grade I listed buildings, 52 Grade II* listed buildings, 812 Grade II listed buildings, 1 
Grade I Registered Park and Garden (RPG), 2 Grade II* RPG, 7 Grade II RPG and 
30 conservation areas. 

There is a high density of scheduled monuments, conservation areas and listed 
buildings spread across the southern part of this corridor, particularly within the area 
to the east of Bedford. There is a large cluster of 9 scheduled monuments within the 
vicinity of the Willington Quarry. The largest asset, a Neolithic and Bronze Age 
mortuary complex, is crossed by the current A421. The spread of these assets also 
indicates a potential for further associated unknown archaeological remains to be 
present outside of the scheduled boundaries.  

Within the central part of the corridor the scheduled monuments are typically discrete 
sites, apart from the Croxton Deserted Medieval Village. Croxton Grade II* 
Registered Park and Garden is bordered on the north by the existing A428 and the 
Croxton Deserted Medieval Village scheduled monument is located within its 
grounds.  

Within the north-eastern part of the corridor there is a cluster of listed buildings within 
the Madingley Conservation Area and the grounds of the Madingley Hall Grade II 
Registered Park and Garden.  

The Cambridge American military cemetery Grade I Registered Park and Garden 
contains a Grade II* listed memorial and is located to the north of the A1303, south 
of Girton Interchange. This is screened on the western edge by Madingley Wood, 
and by vegetation bordering the current St Neots and Cambridge Roads. 

There are a number of listed buildings in the southern part of the corridor, between 
the M1 and the A1. The majority are well screened or situated a significant distance 
from the A421. As the corridor heads north-east, the density of listed buildings 
decreases. There is an overall low density of listed buildings within the central and 
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northern parts of the corridor. The majority of which are situated within the fringes of 
St Neots, within the conservation area and the grounds of Croxton Park, or within the 
conservation area and village of Eltisley. 

For further detail about cultural heritage assets, including the Grade II listed 
buildings, Grade II RPGs and conservation areas see Appendix E Supplementary 
Environmental Information Section 10. 

4.2.3 Landscape 

Common Corridor South of Oxford 

The Common Corridor South of Oxford includes 2 main National Character Areas 
(NCA). The Berkshire and Marlborough Downs (NCA 116) lies to the south, 
characterised by vast arable fields which stretch across the sparsely settled, rolling 
chalk hills. The Upper Thames Clay Vales (NCA 108) lies to the north and is 
characterised by a broad belt of open, gently undulating lowland farmland on 
predominantly clay soil. A small part of the northern edge lies within Midvale Ridge 
(NCA 109). 

A large proportion of the Common Corridor South of Oxford lies within the North 
Wessex Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). This forms a broad belt 
to the south of the Common Corridor and includes Chieveley, East and West Ilsley, 
Chilton and Blewbury. The AONB is a large-scale open landscape with a 
characteristically strong structural landform of elevated rolling downland with round 
or flat-topped hills, intersected by dry valleys. The Chilterns AONB is a chalk 
escarpment overlooking the Vale of Aylesbury. This is located just over 1km from the 
eastern extent of the Common Corridor. 

Snelsmore Country Park is located at the very southern edge of the Common 
Corridor. Whilst not strictly a landscape designation, the Oxford Green Belt extends 
over the northern end of the Common Corridor. Green belt is relevant to landscape 
assessment due to its objective to maintain openness.  

There are a number of areas designated for ancient woodland in the southern part of 
the Common Corridor. These include a cluster of woodlands around Chieveley 
Interchange, to the west and north-west of Chieveley and to the south of East Ilsley. 
There are relatively few areas of ancient woodland in the remaining parts of the 
Common Corridor South of Oxford. 

The landscape baseline includes the setting of conservation areas and Registered 
Parks and Gardens (RPGs) within the Common Corridor South of Oxford. These are 
identified within Section 4.2.2 and Appendix E Supplementary Environmental 
Information Section 10.  

Sensitive visual receptors include residents in rural settlements and the south-
western edge of Abingdon-on-Thames, and south and east of Didcot. Further visual 
receptors include residents in isolated farmsteads and properties and users of 
Snelsmore Country Park, public rights of way including the Thames Path and 
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Ridgeway National Trail and users of public rights of way within the Chilterns AONB 
including the Icknield Way National Trail.  

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes 

The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes includes 2 National Character 
Areas (NCAs). The majority of the Common Corridor lies within Bedfordshire and 
Cambridgeshire Claylands (NCA 88). This is a broad, gently undulating, lowland 
plateau dissected by shallow river valleys. The Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge (NCA 
90) lies entirely within the Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire Claylands and is located 
towards the south-east of the Common Corridor. The Greensand Ridge is a ridge of 
higher ground stretching from Leighton Buzzard through Ampthill and on to Sandy 
with extensive views of the surrounding landscape in each direction.  

Former quarries and areas of landfill, including tracts of open water are characteristic 
of the Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes. The River Great Ouse 
floodplain lies between Black Cat and St. Neots, and there are substantial areas of 
open water associated with former gravel extraction sites. Some of these areas are 
now used for recreational use including Wyboston Lakes golf course. 

The north-east section falls within the Cambridge Green Belt. A significant part of the 
Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes is designated as the Marston Vale 
Community Forest. This extends from the M1 to the south of Bedford and includes 
Marston Vale Millennium Country Park. There is also the Priory Country Park, which 
is located to the east of Bedford. There are only small patches of common land 
including one to the west of Ampthill. 

There are relatively few areas designated for ancient woodland in the Common 
Corridor North East of Milton Keynes. Most of these are at the edge of the corridor 
boundary. There are areas of ancient woodland located around Ampthill and 
Wilstead to the south of the Common Corridor and Madingley Wood, located to the 
south of Madingley, to the north-east of the Common Corridor. 

The landscape baseline includes the setting of conservation areas and RPGs within 
the Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes. These are identified within 
Section 4.2.2 and Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 10. 
Sensitive visual receptors include residents on the southern edges of Bedford and 
St Neots, and in rural villages. Further visual receptors include isolated farmsteads 
and properties and users of the Country Parks and public rights of way. 

4.2.4 Nature conservation 

Common Corridor South of Oxford  

The Common Corridor South of Oxford contains a number of nature conservation 
features. Little Wittenham Special Area of Conservation (SAC) is located in the 
north-east of the corridor to the east of Little Wittenham and adjacent to the River 
Thames. The site comprises 2 large ponds set in woodland. Large numbers of great 
crested newts (Triturus cristatus) have been recorded in the ponds, and research 
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has revealed that they range several hundred metres into the surrounding woodland 
blocks. 

There are 6 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) designated for biological 
reasons within the corridor, including: 

 Snelsmore Common SSSI, located on the south-western boundary of the 
corridor, adjacent to the junction between the A34 and A339. This site is 
designated for a variety of woodland and heathland habitats which support 
specialised communities of plants and animals, including many species that 
are local or rare in Berkshire. 

 Ashridge Wood SSSI, located in the southern half of the corridor, to the east 
of the A34, south of East Ilsley. This site is an area of ancient woodland, 
which supports a number of plants which are rare or local in Berkshire. 

 Aston Upthorpe Downs SSSI, located in the eastern part of the corridor, 
south-east of Blewbury and the A417. This site represents an important 
remnant of species-rich chalk grassland with associated plants and animals. 
In addition, the site contains the largest remaining stand of juniper scrub in 
the Berkshire Downs and Chilterns. 

 Culham Brake SSSI, located in the northern part of the corridor, immediately 
south of Abingdon and east of the A415. The site is a small area of willow 
carr which supports one of the largest British populations of the summer 
snowflake (Leucojum aestivum), a Red Data Book plant (The Red Data Book 
documents those species that are rare or threatened in Great Britain). 

 Frilford Heath, Ponds and Fens SSSI, located in the most north-westerly part 
of the corridor, immediately south of Frilford Heath Golf Course. The site is 
designated for its acid grassland, heathland and associated valley fens that 
are unique in southern England. These habitats support an exceptionally 
diverse plant and animal community. 

 Little Wittenham SSSI, located at the same site as Little Wittenham SAC, in 
the north-east of the corridor. As with Little Wittenham SAC, this site supports 
one of the largest known breeding populations of great crested newts in the 
UK. 

There are approximately 60 areas of ancient woodland. The majority of ancient 
woodland areas are located in the southern part of the corridor, south of East Ilsley. 
The ancient woodland areas are spread across the width of the corridor. 

There are 2 Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) within the corridor, including: 

 Abbey Fishponds LNR, located on the northern boundary of the corridor, in 
Abingdon between Audlett Drive and Radley Road. The site comprises wet 
woodland, reedbed, fen and pond habitats. 
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 Mowbray Fields LNR, located immediately south of Didcot and north-west of 
East Hagbourne, and is central within the corridor. The reserve includes a 
small section of stream, a newly created wildflower meadow, and a fill pond 
with associated wetland.  

There are approximately 64 Local Wildlife Sites (LWSs). LWSs are evenly spread 
throughout the corridor with the main clusters being in the southern part of the 
corridor, to the west and south of East Ilsley. There is also a cluster in the northern 
part of the corridor to the south-east of Abingdon. 

Further information about statutory designated sites within the corridor including 
SACs and SSSIs and non-statutory sites, including LWSs and LNRs, can be found in 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 10. 

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes 

The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes has a number of nature 
conservation features, described below. 

The Eversden and Wimpole Special Area of Conservation (SAC), designated for 
barbastelle bat (Barbastella barbastellus), is located approximately 3 miles south of 
Cambourne. 

There are a number of Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI) within the corridor 
designated for biological reasons, including: 

 Maulden Wood and Pennyfather’s Hill SSSI. This SSSI is located next to the 
A6, to the north-west of Clophill. The majority of the site is outside of the 
southern part of the corridor boundary. The site consists of large block of 
mixed deciduous and coniferous woodland and includes an area of ancient 
woodland. It supports a rich invertebrate population including both county and 
national rarities. 

 Kings Wood and Glebe Meadows, Houghton Conquest SSSI, located directly 
south of Houghton Conquest and north of Maulden, in the southern part of 
this corridor. The SSSI includes an area of ancient woodland and is an 
example of ash and maple woodland. The site also includes an area of 
unimproved neutral grassland, part of which exhibits ridge and furrow. 

 Cooper’s Hill SSSI, located in the southern part of the corridor, on the eastern 
boundary. The SSSI is immediately west of Ampthill, adjacent to Ampthill 
Rugby Football Club. The site comprises lowland heath and is the best 
remaining example in Bedfordshire. 

 Marston Thrift SSSI, located in the southern part of the corridor, on the 
western boundary. The SSSI is east of Cranfield and immediately north of the 
Brogborough former landfill site. The site comprises ancient woodland and is 
an example of ash and maple woodland which has become increasingly 
scarce in Bedfordshire. 
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 Weaveley and Sand Woods SSSI, located at the eastern end of the corridor 
to the south-east of St Neots. The woodland is ancient in origin and of the 
ash-maple type which is restricted to lowland England and is a declining 
habitat.  

 Madingley Wood SSSI, located at the eastern end of the corridor to the west 
of Cambridge. The SSSI is south of Madingley, between the A428 and the 
A1303. The site is an example of ash and maple woodland and is also 
ancient woodland. 

There are approximately 20 areas of ancient woodland. These ancient woodlands 
are sparsely spread throughout the corridor, with the majority located in the southern 
part of the corridor along the eastern and western boundaries such as Marston Thrift 
ancient woodland, located east of Cranfield, and Wilshamstead Wood ancient 
woodland, located south-east of Wilstead. 

There are 5 Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) within the corridor, including: 

 Flitwick Wood LNR, located in the south-west corner of the corridor, 
immediately west of Flitwick. The LNR is an ancient semi-natural woodland, 
with a wide variety of plants including wood anemone (Anemone nemorosa). 

 Cooper’s Hill LNR. This LNR is also designated as Cooper’s Hill SSSI, in the 
southern part of the corridor, on the eastern boundary.  

 Marston Thrift LNR. This LNR is also designated as Marston Thrift SSSI, in 
the southern part of the corridor, on the western boundary.  

 Kings Wood and Glebe Meadows, Houghton Conquest LNR. This LNR is 
also designated as Kings Wood and Glebe Meadows, Houghton Conquest 
SSSI, in the southern part of this corridor. 

 Fenlake Meadows LNR, located on the northern boundary of the southern 
corridor, south-east of Bedford and adjacent to the River Great Ouse. This 
site comprises floodplain grazing meadows with wetland plant communities.   

There are approximately 66 Local Wildlife Sites (LWSs). LWSs are mainly located in 
the southern part of the corridor. The main clusters of LWSs are located to the south 
of St Neots, where the River Great Ouse crosses the corridor and in the southern 
part of the corridor between the A421 and the A6. 

Further information about statutory designated sites within the corridor including 
SACs and SSSIs and non-statutory sites, including LWSs and LNRs, can be found in 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 10. 
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4.2.5 Geology and soils 

Common Corridor South of Oxford  

The Common Corridor South of Oxford is underlain by chalk to the south, between 
Chieveley and Chilton, and Greensand and Gault clay around Didcot and to the 
north. There are localised areas of Lower London Tertiaries in the south, and 
limestones and sandstones of the Corallian and Portland Groups to the north and 
north-west of the Common Corridor. There are bands of superficial clay, silt, sand 
and gravels across the southern and central parts of the Common Corridor and 
alluvium and river terrace deposits to the north and east. 

There are no recorded Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI) of geological 
interest within the area. There are 4 Local Geological Sites (LGS) within the 
Common Corridor. These are Snelsmore Common to the south-west of Chieveley, 
Chieveley Old Kiln Quarry to the north-east of Chieveley, Chapel Farm Sarsens to 
the north-west of Chieveley and Hill Farm Pit to the south-west of Dorchester-on-
Thames. 

There are mineral safeguarding areas located in the north and south of the Common 
Corridor. These include areas to the north of Didcot and around Dorchester-on-
Thames where there are sand and gravel deposits. There are 3 active sand and 
gravel quarries located within the Common Corridor. Sutton Courtenay and Bridge 
Farm Quarries lie to the south-east of the Corridor and Thrupp Lane Quarry lies to 
the north. Sutton Courtenay Rail Depot is an active depot handling minerals. There is 
also a dormant quarry to the south of Radley (Thrupp Farm) in the north of the 
Common Corridor and an operating historical quarry, Oday Hill Quarry, is located in 
the south-west. 

The Environment Agency website identifies 7 authorised landfills located within the 
Common Corridor. These include 4 sites located around Sutton Courtenay, including 
2 at Sutton Wick and 2 landfills north of Didcot. There are 2 sites near Chilton, 
Chilton Railway Cutting Landfill and the UK Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) 
landfill. Radley Lagoons lies in the northern part of the Common Corridor. In addition, 
the Environment Agency website identifies a number of historic landfills within the 
Common Corridor with the largest being located north of Didcot but with many 
smaller landfills to the south, particularly west of Compton. 

An initial desk-based assessment has identified a number of areas where the former 
land use means that there is a potential risk of land contamination. These sites 
include UKAEA Harwell, the Harwell Innovation Centre, Didcot Power Station, Royal 
Air Force (RAF) Mount Farm, Chalgrove Airfield, sewage farms, iron works, barracks 
and a rifle range. 

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes  

The majority of the Common Corridor is underlain by mudstone, siltstone and 
sandstone of the Upper Jurassic Ancholme Group. There is sandstone and 
mudstone of the Cretaceous Lower Greensand Formation mapped in the southern 
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extents and to the north-east. There is an outcrop of Cretaceous Chalk at the very 
eastern end near Cambridge. 

Superficial deposits overlie the majority of the Common Corridor, particularly the 
central and northern parts. These are mainly composed of glacial till but alluvium and 
river terrace deposits are common along the river valleys, such as the River Great 
Ouse. 

There are no Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI) designated for geological 
importance within this Common Corridor. 

Mineral safeguarding areas lie mainly within the south and central parts of this 
Common Corridor and protect the underlying sand and gravel deposits, including the 
Woburn Sands. There is a safeguarded band stretching from Bedford to St Neots 
and there are other large safeguarding areas to the west and south-west of Ampthill.  

Elstow Rail Depot is located to the south of the Common Corridor. There are 2 
historical quarries (Willington Quarry and Dairy Farm Quarry) which mined sand and 
gravel, within the central parts of the Common Corridor; and another active quarry 
(Black Cat) mining sand and gravel within the northern part of the Common Corridor. 

The Environment Agency website identifies a number of authorised landfills located 
within the Common Corridor. These include a cluster of sites to the south and east of 
Bedford including Elstow Landfill Site; Octagon Farm North Landfill; Land Near Dog 
Farm and Dairy Farm. Other authorised landfill sites include Brogborough Landfill, 
Stewartby, and Eversden landfill. In addition, the Environment Agency website 
identifies a number of historic landfills within the Common Corridor. These include a 
large group around the current landfills at Brogborough, Stewartby, areas to the 
south and east of Bedford and around Wyboston and Little Barford, to the south of 
St Neots. 

An initial desk-based assessment has identified a number of areas where the former 
land use means a potential risk of land contamination. These sites include sewage 
works, a rifle range, smithies and brickworks. Specific sites include Elstow storage 
depot, Little Barford Power Station (gas-fired), brick and tile works in St Neots and 
Bourn Airfield (formerly RAF Bourn). 

4.2.6 Water environment  

Common Corridor South of Oxford  

The Common Corridor south of Oxford falls within the Thames River Basin District. 
The River Thames flows around the south-east of Abingdon before heading south-
east towards Wallingford. Key tributaries include the rivers within the Vale of White 
Horse catchment, which join the Thames near Abingdon and the River Thame which 
flows southwards to join the Thames near Dorchester-on-Thames. 

The Vale of White Horse catchment is predominantly rural in character and includes 
the River Ock, and Ginge and Mill Brooks. Surface water quality in the catchment is 
generally good, although the River Ock and Ginge Brook have poor water quality. 
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The Water Framework Directive (WFD) water bodies within the study area currently 
range from bad to good ecological status/potential. 

The River Thame catchment is predominately rural in character and the catchment 
area includes part of the Chilterns. The water quality in the catchment is generally 
good but the river is at high risk from both diffuse (multiple sources) and point source 
(individual source) pollution. 

There are areas of Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain) within the northern parts of 
the Common Corridor. These include the River Thames (around Abingdon and 
Caldecott), the River Thame (Chiselhampton) and the River Ock (to the south of 
Marcham). In addition, there are areas at risk of surface water flooding around 
Chieveley and West and East Ilsley to the south, Didcot in the middle of the section, 
Drayton and Marcham to the west and Warborough and Stadhampton to the east. 
There are also areas identified with a medium or high risk from groundwater flooding 
including Abingdon, Didcot (north and south-west) and Wallingford. 

The majority of the southern parts of the Common Corridor (to the south of Didcot) 
are underlain by chalk of the Grey Chalk Subgroup which is categorised as a 
Principal Aquifer. An aquifer is a water bearing rock which is important for providing 
water for supplies such as drinking water or irrigation. Sandstone of the Upper 
Greensand is also present in a small area extending east/west between Wallingford 
and Wantage and is also a Principal Aquifer.  

The Principal Aquifers support a number of abstraction licences (permission to take 
water from the aquifer) including those for drinking water supply, such as a cluster of 
licences to the north-east of Chieveley. There is also a Source Protection Zone 
(SPZ) 1 (inner protection zone) near Compton with another SPZ1 located near 
Peasemore. The SPZ3 (total catchment) extends across the southern parts of the 
Common Corridor south of West and East Ilsley. SPZ are used to protect the water 
quality in aquifers used for public drinking water supply.  

The northern parts of the Common Corridor (to the north of Didcot) are mainly 
underlain by unproductive mudstones and clays, but small areas of sandstone of the 
Lower Greensand Group and limestone of the Portland Group are present and 
constitute Secondary A aquifers. Superficial Secondary A aquifers identified in the 
section include river terrace gravels and alluvium and are generally associated with 
watercourses. There is a band of abstraction licences stretching between Drayton 
and Dorchester-on-Thames. 

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes  

The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes falls within the Anglian River 
Basin District. The River Great Ouse flows eastwards through Bedford and then 
turns northwards towards St Neots. The Bedford Ouse catchment is predominately 
rural but includes Bedford urban area. The River Great Ouse is navigable from the 
Kempston Mill, near Bedford. The River Ivel joins the River Great Ouse at 
Tempsford, just outside of the Common Corridor boundary. 
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The main areas of fluvial flooding within Common Corridor North East of Milton 
Keynes, include the Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain) associated with the River 
Great Ouse. The floodplain is particularly wide downstream of Bedford, at Tempsford 
and to the south of St Neots. There are smaller floodplains associated with the 
tributaries including the River Ivel at Tempsford and the Copple, Greenway and 
Washpit Brooks. 

There are areas at risk of surface water flooding (associated with the principal 
watercourses), including the upper tributaries of the River Great Ouse. There are 
areas at risk of surface water flooding around Renhold Junction on the A421, Great 
Barford, the southern edges of St Neots and around Girton Interchange on the M11.  

There are areas identified with a medium or high risk from groundwater flooding 
including south-east of Bedford (following the River Great Ouse), the areas to the 
south of St Neots and at Eaton Socon, the area to the north-west of Cambridge and 
to the west and south-west of Cambourne. 

The majority of the Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes is underlain by 
Oxford Clay, with Kimmeridge Clay to the east and Lower Green Sand to the south. 
The Lower Green Sand is classified as a Principal Aquifer, which stretches from 
Ampthill in the south to the east of Cambourne to the north-east. Superficial river 
terrace deposits generally overlay the bedrock along the River Great Ouse corridor 
and are classified as a Secondary Aquifer. The majority of the abstraction licences 
within the Common Corridor follow the line of the superficial deposits. There is also a 
SPZ3 (total catchments) to the north of Ampthill in the south of the Common Corridor 
North East of Milton Keynes and another SPZ3 to the south of Cambourne in the 
northern part of the Corridor.  

4.2.7 Noise and vibration 

Common Corridor South of Oxford 

The Common Corridor South of Oxford contains the large settlements of Didcot and 
the south-east of Abingdon, as well as numerous smaller towns and villages. There 
are approximately 41,000 dwellings and 900 other noise sensitive receptors within 
the corridor. 

A number of residential settlements are close to existing roads and in urban areas. 
Major roads within the Common Corridor South of Oxford include the A34, A415, 
A4074, A329, A417 and A4130. Noise is likely to be dominated by road traffic in 
those residential settlements that are located in close proximity to these major roads. 

The Common Corridor South of Oxford contains a total of 17 Noise Important Areas 
(NIAs) which are distributed across a large number of major roads and railways.  

Non-traffic noise sources, such as those from agricultural activities, railways and 
aircraft, are likely to dominate the noise environment in rural areas. 
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Heathrow Airport has several flight paths and stacking areas through this corridor. 
There is also a number of small airfields within this corridor, for example Chalgrove 
Airfield, Brimpton Airfield and Abingdon Airfield.  

There are 6 Special Sites of Scientific Interests (SSSIs) within the Common Corridor 
South of Oxford that are designated for ecological reasons and areas of ancient 
woodland which could be susceptible to noise disturbance. See Section 4.2.4 for 
further details. 

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes 

The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes contains the southern part of 
Bedford and also the southern part of St Neots, as well as numerous smaller towns 
and villages. There are approximately 70,000 dwellings and 1,200 other noise-
sensitive receptors within the corridor. 

A number of residential settlements are close to existing roads and in urban areas. 
Major roads within the Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes include the 
A412, A428, A6, A600 and A603. Noise is likely to be dominated by road traffic in 
those residential settlements that are located in close proximity to these major roads. 

The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes contains a total of 62 NIAs which 
are distributed across a large number of major roads and railways.  

Non-traffic noise sources, such as those from agricultural activities, railways and 
aircraft, are likely to dominate the noise environment in rural areas. 

There are 3 rail lines that run through the Common Corridor North East of Milton 
Keynes, that would contribute to the surrounding noise environment.  

In addition, Luton Airport has several flight paths through this corridor. There are also 
a number of small airfields within this corridor, for example Little Gransden Airfield 
and Little Staughton Airfield.  

There are 5 Special Sites of Scientific Interests (SSSIs) within the Common Corridor 
North East of Milton Keynes that are designated for ecological reasons and areas of 
ancient woodland which could be susceptible to noise disturbance. See Section 
4.2.4 for further details. 

4.2.8 People and communities 

Common Corridor South of Oxford 

Didcot is the largest settlement wholly within the Common Corridor South of Oxford. 
The other large settlement in the northern part of the corridor is Abingdon.  

There are numerous settlements scattered throughout the Common Corridor South 
of Oxford, see Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 10 for 
further details. 
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There are several sites allocated for development, mostly to the west of Didcot. For 
example, sites at the former Didcot Power Station. Much of the proposed 
development is for industrial and business growth associated with technology 
industries. See Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 10 for 
further details. 

There are a range of recreational facilities and open space areas, for example there 
are golf courses within the corridor, a large area of allotments south-west of 
Marcham Interchange and local walking and cycling routes such as the Ridgeway 
National Trail. The North Wessex Downs is strongly associated with the horseracing 
industry and there are many gallops and other horserace training facilities throughout 
the area. 

There are a number of educational and health facilities within the corridor. These 
include schools and nursing homes and are largely located within existing 
settlements.  

There are large areas of land designated as best and most versatile agricultural land 
throughout the corridor. 

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes 

The southern and eastern outskirts of Bedford and Kempston are located in the 
southern part of the Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes. The southern 
part of St Neots, Cambourne and Hardwick are all located within the corridor as it 
heads towards Cambridge. 

There are numerous settlements scattered throughout the Common Corridor 
North East of Milton Keynes, see Appendix E Supplementary Environmental 
Information Section 10 for further details. 

There are several sites allocated for development throughout the corridor. These are 
mainly located in the southern part of the corridor, on the southern outskirts of 
Bedford and Kempston and to the west and east of Cambourne. 

The Forest of Marston Vale was designated as a community forest in the early 1990s 
and is an important recreational resource in the area. The Marston Vale Millennium 
Country Park and Ampthill Country Park are among the various recreational assets 
within the corridor. For further details about recreational assets, such as allotments, 
playing fields, golf courses, cemeteries and green spaces see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 10. 

There are a number of educational and health facilities within the corridor. These 
include schools and nursing homes and are largely located within existing 
settlements. There are a couple of care homes that are located outside of 
settlements. See Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 10 
for further details.  

There are large areas of land designated as best and most versatile agricultural land 
throughout the majority of the corridor. 
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4.3 Other 

This section provides a high-level overview of key existing conditions in relation to 
special category land, Crown land, Green Belt, topography and land use for the 
Common Corridors.  

4.3.1 Special category land, Crown land and Green Belt  

The information provided in this section should be read in conjunction with the 
special category land, Crown land and Green Belt existing conditions figures shown 
in Appendix A. 

Common Corridor South of Oxford  
The Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) 
Regulations 2009 defines special category land as: 

“…  the land identified as forming part of a common, open space, National Trust land 
or fuel or field garden allotment…” 

The Common Corridor South of Oxford contains the following special category land: 

 Common land (including town or village green) 

 Open space 

 National Trust land  

 Fuel or field garden allotments 

The Common Corridor South of Oxford contains allotments, but at this early stage it 
has not been identified if these include fuel or field garden allotments specifically.   

Crown land is land in which there is a Crown interest. The Common Corridor South 
of Oxford does not include any Crown land. 

National and local Green Belt policy seeks to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land 
permanently open, and there is, in general, a presumption against inappropriate 
development within areas of designated Green Belt. It should be noted that 
Metropolitan Open Land and land designated as Local Green Space in local and 
neighbourhood plans are subject to the same policies of protection as Green Belt. 
Oxford Green Belt and land designated as Local Green Space are located within the 
Common Corridor South of Oxford. There is no Metropolitan Open Land located 
within the Common Corridor South of Oxford. 

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes 
The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes contains the following special 
category land: 

 Common land (including town or village green) 

 Open space 
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 National Trust land  

 Fuel or field garden allotments 

The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes contains allotments, but at this 
early stage it has not been identified if these include fuel or field garden allotments 
specifically.   

Crown land is located within the Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes. 

Metropolitan Green Belt and Cambridge Green Belt are located within the Common 
Corridor North East of Milton Keynes. Land designated as Local Green Space and 
Metropolitan Open Land are not located within the Common Corridor North East of 
Milton Keynes. 

Further details relating to special category land, Crown land and Green Belt and the 
potential implications of these types of land on the Project are set out in Appendix F 
Supplementary Consenting Information.  

4.3.2 Topography 

Common Corridor South of Oxford 

The Common Corridor South of Oxford consists of varied topography most notably 
between Chieveley and Chilton where open, smoothly rolling hills, a mix of wooded 
and open downland, form part of the North Wessex Downs. The area between 
Chilton and Abingdon generally consists of lowlands with occasional, relatively low, 
peaks. 

Figure 4.1 shows the changes in ground level. 
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Figure 4.1: Digital terrain model, Common Corridor South of Oxford 

 

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes 

As shown in Figure 4.2, the Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes is located 
in a predominately lowland area with the land rising between St. Neots and 
Cambourne. The area surrounding Brogborough, north-east of the M1 has a steep 
and inconsistent terrain due to the Greensand Ridge.  

Figure 4.2 shows the changes in ground level.  

Figure 4.2: Digital terrain model, Common Corridor North East of Milton 
Keynes 
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4.3.3 Land use 

Common Corridor South of Oxford  

The Common Corridor South of Oxford encompasses areas of predominantly 
agricultural land reflecting the largely rural location. There are a mix of land uses 
within towns, villages and hamlets including residential, industrial, services, retail, 
roads, railways and waterways. 

Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes 

The Common Corridor North East of Milton Keynes encompasses areas of 
predominantly agricultural land reflecting the largely rural location. There are a mix of 
land uses within towns, villages and hamlets including residential, industrial, 
services, retail, roads, railways and waterways. 
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5. Corridor A existing conditions 

Section 5 outlines the key existing conditions that helped to shape understanding of 
Corridor A. It is recommended that this is read alongside the existing conditions 
plans in Appendix A Existing Conditions Figures, which map many of the features 
described in the text. 

At this stage, the key features that are important to decisions at a corridor level have 
been identified. These are constraints that would be relevant when recommending 
which corridor(s) to take forward.  

Section 5 includes existing conditions related to: 

 Infrastructure – this identifies constraints such as existing road and rail 
corridors and also major service features such as pipelines or overhead 
power lines. 

 Environment – this identifies constraints relating to the natural and built 
environment such as designated sites, features which have protection or 
value in planning policy and locations of known issues such as areas with 
existing high noise levels and poor air quality. 

 Other – identifies the legal aspects and constraints related to special 
category land, Crown land and Green Belt and identifies the existing 
topography and existing land use within each corridor. 

5.1 Infrastructure 

This section provides a high-level overview of the key existing conditions relating to 
infrastructure for Corridor A. These key features are considered in the CAR to 
provide the background of the current conditions and to inform the Detailed 
Assessment in Section 9.  

The information provided in this section should be read in conjunction with the 
existing conditions figures shown in Appendix A Existing Conditions Figures. 

5.1.1 Public utilities 

Public utility information has been collated, such as high voltage electricity lines, in 
accordance with the C2 Preliminary Enquiries stage of the New Roads and Street 
Works Act 1991. 

All utility information identified can be found on the existing conditions figures located 
in Appendix A Existing Conditions Figures.  

5.1.2 Existing highways network 

The key sections of the strategic and local highway networks within Corridor A are 
shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.  
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The Department for Transport has recently consulted on the creation of a Major 
Road Network which may include some of the roads as described in Table 5.1: 
Existing local road network. See http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-
consultation/ for further information.  

Table 5.1: Existing Strategic Road Network (Corridor A) 

Road number Description 

A34 

 

Two-lane dual carriageway running north/south between 
Abingdon and Oxford. 

M40 

 

Three-lane motorway providing a strategic link between 
London and Birmingham broadly heading north-west 
across the corridor from Milton Common. 

Junctions 7, 8 and 8A are within the corridor providing 
connections to the A329, A40 and A418 respectively. 

A5 

 

The road is a combination of single carriageway between 
Hockliffe and the south of Little Brickhill where it changes 
to a 2-lane dual carriageway. The road continues north 
from Little Brickhill into Milton Keynes. 

M1 Four-lane motorway providing a strategic link between 
London and the North. 

Table 5.2: Existing local road network (Corridor A) 

Road number  Description 

A415 

 

Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running east/west between the A34 Marcham 
Interchange and Abingdon before continuing towards 
Berinsfield. 

A4183 

 

Single carriageway with multiple direct accesses and local 
connections with at-grade junctions. 

The A4183 is a north/south link from the A34 Lodge Hill 
junction into central Abingdon. 

A4074 

 

Predominantly single carriageway with a 2-lane dual 
carriageway bypass around Sandford-on-Thames. The 
A4074 provides a north/south link between Wallingford 
and Oxford. 

A40 

 

The first section of the A40 is 2-lane dual carriageway 
from the M40 Wheatley Interchange and Wheatley 
providing an east/west link with Oxford. 

The second section of the A40 is a single carriageway 

http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-consultation/
http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-consultation/
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road between the A329 at Milton Common and the A418. 

A418 

 

Single carriageway with multiple direct accesses and local 
connections with at-grade junctions. 

The A418 broadly follows the route of Corridor A north-
east from the A40/M40 Wheatley Interchange to Thame, 
Aylesbury and Leighton Buzzard. 

A329 

 

Single carriageway road connecting to the M40 at junction 
7 and to the A418 to the west of Thame. 

A41 

 

Single carriageway road running north-west/south-east 
connecting Aylesbury to Bicester. 

A413 

 

Single carriageway road connecting Aylesbury to Winslow 
in a north/south direction. 

A505 

 

Single carriageway road providing a southern bypass to 
Leighton Buzzard between the A418 and the A5. The 
A505 has multiple direct accesses and local connections 
with at-grade junctions and roundabouts. 

A4146 

 

Single/two-lane dual carriageway, with multiple at-grade 
roundabouts, providing a western bypass around Leighton 
Buzzard between the A418 and the A5 near Bletchley.  

A4012 

 

Single carriageway between Hockliffe and Leighton 
Buzzard. The A4012 then runs broadly on a north/south 
alignment passing through the centre of Woburn to the 
M1. There are multiple direct accesses and local 
connections with at-grade junctions.  

A5130 

 

Single carriageway road linking Woburn, Woburn Sands 
and Milton Keynes between the A4012 and A421. 

A421 

 

Single/two-lane carriageway road linking Milton Keynes 
and the A4146 to the M1 junction 13.  

5.1.3 Existing rail network 

The following table contains details of the existing rail network within Corridor A 

Table 5.3:  Existing rail network – Corridor A 

Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
within Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

Cherwell Valley Line* 

Didcot – Oxford 

 (Forming part of the 

Radley Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Radley to 
Kennington 
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Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
within Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

proposed East West Rail) 

Branch line to Cherwell 
Valley Line 

Serving the industrial area 
south-east of Cowley 

None Line is within the corridor 
north of the Oxford Science 
Park 

Chiltern Mainline 

London Marylebone – 
Birmingham Snow Hill 

Haddenham and 
Thame Parkway 

Line runs north-west/ south-
east through the corridor, 
crossing the A418 at 
Haddenham 

Aylesbury Vale Parkway to 
Buckinghamshire Railway 
Centre 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 5.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

Buckinghamshire 
Railway Centre 
(non-public 
transport) 

Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Aylesbury 
Vale Parkway to 
Buckinghamshire Railway 
Centre. 

London – Aylesbury Line 

London Marylebone – 
Aylesbury Vale Parkway 

Aylesbury Vale 
Parkway 

Line runs north-west/south-
east through the corridor, 
passing to the west of 
Aylesbury crossing the A41 at 
Berryfields. 

West Coast Mainline 

London Euston – 
Midlands, North West and 
Scotland  

Leighton Buzzard Line runs north/south, 
crossing the A505 south-west 
of Leighton Buzzard and 
follows the A4146 north of 
Leighton Buzzard to 
Bletchley. 

Leighton Buzzard Light 
Railway 

Heritage Railway 

Page’s Park, 
Stonehenge Works 

Line runs to the east of 
Leighton Buzzard. 

Marston Vale Line 

Bletchley – Bedford 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 5.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

Bow Brickhill, 
Woburn Sands 
and Aspley Guise 

Line runs east-west through 
the corridor from Bletchley 
towards Bedford. 

* The Cherwell Valley Line is also used as a strategic freight route from the Port of 
Southampton to the Midlands. 
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5.1.4 Existing aviation sites  

There are no airports within Corridor A that represent a corridor-level constraint or 
opportunity.  

5.1.5 Proposed transport schemes 

This section describes the key transport schemes proposed within Corridor A.  

Locations of other proposed developments for example, housing, are not described 
in this section but are shown in the existing conditions drawings in Appendix A 
Existing Conditions Figures. 

Table 5.4:  Proposed transport schemes, Corridor A 

Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

HS2 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

High Speed 2 (HS2) is a planned high-speed railway 
running north-west/south-east between London and the 
West Midlands (Phase 1). The railway route crosses the 
corridor west of Aylesbury heading north-west across the 
A41 west of Waddesdon.  

East West Rail 

(Department for 
Transport) 

A strategic railway connecting East Anglia with central, 
southern and western England.  

The Western Section of this scheme includes upgrades to 
the line between Aylesbury and Claydon connecting Milton 
Keynes to Aylesbury. 

This section of the scheme runs north/south through the 
corridor broadly parallel with HS2. 

M1 J13 to J16: 
Smart Motorway 

(Highways England) 

The scheme involves improving the section of the M1 
between junctions 13 and 16 by upgrading it to an All-Lane 
Running smart motorway. 

Lodge Hill 
Interchange 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The scheme proposes to deliver a highway interchange for 
the A34 near Abingdon by adding new south-facing slips at 
Lodge Hill.  

Oxford Park and 
Ride Sites 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

 

Proposed park and ride sites identified within Corridor A 
include the following: 

 Lodge Hill – located next to the A34 north of Abingdon.  

 Sandford – located next to the A4074 to the north-east 
of Abingdon. 

Aylesbury Link 
Roads 

(Buckinghamshire 
County Council) 

Proposed new link roads to the south and east of 
Aylesbury connecting the A4010 to the A418.  
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Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

A421 Dualling 

(Central 
Bedfordshire County 
Council / Milton 
Keynes Council) 

Dualling the existing A421 from junction 13 of the M1 
towards Milton Keynes. 

5.2 Environment 

This section describes the key environmental constraints for Corridor A. It is split into 
the different topic headings outlined in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges. 
The section describes the general study area for each topic and includes a summary 
of the key designated sites and features relating to national planning policy that have 
been relevant to assessment of the corridors. Further details about specific sites or 
more localised features can be found in Appendix E Supplementary Environmental 
Information Section 3. 

5.2.1 Air quality 

Defra mapping gives an overview of the ambient air quality across 1 kilometre grid 
squares. The 2018 data indicate that the air quality pollutant concentrations are 
below the relevant Air Quality Objectives (AQOs) for Oxides of nitrogen (NOx), 
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and Particulate matter (PM10) for the whole of Corridor A. 
Pollution Climate Mapping undertaken by Defra in 2017 (which forecasts 
concentrations for future years on certain modelled road links), identifies elevated 
NO2 concentrations within Corridor A but where the AQO is not currently being 
exceeded. These areas include along the A415 and A4183 in Abingdon, the A41, 
A413, A4157, A4146 and A418 around Aylesbury and on the A4012 in Leighton 
Buzzard. 

The local planning authorities undertake separate monitoring at a local level and 
identify Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs), where there are continued local 
exceedances of AQOs. Corridor A includes Abingdon AQMA and the southern part 
of the Oxford AQMA. Both have been declared as AQMAs due to exceedances in 
NO2. Corridor A is expected to lie approximately 1 mile away from the potential 
Oxford Clean Air Zone at the nearest point, although the full spatial extent of the 
zone has not yet been defined.  

Local planning authority monitoring data from across Corridor A, indicates elevated 
NO2 concentrations within the Abingdon AQMA, with one exceedance of the AQO 
on the A415. There is another exceedance at Woburn in Central Bedfordshire. 
Elevated levels were also recorded at Aylesbury Road in Thame and in central 
Leighton Buzzard. Existing monitoring data from other areas within Corridor A 
indicates annual mean NO2 concentrations below the AQO. 
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There are approximately 80,000 potential air quality sensitive receptors within 
Corridor A. These include residential properties in towns and villages along existing 
main roads such as the A34, A418, A41, A416 and A5. Residential areas include 
Abingdon, south of Oxford, Thame, Haddenham, Aylesbury, Leighton Buzzard and 
south-east of Milton Keynes.  

Corridor A includes sites designated for ecological reasons including Special Sites of 
Scientific Interests (SSSIs) and areas of ancient woodland which could be sensitive 
to air quality (see Section 5.2.4 for more details on relevant designated sites).  

5.2.2 Cultural heritage 

There are a number of designated cultural heritage assets spread throughout 
Corridor A. These include 54 scheduled monuments, 53 Grade I listed buildings, 152 
Grade II* listed buildings, 2,353 Grade II listed buildings, 3 Grade I Registered Parks 
and Gardens (RPGs), 5 Grade II* RPGs, 5 Grade II RPGs and 71 conservation 
areas. 

The scheduled monument sites in the southern part of Corridor A are located within, 
and to the east and west of Abingdon. The 5 scheduled monuments local to 
Abingdon and another at Garsington are well screened by the current built 
environment. 

There is a higher density of scheduled monuments scattered across the central and 
northern parts of Corridor A. In particular, the medieval settlement of Eythrope and 
the deserted villages and civil war earthwork to the east of Berryfields are large 
assets that are located centrally within Corridor A. ‘The Hoult’ scheduled monument 
is a relatively large, but clearly defined site that is located on open agricultural land in 
the northern part of Corridor A. 

The nature of some of the scheduled monuments may be indicative of further 
associated unknown archaeological remains of high value outside of the scheduled 
area. 

There are a number of RPGs within Corridor A. Nuneham Courtenay RPG (Grade I) 
is located on the south-eastern boundary of Corridor A and contains some Grade II* 
and Grade I listed buildings and scheduled monument. The park is located on low, 
undulating hills with a steep slope towards the western boundary created by the 
River Thames. Garsington Manor RPG (Grade II*) is much smaller in size, but 
located more centrally within the southern part of Corridor A.   

There are 3 RPGs within the central part of Corridor A that extend across the width 
of the corridor. These include: 

 Waddesdon Manor RPG (Grade I) is situated on a hill and is prominent in 
surrounding views. 
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 Eythrope RPG (Grade II) is set within a largely agricultural landscape and 
has views of Aylesbury to the south-east and the Chiltern Hills to the east and 
south. 

 Hartwell House RPG (Grade II*) is well screened from the existing A418 by 
surrounding vegetation but it is relatively open towards the north. 

The Ascott House and Mentmore Towers RPGs (Grade II*) are also both located to 
the south of the existing A418. 

Woburn Abbey RPG (Grade I) is located in the northern part of Corridor A. The long 
western edge of the park is bounded by the current A4012 and it is well screened by 
dense vegetation along its boundary, which also provides screening for the 
designated assets located within its grounds. 

There are listed buildings scattered throughout Corridor A, the majority of which are 
associated with conservation areas within existing settlements and RPGs. There are 
a small number of listed buildings that are located independently in more rural 
settings.  

For further detail about cultural heritage assets, including the Grade II listed 
buildings, Grade II RPGs and conservation areas within Corridor A, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 3. 

5.2.3 Landscape 

Corridor A passes through 4 National Character Areas (NCA). The Midvale Ridge 
(NCA 109) covers the southern section of Corridor A. This forms a band of low-lying 
limestone hills, surrounded by the flat lands of the Oxfordshire clay vales. The Upper 
Thames Clay Vales (NCA 108) covers the southern and middle parts of Corridor A 
and is characterised by a broad belt of open, gently undulating lowland farmland on 
predominantly clay soil. The broad, gently undulating, lowland plateau of the 
Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire Claylands (NCA 88) covers the northern section of 
Corridor A and the Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge (NCA 90) lies to the north-east of 
Corridor A.  

The Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) generally runs parallel to 
the eastern edge of Corridor A, at a distance of approximately 2.5 to 3 miles. The 
chalk escarpment of the AONB provides a ridge of high ground with extensive views 
over the surrounding valley. Although outside of the Corridor A boundary, the 
Icknield Way National Trail provides a long distance path within the Chilterns AONB, 
with extensive views across Corridor A. In addition, the Thames Path National Trail 
follows the River Thames valley to the south of Corridor A.  

The Brill-Winchendon Hills and Quainton-Wing Areas of Attractive Landscape (AALs) 
lie in the middle section of Corridor A, to the north and south of Aylesbury. These are 
noted for their undulating hills and ridges. The Brickhills AAL falls within the northern 
section of Corridor A, near Leighton Buzzard, and is noted for its distinct landform 
with wooded scarp slopes and interspersed agricultural areas and heathland. 
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Stockgrove Country Park lies partly within the Brickhills AAL. Outside of the higher 
ground of the AALs, the southern and middle sections are characterised by the open 
low-lying landscape of the River Thame floodplain.  

There are a number of areas designated for ancient woodland throughout Corridor A. 
These include a cluster of woodlands to the south of Oxford, for example Bagley 
Wood, a cluster of woodlands near Wheatley, for example Coombe Wood, a cluster 
around Wing in the middle section and significant extents of ancient woodland at the 
northern end of Corridor A, including Kings Wood and Back Wood which surround 
the Woburn estate. 

Corridor A crosses both the Oxford Green Belt at the south of the corridor and the 
Metropolitan Green Belt at the north-east of the corridor. Whilst not strictly landscape 
designations, these are relevant to landscape assessment due to their objective to 
maintain openness. Corridor A includes small pockets of common land near 
Garsington, Great Milton, near Long Crendon, Cuddington, Hardwick and Aston 
Abbotts.  

The landscape baseline includes the setting of conservation areas and Registered 
Parks and Gardens within the Corridor A. These are identified within Section 5.2.2 
and Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 3.  

Sensitive visual receptors include residents on the northern edge of Abingdon, the 
north-eastern edge of Thame, on the urban edge of Aylesbury and the southern 
edge of Milton Keynes. Further visual receptors include residents in a number of 
rural settlements and individual properties, users of Stockgrove Country Park and 
public rights of way such as the Thames Path National Trail, and users of public 
rights of way within the Chilterns AONB. 

5.2.4 Nature conservation 

Nature conservation features are mainly located at the south-western and north-
eastern ends of Corridor A. Cothill Fen Special Area of Conservation (SAC) is 
located in the south-west of Corridor A, north-west of Dalton Barracks, on the 
boundary of Corridor A. Refer to Section 6.2.4 for further detail on this SAC. 

There are 8 Special Sites of Scientific Interests (SSSIs) within Corridor A, designated 
for biological reasons. The following are located in the southern part of Corridor A: 

 Barrow Farm Fen SSSI, located next to the southern boundary of Corridor A, 
south of Dalton Barracks. The site is designated for its remnants of 
calcareous fen vegetation found within the matrix of dense wet and dry carr 
woodland. 

 Dry Sandford Pit SSSI, located in the north-western corner of Dalton 
Barracks, east of Cothill. The site is an abandoned sand quarry which has 
developed a valuable mosaic of calcareous vegetation including fen, 
grassland, scrub and lichen-rich heath. 
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 Cothill Fen SSSI is also designated as Cothill Fen SAC, located on the 
boundary of Corridor A. 

The remaining SSSI within Corridor A designated for biological reasons are located 
in the northern part of the corridor: 

 Poker’s Pond Meadow SSSI, located to the north of Soulbury and west of the 
A4146. The site is one of the last remaining areas of ancient hay meadow to 
be found in the Vale of Aylesbury. 

 Nares Gladley Marsh SSSI, located to the north-east of Leighton Buzzard 
adjacent to the River Ouzel. The site represents one of the best remaining 
river valley and hillside marsh systems in Bedfordshire. 

 Kings and Bakers Woods and Heaths SSSI, located centrally within the 
northern part of Corridor A, north of Leighton Buzzard. This site represents 
the largest area of woodland in Bedfordshire and includes an area of ancient 
woodland. It also includes remnants of lowland heath and acidic grassland. 

 Tebworth Marsh SSSI, located south-east of Milton Bryan and adjacent to 
Clipstone Brook. The site is one of the largest surviving base-rich marshes in 
Bedfordshire. 

 Wavendon Heath Ponds SSSI, located to the north-west of Woburn and 
south of Aspley Heath. The site comprises several habitats including 3 ponds 
representing areas of acidic mire, 2 meadows of acid grassland and an area 
of damp birch woodland.  

King’s Wood and Rushmere National Nature Reserve (NNR) is located to the north 
of Leighton Buzzard. Part of the NNR site is designated as the Kings and Bakers 
Woods and Heaths SSSI, as described above.  

There are approximately 83 areas of ancient woodland with 2 main clusters of 
ancient woodland in Corridor A. One cluster is located at Bagley Wood; this is to the 
west of Kennington and lies either side of the A34 as the road curves to South 
Hinksey. The second cluster is located in the north-east of the corridor, where 
ancient woodland extends across the width of the corridor. 

There are 3 local nature reserves (LNRs) within Corridor A, including: 

 Snakemoor LNR, located to the west of Haddenham, adjacent to the railway. 
The site has an extensive range of flowering plants. 

 Cuttle Brook LNR, located to the west of Thame, beside the Southern Road 
Recreation Ground. The site comprises open river meadows, woodland and 
reed beds. 

 Abbey Fishponds LNR, located on the southern boundary of the corridor. The 
majority of this reserve is located within the Common Corridor South of 
Oxford, see Section 4.2.4. 
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There are approximately 100 Local Wildlife Sites (LWSs) within Corridor A. The 
northern part of the corridor is the most densely covered area, with a number of 
LWSs spread evenly across the width of the corridor.  

Further information about statutory designated sites within the corridor including 
SACs and SSSIs and non-statutory sites, including LWSs and LNRs, can be found in 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 3. 

5.2.5 Geology and soils 

Corridor A is generally underlain by mudstones, siltstones and sandstones of the 
Upper Jurassic Ancholme Group. Corallian Group limestones and sandstones, and 
other mudstones, siltstones and sandstones are present to the south and west of 
Oxford. The Lower Cretaceous Wealden Group is locally present around 
Haddenham. The early Cretaceous Gault Formation and Lower Greensand Group 
(Woburn Sands Formation) are more prevalent at the northern end of the section. 

Superficial deposits are absent from large parts of the southern and central parts of 
Corridor A, however sand and gravels and alluvium are common where they do 
occur. These include the river terrace deposits and alluvium found particularly 
around the River Thame and its tributaries. Glacial deposits are more common in 
northern parts of Corridor A, with alluvium and river terrace deposits along the River 
Ouzel valley.  

There are 9 Special Sites of Scientific Interests (SSSIs) designated for their 
geological importance within Corridor A; Cothill Fen SSSI, Dry Sandford Pit SSSI, 
Sugworth SSSI, Stone SSSI, Bugle Quarry SSSI, Bierton Clay Pit SSSI, Warren 
Farm SSSI, Nine Acres Pit SSSI and Double Arches Pit SSSI. In addition, the King’s 
Wood and Rushmere NNR is located to the north of Leighton Buzzard. The site lies 
on varied geology of the Lower Greensand and Boulder Clay. This creates an 
unusual mixture of soils and diverse habitats. Further details of these sites can be 
found in Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 3. 

There are 2 mineral safeguarding areas to the south of Corridor A. One to the west 
of Abingdon is designated for soft sand and the one to the north-east of Radley is 
designated for sharp sand and gravel. There are large areas of proposed mineral 
safeguarding areas within the central and northern parts of Corridor A, protecting the 
Woburn Sands formation and other deposits around Aylesbury and Leighton 
Buzzard. 

There are a large number of active quarries within the north-eastern part of Corridor 
A, north of Leighton Buzzard. These are extracting from the Woburn Sands 
formation, and include Chamberlains Barn Quarry, Nine Acres Quarry, Munday's Hill 
Quarry (x3), Reach Lane Quarry, Bryant's Lane Quarry, Double Arches Quarry, 
Riddys Quarry, Churchways Quarry and Fox Corner Quarry.  Two additional active 
quarries are located at Moorend Lane Farm Sand Quarry extracting sand within the 
river terrace deposits, and Grovebury Road Quarry mining the Woburn Sands 
formation. There are also several historical and dormant quarries, including one at 
Pratt’s Quarry. 
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The Environment Agency website identifies a number of authorised landfill sites 
within Corridor A. Radley Lagoons and Wheatley Railway Cutting both lie to the 
south of Corridor A. There is a cluster of authorised landfill sites around Leighton 
Buzzard including Ledburn Landfill, Rislip Farm, Sheepcote Quarry and Stone Lane 
Quarry. In addition, the Environment Agency website identifies a number of historical 
landfills across Corridor A, particularly around the current authorised landfills. The 
largest concentration of historic landfills is located around Leighton Buzzard.  

An initial desk-based assessment has identified a number of areas where historic 
land uses may have led to land contamination being present. These include infilled 
pits, disused brick works and disused sewage works. Specific locations include 
airfields at Abingdon, Haddenham and Holmbeck Farm and sewage treatment works 
at Oxford and Aylesbury.  

5.2.6 Water environment  

Corridor A crosses both the Thames River Basin District to the south and the Anglian 
River Basin District to the north. The split between the 2 river basins lies to the north 
of Aylesbury. The River Thame, which flows in a south-west direction from north of 
Aylesbury to where it joins the River Thames near Dorchester-on-Thames.  

The Thame catchment is predominately rural in character and includes part of the 
Chiltern Hills. The water quality in the catchment is generally good with Water 
Framework Directive water bodies within the study area currently ranging from poor 
to good ecological status / potential. However, the Thame is at high risk from both 
diffuse (various sources) and point source (specific source) pollution. Key tributaries 
of the Thame include the Bear Brook at Aylesbury, the Cuttle Brook near Thame and 
the Haseley Brook near Chiselhampton. 

The River Thames cuts through the southern part of Corridor A between Oxford and 
Radley. The River Ock and the Northfield Brook are tributaries to the Thames that 
join at the very southern end of Corridor A.  

The River Ouzel flows from south-east to north-west through the northern parts of 
Corridor A. It rises from chalk springs in the Chilterns and skirts the eastern edge of 
Milton Keynes before joining the River Great Ouse at Newport Pagnell. The principal 
tributaries include the Clipstone and Broughton Brooks. The Grand Union Canal also 
lies within the northern part of Corridor A and runs in a north-west/south-east 
direction between Bletchley and Leighton Buzzard. 

There are areas of Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain) associated with the main 
rivers. Key locations where the floodplain is particularly wide, and fluvial flood risk is 
likely to be high, include the River Thame around Abingdon, Wheatley and Thame to 
the south of Corridor A, around Aylesbury in the middle and the River Ouzel to the 
east of Bletchley to the north. 

There are areas at risk of surface water flooding associated with all the main 
watercourses within Corridor A, and include areas around Toot Baldon, Waterstock, 
Shabbington and Thame, Chearsley, Berryfield and Watermead in the middle parts 
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of Corridor A and to the south of Leighton Buzzard to the north. There are also areas 
identified with a medium or high risk from groundwater flooding including Oxford, 
Abingdon, Aylesbury, Thame, Leighton Buzzard, Milton Keynes and Bletchley. 

The majority of Corridor A is underlain by Kimmeridge Clay, with sandstone of the 
Lower Greensand Group and Gault clays to the north of Leighton Buzzard. The 
sandstone is a principal aquifer and is also protected by a Source Protection Zone 3 
(SPZ3) (total catchment) with 2 localised pockets of SPZ1 and SPZ2 (inner and 
outer protection zones) to the north-east and south-east of Little Brickhills. The SPZs 
protect a cluster of abstraction licences used for public water supply. There are 
relatively few superficial deposits within Corridor A. These are mainly associated with 
the Thames and Ouzel valleys and some constitute Secondary A aquifers.  

5.2.7 Noise and vibration 

Corridor A contains the large settlements of Abingdon, Aylesbury, Leighton Buzzard, 
Bletchley and the south-eastern edge of Milton Keynes, as well as numerous smaller 
towns and villages. There are approximately 111,000 dwellings and 1,600 other 
noise-sensitive receptors within Corridor A. 

A number of residential settlements are close to existing roads and in urban areas. 
Major roads within Corridor A include the A34, A418, A4146, A5 and A5130. The 
M40 and A41 also run through Corridor A. Noise is likely to be dominated by road 
traffic in residential settlements that are close to these major roads. 

Corridor A contains a total of 73 Noise Important Areas (NIAs). The majority of the 
NIAs are designated due to road noise, with the exception of 3 NIAs that are 
designated due to rail noise on the London to Birmingham railway, to the south of 
Milton Keynes.  

There are rural areas within Corridor A, between Abingdon and the M40, between 
the M40 and Aylesbury, between Aylesbury and Leighton Buzzard and between the 
area north of the A5 and east of Milton Keynes. Non-traffic noise sources, such as 
those from agricultural activities, railways and aircraft, are likely to dominate the 
noise environment in these rural areas. 

There are 3 railway lines that run through Corridor A, that would contribute to the 
surrounding noise environment. 

Luton and Heathrow Airports have several flight paths and stacking areas through 
Corridor A. There are also the Aylesbury Thame Airport and Holmbeck Farm Airfield. 

There are 8 Special Sites of Scientific Interests (SSSIs) within Corridor A that are 
designated for ecological reasons and areas of ancient woodland which could be 
susceptible to noise disturbance. See Section 5.2.4 for further details. 

5.2.8 People and communities  

There are a number of settlements within Corridor A. Abingdon is located in the 
southern part of the corridor. Thame, Aylesbury and Haddenham are located along 
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the south-eastern boundary of the corridor. Leighton Buzzard is located towards the 
northern part of the corridor. The south-westerly outskirts of Milton Keynes and 
Bletchley are located on the north-western part of the corridor.  

There are numerous settlements scattered throughout the corridor, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 3 for further details. 

There are areas of land allocated for development throughout the corridor. For 
example, there is a large development allocation at Berryfields, north-west of 
Aylesbury (with residential development under construction). See Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 3for further details. 

There are numerous areas of recreation and open space within Corridor A. There 
are extensive areas of woodland and heathland that are likely to be used for informal 
recreation. In the northern part of the corridor are Woburn Safari Park and 
Stockgrove Country Park. There are also golf courses and several small areas of 
registered common land in the northern part of the corridor. 

Throughout the corridor there are educational and health facilities and other sensitive 
community receptors. Radley College is located in the southern part of the corridor, 
and has sports facilities that can be used by the public. Chilworth House Upper and 
Lower schools, located near Wheatley Interchange, cater for special educational 
needs. The majority of other schools and health facilities are within existing 
settlements. See Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 3 
for further details. 

Land designated as best and most versatile agricultural land covers large areas of 
the corridor to the west of Aylesbury and to the north-east of Abingdon. 

5.3 Other 

This section provides a high-level overview of key existing conditions in relation to 
special category land, Crown land, Green Belt, topography and land use for Corridor 
A.  

5.3.1 Special category land, Crown land and Green Belt  

The information provided in this section should be read in conjunction with the 
special category land, Crown land and Green Belt existing conditions figures shown 
in Appendix A. 

The Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) 
Regulations 2009 defines special category land as: 

“…  the land identified as forming part of a common, open space, National Trust land 
or fuel or field garden allotment…” 

Corridor A contains the following special category land: 

 Common land (including town or village green) 
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 Open space 

 National Trust land  

 Fuel or field garden allotments 

Corridor A contains allotments, but at this early stage it has not been identified if 
these include fuel or field garden allotments specifically.   

Crown land is land in which there is a Crown interest. Crown land is located within 
Corridor A. 

National and local Green Belt policy seeks to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land 
permanently open, and there is, in general, a presumption against inappropriate 
development within areas of designated Green Belt. It should be noted that 
Metropolitan Open Land and land designated as Local Green Space in local and 
neighbourhood plans are subject to the same policies of protection as Green Belt. 
Oxford Green Belt, Metropolitan Green Belt and land designated as Local Green 
Space are located within Corridor A. There is no Metropolitan Open Land located 
within Corridor A. 

Further details relating to special category land, Crown land and Green Belt and the 
potential implications of these types of land on the Project are set out in Appendix F 
Supplementary Consenting Information.  

5.3.2 Topography 

Corridor A is situated in a large area of smoothly rolling countryside in the lowlands 
to the north of the Chiltern Hills. 

Notable areas of topography are west of Leighton Buzzard which contains an 
undulating landform known as the Cublington-Wing Plateau and the Woburn area 
which contains a prominent ridgeline known as the Wooded Greensand Ridge. 
Figure 5.1 shows the changes in ground level. 
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Figure 5.1:  Digital terrain model, Corridor A  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3.3 Land use 

Corridor A is predominantly agricultural land reflecting largely the rural location. 
There are a mix of land uses within towns, villages and hamlets including residential, 
industrial, services, retail, roads, railways and waterways. 
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6. Corridor B existing conditions 

Section 6 outlines the key existing conditions that helped shape understanding of 
Corridor B. It is recommended that this is read alongside Appendix A Existing 
Conditions Figures, which map many of the features described in the text. 

Section 6 is split into the 3 corridors; B1, B2 and B3, as described in Section 3.4. For 
clarity in understanding the key existing conditions in each corridor, descriptions are 
repeated in the 3 corridors and also between Corridor B and Corridor C as a whole. 

At this stage, the key features that are important to decisions at a corridor level have 
been identified. These are the constraints that would be relevant when 
recommending which corridor to take forward.  

Section 6 includes existing conditions related to: 

 Infrastructure – this identifies constraints such as existing road and rail 
corridors and also major service features such as pipelines or overhead 
power lines. 

 Environment – this identifies constraints relating to the natural and built 
environment such as designated sites, features which have protection or 
value in planning policy and locations of known issues such as areas with 
existing high noise levels and poor air quality. 

 Other – identifies the legal aspects and constraints related to special 
category land, Crown land and Green Belt and identifies the existing 
topography and existing land use within each corridor. 

6.1 Infrastructure 

This section provides a high-level overview of the key existing conditions relating to 
infrastructure for the Corridor B. These key features are considered in the CAR to 
provide the background of the current conditions and to inform the Detailed 
Assessment in Section 10.  

The information provided in this section should be read in conjunction with the 
existing conditions figures shown in Appendix A - Existing Conditions Figures. 

6.1.1 Public utilities 

Public utility information has been collated, such as high voltage electricity lines, in 
accordance with the C2 Preliminary Enquiries stage of the New Roads and Street 
Works Act 1991.  

All utility information identified can be found on the existing conditions figures located 
in Appendix A - Existing Conditions Figures.  
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6.1.2 Existing highways network 

The key sections of the strategic and local highway networks within Corridors B1, B2 
and B3 are shown in the tables as follows: 

 Corridor B1 – Tables 6.1 (Strategic Road Network) and 6.2 (Local Road 
Network) 

 Corridor B2 – Tables 6.3 (Strategic Road Network) and 6.4 (Local Road 
Network) 

 Corridor B3 – Tables 6.5 (Strategic Road Network) and 6.6 (Local Road 
Network) 

The Department for Transport has recently consulted on the creation of a Major 
Road Network which may include some of the roads as described in Table 6.2, 6.4 
and 6.6: Existing local road network. See http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-
consultation/ for further information. 

Whilst it is too soon in the Project’s development to identify potential routes, it is 
noted that some roads form part of the existing Strategic Road Network (SRN) in 
Corridor B.  These may have the scope to form part of the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway by utilising existing infrastructure, providing an online improvement 
option. Assessment and development of route options will be carried out in Stage 
1B. 

Corridor B1 

Table 6.1: Existing Strategic Road Network (Corridor B1) 

Road number Description 

A34 Two-lane dual carriageway running north/south between the 
Marcham Interchange west of Abingdon to the M40 
Wendlebury Interchange south-east of Bicester. The A34 
passes the west of Oxford and connects to a number of the 
roads described below in the following table. Key settlements 
on the route include Abingdon, Kennington, Oxford and 
Kidlington. 

M40 Three-lane motorway running north/south providing a 
strategic link between Birmingham and London. A key 
junction on the route is junction 9, Wendlebury Interchange 
with the A34/A41. The M40 features multiple local road 
overbridges. 

A5 The road is a combination of single carriageway between 
Sheep Lane and the south of Little Brickhill where it changes 
to 2-lane dual carriageway. The road continues north from 

http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-consultation/
http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-consultation/
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Road number Description 

Little Brickhill into Milton Keynes. 

M1 Four-lane motorway providing a strategic link between 
London and the North. 

 

Table 6.2: Existing local road network (Corridor B1) 

Road number Description 

A415 

 

Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running east/west between the A34 Marcham 
Interchange and Abingdon. 

A4183 Single carriageway road running north/south from Abingdon 
to the A34.  

A338 Single carriageway running north/south between Frilford and 
the A420.  

A420 

 

Predominantly 2-lane dual carriageway, with a section of 
single carriageway, running north from Fyfield to the A34 at 
Botley, west of Oxford.  

The A420 features multiple direct accesses, at-grade and 
grade-separated junctions. 

A44 Single carriageway, with 2-lane dual carriageway sections, 
between the A34 Peartree Interchange and Begbroke before 
continuing north-west past London Oxford Airport to 
Woodstock. Key settlements on the route include Yarnton 
and Begbroke. 

A40 Single carriageway running east/west between the B4449 
east of Eynsham to Cutteslowe before continuing south-east 
towards Wheatley and the M40. Key settlements on the route 
include Cassington and Oxford. 

A4165 Single carriageway road running north/south linking Oxford to 
Banbury (via the A4260). Key settlements on the route 
include Summertown, Cutteslowe and Oxford. 

A4144 Single carriageway road running north/south between the 
A420 south of Oxford to the A423 next to the Redbridge Park 
and Ride site. Key settlements on the route include 
Summertown and Upper Wolvercote. 
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Road number Description 

A4260 Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running north/south between the A44 near the 
Peartree Interchange to Banbury. Key settlements on the 
route include Kidlington and Shipton-on-Cherwell. The A4260 
features multiple direct accesses and at-grade junctions. 

A4095 Single carriageway road broadly heading north-east from the 
A44, next to London Oxford Airport, to the A4421 north of 
Bicester. Key settlements on the route include Kirtlington, 
Chesterton and Bicester. The A4095 features multiple direct 
accesses and at-grade junctions. 

A41 Two-lane dual carriageway between the M40 Wendlebury 
Interchange to Oxford Road, Bicester. The A41 then changes 
to single carriageway and heads south-east towards 
Aylesbury. 

A4421 Predominantly single carriageway road running from the A41 
to the east of Bicester before heading north-east towards 
Newton Morrell. Key settlements on the route include 
Bicester and Caversfield. 

A413 Single carriageway crossing the corridor north of Whitchurch 
before heading north-west through Winslow towards 
Buckingham. The key settlement on the route is Winslow. 

A4146 

 

Single/2-lane dual carriageway running north/south between 
Leighton Buzzard and the south-east of Bletchley before 
connecting to the A5. Key settlements on the route include 
Stoke Hammond and Bletchley. 

A5130 Single carriageway road running north-west from the A4012 
in Woburn to the A421 in Milton Keynes via Woburn Sands. 
The A5130 features multiple direct accesses. 

A421 Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running east from Milton Keynes to M1 junction 13 
and west from Milton Keynes to Buckingham. The key 
settlement on the route is Milton Keynes. 

A4012 Single carriageway running north-east from the A5130 in 
Woburn to the M1 via the A507. The key settlement on the 
route is Woburn. 
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Corridor B2 

Table 6.3: Existing Strategic Road Network (Corridor B2) 

Road number Description 

A34 Two-lane dual carriageway running north/south between the 
Marcham Interchange west of Abingdon and the south of 
Oxford.  

M40 Three lane motorway running north/south providing a 
strategic link between Birmingham and London. This section 
of the M40, between Murcott and the Wheatley Interchange, 
features multiple local road overbridges.  

A5 

 

The road is a combination of single carriageway between 
Sheep Lane and south of Little Brickhill where it changes to 
2-lane dual carriageway. The road continues north from Little 
Brickhill into Milton Keynes. 

M1 Four-lane motorway providing a strategic link between 
London and the North. 

Table 6.4: Existing local road network (Corridor B2) 

Road number Description 

A4183 Single carriageway with multiple direct accesses and local 
connections with at-grade junctions. 

The A4183 is a north/south link from the A34 Lodge Hill 
junction into central Abingdon. 

A415 Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running east/west between the A34 Marcham 
Interchange and Abingdon before continuing towards 
Berinsfield. 

A4074 Predominantly single carriageway with a 2-lane dual 
carriageway bypass around Sandford-on-Thames. The 
A4074 provides a north/south link between Wallingford and 
Oxford. 

A40 Two-lane dual carriageway running east from Barton, through 
Wheatley, to the M40 Wheatley Interchange. The A40 
features multiple direct accesses. 

A41 Single carriageway road running east/west between Bicester 
and Westcott. 
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Road number Description 

A413 

 

Single carriageway crossing the corridor north of Whitchurch 
before heading north-west through Winslow towards 
Buckingham. The key settlement on the route is Winslow. 

A4146 Single/2-lane dual carriageway running north/south between 
Leighton Buzzard and Bletchley and connects to the A5. Key 
settlements on the route include Stoke Hammond and 
Bletchley. 

A5130 Single carriageway road running north-west from the A4012 
in Woburn to the A421 in Milton Keynes via Woburn Sands. 
The A5130 features multiple direct accesses. 

A421 Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running east from Milton Keynes to M1 junction 13 
and west from Milton Keynes to Buckingham. The key 
settlement on the route is Milton Keynes. 

A4012 Single carriageway running north-east from the A5130 in 
Woburn to the M1 via the A507. The key settlement on the 
route is Woburn. 

Corridor B3 

Table 6.5:  Existing Strategic Road Network (Corridor B3) 

Road number Description 

A34 Two-lane dual carriageway running north/south between the 
Marcham Interchange west of Abingdon and the south of 
Oxford.  

M40 Three-lane motorway running north/south providing a 
strategic link between Birmingham and London. This section 
of the M40, between Merton and the Wheatley Interchange, 
features multiple local road overbridges.  

A5 The road is a combination of single carriageway between 
Sheep Lane and south of Little Brickhill where it changes to 
2-lane dual carriageway. The road continues north from Little 
Brickhill into Milton Keynes. 

M1 Four-lane motorway providing a strategic link between 
London and the North. 
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Table 6.6:  Existing local road network (Corridor B3) 

Road number Description 

A4183 Single carriageway with multiple direct accesses and local 
connections with at-grade junctions. 

The A4183 is a north/south link from the A34 Lodge Hill 
junction into central Abingdon. 

A415 Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running east/west between the A34 Marcham 
Interchange and Abingdon before continuing towards 
Berinsfield. 

A4074 Predominantly single carriageway with a 2-lane dual 
carriageway bypass around Sandford-on-Thames. The 
A4074 provides a north/south link between Wallingford and 
Oxford. 

A40 Two-lane dual carriageway running east/west between 
Wheatley and the M40 Wheatley Interchange. The A40 then 
continues south-east from the A418 towards Milton Common. 

A418 Single carriageway road running east/west between the M40 
Wheatley Interchange and Tiddington. 

A41 Single carriageway road running east/west between Bicester 
and Waddesdon. 

A413 Single carriageway road crossing the corridor north of 
Whitchurch before heading north-west through Winslow 
towards Buckingham. The key settlement on the route is 
Winslow. 

A4146 Single/2-lane dual carriageway running north/south between 
Leighton Buzzard and Bletchley and connects to the A5. Key 
settlements on the route include Stoke Hammond and 
Bletchley. 

A5130 Single carriageway road running north-west from the A4012 
in Woburn to the A421 in Milton Keynes via Woburn Sands. 
The A5130 features multiple direct accesses. 

A421 Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running east from Milton Keynes to M1 junction 13 
and west from Milton Keynes to Buckingham. The key 
settlement on the route is Milton Keynes. 
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A4012 Single carriageway running north-east from the A5130 in 
Woburn to the M1 via the A507. The key settlement on the 
route is Woburn. 

6.1.3 Existing rail network 

The key areas of the existing rail network within Corridors B1, B2 and B3 are shown 
below in Tables 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9, respectively. 

Corridor B1 

Table 6.7:  Existing rail network – Corridor B1 

Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
within the 
Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

Cherwell Valley Line*  

Didcot – Banbury 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West Rail) 

Oxford, Tackley 
and Heyford. 

Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Oxford to 
Heyford. 

Cotswold Line 

Oxford – Hereford 

Oxford Line runs north-west/south-
east through the corridor from 
Oxford to Hanborough. 

Oxford – Bicester Line 

Oxford – Bicester 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West Rail) 

Oxford, Islip and 
Bicester Village. 

Line runs from north-
east/south-east through the 
corridor from Oxford to 
Bicester. 

MOD Bicester 

Bicester Village – St 
George’s Barracks 

Bicester Village, 
Graven Hill, 
Arncott Depot, 
Piddington Depot 
and St George’s 
Barracks. 

Line runs Piddington Depot to 
Bicester via St George’s 
Barracks. 

Disused Track  

Bicester – Bletchley 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 6.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

None Line runs east/west through 
the corridor from Bicester to 
Bletchley.  

Buckinghamshire Railway 
Centre – Calvert 

Buckinghamshire 
Railway Centre 

Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Calvert to 
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Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
within the 
Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 6.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

(non-public 
transport) 

Buckinghamshire Railway 
Centre. 

Chiltern Mainline 

London Marylebone – 
Birmingham 

Bicester North Line runs north-west/south-
east through the corridor from 
Princes Risborough to 
Banbury. 

West Coast Mainline 

London Euston – 
Midlands, North West and 
Scotland 

Bletchley Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Leighton 
Buzzard towards Milton 
Keynes via Bletchley. 

Marston Vale Line 

Bletchley – Bedford 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 6.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

Bletchley, Fenny 
Stratford, Bow 
Brickhill, Woburn 
Sands and Aspley 
Guise 

Line runs east/west through 
the corridor from Bletchley to 
Bedford. 

* The Cherwell Valley Line is also used as a strategic freight route from the Port of 
Southampton to the Midlands. 

Corridor B2 

Table 6.8:  Existing rail network – Corridor B2 

Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
within the Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

Cherwell Valley Line*  

Didcot – Banbury 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West Rail) 

Radley Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Didcot 
towards Oxford. 

Branch line to Cherwell 
Valley Line 

Serving the industrial area 
south-east of Cowley 

None Line runs east/west through 
the Corridor. 

MOD Bicester Bicester Village, 
Graven Hill, 

Line runs Piddington Depot to 
Bicester via St George’s 
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Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
within the Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

Bicester Village – St 
George’s Barracks 

Arncott Depot, 
Piddington Depot 
and St George’s 
Barracks. 

Barracks. 

Chiltern Mainline 

London Marylebone – 
Birmingham 

None Line runs north-west/south-
east through the corridor from 
Princes Risborough to 
Banbury. 

Disused Track – Likely  

Bicester – Bletchley 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 6.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

None Line runs east/west through 
the corridor from Bicester to 
Bletchley.  

Buckinghamshire Railway 
Centre – Calvert 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 6.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

Buckinghamshire 
Railway Centre 
(non-public 
transport) 

Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Calvert to 
Buckinghamshire Railway 
Centre. 

West Coast Mainline 

London Euston – 
Midlands, North West and 
Scotland 

Bletchley Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Leighton 
Buzzard towards Milton 
Keynes. 

Marston Vale Line 

Bletchley – Bedford 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 6.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

Bletchley, Fenny 
Stratford, Bow 
Brickhill, Woburn 
Sands and Aspley 
Guise 

Line runs east/west through 
the corridor from Bletchley 
towards Bedford. 

* The Cherwell Valley Line is also used as a strategic freight route from the Port of 
Southampton to the Midlands.
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Corridor B3 

Table 6.9:  Existing rail network – Corridor B3 

Rail route Stations on route 
within the 
Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

Cherwell Valley Line*  

Didcot – Banbury 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West Rail) 

Radley Line runs north/south 
through the corridor from 
Didcot to Oxford. 

Branch line to Cherwell 
Valley Line 

Serving the industrial area 
south-east of Cowley 

None Line is only just within the 
corridor with part of one 
curved section at the Oxford 
Science Park 

MOD Bicester 

Bicester Village – St 
George’s Barracks 

Bicester Village, 
Graven Hill, 
Arncott Depot, 
Piddington Depot 
and St George’s 
Barracks. 

Line runs Piddington Depot 
to Bicester via St George’s 
Barracks. 

Chiltern Mainline 

London Marylebone – 
Birmingham 

None Line runs north-west/south-
east through the corridor 
from Princes Risborough to 
Banbury. 

Disused Track  

Bicester – Bletchley 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 6.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

None Line runs east/west through 
the corridor from Bicester to 
Bletchley.  

 

Buckinghamshire Railway 
Centre – Calvert 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 6.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

Buckinghamshire 
Railway Centre 
(non-public 
transport) 

Line runs north/south 
through the Corridor from 
Calvert to Buckinghamshire 
Railway Centre. 

West Coast Mainline 

London Euston – 

Bletchley Line runs north/south 
through the Corridor from 
Leighton Buzzard to Milton 
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Rail route Stations on route 
within the 
Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

Midlands, North West and 
Scotland 

Keynes. 

Marston Vale Line 

Bletchley – Bedford 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 6.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

Bletchley, Fenny 
Stratford, Bow 
Brickhill, Woburn 
Sands and Aspley 
Guise 

Line runs east/west through 
the Corridor from Bletchley 
to Bedford. 

* The Cherwell Valley Line is also used as a strategic freight route from the Port of 
Southampton to the Midlands. 

6.1.4 Existing airports 

There are no airports within Corridors B2 and B3 that represent a corridor-level 
constraint or opportunity. 

The following airport and RAF base are located within Corridor B1: 

Corridor B1 

 Abingdon Airfield: formerly RAF Abingdon, the site is a semi-active, mixed 
use private airfield located next to Dalton Barracks, north west of Abingdon 

 London Oxford Airport: The site is a privately owned commercial airport 
located north-west of Kidlington, specialising in general and business 
aviation. There is a safeguarding area around the site where there are 
restrictions on the height of development, type of planting and lighting 
requirements. 

 RAF Weston-on-the-Green: Historic RAF airfield, in use by private gliding 
clubs, parachute clubs and the RAF. Located near junction 9 of the M40 
south-west of Bicester. 

6.1.5 Proposed transport schemes 

This section describes the key transport schemes proposed within Corridors B1, B2 
and B3.  

Locations of other proposed developments, for example, housing, are not described 
in this section but are shown on the existing conditions drawings in Appendix A 
Existing Conditions Figures. 
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Corridor B1 

Table 6.10:  Proposed transport schemes, Corridor B1 

Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

High Speed 2 (HS2) 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

High Speed 2 (HS2) is a planned high-speed railway running 
north-west/south-east between London and the West 
Midlands (Phase 1).  

The railway route runs north-west/south-east through the 
corridor, broadly following East West Rail and passes through 
Calvert. 

East West Rail 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

A strategic railway connecting East Anglia with central, 
southern and western England.  

Corridor B1 broadly follows the western section of East West 
Rail, running east/west from Oxford to Bletchley, via Bicester, 
before continuing to Bedford. 

A34 Technology 
Enhancements 

(Highways England) 

Introduction of new technology on the A34 between the M4 
Chieveley Interchange and the M40 Wendlebury Interchange. 

M1 J13 – J16 – 
Smart Motorway 

(Highways England) 

The scheme involves improving the section of the M1 
between junctions 13 and 16 by upgrading it to an All-Lane 
Running smart motorway. 

Lodge Hill 
Interchange  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The scheme proposes to deliver a highway interchange for 
the A34 near Abingdon by adding new south-facing slips at 
Lodge Hill. 

Hinksey Hill 
Interchange  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The scheme involves improvements to the existing junction 
between the A34 and A423.  

The scheme proposes to widen the eastbound approach to 
the roundabout and extend the northbound off-slip to cater for 
express bus services.  

Bicester South-East 
Perimeter Road 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The proposed route runs from the A41 near junction 9 of the 
M40 to the A41 south of Graven Hill.  
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Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

Oxford Park and 
Ride Sites 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

Proposed park and ride sites identified within Corridor B1 
include the following: 

 Lodge Hill – located next to the A34 north of Abingdon  

 Cumnor – located next to the A420 north-west of 
Abingdon 

 Eynsham – located next to the A420 north-west of Oxford 

 London Oxford Airport – located next to the A44 north-
west of Oxford 

A40-A44 Strategic 
Link Road 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

A proposal to create a new link road between the A40 and 
Loop Farm roundabout.  

A421 Dualling 

(Central 
Bedfordshire County 
Council / Milton 
Keynes Council) 

Dualling the existing A421 from junction 13 of the M1 towards 
Milton Keynes. 

Bedford & Milton 
Keynes Canal 

(The Bedford & 
Milton 
Keynes Waterway 
Trust) 

Development of a broad waterway park, which will link the 
Grand Union Canal in Milton Keynes to the River Great Ouse 
in Bedford through a series of waterway parks. 

Corridor B2 

Table 6.11:  Proposed transport schemes, Corridor B2 

Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

High Speed 2 (HS2) 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

High Speed 2 (HS2) is a planned high-speed railway running 
north-west/south-east between London and the West 
Midlands (Phase 1).  

The railway route runs north-west/south-east through the 
corridor, broadly following East West Rail and passes through 
Calvert. 
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Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

East West Rail 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

A strategic railway connecting East Anglia with central, 
southern and western England.  

Corridor B2 broadly follows the western section of East West 
Rail, running east/west, from Bicester to Bletchley. 

M1 J13 – J16 – 
Smart Motorway 

(Highways England) 

The scheme involves improving the section of the M1 
between junctions 13 and 16 by upgrading it to an All-Lane 
Running smart motorway. 

Lodge Hill 
Interchange  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The scheme proposes to deliver a highway interchange for 
the A34 near Abingdon by adding new south-facing slips at 
Lodge Hill. 

Bicester South-East 
Perimeter Road 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The proposed route runs from the A41 near junction 9 of the 
M40 to the A41 south of Graven Hill. 

Oxford Park and 
Ride  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

Proposed park and ride sites identified within Corridor B2 
include the following: 

 Lodge Hill – located next to the A34 north of Abingdon  

 Sandford – located next to the A4074 south of Oxford 

A421 Dualling 

(Central 
Bedfordshire County 
Council / Milton 
Keynes Council) 

Dualling the existing A421 from junction 13 of the M1 towards 
Milton Keynes. 

Bedford & Milton 
Keynes Canal 

(The Bedford & 
Milton 
Keynes Waterway 
Trust) 

Development of a broad waterway park, which will link the 
Grand Union Canal in Milton Keynes to the River Great Ouse 
in Bedford through a series of waterway parks. 
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Corridor B3 

Table 6.12:  Proposed transport schemes, Corridor B3 

Scheme name and 
promoter  

Description 

High Speed 2 (HS2) 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

High Speed 2 (HS2) is a planned high-speed railway running 
north-west/south-east between London and the West 
Midlands (Phase 1).  

The railway route runs north-west/south-east through the 
corridor, broadly following the proposed East West Rail and 
passes through Calvert. 

East West Rail 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

A strategic railway connecting East Anglia with central, 
southern and western England.  

Corridor B3 broadly follows the western section of the 
proposed East West Rail running east/west from Bicester to 
Bletchley. 

M1 J13 – J16 – 
Smart Motorway 

(Highways England) 

The scheme involves improving the section of the M1 
between junctions 13 and 16 by upgrading it to an All-Lane 
Running smart motorway. 

Lodge Hill 
Interchange  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The scheme proposes to deliver a highway interchange for 
the A34 near Abingdon by adding new south-facing slips at 
Lodge Hill. 

Bicester South-East 
Perimeter Road 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The proposed route runs from the A41 near junction 9 of the 
M40 to the A41 south of Graven Hill. 

Oxford Park and 
Ride  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

Proposed park and ride sites identified within Corridor B3 
include the following: 

 Lodge Hill – located next to the A34 north of Abingdon  

 Sandford – located next to the A4074 south of Oxford 

A421 Dualling 

(Central 
Bedfordshire County 
Council / Milton 

Dualling the existing A421 from junction 13 of the M1 towards 
Milton Keynes. 
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Scheme name and 
promoter  

Description 

Keynes Council) 

Bedford & Milton 
Keynes Canal 

(The Bedford & 
Milton 
Keynes Waterway 
Trust) 

Development of a broad waterway park, which will link the 
Grand Union Canal in Milton Keynes to the River Great Ouse 
in Bedford through a series of waterway parks. 

6.2 Environment 

This section describes the key environmental constraints for Corridors B1, B2 and 
B3. It is split into the different topic headings outlined in the Design Manual for 
Roads and Bridges. The section describes the general study area for each topic and 
includes a summary of the key designated sites and features relating to National 
Planning Policy that have been relevant to assessment of the corridors. Further 
details about specific sites or more localised features can be found in Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information sections 4, 5 and 6. 

6.2.1 Air quality 

Corridor B1 

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs mapping gives an overview of 
the ambient air quality across 1 kilometre grid squares. The 2018 data indicates that 
the air quality pollutant concentrations are below the relevant Air Quality Objectives 
(AQOs) for Oxides of nitrogen (NOx), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and Particulate matter 
(PM10) for the whole of B1. Pollution Climate Mapping undertaken by Defra in 2017 
(which forecasts NO2 concentrations for future years on certain modelled road links) 
identifies concentrations within Oxford where the modelled links are exceeding the 
AQO. There are also elevated concentrations of NO2 (but not exceeding the AQO) 
on the A4421, A41, and A4095 around Bicester and on the A4146 and A5 between 
Leighton Buzzard and Bletchley. 

The local planning authorities undertake separate monitoring at a local level and 
identify Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs), where there are continued local 
exceedances of AQOs. B1 includes 5 AQMAs all declared for exceedances in the 
annual NO2 concentrations. These are at Abingdon, Botley, Oxford, Kidlington 
(Cherwell District Council AQMA 3) and in the centre of Bicester (Cherwell District 
Council AQMA 4). Local planning authority monitoring data from across B1 indicates 
where NO2 concentrations are exceeding or are close to exceeding the AQO. These 
areas include 3 locations within the Abingdon AQMA, 4 locations in the Oxford 
AQMA, and further locations within the AQMA at Kidlington and at the AQMA at 
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Bicester. The southern part of B1 is expected to lie within the potential Oxford Clean 
Air Zone, although the full spatial extent for a zone has not yet been defined. 

There are approximately 89,000 potential air quality sensitive receptors within B1. 
These include residential properties in towns and villages along existing main roads 
such as the A420, A34, A40, A44, A41, A4146 and A5. Residential areas include 
Abingdon, south and west of Oxford, Bicester, Winslow, Leighton Buzzard and to the 
south-east of Milton Keynes.  

Corridor B1 includes sites designated for ecological reasons including Special Sites 
of Scientific Interests (SSSIs) and areas of ancient woodland which could be 
sensitive to air quality (see Section 6.2.4 for more details on relevant designated 
sites).  

Corridor B2 

Defra mapping gives an overview of the ambient air quality across 1 kilometre grid 
squares. The 2018 data indicates that the air quality pollutant concentrations are 
below the relevant Air Quality Objectives (AQOs) for Oxides of nitrogen (NOx), 
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and Particulate matter (PM10) for the whole of B2. Pollution 
Climate Mapping undertaken by Defra in 2017 (which forecasts concentrations for 
future years on certain modelled road links), identifies elevated 2018 NO2 
concentrations (but not exceeding the AQO). These areas include along the A415 
and A4183 in Abingdon and along the A4146 and A5 between Leighton Buzzard and 
Bletchley. 

The local planning authorities undertake separate monitoring at a local level and 
identify Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs), where there are continued local 
exceedances of AQOs. B2 includes the Abingdon AQMA and the southern part of 
the Oxford AQMA. Both have been declared due to exceedances in NO2. Local 
planning authority monitoring data indicates elevated NO2 concentrations within the 
Abingdon AQMA, with 1 exceedance of the AQO on the A415. B2 is expected to lie 
approximately 1 mile away from the potential Oxford Clean Air Zone, although the 
full spatial extent for a zone has not yet been defined.  

There are approximately 64,000 potential air quality sensitive receptors within B2. 
These include residential properties in towns and villages along existing main roads 
such as the A34, A40, A41, A413, A4146 and the A5. Residential areas include 
Abingdon, south and east of Oxford, Winslow, Leighton Buzzard and south-east of 
Milton Keynes.  

Corridor B2 includes sites designated for ecological reasons including Special Sites 
of Scientific Interests (SSSIs) and areas of ancient woodland which could be 
sensitive to air quality (see Section 6.2.4 for more details on relevant designated 
sites).  
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Corridor B3 

Defra mapping gives an overview of the ambient air quality across 1 kilometre grid 
squares. The 2018 data indicate that the air quality pollutant concentrations are 
below the relevant Air Quality Objectives (AQOs) for Oxides of nitrogen (NOx), 
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and Particulate matter (PM10) for the whole of B3. Pollution 
Climate Mapping undertaken by Defra in 2017 (which forecasts concentrations for 
future years on certain modelled road links), identifies elevated 2018 NO2 
concentrations (but not exceeding the AQO) along the A415 and A4183 in Abingdon 
and on the A4146 and A5 between Leighton Buzzard and Bletchley. 

The local planning authorities undertake separate monitoring at a local level and 
identify Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs), where there are continued local 
exceedances of AQOs. B3 includes Abingdon AQMA and the southern part of the 
Oxford AQMA. Both have been declared for exceedances in NO2. Local planning 
authority monitoring data indicates elevated NO2 concentrations within the Abingdon 
AQMA, with 1 exceedance of the AQO on the A415. B3 is expected to lie 
approximately 1 mile away from the potential Oxford Clean Air Zone, although a 
spatial extent for a zone has not yet been defined.  

There are approximately 62,000 potential air quality sensitive receptors within B3. 
These include residential properties in towns and villages along existing main roads 
such as the A34, A40, A41, A413, A4146 and the A5. Residential areas include 
Abingdon, south and east of Oxford, Winslow, Leighton Buzzard and south-east of 
Milton Keynes.  

Corridor B3 includes sites designated for ecological reasons including Special Sites 
of Scientific Interest (SSSI) and areas of ancient woodland which could be sensitive 
to air quality (see Section 6.2.4 for more details on relevant designated sites).  

6.2.2 Cultural heritage 

Corridor B1 

There are a number of designated cultural heritage assets spread throughout B1. 
These include 1 World Heritage Site, 70 scheduled monuments, 148 Grade I listed 
buildings, 225 Grade II* listed buildings, 2,854 Grade II listed buildings, 8 Grade I 
Registered Parks and Gardens (RPGs), 2 Grade II* RPGs, 14 Grade II RPGs and 86 
conservation areas. 

The World Heritage Site of Blenheim Palace is located to the east and south of 
Woodstock. The site contains 37 listed buildings, including the Grade I listed 
Blenheim Palace and it is also a RPG (Grade I) with a high concentration of 
scheduled monuments. 

The majority of scheduled monuments in this area are relatively small and discrete, 
with clusters of scheduled monuments located to the north-west of Oxford, on the 
outskirts of Bicester, to the east of Woodstock, to the west of the A413 north of 
Quainton and on the eastern outskirts of Bletchley. 
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The scheduled monuments that are larger in size within B1 include the Port Meadow 
site, comprising prehistoric ring ditches, barrows and enclosures, located north-east 
of Oxford, which extends for almost 1.5 miles. Godstow Abbey and Seacourt 
medieval settlement scheduled monuments are both east of the Port Meadow site. 

The Alchester Roman site scheduled monument, located south-west of Bicester, is a 
large scheduled monument which is located very close to the existing A41. The 
associated parade ground, access road, and marching camp scheduled monument 
lies immediately to the south-east.  

Royal Air Force (RAF) Bicester scheduled monument comprises eleven distinct 
areas; including structures such as bomb stores, air raid shelters, a hanger complex, 
and pillboxes. 

The Roman town of Magiovinium scheduled monument is located east of Bletchley 
and flanks the Roman Road of Watling street. It is roughly bordered by the River 
Ouzel, the current A4146 and the current A5.  

It should be noted that the nature of some of the scheduled monuments may be 
indicative of further associated unknown archaeological remains of high value 
outside of the scheduled area. 

There are a number of RPGs within B1, most of which are located on the boundary 
of B1. Worcester College RPG (Grade II*) is within the built-up area along the edges 
of Oxford. It is well screened by trees and railway infrastructure. Rousham RPG 
(Grade I) is situated on the north-west boundary of B1, west of Lower Heyford. 
Wotton House RPG (Grade I) is located just outside of the B1 boundary. It has an 
avenue that extends into B1 and a large part of the park is well screened by 
vegetation. Tackley Water Garden RPG (Grade II*) is located to the east of the 
A4260 at Tackley and consists of 2 sites. 

Woburn Abbey RPG (Grade I) is located in the north-eastern part of B1. The long 
western edge of the park is bounded by the current A4012 and it is well screened by 
dense vegetation along its boundary, which also provides screening for the 
designated assets located on the grounds. 

There are listed buildings scattered throughout B1, the majority of which are located 
in clusters in the built up areas of Bletchley, Bicester and Oxford and within small 
towns and village conservation areas. There are a small number of listed buildings 
that are located independently in more rural settings too.  

For further detail about cultural heritage assets, including the Grade II listed 
buildings, Grade II RPGs and conservation areas within B1, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 4. 

Corridor B2 

There are a number of designated cultural heritage assets spread throughout B2. 
These include 42 scheduled monuments, 39 Grade I listed buildings, 136 Grade II* 
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listed buildings, 1,946 Grade II listed buildings, 6 Grade I Registered Park and 
Gardens (RPGs), 2 Grade II* RPGs, 3 Grade II RPGs and 59 Conservation Areas. 

There are clusters of scheduled monuments within Abingdon and to the east and 
west of Abingdon, to the east of the M40, to the north of Quainton and to the east of 
Bletchley. There are several Deserted Medieval Village assets and the Roman town 
of Magiovinium scheduled monument within the corridor, which may be indicative of 
further associated unknown archaeological remains.  

There are several RPGs within B2. Nuneham Courtenay RPG (Grade I) is located on 
the south-eastern boundary of B2 and contains some Grade II* and Grade I listed 
buildings and scheduled monument. The park is located on low, undulating hills with 
a steep slope towards the western boundary created by the River Thames.  

Shotover RPG (Grade I) is located east of Oxford to the south of the existing A40. It 
is screened by vegetation on all sides. Wotton House RPG (Grade I) is located to the 
west of Westcott. This is a large park with an avenue, of which a large part is well 
screened by vegetation. Woburn Abbey RPG (Grade I) is located east of Bletchley.  
The park is bounded on the north by Turnpike Road, and is well screened in this 
area by dense vegetation. Garsington Manor RPG (Grade II*) is small in size and is 
located south of Garsington in the southern part of B2. Beckley Park RPG (Grade II*) 
is also small in size and is located to the east of Beckley and the RSPB Otmoor 
area. 

There are listed buildings scattered throughout B2, the majority of which are located 
in clusters in the built up areas of Bletchley, Bicester and Oxford and within small 
towns and village conservation areas. There are a small number of listed buildings 
that are located independently in more rural settings too.  

For further detail about cultural heritage assets, including the Grade II listed 
buildings, Grade II RPGs and conservation areas within B2, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 5. 

Corridor B3 

There are a number of designated cultural heritage assets spread throughout B3. 
These include 48 scheduled monuments, 45 Grade I listed buildings, 144 Grade II* 
listed buildings, 2,200 Grade II listed buildings, 6 Grade I Registered Park and 
Gardens (RPGs), 2 Grade II* RPGs, 4 Grade II RPGs and 66 conservation areas. 

Similarly to B2, there are clusters of scheduled monuments within, and to the east 
and west of Abingdon, to the east of the M40, to the north of Quainton and to the 
east of Bletchley. There are several deserted medieval village assets and the Roman 
town of Magiovinium scheduled monument within the corridor, which may be 
indicative of further associated unknown archaeological remains.  

There are several RPGs within B3. Nuneham Courtenay RPG (Grade I) is located on 
the south-eastern boundary of B3 and contains some Grade II* and Grade I listed 
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buildings and scheduled monument. The park is located on low, undulating hills with 
a steep slope towards the western boundary created by the River Thames.  

Wotton House RPG (Grade I) is located to the west of Westcott. This is a large park 
that has an avenue, of which a large part of the park is well screened by vegetation. 
Waddesdon Manor RPG (Grade I) is located on the eastern boundary of B3, east of 
Westcott and south of the existing A41. A large part of Waddesdon Manor is situated 
on a hill and is prominent in surrounding views. Woburn Abbey RPG (Grade I) is 
located east of Bletchley. The park is bounded on the north by Turnpike Road, and is 
well screened in this area by dense vegetation. Garsington Manor RPG (Grade II*) is 
much small in size, and is located south of Garsington in the southern part of B3.   

There are listed buildings scattered throughout B3, the majority of which are 
associated with conservation areas within existing settlements and RPGs. There are 
a small number of listed buildings that are located independently in more rural 
settings too. 

For further detail about cultural heritage assets, including the Grade II listed 
buildings, Grade II RPGs and conservation areas within B3, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 6. 

6.2.3 Landscape 

Corridor B1 

B1 passes through 5 National Character Areas (NCAs); The Midvale Ridge (NCA 
109) covers the southern section of B1. This forms a band of low-lying limestone hills 
surrounded by the flatlands of the Oxfordshire clay vales. The Upper Thames Clay 
Vales (NCA 108) covers the southern and middle parts of B1 and is characterised by 
a broad belt of open, gently undulating lowland farmland on predominantly clay soil. 
The Cotswolds (NCA 107) lies to the west and is a limestone escarpment with 
wooded valleys. The broad, gently undulating lowland plateau of the Bedfordshire 
and Cambridgeshire Claylands (NCA 88) covers the northern section of B1 and the 
Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge (NCA 90) lies to the north-east of B1.  

The Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) lies approximately 1 
mile from the western boundary of B1, near Woodstock. This includes the Cotwolds 
Hills which rise gently from the broad, green meadows of the upper Thames and 
many villages are characterised by their limestone buildings.  

The Quainton-Wing Area of Attractive Landscape (AAL) lies along the eastern 
boundary of B1, near Aylesbury. This is noted for its undulating hills and ridges. The 
Brickhills AAL falls within the northern section of B1, to the west of Leighton Buzzard 
and is noted for its distinct landform with wooded scarp slopes and interspersed 
agricultural areas and heathland. Stockgrove Country Park lies partly within the 
Brickhills AAL. Outside of the higher ground of the AALs the southern and middle 
sections are characterised by the open low-lying landscape of the River Thames and 
River Ray floodplains. The Thames Path National Trail follows the River Thames 
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valley to the south of B1. There is also a Local Landscape Area (LLA) at Poundon 
Hill to the north-east of Bicester.  

Other relevant designations include Oxford Green Belt that covers the majority of the 
southern section of the B1 and the Metropolitan Green Belt which covers the north-
east edge of B1. There is a safeguarding area around the site where there are 
restrictions on the height of development, type of planting and lighting requirements. 

There are areas of common land scattered throughout B1 including the largest areas 
at Pixey Mead and Port Meadow to the west of Oxford. Smaller pockets include a 
cluster of sites around Cumnor in the southern section of B1, at Thrupp and 
Hampton Poyle in the middle section and Little Horwood, Soulbury and a cluster 
around Stoke Hammond and Aspley Guise in the northern section of the B1. 

There are a number of areas designated as ancient woodland including a cluster of 
large woodlands such as Tubney Wood and Bagley Wood to the south of Oxford, a 
large ancient woodland at Wytham Woods to the west of Oxford, Bladon and Worton 
Heaths near Blenheim Palace, a large cluster of woodlands to the north of Aylesbury 
and a further large cluster of ancient woodland in the northern section of B1 including 
Kings Wood, Back Wood and other areas surrounding the Woburn estate. 

The landscape baseline includes the setting of conservation areas and Registered 
Parks and Gardens (RPGs) within Corridor B1. These are identified within Section 
6.2.2 and Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 4. In 
addition, the western edge of B1 lies less than 500m from Blenheim Palace. This is a 
World Heritage Site and a Grade I RPG. The international importance of this site is 
considered to be a significant constraint within B1.  

Sensitive visual receptors include residents on the edge of Bicester and the southern 
edge of Milton Keynes. Further visual receptors include a number of rural 
settlements and individual properties and users of Stockgrove Country Park, Bignell 
Park and Port Meadow and public rights of way such as the Thames Path National 
Trail and users of public rights of way within the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty. 

Corridor B2 

B2 passes through 4 National Character Areas (NCAs); The Midvale Ridge (NCA 
109) covers the southern section of B2. This forms a band of low-lying limestone hills 
surrounded by the flat lands of the Oxfordshire clay vales. The Upper Thames Clay 
Vales (NCA 108) covers the southern and middle parts of B2 and is characterised by 
a broad belt of open, gently undulating lowland farmland on predominantly clay soil. 
The broad, gently undulating, lowland plateau of the Bedfordshire and 
Cambridgeshire Claylands (NCA 88) covers the northern section and the 
Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge (NCA 90) lies to the north-east of B2.  

The Brill-Winchendon Hills and Quainton-Wing Area of Attractive Landscapes (AALs) 
both lie along the eastern boundary of B2, near Aylesbury. These are noted for their 
undulating hills and ridges. The Brickhills AAL falls within the northern section of B2 
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near Leighton Buzzard and is noted for its distinct landform with wooded scarp 
slopes and interspersed agricultural areas and heathland. Outside of the higher 
ground of the AALs the southern and middle sections are characterised by the open 
low-lying landscape of the River Thames and River Rey floodplains. There is also a 
Local landscape areas (LLAs) at Poundon Hill to the north-east of Bicester.  

There are also designated country parks at Stockgrove near Leighton Buzzard and 
Shotover to the east of Oxford. The Thames Path National Trail follows the River 
Thames valley to the south of B2. 

Other relevant designations include Oxford Green Belt that covers a large part of the 
southern section of B2 and the Metropolitan Green Belt which covers the north-east 
edge of B2. There are few areas of common land within B2. These include small 
pockets near Shotover Country Park to the south of B2, a cluster of sites around Brill 
in the middle section and sites at Swanbourne and Soulbury in the northern section 
of B2. 

There are a number of areas designated as ancient woodland including a cluster of 
large woodlands to the south of Oxford, for example Bagley Wood and another to the 
north of Wheatley, including Waterperry Wood and Stanton Great Wood. There is a 
further cluster of woodlands around Wotton Underwood, Grendon Underwood and 
Calvert in the middle section and a large cluster of ancient woodland at the northern 
end of B2 including Kings Wood, Back Wood and other areas to the north and west 
of the Woburn estate. 

The landscape baseline includes the setting of conservation areas and RPGs within 
Corridor B2. These are identified within Section 6.2.2 and Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 5. Sensitive visual receptors 
include residents on the southern edge of Oxford, the northern edge of Abingdon, 
those on the edge of Bicester and the southern edge of Milton Keynes. Further visual 
receptors include a number of rural settlements and individual properties and users 
of Stockgrove and Shotover Country Parks and public rights of way such as the 
Thames Path National Trail. 

Corridor B3 

B3 passes through 4 National Character Areas (NCAs); The Midvale Ridge (NCA 
109) covers the southern section of B3. This forms a band of low-lying limestone hills 
surrounded by the flat lands of the Oxfordshire clay vales. The Upper Thames Clay 
Vales (NCA 108) covers the southern and middle parts of B3 and is characterised by 
a broad belt of open, gently undulating lowland farmland on predominantly clay soil. 
The broad, gently undulating, lowland plateau of the Bedfordshire and 
Cambridgeshire Claylands (NCA 88) covers the northern section and the 
Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge (NCA 90) lies to the north-east of B3. 

The Brill-Winchendon Hills and Quainton-Wing Area of Attractive Landscapes (AALs) 
both lie along the eastern boundary of B3, near Aylesbury. These are noted for their 
undulating hills and ridges. The Brickhills AAL falls within the northern section of B3 
near Leighton Buzzard and is noted for its distinct landform with wooded scarp 
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slopes and interspersed agricultural areas and heathland. Stockgrove Country Park 
lies partly within the Brickhills AAL. Outside of the higher ground of the AALs the 
southern and middle sections are characterised by the open low-lying landscape of 
the River Thames and River Ray floodplains. The Thames Path National Trail follows 
the River Thames valley to the south of B3. There is also a Local landscape areas 
(LLAs) at Poundon Hill to the north-east of Bicester. 

Other relevant designations include Oxford Green Belt that covers a large part of the 
southern section of B3 and the Metropolitan Green Belt which covers the north-east 
edge of B3. There are few areas of common land within B3. These include a cluster 
of sites around Brill in the middle section and sites at Swanbourne, Soulbury, Stoke 
Hammond, Great Brickhill and Aspley Guise in the northern section of B3. 

There are a number of areas designated for ancient woodland including a cluster of 
large woodlands, for example Bagley Wood to the south-west of Oxford, another 
cluster of large sites to the north of Wheatley including Waterperry Wood and 
Stanton Great Wood, a cluster of sites around Wotton Underwood, Grendon 
Underwood and Calvert in the middle section and a further large cluster of ancient 
woodland at the northern end of B3 including Kings Wood, Back Wood and other 
areas to the north and west of the Woburn estate. 

The landscape baseline includes the setting of conservation areas and Registered 
Park and Gardens (RPGs) within Corridor B2. These are identified within Section 
6.2.2 and Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 6. Sensitive 
visual receptors include residents on the northern edge of Abingdon, those on the 
edge of Bicester and the southern edge of Milton Keynes. Further visual receptors 
include a number of rural settlements and individual properties and users of 
Stockgrove Country Park and public rights of way such as the Thames Path National 
Trail. 

6.2.4 Nature conservation 

Corridor B1 

A large number of nature conservation features are present within B1. Most features 
are located in the areas to the east of Bletchley, east of Bicester and west and south 
of Oxford.  

There are 2 Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) within B1: 

 Cothill Fen SAC is located centrally within the southern part of B1, north-west 
of Dalton Barracks. Cothill Fen SAC is designated for its Habitats Directive 
Annex I habitat (alkaline fens). It comprises lowland valley mire containing 
one of the largest surviving examples of alkaline fen vegetation in central 
England, a region where fen vegetation is rare. 

 Oxford Meadows SAC is located north-west of Oxford and stretches over half 
of the width of B1, on either side of the A34. Oxford Meadows SAC is 
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designated for its Habitats Directive Annex I habitat (lowland hay meadows) 
and Habitats Directive Annex II species (creeping marshwort). 

There are 26 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) designated for biological 
reasons within B1. There are a number of SSSIs in the south-western part of B1, the 
2 largest being Cothill Fen SSSI (see Section 5.2.4) and Frilford Heath, Ponds and 
Fens SSSI (see Section 4.2.4). 

There is a dense cluster of SSSIs to the west of Oxford. A number of these make up 
the Oxford Meadows SAC and consist of a series of neutral grasslands situated in 
the Thames floodplain. These include: 

 Port Meadow with Wolvercote Common and Green SSSI is a large SSSI 
located to the east of the A34 

 Wolvercote Meadows SSSI is a smaller SSSI located to the east of the A34 

 Pixey and Yarnton Meads SSSI, located on either side of the A34 

 Cassington Meadows SSSI is a smaller SSSI located to the west of the Pixey 
and Yarnton Meads SSSI and is next to the River Thames 

The other SSSIs present within the dense cluster west of Oxford include: 

 Hook Meadow and The Trap Grounds SSSI is located immediately east of 
the Port Meadow with Wolvercote Common and Green SSSI and comprises 
a series of unimproved meadows. 

 Wytham Ditches and Flushes SSSI is located to the north of Wytham Woods 
and comprises a series of ditches supporting species-rich eutrophic aquatic 
and fen flora. 

 Wytham Woods SSSI is a large area of ancient woodland, wood pasture, 
common land and old limestone grassland, located to the west of the A34. 

East of Bicester there is a small cluster of SSSIs. These are designated for the 
presence of large, well-structured blocks of ancient woodland and broadleaved 
woodland. These include: 

 Sheephouse Wood SSSI, located next to Calvert landfill site 

 Finemere Wood SSSI, located to the north-west of Quainton 

 Grendon and Doddershall Wood SSSI, located to the east of Grendon 
Underwood and borders the River Ray 

 Ham Home-Cum-Hamgreen Woods SSSI, located to the south-east of 
Grendon Underwood and is next to the A41 
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There are a small number of SSSIs in the northern part of B1, south-east of 
Bletchley, this includes: 

 Poker’s Pond Meadow SSSI, located to the north of Soulbury and west of the 
A4146. The site is one of the last remaining areas of ancient hay meadow to 
be found in the Vale of Aylesbury. 

 Nares Gladley Marsh SSSI, located to the north-east of Leighton Buzzard 
adjacent to the River Ouzel. The site represents one of the best remaining 
river valley and hillside marsh systems in Bedfordshire. 

 Kings and Bakers Woods and Heaths SSSI, located centrally within the 
northern part of Corridor A, north of Leighton Buzzard. This site represents 
the largest area of woodland in Bedfordshire and includes an area of ancient 
woodland. It also includes remnants of lowland heath and acidic grassland. 

 Wavendon Heath Ponds SSSI, located to the north-west of Woburn and 
south of Aspley Heath. The site comprises several habitats including 3 ponds 
representing areas of acidic mire, 2 meadows of acid grassland and an area 
of damp birch woodland.’ 

There are 2 National Nature Reserves within B1, including: 

 Cothill NNR, located in the southern part of B1 to the west of Dalton 
Barracks. This NNR forms part of the Cothill Fen SAC, as described above. 

 King’s Wood and Rushmere NNR, located in the northern part of B1. See 
Section 5.2.4 for further detail about this NNR. 

There are approximately 205 areas of ancient woodland within B1. There is a cluster 
of ancient woodland in the southern part of B1, to the south and east of Oxford, a 
second cluster to the east of Bletchley and a third cluster to the east of Bicester. 
There are also a number of ancient woodlands scattered across the width of the 
corridor to the west of Bicester. 

There are 4 Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) within B1, including: 

 Blue Lagoon LNR is located immediately south-east of Bletchley and 
comprises a deep lake with surrounding grassland and woodland. 

 Bure Park LNR is located in the north-western part of Bicester, adjacent to 
the railway. The site comprises a pond with great crested newts, surrounded 
by grassland and woodland. 

 Kirtlington Quarry LNR is located to the west of Kirtlington, next to the Oxford 
Canal. It is also designated as a geological SSSI. 

 Crecy Hill LNR is located north of Tackley adjacent to the railway and 
comprises calcareous grassland. 
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There are approximately 158 Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) within B1. These are 
generally spread out throughout B1, with the largest concentration of LWSs located 
to the east of Bletchley, east of Bicester and evenly spread within the southern part 
of B1. 

Further information about statutory designated sites within the B1 corridor, including 
SACs and SSSIs and non-statutory sites including LWSs and LNR, can be found in 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 4. 

Corridor B2 

There is a high number of nature conservation features within B2, with large areas of 
ancient woodland dominating the corridor between the A40 and M40. 

Cothill Fen Special Area of Conservation (SAC) is located in the south-west of B2, 
north-west of Dalton Barracks. The majority of Cothill Fen SAC is within B1. Cothill 
Fen SAC is located centrally within the southern part of B1, north-west of Dalton 
Barracks. Cothill Fen SAC is designated for its Habitats Directive Annex I habitat 
(alkaline fens). 

There are 23 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) designated for biological 
reasons within B2. The main cluster of SSSIs within B2 are located south of the M40 
and north of the A40, to the south of Bicester. These include: 

 Whitecross Green and Oriel Woods SSSI, located south-east of Murcott 
close to the M40. This site is ancient woodland that is rich in plant and animal 
life. 

 Murcott Meadows SSSI, located south-east of Murcott, north of Horton-cum-
Studley. This is an area of unimproved neutral meadows which are 
traditionally managed for hay. These habitats are rare and declining due to 
agricultural improvement. 

 Otmoor SSSI, located on the western boundary of B2, next to Otmoor Range 
Danger Area and the RSPB Reserve. The site comprises an extensive area 
damp herb-rich grassland and coarse neutral grassland. 

 Shabbington Woods Complex SSSI, located to the south-east of Horton-cum-
Studley next to the M40. This site comprises an extensive area of ancient 
woodland with rich insect fauna associated with the woodland rides. 

 Waterperry Wood SSSI, located to the south of the Shabbington Woods 
Complex SSSI. This is an ancient woodland site that has been replanted and 
is of special interest for its insect fauna. 

 Holton Wood SSSI, located south-east of Stanton St John. This is an ancient 
woodland site which also supports a rich insect flora associated with the relic 
coppice-with-standard habitat structure. 
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 Stanton Great Wood SSSI, located directly to the east of Stanton St John. 
This is also an ancient woodland site and a traditionally managed coppice 
with a rich plant and diverse insect population. 

 Holly Wood SSSI is located to the north-east of Stanton St John. This is an 
ancient woodland site, which like the others in the locality has a diverse 
invertebrate community. 

Sites of Special Scientific Interest within B2 that are also within B1, are those located 
east of Bicester and in the northern part of B2, south-east of Bletchley. See section 
above for further detail. 

King’s Wood and Rushmere National Nature Reserve (NNR) is located in the north-
eastern part of B2. See Section 5.2.4 for further detail about this NNR. 

There are approximately 139 areas of ancient woodland within B2. The most densely 
covered area is located to the west of the M40 and north of the A40 and includes 
Waterperry Wood, Holton Wood, Holly Wood, Stanton Great Wood, Stanton Little 
Wood, and other unnamed areas of ancient woodland. Other clusters of ancient 
woodland within B2 are located south of Oxford and as with B1, to the east of 
Bicester and east of Bletchley. 

There are 2 Local nature reserves (LNRs) within B2, including: 

 Abbey Fishponds LNR, located on the southern boundary of B2, within 
Abingdon. The majority of this reserve is located within the Common Corridor 
South of Oxford, see Section 4.2.4. 

 Blue Lagoon LNR, located immediately south-east of Bletchley 

There are approximately 142 Local Wildlife Site (LWSs) within B2. As above in B1, 
these are generally spread out throughout B2, with the largest concentration of 
LWSs located to the east of Bletchley, east of Bicester and evenly spread within the 
southern part of B2. 

Otmoor Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) Reserve is located to the 
north-east of Oxford. A small part of this reserve is within B2. 

Further information about statutory designated sites within the B2 corridor, including 
SACs and SSSIs and non-statutory sites including LWSs and LNRs, can be found in 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 5. 

Corridor B3 

There are 2 key areas within B3, with numerous sites of nature conservation interest 
and these correspond with those described for B2.  The south-eastern edge of B3 
generally has fewer nature conservation features along its length. 

Cothill Fen Special Area of Conservation (SAC) is located in the south-west of B3, 
north-west of Dalton Barracks, see Corridor B1 for further details. 
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There are 20 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) designated for biological 
reasons within B3. SSSIs within B3 that are also within B1, are located east of 
Bicester and in the northern part of B3, south-east of Bletchley.  

These include: 

 Arncott Bridge Meadows SSSI, located north of the M40 and south of the 
A41. 

 Long Herdon Meadow SSSI, located north of the A41. 

 Sheephouse Wood SSSI, located next to Calvert landfill site. 

 Finemere Wood SSSI, located to the north-west of Quainton. 

 Grendon and Doddershall Wood SSSI, located to the east of Grendon 
Underwood and borders the River Ray. 

 Ham Home-Cum-Hamgreen Woods SSSI, located to the south-east of 
Grendon Underwood and is next to the A41. 

 Poker’s Pond Meadow SSSI, located to the north of Soulbury and west of the 
A4146. The site is one of the last remaining areas of ancient hay meadow to 
be found in the Vale of Aylesbury. 

 Nares Gladley Marsh SSSI, located to the north-east of Leighton Buzzard 
adjacent to the River Ouzel. The site represents one of the best remaining 
river valley and hillside marsh systems in Bedfordshire. 

 Kings and Bakers Woods and Heaths SSSI, located north of Leighton 
Buzzard. This site represents the largest area of woodland in Bedfordshire 
and includes an area of ancient woodland. It also includes remnants of 
lowland heath and acidic grassland. 

 Wavendon Heath Ponds SSSI, located to the north-west of Woburn and 
south of Aspley Heath. The site comprises several habitats including 3 ponds 
representing areas of acidic mire, 2 meadows of acid grassland and an area 
of damp birch woodland. 

The other area where there is a cluster of SSSIs, is in the same location as B2, 
south of the M40 and north of the A40, to the south of Bicester. 

These include: 

 Rushbeds Wood and Railway Cutting SSSI, located west of Wotton 
Underwood along the railway. 

 Whitecross Green and Oriel Woods SSSI, located south-east of Murcott 
close to the M40. This site is ancient woodland that is rich in plant and animal 
life. 
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 Murcott Meadows SSSI, located south-east of Murcott, north of Horton-cum-
Studley. This is an area of unimproved neutral meadows which are 
traditionally managed for hay. These habitats are rare and declining due to 
agricultural improvement. 

 Otmoor SSSI, located on the western boundary of B2, next to Otmoor Range 
Danger Area and the RSPB Reserve. The site comprises an extensive area 
damp herb-rich grassland and coarse neutral grassland. 

 Shabbington Woods Complex SSSI, located to the south-east of Horton-cum-
Studley next to the M40. This site comprises an extensive area of ancient 
woodland with rich insect fauna associated with the woodland rides. 

 Waterperry Wood SSSI, located to the south of the Shabbington Woods 
Complex SSSI. This is an ancient woodland site that has been replanted and 
is of special interest for its insect fauna. 

 Holton Wood SSSI, located south-east of Stanton St John. This is an ancient 
woodland site which also supports a rich insect flora associated with the relic 
coppice-with-standard habitat structure. 

The remaining SSSIs within B3 are located in the southern part of the corridor and 
include: 

 Barrow Farm Fen SSSI, located south of Dalton Barracks. The site is 
designated for its remnants of calcareous fen vegetation found within the 
matrix of dense wet and dry carr woodland. 

 Dry Sandford Pit SSSI, located in the north-western corner of Dalton 
Barracks, east of Cothill. The site is an abandoned sand quarry which has 
developed a valuable mosaic of calcareous vegetation including fen, 
grassland, scrub and lichen-rich heath. 

 Cothill Fen SSSI is also designated as Cothill Fen SAC, located in the south-
west of B3. 

King’s Wood and Rushmere National Nature Reserve (NNR) is located in the north-
eastern part of B3. See Section 5.2.4 for further detail about this NNR. 

There are approximately 135 areas of ancient woodland within B3. These include 
clusters described for B1 and B2 above, plus clusters to the south of Oxford, west of 
the M40 and north of the A40, east of Bicester and east of Bletchley. 

There are 2 Local nature reserves (LNRs) within B3, including: 

 Abbey Fishponds LNR, located on the southern boundary of B3, in Abingdon. 
The majority of this reserve is located within the Common Corridor South of 
Oxford, see Section 4.2.4. 

 Blue Lagoon LNR, located immediately south-east of Bletchley 
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There are approximately 137 Local Wildlife Site (LWSs) within B3. There is a high 
concentration of LWSs in the northern part of B3, to the east of Bletchley. There are 
a number of LWSs scattered across the central part of B3 to the east of Bicester. 

Otmoor Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) Reserve is located to the 
north-east of Oxford. A small part of this reserve is within B3. 

Further information about statutory designated sites within the B3 corridor, including 
SACs, SSSIs and non-statutory sites including LWSs and LNRs, can be found in 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 6. 

6.2.5 Geology and soils 

Corridor B1 

B1 is generally underlain by Jurassic sandstones and limestones of the Great Oolite 
Formation and mudstone, siltstone and sandstone of the Ancholme Group including 
Oxford Clay. Corallian Group limestones and sandstones, and other mudstones, 
siltstones and sandstones are present to the south of Oxford. The Lower Greensand 
Group (Woburn Sands Formation) forms the bedrock to the north of Leighton 
Buzzard and as a local outcrop in the Boars Hill area south-west of Oxford. 

Superficial deposits to the south of B1 are mainly alluvium or sand and gravel and 
follow the river corridors such as the Thames and its tributaries. Superficial deposits 
are largely absent from the central parts of B1. Glacial deposits are more common in 
northern parts of B1 (to the north and east of Bicester), with alluvium and river 
terrace deposits along both the River Ouzel valley and the Grand Union Canal. 

There are 3 main clusters of Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) designated 
for their geological importance within B1. The first cluster lies to the south of B1 and 
includes Cothill Fen SSSI, Dry Sandford Pit SSSI (this is also a Local geological site 
(LGS)), Sugworth SSSI, Cumnor SSSI and Hurst Hill SSSI. Shipton-on-Cherwell and 
Whitehill Farm Quarries SSSI and Kirtlington Quarry SSSI both lie in the central part 
of B1, to the north-east of Woodstock. The third cluster of sites lies to the north of 
Bicester and includes Ardley Trackways SSSI and Ardley Cutting and Quarry SSSI. 
In addition, the King’s Wood and Rushmere National Nature Reserve (NNR) is 
located north of Leighton Buzzard. Further details of these sites can be found in 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 4. 

There are existing mineral safeguarding areas to the south and west of B1, including 
to the west of Abingdon (designated for soft sand), west of Oxford (designated for 
sharp sand and gravel) and to the north-west of Oxford (designated for crushed 
rock). There are further existing and proposed mineral safeguarding areas to the 
north-west and east of Bicester around Milton Keynes, which are protecting the 
underlying sand and gravel deposits including the Woburn Sands formation. 

There are operational quarries including at Upwood Quarry and Shipton Quarry to 
the south of B1 and at Dewar’s Farm in the central part of B1. There are also several 
historical quarries, including Calvert Brickworks in the central part of B1 and dormant 
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quarries at Woodham Brickworks and at Rammamere Heath. In addition, whilst not 
mineral safeguarding areas themselves, there are rail depots receiving quarried 
materials at Banbury Road to the south of B1, and Bletchley Rail Depot to the north-
east. 

The Environment Agency website identifies 2 authorised landfills located in the 
southern part of B1. These are Upwood Quarry and Tubney Wood Landfills. There 
are 3 authorised landfills located in the central part of B1; Ardley Landfill to the north-
west of Bicester, Glebe Farm to the north of Bicester and Calvert Landfill. There are 
a further 2 authorised landfills to the north of B1 including Bletchley Landfill and 
Rislip Farm. Sheepcote and Stone Lane Quarry are located just outside of the 
eastern edge of B1 near Great Brickhill.  

The Environment Agency website also lists several historical landfills throughout B1, 
particularly in areas around the existing authorised landfills. Historic landfill clusters 
include to the north-west of Abingdon and areas to the west of Oxford to the south of 
B1, around Shipton-on-Cherwell and around Calvert in the central part of B1 and to 
the south-west of Bletchley and around Little Brickhill to the north of B1. 

An initial desk-based assessment has identified a number of areas where historic 
land uses may have led to land contamination being present. These include airfields, 
brickworks, industrial estates and a rifle range. Specific locations include Abingdon 
Airfield (Dalton Barracks), Oxford Airport, RAF Weston-on-the-Green, Swinford 
Water Treatment Works, RAF Upper Heyford, Bicester and its airfield (formerly RAF 
Bicester), Pear Tree Farm airfield, Graven Hill and Arncott Ordnance Depots and 
Piddington Depot and RAF Little Horwood. 

Corridor B2 

B2 is generally underlain by mudstones, siltstones and sandstones of the Upper 
Jurassic Ancholme Group, including Oxford Clay. Corallian Group limestones and 
sandstones, and other mudstones, siltstones and sandstones are present to the 
south and east of Oxford. The Lower Greensand Group (Woburn Sands Formation) 
is more prevalent at the northern end of the section. There are also local outcrops of 
Great Oolite limestone, Portland Group and Lower Cretaceous Wealden around 
Shotover and Muswell Hill, in the southern and central parts of B2. 

Superficial deposits are absent from large parts of the southern and central parts of 
B2. Sand and gravels and alluvium are present along the River Thames, Thame and 
Ray valleys. Glacial deposits are more common in northern parts of B2 (to the north 
and east of Bicester), with alluvium and river terrace deposits along both the River 
Ouzel valley and the Grand Union Canal. 

There are 6 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) designated for their geological 
importance within B2, and these are all located to the south of the corridor. Cothill 
Fen SSSI, Dry Sandford Pit SSSI and Sugworth SSSI all lie to the south of Oxford. 
Littleworth Brickpit SSSI and Lyehill Quarry SSSI lie to the east of Oxford and 
Muswell Hill SSSI lies to the north-east of Oxford. In addition, the King’s Wood and 
Rushmere National Nature Reserve (NNR) is located north of Leighton Buzzard. 
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Further details of these sites can be found in Appendix E Supplementary 
Environmental Information Section 5. 

There are existing mineral safeguarding areas within B2, including to the west of 
Abingdon, which is designated for soft sand and 1 to the south of Oxford, which is 
designated for sharp sand and gravel. There are further existing and proposed 
mineral safeguarding areas to the east of Bicester and around Milton Keynes, which 
protect the underlying sand and gravel resources including the Woburn Sands 
formation. 

There is an active quarry at Bletchley Rail Depot to the north of B2. There is also a 
historical quarry at Calvert Brickworks in the central part of B2 and dormant quarries 
at Woodham Brickworks and at Rammamere Heath.  

The Environment Agency website identifies Radley Lagoons authorised landfill to the 
south of B2. Calvert Landfill lies within the central part of B2. There are a further 2 
authorised landfills to the north of B2; Bletchley Landfill and Rislip Farm. Sheepcote 
and Stone Lane Quarry are located just outside of the eastern edge of B2 near Great 
Brickhill.  

The Environment Agency website identifies several historical landfills throughout B2, 
particularly in areas around the existing authorised landfills. Historic landfill clusters 
include to the north-west of Abingdon and areas to the south-east of Oxford in the 
south of B2, around Calvert in the central part of B2 and to the south-west of 
Bletchley and around Little Brickhill to the north of B2. 

An initial desk-based assessment has identified a number of areas where historic 
land uses may have led to land contamination being present. These include sewage 
treatment works, former Royal Air Force (RAF) airfields, brickworks, industrial 
estates and a rifle range. Specific locations include Abingdon Airfield (Dalton 
Barracks, a semi-active historical RAF site), Oxford sewage treatment works, RAF 
Oakley, Otmoor Range, Mini Plant Oxford, Graven Hill and Arncott Ordnance depots, 
Piddington Depot, St George’s Barracks, Pear Tree Farm, RAF Little Horwood and 
RAF Westcott. 

Corridor B3 

B3 is generally underlain by mudstones, siltstones and sandstones of the Upper 
Jurassic Ancholme Group, including Oxford Clay. Corallian Group limestones and 
sandstones, and other mudstones, siltstones and sandstones are present to the 
south and east of Oxford. The Lower Greensand Group (Woburn Sands Formation) 
is more prevalent at the northern end of the section. There are also local outcrops of 
Great Oolite limestone, Portland Group (including outcrops near Quainton and 
Oving) and Lower Cretaceous Wealden around Shotover and Muswell Hill, in the 
southern and central parts of B3.  

Superficial deposits are absent from large parts of the southern and central parts of 
B3. Sand and gravels and alluvium are present along the River Thames valley. 
Glacial deposits are more common in northern parts of B3, with alluvium and river 
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terrace deposits surrounding both the River Ouzel valley and along the Grand Union 
Canal. 

There are 4 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) designated for their geological 
importance within B3; Cothill Fen SSSI, Dry Sandford Pit SSSI, Sugworth SSSI and 
Muswell Hill SSSI. In addition, the King’s Wood and Rushmere National Nature 
Reserve (NNR) is located north of Leighton Buzzard. Further details of these sites 
can be found in Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 6. 

There are existing mineral safeguarding areas within B3, including to the west of 
Abingdon, which is designated for soft sand and to the south of Oxford, which is 
designated for sharp sand and gravel. There are further existing and proposed 
mineral safeguarding areas to the east of Bicester and around Milton Keynes, which 
are protecting the underlying sand and gravel resources including the Woburn Sands 
formation. There are dormant quarries at Woodham Brickworks and Rammamere 
Heath and a historical quarry at Calvert Brickworks.  Bletchley Rail depot is located 
to the north of B3 associated with transport of quarried materials. 

The Environment Agency website identifies a number of authorised landfill sites 
within B3. Radley Lagoons and Wheatley Railway Cutting both lie to the south of B3. 
Calvert Landfill lies within the central part of B3. There are a further 2 authorised 
landfills to the north of B3; Bletchley Landfill and Rislip Farm. Sheepcote and Stone 
Lane Quarry are located just outside of the eastern edge of B3 near Great Brickhill. 

The Environment Agency website also lists several historical landfills throughout B3, 
particularly in areas around the existing authorised landfills. Historic landfill clusters 
include to the north-west of Abingdon and areas to the south-east of Oxford in the 
south of B3, around Calvert in the central part of B3 and to the south-west of 
Bletchley and around Little Brickhill to the north of B3. 

An initial desk-based assessment has identified a number of areas where historic 
land uses may have led to land contamination being present. These include former 
quarries, former Royal Air Force (RAF) airfields, brickworks, industrial estates and a 
rifle range. Specific locations include Abingdon Airfield (Dalton Barracks, a semi-
active historical RAF site), Oxford sewage treatment works, RAF Oakley, Arncott and 
Graven Hill Ordnance Depots, Piddington Depot, Otmoor Range, St George’s 
Barracks, sewage works and Pear Tree Farm airfield, Woodham Brickworks, Calvert 
Brickworks, RAF Little Horwood and RAF Westcott. 

6.2.6 Water environment  

Corridor B1 

B1 crosses both the Thames River Basin District to the south and the Anglian River 
Basin District to the north. The split between the 2 river basins lies just to the north of 
Quainton, in the middle part of B1. The River Thames cuts across the southern part 
of B1 as it flows through the centre of Oxford. The River Evenlode is the principal 
tributary to the River Thames within B1. The confluence is to the west of Oxford. 
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The principal watercourse within B1 is the River Cherwell, which flows from Heyford 
Park in the middle of B1, southwards to join the River Thames at Oxford. The 
principal tributary is the River Ray, with an upper catchment to the east of Bicester 
and a confluence with the River Cherwell at Islip. The Cherwell catchment is 
predominantly rural and surface water quality in most of the catchment is generally 
good, with Water Framework Directive (WFD) water bodies currently ranging from 
bad to good ecological status / potential. 

The River Ouzel flows from south to north through the north part of B1, before joining 
the River Great Ouse at Newport Pagnell. The River Ouzel rises from chalk springs 
in the Chilterns and runs parallel with the Grand Union Canal from Leighton Buzzard 
towards Bletchley. The principal tributary is the Newton Longville Brook which joins 
the Ouzel at Bletchley. The Claydon Brook also flows through B1 and is a tributary of 
the River Great Ouse, which it joins to the east of Buckingham. 

There are areas of Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain 3b) associated with the main 
rivers, particularly the River Thames and the lower reaches of the Cherwell and Ray. 
Key locations where the floodplain is particularly wide, and fluvial flood risk is likely to 
be higher, include Oxford and Hampton Poyle to the south of B1, east of Bicester in 
the middle of B1 and east of Bletchley in the north of B1. In general, the floodplain 
associated with the Ouzel and Claydon Brook are smaller than the River Thames, 
Cherwell and Ray.  

There are areas at risk of surface water flooding associated with all of the main rivers 
within B1, particularly along the tributaries of the River Ouzel and Claydon Brook. 
Key areas include Swinford, Cassington and Begbroke to the south of B1, areas to 
the west of Grendon Underwood, around Steeple Claydon and to the south and west 
of Winslow in the middle of B1, and to the south and east of Bletchley to the north of 
B1. There are also areas identified with medium or high risk from groundwater 
flooding in B1 including around Oxford, Abingdon, south and south-east of Bicester, 
north-east Winslow, west and south-west of Bletchley and north of Leighton Buzzard. 

The middle band of B1 is underlain by Oxford Clay, with Kimmeridge Clay to the 
south-east of Winslow and to the south of Oxford, and sandstone of the Lower 
Greensand Group to the east of Bletchley. The sandstone is a Principal Aquifer and 
is also protected by a Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 3 (total catchment) with 2 
localised pockets of SPZ1 and SPZ2 (inner and outer protection zones) to the north-
east and south-east of Little Brickhills. The SPZs protect a cluster of abstraction 
licences for public water supply.  

The area to the west of Bicester is underlain by Great Oolite Group limestones and 
sandstones and the area to the south-west of Oxford is underlain by Corallian Group 
limestone and sandstones. The limestone and sandstones are Secondary A 
aquifers. 

Superficial deposits to the south of B1 consist mainly of alluvium and are mainly 
associated with the Thames valley. Superficial deposits also overlie the bedrock to 
the north of Winslow and around Bletchley. These are Secondary A aquifers. 
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Corridor B2 

B2 crosses both the Thames River Basin District to the south and the Anglian River 
Basin District to the north. The split between the 2 river basins lies just to the north of 
Quainton, in the middle part of B2. The main watercourse within B2 is the River Ray, 
which rises near Quainton and flows south-west towards the confluence with the 
River Cherwell at Islip. Its principal tributary within B2, is the Tetchwick Brook. 

The River Thames flows approximately north to south through B2, to the south of 
Oxford. The River Ock (and its tributaries of the Sandford Brook and Childrey Brook) 
joins the Thames at Abingdon at the southern end of B2. The Water Framework 
Directive (WFD) water bodies within B2 currently range from bad to good ecological 
status / potential. 

The River Ouzel flows from south to north through the north part of B2, before joining 
the River Great Ouse at Newport Pagnell. The River Ouzel rises from chalk springs 
in the Chilterns and runs parallel to the Grand Union Canal from Leighton Buzzard 
towards Bletchley. The principal tributary is the Newton Longville Brook which joins 
the Ouzel at Bletchley. The Claydon Brook also flows through B2 and is a tributary of 
the River Great Ouse, which it joins to the east of Buckingham. 

There are areas of Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain 3b) associated with the main 
rivers, particularly the River Thames to the south of Oxford and around Abingdon 
and the River Thame to the south of B2, around Wheatley in the middle of B2 and to 
the south and east of Bletchley to the north of B2. In general, the floodplains 
associated with the Ouzel and Claydon Brook are smaller than the River Thames, 
Thame and Ray. 

There are areas at risk of surface water flooding associated with all of the main rivers 
within B2, particularly to the east of Wheatley to the south of B2, and areas to the 
west of Grendon Underwood, around Steeple Claydon and to the south and west of 
Winslow in the middle of B2, and to the south and east of Bletchley to the north of 
B2.  

There are areas identified with a medium or high risk from groundwater flooding in 
B2 including around south and south-east of Oxford, south and east of Abingdon, 
settlements near to the River Thame including Ickford and Worminghall, settlements 
near the River Ray including Merton and Blackthorn, north-east Winslow, south-east 
of Bletchley and north of Leighton Buzzard. 

B2 is predominantly underlain by Oxford Clay and Kimmeridge Clay. The area to the 
east of Bletchley is underlain by sandstone of the Lower Greensand Group. The 
sandstone is a Principal Aquifer and is also protected by a Source Protection Zone 
(SPZ) 3 (total catchment), with 2 localised pockets of SPZ1 and SPZ2 (inner and 
outer protection zones) to the north-east and south-east of Little Brickhills. The SPZs 
protect a cluster of abstraction licences used for public water supply. The areas to 
the south-west of Oxford are underlain by Corallian Group limestone and 
sandstones, which are Secondary A aquifers. 
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Superficial deposits to the south of B2 consist mainly of alluvium and are generally 
associated with the Thames valley. Superficial deposits also overlie the bedrock to 
the north of Winslow and around Bletchley and are Secondary A aquifers. 

Corridor B3 

B3 crosses both the Thames River Basin District to the south and the Anglian River 
Basin District to the north. The split between the 2 river basins lies just to the north of 
Quainton, in the middle of B3. There are 2 main watercourses within B3; the River 
Ray flows south-west from its source near Quainton towards the south of Bicester; 
and the River Thame flows southwards from Wheatley towards its confluence with 
the River Thames at Dorchester-on-Thames. 

The River Thames flows approximately north to south through B3 to the south of 
Oxford. The River Ock (and its tributaries of the Sandford Brook and Childrey Brook) 
joins the Thames at Abingdon, at the southern end of B3. The WFD water bodies 
within B3 currently range from bad to good ecological status / potential. 

The River Ouzel flows from south to north through the north part of B3, before joining 
the River Great Ouse at Newport Pagnell. The River Ouzel rises from chalk springs 
in the Chilterns and runs parallel with the Grand Union Canal from Leighton Buzzard 
towards Bletchley. The principal tributary is the Newton Longville Brook which joins 
the Ouzel at Bletchley. In addition, the Claydon Brook flows through the centre of B3 
and is a tributary of the River Great Ouse, which it joins to the east of Buckingham. 

There are areas of Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain 3b) associated with the main 
rivers, particularly the River Thames to the south of Oxford and around Abingdon to 
the south of B3, the River Thame corridor around Wheatley in the middle of B3 and 
the River Ouzel to the east of Bletchley in the north of B3. In general, the floodplains 
associated with the Ouzel and Claydon Brook are smaller than for the River Thames, 
Thame and Ray.  

There are areas at risk of surface water flooding associated with all of the main rivers 
within B3, particularly around Toot Baldon, Waterstock and Wheatley to the south of 
B3, areas to the south-east of Dorton and Ashendon and to the west of Grendon 
Underwood, around Steeple Claydon and to the south and west of Winslow in the 
middle of B3 and to the south and east of Bletchley to the north of B3.  

There are areas identified with a medium or high risk from groundwater flooding in 
B3 including south-east of Oxford, Abingdon, settlements near to the River Thame 
including Ickford and Worminghall, settlements near the River Ray including Merton 
and Blackthorn, north-east Winslow, south-east of Bletchley and north of Leighton 
Buzzard. 

B3 is predominantly underlain by Oxford Clay and Kimmeridge Clay. The area to the 
east of Bletchley is underlain by sandstone of the Lower Greensand Group. The 
sandstone is a Principal Aquifer and is also protected by a Source Protection Zone 
(SPZ) 3 (total catchment) with 2 localised pockets of SPZ1 and SPZ2 (inner and 
outer protection zones) to the north-east and south-east of Little Brickhills. The SPZs 
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protect a cluster of abstraction licences used for public water supply. The area to the 
south and south-west of Oxford is underlain by Corallian Group limestone and 
sandstones. Parts of the limestone and sandstones are Secondary A aquifers. 

Superficial deposits to the south of B3 consist mainly of alluvium and are mainly 
associated with the Thames valley. Superficial deposits overlie the bedrock to the 
north of Winslow and around Bletchley and are Secondary A aquifers. 

6.2.7 Noise and vibration 

Corridor B1 

B1 contains the large settlements of Abingdon, the western fringe of Oxford, 
Bicester, Bletchley and the south-east of Milton Keynes, as well as numerous 
smaller towns and villages. There are approximately 124,000 dwellings and 3,000 
other noise-sensitive receptors within B1. 

A number of residential settlements are close to existing roads and in urban areas. 
Major roads within B1 include the A34, A44, A40, A420, A41, A413, A4146, A5 and 
A5130. The M40 also runs through B1. Noise is likely to be dominated by road traffic 
in residential settlements that are close to these major roads. 

B1 contains a total of 60 Noise Important Areas (NIAs). The majority of the NIAs are 
designated due to road noise, with the exception of 3 NIAs that are designated due 
to rail noise on the London to Birmingham railway, to the south of Milton Keynes.  

B1 is largely a rural corridor, with rural areas located between Abingdon and Oxford, 
between Oxford and Bicester and between Bicester and Milton Keynes. Non-traffic 
noise sources, such as those from agricultural activities, railways and aircraft, are 
likely to dominate the noise environment in these rural areas. 

There are 6 railway lines that run through B1, that would contribute to the 
surrounding noise environment. 

In addition, Luton and Heathrow Airports have several flight paths and stacking 
areas throughout B1. There is also the Abingdon Airfield, Oxford Airport, RAF 
Bicester and a small local runway west of Marsh Gibbon. 

There are 26 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) within B1 that are 
designated for ecological reasons and areas of ancient woodland which could be 
susceptible to noise disturbance. See Section 6.2.4 for further details. 

Corridor B2 

B2 contains the large settlements of Abingdon, the south-east fringe of Oxford, 
Bletchley and the south-east of Milton Keynes, as well as numerous smaller towns 
and villages. There are approximately 97,000 dwellings and 1,600 other noise-
sensitive receptors within B2. 
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A number of residential settlements are close to existing roads and within urban 
areas. Major roads within B2 include the A34, A40, A41, A413, A4146, A5 and 
A5130. The A4074 and M40 also run through B2. Noise is likely to be dominated by 
road traffic in those residential settlements that are located in close proximity to 
these major roads. 

B2 contains a total of 45 Noise Important Areas (NIAs). The majority of the NIAs are 
designated due to road noise, with the exception of 3 NIAs that are designated due 
to rail noise on the London to Birmingham railway, to the south of Milton Keynes.  

B2 is largely a rural corridor, with many settlements and individual dwellings where 
non-traffic noise sources, such as those from agricultural activities, railways and 
aircraft, are likely to dominate the noise environment. 

There are 7 railway lines that run through B2, that would contribute to the 
surrounding noise environment. 

Luton and Heathrow Airports have several flight paths and stacking areas throughout 
B2. There is also the Abingdon Airfield and 2 rural runways (1 west of Marsh Gibbon 
and 1 south of Wheatley). 

There are 23 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) within B2 that are 
designated for ecological reasons and areas of ancient woodland which could be 
susceptible to noise disturbance. See Section 6.2.4 for further details. 

Corridor B3 

B3 contains the large settlements of Abingdon, Bletchley and the south-east 
boundary of Milton Keynes, as well as numerous smaller towns and villages. There 
are approximately 87,500 dwellings and 1,500 other noise-sensitive receptors within 
B3. 

A number of residential settlements are close to existing roads and within urban 
areas. Major roads within B3 include the A34, A40, A41, A413, A4146, A5 and 
A5130. The A4074 and M40 also run through B3. Noise is likely to be dominated by 
road traffic in those residential settlements that are located in close proximity to 
these major roads. 

B3 contains a total of 40 Noise Important Areas (NIAs). The majority of the NIAs are 
designated due to road noise, with the exception of 3 NIAs that are designated due 
to rail noise on the London to Birmingham railway, to the south of Milton Keynes.  

B3 is largely a rural corridor, with many settlements and individual dwellings where 
non-traffic noise sources, such as those from agricultural activities, railways and 
aircraft, are likely to dominate the noise environment. 

There are 7 railway lines that run through B3, that would contribute to the 
surrounding noise environment. 
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Luton and Heathrow Airports have several flight paths and stacking areas throughout 
B3. There is also the Abingdon Airfield and 2 rural runways (1 west of Marsh Gibbon 
and 1 south of Wheatley). 

There are 20 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) within B3 that are 
designated for ecological reasons and areas of ancient woodland which could be 
susceptible to noise disturbance. See Section 6.2.4 for further details. 

6.2.8 People and communities  

Corridor B1 

B1 extends to the west of Oxford and contains a number of settlements. The 
southern part of B1 is densely populated with the large settlements of Abingdon, the 
outskirts of west Oxford and Kidlington. Bicester is located centrally within B1. 
Winslow and the outskirts of Milton Keynes / Bletchley are located in the northern 
part of B1. 

There are numerous settlements scattered throughout B1, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 4 for further details. 

There are areas of land allocated for development throughout B1. The main areas 
include numerous land parcels on the southern and eastern outskirts of Bicester and 
along the fringe of Milton Keynes. See Appendix E Supplementary Environmental 
Information Section 4 for further details. 

There are a number of recreational facilities and open space areas within B1, for 
example, Botley war cemetery and Wolvercote cemetery. Golf clubs and registered 
common land are also spread throughout B1, for example a large area of registered 
common land north-west of Oxford. There are several areas of woodland that are 
also likely to be used as recreational areas, in particular Wytham Woods, located 
centrally within the southern part of B1. In the northern part of B1 are Woburn Safari 
Park and Stockgrove Country Park. For further details about recreational assets 
such as allotments, playing fields and green spaces, see Appendix E Supplementary 
Environmental Information Section 4. 

There are numerous educational and health facilities within B1. These include 
schools and nursing homes which are largely located within existing settlement 
boundaries although there are educational facilities, care homes and churches 
located outside of the settlements. See Appendix E Supplementary Environmental 
Information Section 4 for further details. 

Land designated as best and most versatile agricultural land is sparse within B1 with 
the largest areas located in the most southern part of the corridor and on land 
surrounding Milton Keynes and Bletchley. 
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Corridor B2 

B2 extends to the east of Oxford and contains a number of settlements. The large 
settlement of Abingdon and the southern (Blackbird Leys area) and eastern 
(Horspath area) outskirts of Oxford are located within the southern part of B2. 
Winslow and the outskirts of Milton Keynes / Bletchley are located in the northern 
part of B2. 

There are numerous settlements scattered throughout B2, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 5 for further details. 

There are areas of land allocated for development throughout B2. The main areas 
include numerous land parcels on the southern and eastern outskirts of Oxford, on 
the south-eastern edge of Bicester and along the fringe of Milton Keynes. See 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 5 for further details. 

There are a number of recreational facilities and open space areas within B2, for 
example, several large areas of woodland that are likely to be used informally for 
recreation. There are also golf courses and further small formal recreation facilities 
located within and surrounding settlements. There are linear areas of registered 
common land to the east of the M40 and within Shotover Country Park, which is 
located between Oxford and Horspath. Further key areas of open space within B2 
include part of Woburn Safari Park and Stockgrove Country Park. For further details 
about recreational assets such as allotments, playing fields and green spaces see 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 5. 

There are numerous educational and health facilities within B2. These include 
schools and nursing homes and are largely located within or in close proximity to 
existing settlement boundaries, with some exceptions, including Radley College. 
This is an independent school located in the southern part of the corridor, and has 
sports facilities that can be used by the public. See Appendix E Supplementary 
Environmental Information Section 5 for further details. 

There are large areas of land designated as best and most versatile agricultural land 
extending across much of the southern part of B2 and on land surrounding Milton 
Keynes and Bletchley in the northern part of B2. 

Corridor B3 

B3 extends further east of Oxford than B2. Abingdon and the southern outskirts of 
Oxford (Blackbird Leys and Greater Leys) are located in the southern part of B3. 
Winslow and the outskirts of Milton Keynes / Bletchley are located in the northern 
part of B3. 

There are numerous settlements scattered throughout B3, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 6 for further details. 

There are areas of land allocated for development throughout B3. The main areas 
include numerous land parcels on the southern outskirts of Oxford, on the south-
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eastern edge of Bicester and along the fringe of Milton Keynes. See Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 6 for further details. 

There are a number of recreational facilities and open space areas within B3. For 
example, there are several large areas of woodland that are likely to be used 
informally for recreation. There are also golf courses and further small formal 
recreation facilities located within and surrounding settlements. There are linear 
areas of registered common land to the east of the M40. Further key areas of open 
space within B3 include part of Woburn Safari Park and Stockgrove Country Park. 
For further details about recreational assets such as allotments, playing fields and 
green spaces see Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 6. 

There are numerous educational and health facilities within B3. These include 
schools and nursing homes and are largely located within or in close proximity to 
existing settlement boundaries, with some exceptions, including Radley College. 
This is an independent school located in the southern part of the corridor, and has 
sports facilities that can be used by the public. See Appendix E Supplementary 
Environmental Information Section 6 for further details. 

There are large areas of land designated as best and most versatile agricultural land 
extending across much of the southern part of B3 and on land surrounding Milton 
Keynes and Bletchley in the northern part of B3. 

6.3 Other 

This section provides a high-level overview of key existing conditions in relation to 
special category land, Crown land, Green Belt, topography and land use for 
Corridors B1, B2 and B3.  

6.3.1 Special category land, Crown land and Green Belt  

The information provided in this section should be read in conjunction with the 
special category land, Crown land and Green Belt existing conditions figures shown 
in Appendix A. 

The Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) 
Regulations 2009 defines special category land as: 

“…  the land identified as forming part of a common, open space, National Trust land 
or fuel or field garden allotment…” 

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 contain the following special category land: 

 Common land (including town or village green) 

 Open space 

 National Trust land  

 Fuel or field garden allotments 
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Corridors B1, B2 and B3 contain allotments, but at this early stage it has not been 
identified if these include fuel or field garden allotments specifically.    

Crown land is land in which there is a Crown interest. Crown land is located within 
Corridors B1, B2 and B3. 

National and local Green Belt policy seeks to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land 
permanently open, and there is, in general, a presumption against inappropriate 
development within areas of designated Green Belt. It should also be noted that 
Metropolitan Open Land and land designated as Local Green Space in local and 
neighbourhood plans are subject to the same policies of protection as Green Belt. 
Oxford Green Belt, Metropolitan Green Belt and land designated as Local Green 
Space are located within Corridors B1, B2 and B3. There is no Metropolitan Open 
Land located within Corridors B1, B2 and B3. 

Further details relating to special category land, Crown land and Green Belt and the 
potential implications of these types of land on the Project are set out in Appendix F 
Supplementary Consenting Information.  

6.3.2 Topography 

Corridor B is predominately situated in a large area of smoothly rolling countryside in 
the lowlands north of the Chiltern Hills.   

Corridor B1 

Notable regions of topography within Corridor B1; are the area west of Oxford which 
contains a series of steep-sided hills known as the Midvale Ridge; the area east of 
Winslow which contains an undulating landform known as the Winslow Ridge; and 
the Woburn area which contains a prominent ridgeline known as the Wooded 
Greensand Ridge. Figure 6.1 shows the changes in ground level. 

Figure 6.1:  Digital terrain model – Corridor B1  
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Corridor B2 

Notable regions of topography within Corridor B2; include the area between Oxford 
and Brill which contains a series of steep-sided hills known as the Midvale Ridge; the 
area east of Winslow which contains an undulating landform known as the Winslow 
Ridge; and the Woburn area which contains a prominent ridgeline known as the 
Wooded Greensand Ridge. Figure 6.2 shows the changes in ground level. 
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Figure 6.2:  Digital terrain model – Corridor B2  

 

Corridor B3 

Notable regions of topography within Corridor B3 include; the area around Brill which 
contains a series of steep-sided hills which are part of the Midvale Ridge; the area 
east of Winslow which contains an undulating landform known as the Winslow 
Ridge; and the Woburn area which contains a prominent ridgeline known as the 
Wooded Greensand Ridge. Figure 6.3 shows the changes in ground level. 

Figure 6.3:  Digital terrain model – Corridor B3  
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6.3.3 Land Use 

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 encompasses area of predominantly agricultural land 
reflecting the largely rural location. There are a mix of land uses within towns, 
villages and hamlets including residential, industrial, services, retail, roads, railways 
and waterways. 
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7. Corridor C existing conditions 

Section 7 outlines the key existing conditions that have helped to shape 
understanding of Corridor C. It is recommended that this is read alongside Appendix 
A Existing Conditions Figures, which map many of the features described in the text. 

Section 7 is split into the 3 corridors; C1, C2 and C3, as described in Section 3.5. For 
clarity in understanding the key existing conditions in each corridor, descriptions are 
repeated in the 3 corridors and also between Corridor B and Corridor C as a whole. 

At this stage, the key features that are important to decisions at a corridor level have 
been identified. These are the constraints that would be relevant when 
recommending which corridor to take forward. 

Section 7 includes existing conditions related to: 

 Infrastructure – this identifies constraints such as existing road and rail 
corridors and also major service features such as pipelines or overhead 
power lines. 

 Environment – this identifies constraints relating to the natural and built 
environment such as designated sites, features which have protection or 
value in planning policy and locations of known issues such as areas with 
existing high noise levels and poor air quality. 

 Other – identifies the legal aspects and constraints related to special 
category land, Crown land and Green Belt and identifies the existing 
topography and existing land use within each corridor. 

7.1 Infrastructure 

This section provides a high-level overview of the key existing conditions relating to 
infrastructure for Corridor C. These key features are considered in the CAR to 
provide the background of the current conditions and to inform the Detailed 
Assessment in Section 10.  

The information provided in this section should be read in conjunction with the 
existing conditions figures shown in Appendix A - Existing Conditions Figures. 

7.1.1 Public utilities 

Public utility information has been collated, such as high voltage electricity lines, in 
accordance with the C2 Preliminary Enquiries stage of the New Roads and Street 
Works Act 1991. 

All utility information identified can be found on the existing conditions figures located 
in Appendix A Existing Conditions Figures.  
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7.1.2 Existing highways network 

The key sections of the strategic and local highway networks within Corridors C1, C2 
and C3 are shown in the tables as follows: 

 Corridor C1 – Tables 7.1 and 7.2 

 Corridor C2 – Tables 7.3 and 7.4 

 Corridor C3 – Tables 7.5 and 7.6 

The Department for Transport has recently consulted on the creation of a Major 
Road Network which may include some of the roads as described below in Table 
7.2: Existing local road network. See http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-
consultation/ for further information.  

Whilst it is too soon in the Project’s development to identify potential routes, it is 
noted that some roads form part of the existing Strategic Road Network (SRN) in 
Corridor C.  These may have the scope to form part of the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway by utilising existing infrastructure, providing an online improvement 
option. Assessment and development of route options will be carried out in Stage 
1B. 

Corridor C1 

Table 7.1: Existing Strategic Road Network (Corridor C1) 

Road number  Description 

A34 Two-lane dual carriageway running north/south between the 
Marcham Interchange west of Abingdon to the M40 
Wendlebury Interchange south-east of Bicester. The A34 
passes the west of Oxford and connects to a number of the 
roads described below. Key settlements on the route include 
Abingdon, Kennington, Oxford and Kidlington. 

M40 Three-lane motorway running north/south providing a 
strategic link between Birmingham and London. A key 
junction on the route is junction 9, Wendlebury Interchange 
with the A34/A41. The M40 features multiple local road 
overbridges. 

A5 Two-lane dual carriageway broadly running north/south 
between Little Brickhill and Milton Keynes with multiple 
junctions throughout.  

M1 Four-lane motorway providing a strategic link between 
London and the North. 

http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-consultation/
http://maps.dft.gov.uk/major-road-network-consultation/
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Table 7.2: Existing local road network (Corridor C1) 

Road number  Description 

A415 Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running east/west between the A34 Marcham 
Interchange to Abingdon. 

A4183 Single carriageway road running north/south from Abingdon 
to the A34.  

A338 Single carriageway running north/south between Frilford and 
the A420.  

A420 Predominantly 2-lane dual carriageway, with a section of 
single carriageway, running north from Fyfield to the A34 at 
Botley, west of Oxford.  

The A420 features multiple direct accesses, at-grade and 
grade-separated junctions. 

A44 Single carriageway, with 2-lane dual carriageway sections, 
between the A34 Peartree Interchange and Begbroke before 
continuing north-west past London Oxford Airport to 
Woodstock. Key settlements on the route include Yarnton and 
Begbroke. 

A40 Single carriageway running east/west between the B4449 
east of Eynsham and Cutteslowe before continuing south-
east towards Wheatley and the M40. Key settlements on the 
route include Cassington and Oxford. 

A4165 Single carriageway road running north/south linking Oxford to 
Banbury via the A4260. Key settlements on the route include 
Summertown, Cutteslowe and Oxford. 

A4144 Single carriageway road running north/south between the 
A420 south of Oxford and the A423 next to the Redbridge 
Park and Ride site. Key settlements on the route include 
Summertown and Upper Wolvercote. 

A4260 Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running north/south between the A44 near the 
Peartree Interchange and Banbury. Key settlements on the 
route include Kidlington and Shipton-on-Cherwell. The A4260 
features multiple direct accesses and at-grade junctions. 

A4095 Single carriageway road broadly heading north-east from the 
A44 next to the London Oxford Airport to the A4421 north of 
Bicester. Key settlements on the route include Kirtlington, 
Chesterton and Bicester. The A4095 features multiple direct 
accesses and at-grade junctions. 

A41 Two-lane dual carriageway between the M40 Wendlebury 
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Road number  Description 

Interchange to Oxford Road, Bicester. The A41 then changes 
to single carriageway and heads south-east towards 
Aylesbury. 

A4421 Predominantly single carriageway road running from the A41 
to the east of Bicester before heading north-east to the A421 
near Finmere. Key settlements on the route include Bicester, 
Caversfield, Newton Morrell and Newton Purcell. 

A413 Single carriageway road running north-west from Padbury to 
the A421 south of Buckingham. The A413 continues north of 
Buckingham from the A422 towards Akeley. Key settlements 
on the route include Padbury, Buckingham and Maids 
Moreton. 

A421 Predominantly single carriageway road, with a 2-lane dual 
carriageway section south-west of Milton Keynes, running 
east/west between Finmere and Milton Keynes. Key 
settlements on the route include Finmere and Buckingham. 
The A421 features multiple direct accesses and at-grade 
junctions. 

A422 Single carriageway road broadly running east/west between 
Brackley and Old Stratford via Buckingham. 

A4146 Single/2-lane dual carriageway running north/south between 
Stoke Hammond and the south-east of Bletchley before 
connecting to the A5.  

A5130 Single carriageway road running north-west from the A4012 
in Woburn to the A421 in Milton Keynes via Woburn Sands. 
The A5130 features multiple direct accesses. 

A4012 Single carriageway running north-east from the A5130 in 
Woburn to the M1 via the A507. The key settlement on the 
route is Woburn. 

Corridor C2 

Table 7.3: Existing Strategic Road Network (Corridor C2) 

Road number Description 

A34 Two-lane dual carriageway running north/south between the 
Marcham Interchange west of Abingdon and the south of 
Oxford.  

M40 Three-lane motorway running north/south providing a 
strategic link between Birmingham and London. This section 
of the M40, between Murcott and the Wheatley Interchange, 
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Road number Description 

features multiple local road overbridges.  

A5 Two-lane dual carriageway broadly running north/south 
between Little Brickhill and Milton Keynes with multiple 
junctions.  

M1 Four-lane motorway providing a strategic link between 
London and the North. 

 

Table 7.4: Existing local road network (Corridor C2) 

Road number Description 

A4183 Single carriageway with multiple direct accesses and local 
connections with at-grade junctions. 

The A4183 is a north/south link from the A34 Lodge Hill 
junction into central Abingdon. 

A415 Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running east/west between the A34 Marcham 
Interchange to Abingdon before continuing towards 
Berinsfield. 

A4074 Predominantly single carriageway with a 2-lane dual 
carriageway bypass around Sandford-on-Thames. The 
A4074 provides a north/south link between Wallingford and 
Oxford. 

A40 Two-lane dual carriageway running east from Barton, through 
Wheatley, to the M40 Wheatley Interchange. The A40 
features multiple direct accesses. 

A41 Single carriageway road running east/west linking Bicester to 
Aylesbury.  

A4421 Predominantly single carriageway road running from the A41 
to the east of Bicester before heading north-east to the A421 
near Finmere. Key settlements on the route include Bicester, 
Caversfield, Newton Morrell and Newton Purcell. 

A413 Single carriageway road running north-west from Padbury to 
the A421 south of Buckingham. The A413 continues north of 
Buckingham from the A422 towards Akeley. Key settlements 
on the route include Padbury, Buckingham and Maids 
Moreton. 
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Road number Description 

A421 Predominantly single carriageway road, with a 2-lane dual 
carriageway section south-west of Milton Keynes, running 
east/west between Finmere and Milton Keynes. Key 
settlements on the route include Finmere and Buckingham. 
The A421 features multiple direct accesses and at-grade 
junctions. 

A422 Single carriageway road broadly running east/west between 
Brackley and Old Stratford via Buckingham. 

A4146 Single/2-lane dual carriageway running north/south between 
Stoke Hammond and the south-east of Bletchley before 
connecting to the A5.  

A5130 Single carriageway road running north-west from the A4012 
in Woburn to the A421 in Milton Keynes via Woburn Sands. 
The A5130 features multiple direct accesses. 

A4012 Single carriageway running north-east from the A5130 in 
Woburn to the M1 via the A507. The key settlement on the 
route is Woburn. 

Corridor C3 

Table 7.5: Existing Strategic Road Network (Corridor C3) 

Road number Description 

A34 
 

Two-lane dual carriageway running north/south between the 
Marcham Interchange west of Abingdon to the M40 
Wendlebury Interchange south-east of Bicester. The A34 
passes the west of Oxford and connect to a number of the 
roads described below. Key settlements on the route include 
Abingdon, Kennington, Oxford and Kidlington. 

M40 Three-lane motorway running north/south providing a 
strategic link between Birmingham and London. This section 
of the M40, between Murcott and the Wheatley Interchange, 
features multiple local road overbridges.  

A5 Two-lane dual carriageway broadly running north/south 
between Little Brickhill and Milton Keynes with multiple 
junctions throughout.  

M1 Four-lane motorway providing a strategic link between 
London and the North. 
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Table 7.6: Existing local road network (Corridor C3) 

Road number Description 

A4183 Single carriageway with multiple direct accesses and local 
connections with at-grade junctions. 

The A4183 is a north/south link from the A34 Lodge Hill 
junction into central Abingdon. 

A415 Single carriageway road with 2-lane dual carriageway 
sections running east/west between the A34 Marcham 
Interchange to Abingdon before continuing towards 
Berinsfield. 

A4074 Predominantly single carriageway with a 2-lane dual 
carriageway bypass around Sandford-on-Thames. The 
A4074 provides a north/south link between Wallingford and 
Oxford. 

A40 Two-lane dual carriageway running south-east from Wheatley 
to the M40 Wheatley Interchange.  

A41 Single carriageway road running east/west linking Bicester to 
Aylesbury.  

A4421 Predominantly single carriageway road running from the A41 
to the east of Bicester before heading north-east to the A421 
near Finmere. Key settlements on the route include Bicester, 
Caversfield, Newton Morrell and Newton Purcell. 

A413 Single carriageway road running north-west from Padbury to 
the A421 south of Buckingham. The A413 continues north of 
Buckingham from the A422 towards Akeley. Key settlements 
on the route include Padbury, Buckingham and Maids 
Moreton. 

A421 Predominantly single carriageway road, with a 2-lane dual 
carriageway section south-west of Milton Keynes, running 
east/west between Finmere and Milton Keynes. Key 
settlements on the route include Finmere and Buckingham. 
The A421 features multiple direct accesses and at-grade 
junctions. 

A422 Single carriageway road broadly running east/west between 
Brackley and Old Stratford via Buckingham. 

A4146 Single/2-lane dual carriageway running north/south between 
Stoke Hammond and the south-east of Bletchley and 
connecting to the A5.  

A5130 Single carriageway road running north-west from the A4012 
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Road number Description 

in Woburn to the A421 in Milton Keynes via Woburn Sands. 
The A5130 features multiple direct accesses. 

A4012 Single carriageway running north-east from the A5130 in 
Woburn to the M1 via the A507. The key settlement on the 
route is Woburn. 

7.1.3 Existing rail network 

The key areas of the existing rail network within Corridors C1, C2 and C3 are shown 
in Tables 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9, respectively. 

Corridor C1 

Table 7.7:  Existing rail network – Corridor C1 

Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
within the Corridor 

Location within 
Corridor 

Cherwell Valley Line*  

Didcot – Banbury 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West Rail) 

Oxford, Tackley and 
Heyford. 

Line runs north/south 
through the corridor from 
Oxford to Heyford. 

Cotswold Line 

Oxford – Hereford 

Oxford Line runs north-
west/south-east through 
the corridor from Oxford 
to Hanborough. 

Oxford – Bicester Line 

Oxford – Bicester 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West Rail) 

Oxford, Islip and 
Bicester Village. 

Line runs from north-
east/south-west through 
the corridor from Oxford 
to Bicester. 

MOD Bicester 

Bicester Village – St 
George’s Barracks 

Bicester Village, 
Graven Hill, Arncott 
Depot, Piddington 
Depot and St 
George’s Barracks. 

Line runs north/south 
from Piddington Depot 
and St George’s Barracks 
to Bicester Village.  

Disused Track 

Bicester – Bletchley 

(Proposed East West Rail – 
see Section 7.1.5 Proposed 
transport schemes) 

None Line runs east/west 
through the corridor from 
Bicester to Bletchley.  
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Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
within the Corridor 

Location within 
Corridor 

Chiltern Mainline 

London Marylebone – 
Birmingham 

Bicester North Line runs north-
west/south-west through 
the corridor from Princes 
Risborough to Banbury. 

West Coast Mainline 

London Euston – Midlands, 
North West and Scotland 

Bletchley Line runs north/south 
through the corridor from 
Leighton Buzzard to 
Milton Keynes. 

Marston Vale Line 

Bletchley – Bedford 

(Proposed East West Rail – 
see Section 7.1.5 Proposed 
transport schemes) 

Bletchley, Fenny 
Stratford, Bow 
Brickhill, Woburn 
Sands and Aspley 
Guise 

Line runs east/west 
through the corridor from 
Bletchley to Bedford. 

* The Cherwell Valley Line also is utilised as a strategic freight route from the Port of 
Southampton to the Midlands. 

Corridor C2 

Table 7.8:  Existing rail network – Corridor C2 

Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
within the 
Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

Cherwell Valley Line* 

Didcot – Banbury 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West Rail) 

Radley Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Didcot to 
Oxford. 

Branch line to Cherwell 
Valley Line 

Serving the industrial area 
south-east of Cowley 

None Line runs east/west through 
the corridor terminating at the 
Mini Plant  

MOD Bicester 

Bicester Village – St 
George’s Barracks 

Bicester Village, 
Graven Hill, 
Arncott Depot, 
Piddington Depot 
and St George’s 
Barracks. 

Line runs Piddington Depot to 
Bicester via St George’s 
Barracks. 

Oxford – Bicester Line Bicester Village Line runs east/west through 
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Rail route and terminals Stations on route 
within the 
Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

Oxford – Bicester 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West Rail) 

the corridor from Oxford to 
Bicester. 

Chiltern Mainline 

London Marylebone – 
Birmingham 

Bicester North Line runs north-west/south-
east through the corridor from 
Princes Risborough to 
Banbury. 

Disused Track 

Bicester – Bletchley 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 7.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

None Line runs east/west through 
the corridor from Bicester to 
Bletchley.  

West Coast Mainline 

London Euston – 
Midlands, North West and 
Scotland 

Bletchley Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Leighton 
Buzzard to Milton Keynes. 

Marston Vale Line 

Bletchley – Bedford 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 7.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

Bletchley, Fenny 
Stratford, Bow 
Brickhill, Woburn 
Sands and Aspley 
Guise 

Line runs east/west through 
the corridor from Bletchley to 
Bedford. 

* The Cherwell Valley Line is also used as a strategic freight route from the Port of 
Southampton to the Midlands. 
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Corridor C3 

Table 7.9:  Existing rail network – Corridor C3 

Rail route Stations on route 
within the 
Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

Cherwell Valley Line*  

Didcot – Banbury 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West Rail) 

Radley Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Didcot to 
Oxford. 

Branch line to Cherwell 
Valley Line 

Serving the industrial area 
south-east of Cowley 

None Line is on the edge of the 
corridor at the Oxford 
Science Park 

MOD Bicester 

Bicester Village – St 
George’s Barracks 

Bicester Village, 
Graven Hill, 
Arncott Depot, 
Piddington Depot 
and St George’s 
Barracks. 

Line runs Piddington Depot to 
Bicester via St George’s 
Barracks. 

Oxford – Bicester Line 

Oxford – Bicester 

(Forming part of the 
proposed East West Rail) 

Bicester Village Line runs east/west through 
the corridor from Oxford to 
Bicester. 

Chiltern Mainline 

London Marylebone – 
Birmingham 

Bicester North Line runs north-west/south-
east through the corridor from 
Princes Risborough to 
Banbury. 

Disused Track  

Bicester – Bletchley 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 7.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

None Line runs east/west through 
the corridor from Bicester to 
Bletchley.  

West Coast Mainline 

London Euston – 
Midlands, North West and 
Scotland 

Bletchley Line runs north/south through 
the corridor from Leighton 
Buzzard to Milton Keynes. 
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Rail route Stations on route 
within the 
Corridor 

Location within Corridor 

Marston Vale Line 

Bletchley – Bedford 

(Proposed East West Rail 
– see Section 7.1.5 
Proposed transport 
schemes) 

Bletchley, Fenny 
Stratford, Bow 
Brickhill, Woburn 
Sands and Aspley 
Guise 

Line runs east/west through 
the corridor from Bletchley to 
Bedford. 

* The Cherwell Valley Line isalso used as a strategic freight route from the Port of 
Southampton to the Midlands. 

7.1.4 Existing aviation sites 

There are no airports within Corridors C2 and C3 that represent a corridor-level 
constraint or opportunity.  

The following airport and RAF base are located within Corridor C1: 

Corridor C1 

 London Oxford Airport: The site is a privately owned commercial airport 
located to the north-west of Kidlington, specialising in general and business 
aviation. The airport has a safeguarding area around it with restrictions on the 
height of development, type of planting and lighting requirements.  

 RAF Weston-on-the-Green: Historic RAF airfield, in use by private gliding 
clubs, parachute clubs and the RAF. Located near junction 9 of the M40 
south-west of Bicester. 

7.1.5 Proposed transport schemes 

This section describes the key transport schemes proposed within Corridors C1, C2 
and C3.  

Locations of other proposed developments, for example, housing, are not described 
in this section but are shown on the existing conditions drawings in Appendix A 
Existing Conditions Figures. 
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Corridor C1 

Table 7.10:  Proposed transport schemes, Corridor C1 

Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

High Speed 2 (HS2) 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

High Speed 2 (HS2) is a planned high-speed railway running 
north-west/south-east between London and the West 
Midlands (Phase 1). 

This railway route runs north/south through the corridor 
passing east of Newton Purcell. 

East West Rail 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

A strategic railway connecting East Anglia with central, 
southern and western England.  

Corridor C1 broadly follows the proposed East West Rail route 
between Oxford and Bicester and again near Winslow, 
through Bletchley, towards the M1.  

A34 Technology 
Enhancements 

(Highways England) 

Introduction of new technology on the A34 between the M4 
Chieveley Interchange and the M40 Wendlebury Interchange. 

M1 J13 – J16 – 
Smart Motorway 

(Highways England) 

The scheme involves improving the section of the M1 between 
junctions 13 and 16 by upgrading it to an All-Lane Running 
smart motorway. 

Lodge Hill 
Interchange  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The scheme proposes to deliver a highway interchange for the 
A34 near Abingdon by adding new south-facing slips at Lodge 
Hill. 

Hinksey Hill 
Interchange 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The scheme involves improvements to the existing junction 
between the A34 and A423.  

The scheme proposes to widen the eastbound approach to 
the roundabout and extend the northbound off-slip to cater for 
express bus services. 

Bicester South-East 
Perimeter Road 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The proposed route runs from the A41 near junction 9 of the 
M40 to the A41 south of Graven Hill. 

Oxford Park and 
Ride  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

Proposed park and ride sites identified within Corridor C1 
include the following: 

 Lodge Hill – located next to the A34 north of Abingdon.  

 Cumnor – located next to the A420 north-west of 
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Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

Abingdon. 

 Eynsham – located next to the A420 north-west of Oxford. 

 London Oxford Airport – located next to the A44 north-west 
of Oxford. 

 

A40-A44 Strategic 
Link Road 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

A proposal to create a new link road between the A40 and 
Loop Farm roundabout.  

Western Link Road 

(Buckinghamshire 
County Council) 

A proposal to build a single carriageway north-west of 
Buckingham between the A422 near Stowe Avenue and the 
A421 near Tingewick Road.  

Buckingham 
Bypass 

(Buckinghamshire 
County Council) 

The proposed bypass runs south of Buckingham connecting to 
the A421 between Stowe Avenue and the A421 west of the 
A413. 

A421 Dualling 

(Central 
Bedfordshire 
County Council / 
Milton Keynes 
Council) 

Dualling the existing A421 from junction 13 of the M1 towards 
Milton Keynes. 

Bedford & Milton 
Keynes Canal 

(The Bedford & 
Milton 
Keynes Waterway 
Trust) 

Development of a broad waterway park, which will link the 
Grand Union Canal in Milton Keynes to the River Great Ouse 
in Bedford through a series of waterway parks. 
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Corridor C2 

Table 7.11 below describes the proposed transport schemes planned within Corridor 
C2. 

Table 7.11:  Proposed transport schemes, Corridor C2 

Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

High Speed 2 (HS2) 

(Department for 
Transport) 

High Speed 2 (HS2) is a planned high-speed railway running 
north-west/south-east between London and the West 
Midlands (Phase 1). 

This railway route runs north/south through the corridor 
passing east of Newton Purcell. 

East West Rail 

(Department for 
Transport) 

A strategic railway connecting East Anglia with central, 
southern and western England. 

East West Rail runs east/west crossing Corridor C2 between 
Bicester and Calvert and between Winslow and Bletchley 
before continuing east towards the M1 

M1 J13 – J16 – 
Smart Motorway 

(Highways England) 

The scheme involves improving the section of the M1 
between junctions 13 and 16 by upgrading it to an All-Lane 
Running smart motorway. 

Lodge Hill 
Interchange  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The scheme proposes to deliver a highway interchange for 
the A34 near Abingdon by adding new south-facing slips at 
Lodge Hill. 

Bicester South-East 
Perimeter Road 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The proposed route runs from the A41 near junction 9 of the 
M40 to the A41 south of Graven Hill. 

Oxford Park and 
Ride  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

Proposed park and ride sites identified within Corridor C2 
include the following: 

 Lodge Hill – located next to the A34 north of Abingdon.  

 Sandford – located next to the A4074 south of Oxford. 

Route upgrade along 
the A413 and A421 

A proposal to improve existing roads to improve capacity and 
ease congestion. 
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Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

(Buckinghamshire 
County Council) 

Western Link Road 

(Buckinghamshire 
County Council) 

A proposal to build a single carriageway road north-west of 
Buckingham between the A422 near Stowe Avenue and the 
A421 near Tingewick Road. 

Buckingham Bypass 

(Buckinghamshire 
County Council) 

The proposed bypass runs south of Buckingham connecting 
to the A421 between Stowe Avenue and the A421 west of 
the A413. 

A421 Dualling 

(Central Bedfordshire 
County Council / 
Milton Keynes 
Council) 

Dualling the existing A421 from junction 13 of the M1 
towards Milton Keynes. 

Bedford & Milton 
Keynes Canal 

(The Bedford & 
Milton 
Keynes Waterway 
Trust) 

Development of a broad waterway park, which will link the 
Grand Union Canal in Milton Keynes to the River Great Ouse 
in Bedford through a series of waterway parks. 

Corridor C3 

Table 7.12 below describes the proposed transport schemes planned within Corridor 
C3. 

Table 7.12:  Proposed transport schemes, Corridor C3 

Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

High Speed 2 (HS2) 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

High Speed 2 (HS2) is a planned high-speed railway running 
north-west/south-east between London and the West 
Midlands (Phase 1). 

This railway route runs north/south through the corridor 
passing east of Newton Purcell. 

East West Rail A strategic railway connecting East Anglia with central, 
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Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

(Department for 
Transport) 

 

southern and western England.  

East West Rail runs east/west crossing Corridor C3 between 
Bicester and Calvert and between Winslow and Bletchley 
before continuing east towards the M1 

M1 J13 – J16 – 
Smart Motorway 

(Highways England) 

The scheme involves improving the section of the M1 between 
junctions 13 and 16 by upgrading it to an All-Lane Running 
smart motorway. 

Lodge Hill 
Interchange  

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The scheme proposes to deliver a highway interchange for the 
A34 near Abingdon by adding new south-facing slips at Lodge 
Hill. 

Bicester South-East 
Perimeter Road 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

The proposed route runs from the A41 near junction 9 of the 
M40 to the A41 south of Graven Hill. 

Oxford Park and 
Ride 

(Oxfordshire County 
Council) 

Proposed park and ride sites identified within Corridor B3 
include the following: 

 Lodge Hill – located next to the A34 north of Abingdon.  

 Sandford – located next to the A4074 south of Oxford. 

Western Link Road 

(Buckinghamshire 
County Council) 

A proposal to build a single carriageway north-west of 
Buckingham between the A422 near Stowe Avenue and the 
A421 near Tingewick Road.  

Buckingham 
Bypass 

(Buckinghamshire 
County Council) 

The proposed bypass runs south of Buckingham connecting to 
the A421 between Stowe Avenue and the A421 west of the 
A413. 

A421 Dualling 

(Central 
Bedfordshire 
County Council / 
Milton Keynes 
Council) 

Dualling the existing A421 from junction 13 of the M1 towards 
Milton Keynes. 
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Scheme name and 
promoter 

Description 

Bedford & Milton 
Keynes Canal 

(The Bedford & 
Milton 
Keynes Waterway 
Trust) 

Development of a broad waterway park, which will link the 
Grand Union Canal in Milton Keynes to the River Great Ouse 
in Bedford through a series of waterway parks. 

7.2 Environment 

This section describes the key environmental constraints for Corridors C1, C2 and 
C3. It is split into the different topic headings outlined in the Design Manual for 
Roads and Bridges. The section describes the general study area for each topic and 
includes a summary of the key designated sites and features relating to national 
planning policy that have been relevant to assessment of the corridors. Further 
details about specific sites or more localised features can be found in Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Sections 7, 8 and 9. 

7.2.1 Air quality 

Corridor C1 

Defra mapping gives an overview of the ambient air quality across 1 kilometre grid 
squares and measure this on an annual basis. The 2018 data indicates that the air 
quality pollutant concentrations are below the relevant Air quality objective (AQOs) 
for Oxides of nitrogen (NOx), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and Particulate matter (PM10) 
for the whole of C1. Pollution Climate Mapping undertaken by Defra in 2017 (which 
forecasts NO2 concentrations for future years on certain modelled road links), 
identifies areas within Oxford where the links are exceeding the AQO. There are also 
elevated concentrations (but not exceeding the AQO) on the A4421, A41, and A4095 
around Bicester and on the A4146 and A5 between Leighton Buzzard and Bletchley.  

The local planning authorities undertake separate monitoring at a local level and 
identify Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs), where there are continued local 
exceedances of AQOs. C1 includes 5 AQMAs all declared for exceedances in the 
annual NO2 concentrations. These are at Abingdon, Botley, Oxford, Kidlington 
(Cherwell District Council AQMA 3) and in the centre of Bicester (Cherwell District 
Council AQMA 4). Local planning authority monitoring data indicates areas where 
NO2 concentrations are exceeding or close to exceeding the AQO. These areas 
include 3 locations within the Abingdon AQMA, 4 locations in the Oxford AQMA, 
locations within the AQMA at Kidlington and at the AQMA at Bicester and within 
Buckingham at Market Square. The southern part of C1 is expected to lie within the 
potential Oxford Clean Air Zone, although the full spatial extent for a zone has not 
yet been defined. 
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There are approximately 91,000 potential air quality sensitive receptors within C1. 
These include residential properties in towns and villages along existing main roads 
such as the A420, A34, A40, A44, A41, A421, A4146 and A5. Residential areas 
include Abingdon, south and west of Oxford, Bicester, Buckingham and south-east of 
Milton Keynes.  

Corridor C1 includes sites designated for ecological reasons including Special Sites 
of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and areas of ancient woodland which could be sensitive 
to air quality (see Section 7.2.4 for more details on relevant designated sites).  

Corridor C2 

Defra mapping gives an overview of the ambient air quality across 1 kilometre grid 
squares and measure this on an annual basis. The 2018 data indicates that the air 
quality pollutant concentrations are below the relevant Air quality objective (AQOs) 
for Oxides of nitrogen (NOx), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and Particulate matter (PM10) 
for the whole of C2. Pollution Climate Mapping undertaken by Defra in 2017 (which 
forecasts NO2 concentrations for future years on certain modelled road links), 
identifies concentrations (but not exceeding the AQO) along the A415 and A4183 in 
Abingdon, on the A4095, A41 and A4142 in Bicester and Oxford and on the A4146 
and A5 between Leighton Buzzard and Bletchley. 

The local planning authorities undertake separate monitoring at a local level and 
identify Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs), where there are continued local 
exceedances of AQOs. C2 includes Abingdon AQMA, the southern part of the 
Oxford AQMA and an AQMA in Bicester (Cherwell District Council AQMA 4). These 
have been declared for exceedances in NO2. Local planning authority monitoring 
data indicates elevated NO2 concentrations within the Abingdon AQMA, with 1 
exceedance of the AQO on the A415. There are also areas which are exceeding or 
close to exceeding the AQO within the AQMA at Kidlington, at the AQMA at Bicester 
and within Buckingham at Market Square. C2 is expected to lie approximately 1 mile 
away from the potential Oxford Clean Air Zone, although the full spatial extent for a 
zone has not yet been defined.  

There are approximately 81,000 potential air quality sensitive receptors within C2. 
These include residential properties in towns and villages along existing main roads 
such as the A34, A40, A41, A4421, A421, A4146 and the A5. Residential areas 
include Abingdon, south and east of Oxford, Bicester, Buckingham and south-east of 
Milton Keynes.  

Corridor C2 includes sites designated for ecological reasons including Special Sites 
of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and areas of ancient woodland which could be sensitive 
to air quality (see Section 7.2.4 for more details on relevant designated sites).  

Corridor C3 

Defra mapping gives an overview of the ambient air quality across 1 kilometre grid 
squares and measure this on an annual basis. The 2018 data indicates that the air 
quality pollutant concentrations are below the relevant Air quality objective (AQOs) 
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for Oxides of nitrogen (NOx), Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and Particulate matter (PM10) 
for the whole of C3. Pollution Climate Mapping undertaken by Defra in 2017 (which 
forecasts NO2 concentrations for future years on certain modelled road links), 
identifies elevated concentrations (but not exceeding the AQO) along the A415 and 
A4183 in Abingdon, on the A4095, A41 and A4142 in Bicester and Oxford and on the 
A4146 and A5 between Leighton Buzzard and Bletchley. 

The local planning authorities undertake separate monitoring at a local level and 
identify Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs), where there are continued local 
exceedances of AQOs. C3 includes Abingdon AQMA, the southern part of the 
Oxford AQMA and an AQMA in Bicester (Cherwell District Council AQMA 4). These 
have been declared for exceedances in NO2. Local planning authority monitoring 
data indicates elevated NO2 concentrations within the Abingdon AQMA, with 1 
exceedance of the AQO on the A415. There are also areas which are exceeding or 
close to exceeding the AQO within the AQMA at Kidlington, at the AQMA at Bicester 
and within Buckingham at Market Square. C3 is expected to lie approximately 1 mile 
away from the potential Oxford Clean Air Zone, although the full spatial extent for a 
zone has not yet been defined.   

There are approximately 77,000 potential air quality sensitive receptors within C3. 
These include residential properties in towns and villages along existing main roads 
such as the A34, A40, A41, A4421, A421, A4146 and the A5. Residential areas 
include Abingdon, south and east of Oxford, Bicester, Buckingham and south-east of 
Milton Keynes.  

Corridor C3 includes sites designated for ecological reasons including Special Sites 
of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and areas of ancient woodland which could be sensitive 
to air quality (see Section 7.2.4 for more details on relevant designated sites).  

7.2.2 Cultural heritage 

Corridor C1 

There are a number of designated cultural heritage assets spread throughout C1. 
These include 1 World Heritage Site, 65 scheduled monuments, 165 Grade I listed 
buildings, 200 Grade II* listed buildings, 2,786 Grade II listed buildings, 6 Grade I 
Registered Parks and Gardens (RPGs), 2 Grade II* RPGs, 12 Grade II RPGs and 90 
conservation areas. 

The World Heritage Site of Blenheim Palace is located to the east and south of 
Woodstock. The site contains 37 listed buildings, including the Grade I listed 
Blenheim Palace and it is also a RPG (Grade I) with a high concentration of 
scheduled monuments. 

The majority of scheduled monuments in this area are relatively small and discrete, 
with clusters of scheduled monuments located to the north-west of Oxford, to the 
east of Woodstock, on the outskirts of Bicester, on the eastern and western outskirts 
of Bletchley. There are also a small number of scheduled monuments close to 
Buckingham. 
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The scheduled monuments that are larger in size in C1 are the same as described in 
B1. This includes the Port Meadow site, comprising prehistoric ring ditches, barrows 
and enclosures, located north-east of Oxford, which extends for almost 1.5 miles. 
Godstow Abbey and Seacourt medieval settlement scheduled monuments are both 
east of the Port Meadow site. 

The Alchester Roman site scheduled monument, located south-west of Bicester, is a 
large scheduled monument which is located very close to the existing A41. The 
associated parade ground, access road, and marching camp scheduled monument 
lies immediately to the south-east.  

RAF Bicester scheduled monument comprises eleven distinct areas; including 
structures such as bomb stores, air raid shelters, a hangar complex, and pillboxes. 

The Roman town of Magiovinium scheduled monument is located east of Bletchley 
and flanks the Roman Road of Watling street. It is roughly bordered by the River 
Ouzel, the current A4146 and the current A5. 

It should be noted that the nature of some of the scheduled monuments may be 
indicative of further associated unknown archaeological remains of high value 
outside of the scheduled area. 

There are a number of RPGs within C1, most of which are located on the boundary 
of C1. Worcester College RPG (Grade II*) is within the built up area along the edges 
of Oxford.  

The Rousham RPG (Grade I) is situated on the north-west boundary of C1, west of 
Lower Heyford. Tackley Water Garden RPG (Grade II*) is located to the east of the 
A4260 at Tackley and consists of 2 sites. A south-eastern avenue of Stowe RPG 
(Grade I) extends in to C1 and into Buckingham from the north. The avenue is tree-
lined and is surrounded by open agricultural land.  

Woburn Abbey RPG (Grade I) is also located in the north-eastern part of C1. The 
long western edge of the park is bounded by the current A4012 and it is well 
screened by dense vegetation along its boundary, which also provides screening for 
the designated assets located on the grounds. 

There are listed buildings scattered throughout C1, the majority of which are located 
in clusters in the built up areas of Bletchley, Bicester, Buckingham and Oxford and 
within small towns and village conservation areas. There are a small number of listed 
buildings that are located independently in more rural settings too.  

For further detail about cultural heritage assets, including the Grade II listed 
buildings, Grade II RPGs and conservation areas within C1, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 7. 

Corridor C2 

There are a number of designated cultural heritage assets spread throughout C2. 
These include 42 scheduled monuments, 55 Grade I listed buildings, 128 Grade II* 
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listed buildings, 2,140 Grade II listed buildings, 6 Grade I Registered Park and 
Garden (RPGs), 2 Grade II* RPGs, 1 Grade II RPGs and 68 conservation areas. 

There are clusters of scheduled monuments within and to east and west of 
Abingdon, on the outskirts of Bicester and to the east and west of Bletchley. There 
are also a small number of scheduled monuments close to Buckingham.  

The Alchester Roman site scheduled monument, located south-west of Bicester, is 
on the boundary of C2. This is a large scheduled monument which is located close to 
the existing A41.The associated parade ground, access road, and marching camp 
scheduled monument lies immediately to the south-east.  

Royal Air Force (RAF) Bicester scheduled monument comprises eleven distinct 
areas, including structures such as bomb stores, air raid shelters, a hangar complex, 
and pillboxes. 

The Roman town of Magiovinium scheduled monument is located east of Bletchley 
and flanks the Roman Road of Watling street. It is roughly bordered by the River 
Ouzel, the current A4146 and the current A5. 

It should be noted that the nature of some of the scheduled monuments may be 
indicative of further associated unknown archaeological remains of high value 
outside the scheduled area. 

There are a number of RPGs within C2. Nuneham Courtenay RPG (Grade I) is 
located on the south-eastern boundary of C2 and contains some Grade II* and 
Grade I listed buildings and scheduled monument. The park is located on low, 
undulating hills with a steep slope towards the western boundary created by the 
River Thames. The majority of this asset is located within the Common Corridor 
south of Oxford. 

The Shotover RPG (Grade I) is located east of Oxford to the south of the existing 
A40. It is screened by vegetation on all sides. Wotton House RPG (Grade I) is 
located to the west of Westcott. This is a large park with an avenue, of which a large 
part is well screened by vegetation. This park is located on the boundary of C2. A 
south-eastern avenue of Stowe RPG (Grade I) extends in to C2 and into 
Buckingham from the north. The avenue is tree-lined and is surrounded by open 
agricultural land.  

Woburn Abbey RPG (Grade I) is located east of Bletchley. The park is bounded on 
the north by Turnpike Road, and is well screened in this area by dense vegetation. 

Garsington Manor RPG (Grade II*) is much smaller in size than most of the RPGs on 
C2 and is located south of Garsington in the southern part of C2. Beckley Park RPG 
(Grade II*) is also small in size and is located to the east of Beckley and the RSPB 
Otmoor area. 

There are listed buildings scattered throughout C2, the majority of which are located 
in clusters in the built up areas of Bletchley, Bicester, Buckingham and Oxford and 
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within small towns and village conservation areas. There are a small number of listed 
buildings that are located independently in more rural settings too.  

For further detail about cultural heritage assets, including the Grade II listed 
buildings, Grade II RPGs and conservation areas within C2, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 8. 

Corridor C3 

There are a number of designated cultural heritage assets spread throughout C3. 
These include 41 scheduled monuments, 52 Grade I listed buildings, 123 Grade II* 
listed buildings, 2,077 Grade II listed building, 6 Grade I Registered Park and Garden 
(RPGs), 2 Grade II* RPGs, 1 Grade II RPGs and 66 conservation areas. 

There are clusters of scheduled monuments within and to east and west of 
Abingdon, on the outskirts of Bicester, to the east of the M40 and to the east and 
west of Bletchley. There are also a small number of scheduled monuments close to 
Buckingham.  

The Alchester Roman site scheduled monument, located south-west of Bicester, is 
on the boundary of C3. This is a large scheduled monument which is located very 
near to the existing A41.The associated parade ground, access road, and marching 
camp scheduled monument lies immediately to the south-east.  

Royal Air Force (RAF) Bicester scheduled monument comprises eleven distinct 
areas including structures such as bomb stores, air raid shelters, a hangar complex, 
and pillboxes. 

The Roman town of Magiovinium scheduled monument is located east of Bletchley 
and flanks the Roman Road of Watling street. It is roughly bordered by the River 
Ouzel, the current A4146 and the current A5. 

It should be noted that the nature of some of the scheduled monuments may be 
indicative of further associated unknown archaeological remains of high value 
outside the scheduled area. 

There are a number of RPGs within C3. Nuneham Courtenay RPG (Grade I) is 
located on the south-eastern boundary of C3 and contains some Grade II* and 
Grade I listed buildings and scheduled monument. The park is located on low, 
undulating hills with a steep slope towards the western boundary created by the 
River Thames.  

Wotton House RPG (Grade I) is located to the west of Westcott. This is a large park 
with an avenue, of which a large part is well screened by vegetation. This park is 
located on the boundary of C3. A south-eastern avenue of Stowe RPG (Grade I) 
extends in to C3 and into Buckingham from the north. The avenue is tree-lined and is 
surrounded by open agricultural land. Woburn Abbey RPG (Grade I) is located east 
of Bletchley. The park is bounded on the north by Turnpike Road, and is well 
screened in this area by dense vegetation. Garsington Manor RPG (Grade II*) is 
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much smaller in size than the others in C3 and is located south of Garsington in the 
southern part of C3. 

There are listed buildings scattered throughout C3, the majority of which are located 
in clusters in the built up areas of Bletchley, Bicester, Buckingham and Oxford and 
within small towns and village conservation areas. There are a small number of listed 
buildings that are located independently in more rural settings too.  

For further detail about cultural heritage assets, including the Grade II listed 
buildings, Grade II RPGs and conservation areas within C3, see Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 9. 

7.2.3 Landscape 

Corridor C1 

C1 passes through 5 National Character Areas (NCAs). The Midvale Ridge (NCA 
109) covers the southern section of C1. This forms a band of low-lying limestone hills 
surrounded by the flatlands of the Oxfordshire clay vales. The Upper Thames Clay 
Vales (NCA 108) covers the southern and middle parts of C1 and is characterised by 
a broad belt of open, gently undulating lowland farmland on predominantly clay soil. 
The Cotswolds (NCA 107) lies to the west and is a limestone escarpment with 
wooded valleys. The broad, gently undulating, lowland plateau of the Bedfordshire 
and Cambridgeshire Claylands (NCA 88) covers the northern section of C1 and the 
Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge (NCA 90) lies to the north-east of C1.  

The Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) lies approximately 1 
mile from western boundary of C1, near Woodstock. This includes the Cotwolds Hills 
which rise gently from the broad, green meadows of the upper Thames and many 
villages are characterised by their limestone buildings. 

The Brickhills Area of Attractive Landscape (AAL) falls within the north-east section 
of C1 near Leighton Buzzard and is noted for its distinct landform with wooded scarp 
slopes and interspersed agricultural areas and heathland. The northern section of C1 
includes the southern edge of Stowe AAL, which lies to the north of Buckingham and 
is designated for its peaceful and picturesque gently rolling agricultural and parkland 
landscapes. C1 also includes the Great Ouse Valley (West), Great Ouse Valley 
(East) and Whaddon-Nash and Poundon Hill Local Landscape Areas (LLA) and the 
Brickhills AAL to the south-east of Bletchley.  

Other relevant designations include Oxford Green Belt that covers the majority of the 
southern section of C1 and the Metropolitan Green Belt which covers the north-east 
edge of C1. London Oxford Airport lies towards the north of Oxford and a 
safeguarding area restricts the height of development, type of planting and lighting 
requirements in the surrounding area.  

There are areas of common land scattered throughout C1 including the largest areas 
at Pixey Mead and Port Meadow to the west of Oxford. Smaller pockets include a 
cluster of sites around Cumnor in the southern section of C1, at Thrupp, Hampton 
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Poyle and Tackley Wood in the middle section and Little Horwood and a cluster 
around Stoke Hammond and Aspley Guise in the northern section of C1. 

There are a number of areas designated as ancient woodland including a cluster of 
large woodlands such as Tubney Wood and Bagley Wood to the south of Oxford, a 
large ancient woodland at Wytham Woods to the west of Oxford, Bladon and Worton 
Heaths near Blenheim Palace, scattered woodlands to the south-west and west of 
Wendlebury and a large cluster around Finmere in the middle section, a further 
cluster to the south-west of Milton Keynes and a further large cluster of ancient 
woodland in the northern section of C1 including Kings Wood, Back Wood and other 
areas surrounding the Woburn estate. 

The landscape baseline includes the setting of conservation areas and Registered 
Parks and Gardens (RPGs) within C1. These are identified within Section 7.2.2 and 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 7. In addition, the 
western edge of C1 lies less than 500m from Blenheim Palace. This is a World 
Heritage Site and a Grade I RPG. The international importance of this site is 
considered to be a significant constraint within C1. 

Sensitive visual receptors include residents on the southern edges of Bicester, 
Milton Keynes and Buckingham. Further visual receptors include a number of rural 
settlements and individual properties and users of public rights of way such as the 
Thames Path National Trail and visitors to the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty. 

Corridor C2 

C2 passes through 5 National Character Areas (NCAs). The Midvale Ridge (NCA 
109) covers the southern section of C2. This forms a band of low-lying limestone hills 
surrounded by the flat lands of the Oxfordshire clay vales. The Upper Thames Clay 
Vales (NCA 108) covers the southern and middle parts of C2 and is characterised by 
a broad belt of open, gently undulating lowland farmland on predominantly clay soil. 
The Cotswolds (NCA 107) lies to the west and is a limestone escarpment with 
wooded valleys. The broad, gently undulating, lowland plateau of the Bedfordshire 
and Cambridgeshire Claylands (NCA 88) covers the northern section of C2 and the 
Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge (NCA 90) lies to the north-east of C2.  

The Brill-Winchendon Hills Area of Attractive Landscape (AAL) lies along the eastern 
boundary of C2, near Aylesbury. This is noted for its undulating hills and ridges. The 
Brickhills AAL falls within the northern section of C2 near Leighton Buzzard and is 
noted for its distinct landform with wooded scarp slopes and interspersed agricultural 
areas and heathland. The northern section of C2 includes the southern edge of 
Stowe AAL, which lies to the north of Buckingham and is designated for peaceful 
and picturesque gently rolling agricultural and parkland landscapes. Outside of the 
higher ground of the AALs the southern and middle sections are characterised by the 
open low-lying landscape of the River Thames floodplain. C2 also includes the Great 
Ouse Valley (West), Great Ouse Valley (East) and Whaddon-Nash and Poundon Hill 
Local Landscape Areas (LLAs). 
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Other relevant designations include Oxford Green Belt that covers a large part of the 
southern section of C2 and the Metropolitan Green Belt which covers the north-east 
edge of C2. There are few areas of common land within C2. These include small 
pockets near Shotover Country Park to the south of C2, a cluster of sites around Brill 
in the middle section and sites near Finmere, Thornborough, Little Horwood, Great 
Brickhill and Aspley Guise in the northern section of C2. There is a designated 
country park at Shotover to the east of Oxford. The Thames Path National Trail 
follows the River Thames valley to the south of C2. 

There are a number of areas designated as ancient woodland including a cluster of 
large woodlands to the south of Oxford, for example Bagley Wood and another 
cluster of large sites to the north of Wheatley, including Waterperry Wood, Stanton 
Great Wood and Whitecross Green Wood. There is a further cluster of woodlands 
around Barton Hartshorn in the middle section to the south-west of Buckingham, and 
to the south-west of Milton Keynes. There is a large cluster of ancient woodland at 
the northern end of C2 including Kings Wood, Back Wood and other areas to the 
north and west of the Woburn estate. 

The landscape baseline includes the setting of conservation areas and RPGs within 
C2. These are identified within Section 7.2.2 and Appendix E Supplementary 
Environmental Information Section 8. Sensitive visual receptors include residents on 
the southern edge of Oxford, the northern edge of Abingdon, those on the edge of 
Bicester and the southern edge of Milton Keynes. Further visual receptors include a 
number of rural settlements and individual properties and users of Shotover Country 
Park and public rights of way such as the Thames Path National Trail. 

Corridor C3 

C3 passes through 5 National Character Areas (NCAs). The Midvale Ridge (NCA 
109) covers the southern section of C3. This forms a band of low-lying limestone hills 
surrounded by the flat lands of the Oxfordshire clay vales. The Upper Thames Clay 
Vales (NCA 108) covers the southern and middle parts of C3 and is characterised by 
a broad belt of open, gently undulating lowland farmland on predominantly clay soil. 
The Cotswolds (NCA 107) lies to the west and is a limestone escarpment with 
wooded valleys. The broad, gently undulating, lowland plateau of the Bedfordshire 
and Cambridgeshire Claylands (NCA 88) covers the northern section of C3 and the 
Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge (NCA 90) lies to the north-east of C3.  

The Brill-Winchendon Hills Area of Attractive Landscape (AAL) lies along the eastern 
boundary of C3, near Aylesbury. This is noted for its undulating hills and ridges. The 
Brickhills AAL falls within the northern section of C3 near Leighton Buzzard and is 
noted for its distinct landform with wooded scarp slopes and interspersed agricultural 
areas and heathland. The northern section of C3 includes the southern edge of 
Stowe AAL, which lies to the north of Buckingham and is designated for peaceful 
and picturesque gently rolling agricultural and parkland landscapes. Outside of the 
higher ground of the AALs the southern and middle sections are characterised by the 
open low-lying landscape of the River Thames floodplain. C3 also includes the Great 
Ouse Valley (West), Great Ouse Valley (East) and Whaddon-Nash and Poundon Hill 
Local Landscape Areas (LLAs). 
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Other relevant designations include Oxford Green Belt that covers a large part of the 
southern section of C3 and the Metropolitan Green Belt which covers the north-east 
edge of C3. There are few areas of common land within C3. These include a cluster 
of sites around Brill in the middle section and sites near Finmere, Thornborough, 
Little Horwood, Great Brickhill and Aspley Guise in the northern section of C3. The 
Thames Path National Trail follows the River Thames valley to the south of C3. 

There are a number of areas designated as ancient woodland including a cluster of 
large woodlands to the south of Oxford, for example Bagley Wood and another 
cluster of large sites to the north of Wheatley, including Waterperry Wood, Stanton 
Great Wood and Whitecross Green Wood. There is a further cluster of woodlands 
around Barton Hartshorn in the middle section to the south-west of Buckingham, and 
to the south-west of Milton Keynes. There is a large cluster of ancient woodland at 
the northern end of C3 including Kings Wood, Back Wood and other areas to the 
north and west of the Woburn estate. 

The landscape baseline includes the setting of conservation areas and Registered 
Parks and Gardens (RPGs) within C3. These are identified within Section 7.2.2 and 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 9. Sensitive visual 
receptors include residents on the southern edge of Oxford, the northern edge of 
Abingdon, those on the edge of Bicester, the southern edge of Buckingham and the 
southern edge of Milton Keynes. Further visual receptors include a number of rural 
settlements and individual properties and users of public rights of way such as the 
Thames Path National Trail. 

7.2.4 Nature conservation 

Corridor C1 

Within Corridor C1, the area west of Oxford contains the highest density of nature 
conservation features. There are areas of ancient woodland and Local Wildlife Sites 
(LWSs) throughout C1. 

There are 2 Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) within C1: 

 Cothill Fen SAC is located centrally within the southern part of C1, north-west 
of Dalton Barracks. Cothill Fen SAC is designated for its Habitats Directive 
Annex I habitat (alkaline fens). It comprises lowland valley mire containing 
one of the largest surviving examples of alkaline fen vegetation in central 
England, a region where fen vegetation is rare. 

 Oxford Meadows SAC is located north-west of Oxford and stretches over half 
of the width of C1, on either side of the A34. Oxford Meadows SAC is 
designated for its Habitats Directive Annex I habitat (lowland hay meadows) 
and Habitats Directive Annex II species (creeping marshwort). 

There are 22 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) designated for biological 
reasons within C1. The majority of these are within the southern part of C1, to the 
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west of Oxford. See Corridor B1 in Section 6.2.4 for further detail about the SSSIs in 
this area. 

The remaining SSSIs are scattered throughout C1, with the clusters around 
Bletchley described in the B1 section. There are a few small SSSIs near 
Buckingham, including: 

 Foxcote Reservoir and Wood SSSI, located north of Buckingham and to the 
east of the A413. This is an unpolluted freshwater reservoir that is of 
importance for overwintering wildfowl and is surrounded by meadows and 
woodland. 

 Pilch Fields SSSI, located south of Thornborough and south of the A421. 
This site comprises 2 fields containing ridge and furrow and spring-fed 
marshy areas. 

 Tingewick Meadows SSSI, located north-west of Preston Bissett. This site 
comprises 2 fields containing ridge and furrow and spring-fed marshy areas 
with ditches. 

Cothill National Nature Reserve (NNR) is located in the southern part of C1 to the 
west of Dalton Barracks. This NNR is also designated as the Cothill Fen SAC, as 
described above. 

There are approximately 202 areas of ancient woodland within C1. There are 4 main 
clusters of ancient woodland; both to the east and west of Bletchley in the northern 
part of C1; south-west of Buckingham and south and east of Oxford. There are also 
a number of ancient woodlands scattered across the width of the corridor to the west 
of Bicester. 

There are 6 Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) within C1, a number of which are 
described in previous sections, including: 

 Kirtlington Quarry LNR 

 Crecy Hill LNR 

 Blue Lagoon LNR 

 Bure Park LNR 

 Buckingham Sand Pit LNR is located within Buckingham, north of the A422 
and is of geological interest.  

 Coombs Quarry LNR, located south-west of Thornborough, close to Padbury 
Brook, is of geological and botanical interest. 

There are approximately 126 Local Wildlife Sites (LWS) within C1. These are 
generally spread throughout the corridor, with the largest concentration of LWSs 
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located to the east and west of Bletchley, and evenly spread within the southern part 
of C1. 

Further information about statutory designated sites within Corridor C1 including 
SACs and SSSIs, and non-statutory sites including LWSs and LNRs, can be found in 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 7. 

Corridor C2 

C2 has large concentrations of nature conservation features, principally ancient 
woodland, south-west of the M40 and east of Bletchley.  

Cothill Fen Special Area of Conservation (SAC) is located in the south-west of C2, 
north-west of Dalton Barracks. The majority of Cothill Fen SAC is within C1, see 
above for further detail on this SAC. 

There are 21 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI) within C2, designated for 
biological reasons. The majority of these are within the southern part of C2, to the 
south of the M40 and north of the A40, to the south of Bicester. See Corridor B2 in 
Section 6.2.4 for further details about the SSSIs in this area. 

The remaining SSSIs are scattered throughout C2 and are similar to those within C1, 
see above for further detail about the SSSIs near Buckingham. 

There are approximately 146 areas of ancient woodland within C2. The most densely 
covered area is located to the west of the M40 and north of the A40, south of 
Bicester. Other clusters of ancient woodland within C2 are located south of Oxford, 
to the east and west of Bletchley and to the south-west of Buckingham. 

There are 5 Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) within C2: 

 Abbey Fishponds LNR, located on the southern boundary of C2, in Abingdon. 
The majority of this reserve is located within the Common Corridor South of 
Oxford; see Section 4.2.4. 

 Blue Lagoon LNR, located immediately south-east of Bletchley 

 Bure Park LNR, located in the north-western part of Bicester, next to the 
railway 

 Buckingham Sand Pit LNR, located within Buckingham, north of the A422 

 Coombs Quarry LNR, located south-west of Thornborough, close to Padbury 
Brook 

There are approximately 114 Local Wildlife Sites (LWSs) within C2. These are 
generally spread out throughout the corridor, with the largest concentration of LWSs 
located to the east and west of Bletchley and south-east of Bicester.  
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Otmoor Royal Society for the Protection of Birds Reserve is located to the north-east 
of Oxford. A small part of this reserve is within C2. 

Further information about statutory designated sites within Corridor C2 including 
SACs and SSSIs, and non-statutory sites including LWSs and LNRs, can be found in 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 8. 

Corridor C3 

There are high numbers of nature conservation features, primarily ancient woodland 
between the A40 and M40, and south of Oxford. 

Cothill Fen Special Area of Conservation (SAC) is located in the south-west of C3, 
north-west of Dalton Barracks. The majority of Cothill Fen SAC is within C1, see 
above for further detail on this SAC. 

There are 17 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI) within C3 designated for 
biological reasons. The majority of these are within the southern part of C3, to the 
south of the M40 and north of the A40, to the south of Bicester. See Corridor B2 in 
Section 6.2.4 for further detail about the SSSIs in this area. 

The remaining SSSI are scattered throughout C3 and are similar to those within C1, 
see above for further detail about the SSSIs near Buckingham. 

There are approximately 137 areas of ancient woodland within C3. The most densely 
covered area is located to the west of the M40 and north of the A40, south of 
Bicester. Other clusters of ancient woodland within C3 are located south of Oxford, 
to the east and west of Bletchley and to the south-west of Buckingham. 

There are 5 Local Nature Reserves (LNRs) within C3, all of which have been 
described in previous sections, including: 

 Abbey Fishponds LNR 

 Blue Lagoon LNR 

 Bure Park LNR 

 Buckingham Sand Pit LNR 

 Coombs Quarry LNR 

There are approximately 110 Local Wildlife Sites (LWSs) within C3. These are 
generally spread out throughout C3, with the largest concentration of LWSs located 
to the east and west of Bletchley and south-east of Bicester. 

Otmoor Royal Society for the Protection of Birds Reserve is located to the north-east 
of Oxford. A small part of this reserve is within C3. 
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Further information about statutory designated sites within Corridor C3 including 
SACs and SSSIs, and non-statutory sites including LWSs and LNRs, can be found in 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 9. 

7.2.5 Geology and soils 

Corridor C1 

C1 is generally underlain by Jurassic sandstones and limestones of the Great Oolite 
Formation and mudstone, siltstone and sandstone of the Ancholme Group including 
Oxford Clay. Corallian Group limestones and sandstones, and other mudstones, 
siltstones and sandstones are present to the south of Oxford. The Lower Greensand 
Group (Woburn Sands Formation) forms the bedrock to the north of Leighton 
Buzzard and as a local outcrop in the Boars Hill area south-west of Oxford. 

Superficial deposits to the south of C1 are mainly alluvium or sand and gravel and 
follow the river corridors such as the Thames and its tributaries. Superficial deposits 
are largely absent from the central parts of C1. Glacial deposits are more common in 
northern parts of C1 (to the north and east of Bicester), with alluvium and river 
terrace deposits surrounding the River Great Ouse, Padbury Brook and River Ouzel 
valleys and the Grand Union Canal. 

There are 3 main clusters of Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) designated 
for their geological importance within C1. The first cluster lies to the south of C1 and 
includes Cothill Fen SSSI, Dry Sandford Pit SSSI (this is also a Local Geological Site 
(LGS), Sugworth SSSI, Cumnor SSSI and Hurst Hill SSSI. Shipton-on-Cherwell & 
Whitehill Farm Quarries SSSI and Kirtlington Quarry SSSI both lie in the central part 
of C1, to the north-east of Woodstock. The adjacent area is also classified as a LGS 
(named Kirtlington Quarry and Washford Pits Wood). The third cluster of sites lies to 
the north of Bicester and includes Ardley Trackways SSSI and Ardley Cutting and 
Quarry SSSI. Further details of these sites can be found in Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 7. 

There are existing mineral safeguarding areas within C1, including to the west of 
Abingdon, which is designated for soft sand, west of Oxford, which is designated for 
sharp sand and gravel and to the north-west of Oxford, for crushed rock in the south 
of C1. There are further existing and proposed mineral safeguarding areas protecting 
the sand and gravel resources to the north-west and east of Bicester, around 
Buckingham and around Milton Keynes for sand and gravel. There are operational 
quarries including at Dewar’s Farm in the central part of C1 and at Upwood Quarry 
and Shipton Quarry. There are also several historical quarries including Finmere 
Quarry.  Rail depots for quarried materials in the area include Kidlington, Shipton-on-
Cherwell and Bletchley. 

The Environment Agency identifies 2 authorised landfills in the southern part of C1; 
Upwood Quarry and Tubney Woods. There are 4 authorised landfills located in the 
central part of C1, Ardley Landfill and Glebe Farm to the north-west and north of 
Bicester respectively, Finmere Quarry Landfill and Finmere Railway Cutting lie to the 
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north-east of Bicester. There are 2 authorised landfills around Buckingham; Buffers 
Holt and Foxcote Pumping Station and a further landfill at Bletchley. 

The Environment Agency website lists several historical landfills throughout C1, 
particularly in areas around the existing authorised landfills. Historic landfill clusters 
include to the south-west and west of Oxford in the south of C1 and to the south-
west of Bletchley and around Little Brickhill to the north of C1. 

An initial desk-based assessment has identified a number of areas where historic 
land uses may have led to land contamination being present. These include former 
sewage treatment works, brick works and industrial estates. Specific locations 
include Abingdon Airfield (Dalton Barracks), Oxford Airport, RAF Weston-on-the-
Green, RAF Upper Heyford, Graven Hill. RAF Bicester, RAF Finmere, RAF Little 
Horwood, Thornborough Grounds Airstrip. 

Corridor C2 

C2 is generally underlain by Jurassic sandstones and limestones of the Great Oolite 
Formation and mudstone, siltstone and sandstone of the Ancholme Group, including 
Oxford Clay. Corallian Group limestones and sandstones, and other mudstones, 
siltstones and sandstones are present to the south of Oxford. The Lower Greensand 
Group (Woburn Sands Formation) forms the bedrock to the south-east of Milton 
Keynes as an outcrop to the south of Oxford. There are also outcrops of Great Oolite 
limestone, Portland Group and Lower Cretaceous Wealden around Muswell Hill. 

Superficial deposits to the south of C2 are mainly alluvium or sand and gravel and 
follow the river corridors such as the Thames and its tributaries. Superficial deposits 
are largely absent from the central parts of C2. Glacial deposits are more common in 
northern parts of C2 (to the north and east of Bicester), with alluvium and river 
terrace deposits along the valleys of the River Great Ouse, Padbury Brook and River 
Ouzel and along the Grand Union Canal. 

There are a number of Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) designated for their 
geological importance within C2. Cothill Fen SSSI, Dry Sandford Pit SSSI and 
Sugworth SSSI all lie to the south of Oxford. Littleworth Brickpit SSSI and Lyehill 
Quarry SSSI lie to the east of Oxford and Muswell Hill SSSI lies to the north-east of 
Oxford. Ardley Cutting and Quarry SSSI lies to the north of Bicester. Further details 
of these sites can be found in Appendix E Section 8.  

There are existing mineral safeguarding areas within C2, including to the west of 
Abingdon, which is designated for soft sand and 1 to the south of Oxford, which is 
designated for sharp sand and gravel. There are further existing and proposed 
mineral safeguarding areas protecting the sand and gravel (including Woburn 
Sands) resources to the east of Bicester, around Buckingham and around Milton 
Keynes. There is a historical quarry at Finmere Quarry and a rail depot at Bletchley. 

The Environment Agency website identifies a number of authorised landfill sites 
within C2. Radley Lagoons lies to the south of C2. There are 3 authorised landfills 
located in the central part of C2 around Bicester. These are Glebe Farm, to the north 
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of Bicester and Finmere Quarry Landfill and Finmere Railway Cutting both located to 
the north-east of Bicester. There are 2 authorised landfills around Buckingham; 
Buffers Holt and Foxcote Pumping Station and there is a further landfill at Bletchley. 

The Environment Agency website identifies several historical landfills throughout C2, 
particularly in areas around the existing authorised landfills. Historic landfill clusters 
include to the north-west of Abingdon and areas to the south-east of Oxford in the 
south of C2 and to the south-west of Bletchley and around Little Brickhill to the north 
of C2. 

An initial desk-based assessment has identified a number of areas where historic 
land uses may have led to land contamination being present. These include sewage 
treatment works, brick works and industrial estates. Specific locations include 
Abingdon Airfield (Dalton Barracks), Oxford sewage treatment works, the Mini Plant 
Oxford, Otmoor Range, Arncott and Graven Hill Ordnance Depots, Piddington Depot 
and St George’s Barracks, RAF Bicester, RAF Finmere, RAF Little Horwood and 
Thornborough Grounds airfield. RAF Oakley is also located to the west of Corridor B 
at the eastern edge of the boundary.  

Corridor C3 

C3 is generally underlain by Jurassic sandstones and limestones of the Great Oolite 
Formation and mudstone, siltstone and sandstone of the Ancholme Group, including 
Oxford Clay. Corallian limestones and sandstones, and other mudstones, siltstones 
and sandstones are present to the south of Oxford. The Lower Greensand Group 
(Woburn Sands Formation) forms the bedrock to the south-east of Milton Keynes. 
There are also outcrops of Great Oolite limestone, Portland Group and Lower 
Cretaceous Wealden around Muswell Hill. 

Superficial deposits to the south of C3 are mainly alluvium or sand and gravel and 
follow the river corridors such as the Thames and its tributaries. Superficial deposits 
are largely absent from the central parts of C3. Glacial deposits are more common in 
northern parts of C3 (to the north and east of Bicester), with alluvium and river 
terrace deposits along the valleys of the River Great Ouse, Padbury Brook and River 
Ouzel and along the Grand Union Canal. 

There are 6 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) designated for their geological 
importance within C3. Cothill Fen SSSI, Dry Sandford Pit SSSI and Sugworth SSSI 
all lie to the south of Oxford and Muswell Hill SSSI lies to the north-east of Oxford. 
Ardley Cutting and Quarry SSSI lies to the north of Bicester. Further details of these 
sites can be found in Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 
9.  

There are existing mineral safeguarding areas within C3, including to the west of 
Abingdon, which is designated for soft sand and 1 to the south of Oxford, which is 
designated for sharp sand and gravel. There are further existing and proposed 
mineral safeguarding areas protecting the sand and gravel resources (including the 
Woburn Sands) to the east of Bicester, around Buckingham and around Milton 
Keynes. There is a historical quarry at Finmere Quarry and a rail depot at Bletchley. 
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The Environment Agency website identifies a number of authorised landfill sites 
within C3. Radley Lagoons and Wheatley Railway Cutting both lie to the south of C3. 
There are 3 authorised landfills located in the central part of C3. These are Glebe 
Farm to the north of Bicester and Finmere Quarry Landfill and Finmere Railway 
Cutting both located to the north-east of Bicester. There are 2 authorised landfills 
around Buckingham; Buffers Holt and Foxcote Pumping Station and a further landfill 
at Bletchley. 

The Environment Agency website identifies several historical landfills throughout C3, 
particularly in areas around the existing authorised landfills. Historic landfill clusters 
include to the south-east of Oxford to the south of C3 and to the south-west of 
Bletchley and around Little Brickhill to the north of C3. 

An initial desk-based assessment has identified a number of areas where historic 
land uses may have led to land contamination being present. These include a 
number of brick works and industrial estates. Specific locations include Abingdon 
Airfield (Dalton Barracks, a semi-active historical RAF site), Oxford sewage 
treatment works, RAF Oakley, Arncott and Graven Hill Ordnance Depots, Piddington 
Depot, St George’s Barracks, Otmoor Range, RAF Bicester, RAF Finmere, RAF 
Little Horwood and Thornborough Grounds airfield.  

7.2.6 Water environment  

Corridor C1 

C1 crosses both the Thames River Basin District to the south and the Anglian River 
Basin District to the north. The split between the 2 river basins lies just to the north of 
Bicester. The River Thames cuts across the southern part of C1, as it flows through 
the centre of Oxford. The River Evenlode is the principal tributary to the River 
Thames within C1 and joins just to the west of Oxford. 

The River Cherwell flows from Heyford Park southwards to join the River Thames at 
Oxford. The principal tributary is the River Ray, with an upper catchment to the east 
of Bicester which joins the River Cherwell at Islip. This Cherwell catchment is 
predominantly rural and surface water quality in most of the catchment is generally 
good, with Water Framework Directive (WFD) water bodies currently ranging from 
bad to good ecological status / potential. 

The River Great Ouse flows approximately west to east through C1 and through 
Buckingham. The River Great Ouse has 3 principal tributaries within C1; the River 
Ouzel, Padbury Brook and Claydon Brook. The River Ouzel flows from south to north 
through the north-east part of C1 and runs approximately parallel with the Grand 
Union Canal and joins the River Great Ouse to the north of Milton Keynes. The 
Padbury Brook runs west to east through the centre of C1 joining the Claydon Brook 
near Padbury, before joining the River Great Ouse at Buckingham. 

There are significant areas of Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain 3b) associated 
with the main rivers, particularly the River Thames and the lower reaches of the 
Cherwell and Ray. Key locations where the floodplain is particularly wide and fluvial 
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flood risk is likely to be higher, include Oxford and Hampton Poyle to the south of C1 
and east of Bicester and around Merton and Blackthorn in the middle of C1. The 
floodplain associated with the Ouzel, Padbury Brook and Claydon Brook are 
significantly smaller than the River Thames, Cherwell and Ray. 

There are areas at risk of surface water flooding associated with all of the main rivers 
within C1, particularly along the tributaries of the River Ouzel and Padbury and 
Claydon Brooks. Key areas include Swinford, Cassington and Begbroke to the south 
of C1, areas to the south of Weston-on-the-Green and east of Bicester in the middle 
of C1 and east of Bletchley to the north of C1. There are also areas identified with a 
medium or high risk from groundwater flooding in C1 including around Oxford, 
Abingdon, to the south and south-east of Bicester, south-west of Buckingham, west 
and south-east of Bletchley and north-west of Leighton Buzzard. 

The middle band of C1 is predominantly underlain by Oxford Clay, with Kimmeridge 
Clay to the south of Bletchley and sandstone of the Lower Greensand Group to the 
east of Bletchley. The sandstone is a Principal Aquifer and is also protected by a 
Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 3 (total catchment) with 2 localised pockets of SPZ1 
and SPZ2 (inner and outer protection zones) to the north-east and south-east of 
Little Brickhills. The SPZs protect a cluster of abstraction licences for public water 
supply. 

The area to the west of Bicester is underlain by Great Oolite Group limestones and 
sandstones and the area to the south-west of Oxford is underlain by Corallian Group 
limestone and sandstones. These are Secondary A aquifers. 

Superficial deposits to the south of C1 consist mainly of alluvium and are mainly 
associated with the Thames valley. Superficial deposits overlie the bedrock to the 
north of Bicester and around Bletchley. These are Secondary A aquifers. 

Corridor C2 

C2 crosses both the Thames River Basin District to the south and the Anglian River 
Basin District to the north. The split between the 2 river basins lies north of Bicester. 
The River Thames flows approximately north to south through C2 to the south of 
Oxford. The River Ock (and its tributaries of the Sandford Brook and Childrey Brook) 
joins the Thames at Abingdon at the southern end of C2. 

The River Ray flows roughly east to west though the middle of C2, between Grendon 
Underwood and Murcot. The principal tributaries include the Gubbinshole Ditch and 
Tetchwick Brook to the east of C2 and Gagle Brook to the west. Water Framework 
Directive (WFD) water bodies within C2 currently range from bad to good ecological 
status / potential. 

The River Great Ouse flows approximately west to east through C2 and through 
Buckingham. The River Great Ouse has 3 main tributaries within C2; the River 
Ouzel, Padbury Brook and Claydon Brook. The River Ouzel flows from south to north 
through the north-east part of C2, and runs approximately parallel with the Grand 
Union Canal. This joins the River Great Ouse to the north of Milton Keynes. The 
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Padbury Brook runs west to east through the central part joining the Claydon Brook 
near Padbury, before joining the River Great Ouse at Buckingham. 

There are areas of Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain 3b) associated with the main 
rivers, particularly the River Thames to the south of Oxford and around Abingdon to 
the south of C2, the River Thame around Wheatley and east of Bicester in the 
middle of C2 and east of Bletchley in the north of C2. In general, the floodplains 
associated with the Ouzel and Claydon Brook are smaller than the River Thames 
and Ray. 

There are areas at risk of surface water flooding associated with all of the main 
watercourses within C2, particularly near Toot Baldon and east of Wheatley to the 
south of C2, areas between Bicester and Grendon Underwood, around Godington 
and Twyford in the middle of C2 and north-east of Buckingham and south and east 
of Bletchley to the north of C2. There are also areas identified with a medium or high 
risk from groundwater flooding in C2 including around south of Oxford, Abingdon, 
south and south-east of Bicester, south-west of Buckingham, south-east and west of 
Bletchley and north-west of Leighton Buzzard.  

C2 is predominantly underlain by Oxford Clay. The area to the east of Bletchley is 
underlain by sandstone of the Lower Greensand Group. The sandstone is a Principal 
Aquifer and is also protected by a Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 3 (total catchment) 
with 2 localised pockets of SPZ1 and SPZ2 (inner and outer protection zones) to the 
north-east and south-east of Little Brickhills. The SPZs protect a cluster of 
abstraction licences for drinking water supply.  

The area to the south-east and south of Oxford is underlain by Corallian Group 
limestone and sandstones and the area to the north-west of Bicester is underlain by 
Great Oolite Group limestones and sandstones and are Secondary A aquifers. 

Superficial deposits to the south of C2 consist mainly of alluvium and are mainly 
associated with the River Thames valley. Superficial deposits overlie the bedrock to 
the north of Bicester and around Bletchley. These are Secondary A aquifers. 

Corridor C3 

C3 crosses both the Thames River Basin District to the south and the Anglian River 
Basin District to the north. The split between the 2 river basins lies just to the north of 
Bicester. The River Thames flows roughly north to south through C3 to the south of 
Oxford. The River Ock (and its tributaries of the Sandford Brook and Childrey Brook) 
joins the Thames at Abingdon at the southern end of C3. 

The River Ray flows roughly east to west though the middle of C3 between Grendon 
Underwood and Murcot. The main tributaries include the Gubbinshole Ditch and 
Tetchwick Brook to the east of C3 and Gagle Brook to the west. Water Framework 
Directive (WFD) water bodies within C3 currently range from bad to good ecological 
status / potential. 
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The River Great Ouse flows approximately west to east through C3 and through 
Buckingham. The River Great Ouse has 3 main tributaries within C3; the River 
Ouzel, Padbury Brook and Claydon Brook. The River Ouzel flows from south to north 
through the north-east part of C3 and runs approximately parallel with the Grand 
Union Canal. This joins the River Great Ouse to the north of Milton Keynes. The 
Padbury Brook runs west to east through the middle part joining the Claydon Brook 
near Padbury, before joining the River Great Ouse at Buckingham. 

There are areas of Flood Zone 3b (functional floodplain 3b) associated with the main 
rivers, particularly the River Thames to the south of Oxford and around Abingdon to 
the south of C3, the River Thame around Wheatley and east of Bicester in the 
middle of C3 and east of Bletchley in the north of C3. In general, the floodplains 
associated with the Ouzel and Claydon Brook are smaller than the River Thames 
and Ray.  

There are areas at risk of surface water flooding associated with all of the main rivers 
within B3, particularly around Toot Baldon, Waterstock and Wheatley to the south of 
C3, west of Grendon Underwood, around Godington and Twyford in the middle of C3 
and south and east of Bletchley to the north of C3.  

There are areas identified with a medium or high risk from groundwater flooding in 
C3 including around south-east of Oxford, Abingdon, east of Thame, south and 
south-east of Bicester, south-west of Buckingham, south-east and west of Bletchley 
and north-east of Leighton Buzzard. 

C3 is predominantly underlain by Oxford Clay. The area to the east of Bletchley is 
underlain by sandstone of the Lower Greensand Group. The sandstone is a Principal 
Aquifer and is also protected by a Source Protection Zone (SPZ) 3 (total catchment) 
with 2 localised pockets of SPZ1 and SPZ2 (inner and outer protection zones) to the 
north-east and south- east of Little Brickhills. The SPZs protect a cluster of 
abstraction licences for public water supply.  

The area to the south-east and south of Oxford is underlain by Corallian Group 
limestone and sandstones and the area to the north-west of Bicester is underlain by 
Great Oolite Group limestones and sandstones. These are Secondary A aquifers. 

Superficial deposits to the south of C3 consist mainly of alluvium and are mainly 
associated with the Thames valley. Superficial deposits overlie the bedrock to the 
north of Bicester and around Bletchley. These are Secondary A aquifers. 

7.2.7 Noise and vibration 

Corridor C1 

C1 contains the large settlements of Abingdon, the western fringe of Oxford, 
Bicester, Buckingham, Bletchley and the south-east of Milton Keynes, as well as 
numerous smaller towns and villages. There are approximately 130,000 dwellings 
and 3,100 other noise-sensitive receptors within C1. 
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A number of residential settlements are close to existing roads and within urban 
areas. Major roads within C1 include the A34, A40, A44, A420, A41, A421, A4146, 
A5 and A5130. The M40 also runs through C1. Noise is likely to be dominated by 
road traffic in residential settlements that are close to these major roads. 

C1 contains a total of 61 Noise Important Areas (NIAs). The majority of the NIAs are 
designated due to road noise, with the exception of 2 NIAs that are designated due 
to rail noise on the London to Birmingham railway, to the south of Milton Keynes.  

There are rural areas within C1, between Abingdon and Oxford, between Oxford and 
Bicester, between Bicester and Buckingham and between Buckingham and Milton 
Keynes. Non-traffic noise sources, such as those from agricultural activities, railways 
and aircraft, are likely to dominate the noise environment in these rural areas. 

There are 6 railway lines that run through C1, that would contribute to the 
surrounding noise environment. 

Luton and Heathrow Airports have several flight paths and stacking areas throughout 
C1. There is also the Abingdon Airfield, Oxford Airport, RAF Bicester and a small 
local runway west of Marsh Gibbon. 

There are 22 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) within C1 that are 
designated for ecological reasons and areas of ancient woodland which could be 
susceptible to noise disturbance. See Section 7.2.4 for further details. 

Corridor C2 

C2 contains the large settlements of Abingdon, the south-east fringe of Oxford, 
Bicester, Buckingham, Bletchley and the south-east of Milton Keynes, as well as 
numerous smaller towns and villages. There are approximately 116,000 dwellings 
and 2,100 other noise-sensitive receptors within C2. 

A number of residential settlements are close to existing roads and within urban 
areas. Major roads within C2 include the A34, A40, A41, A421, A4146, A5 and 
A5130. The M40 also runs through C2. Noise is likely to be dominated by road traffic 
in those residential settlements that are located in close proximity to these major 
roads. 

C2 contains a total of 47 Noise Important Areas (NIAs). The majority of the NIAs are 
designated due to road noise, with the exception of 2 NIAs that are designated due 
to rail noise on the London to Birmingham railway, to the south of Milton Keynes.  

There are rural areas within C2, between Abingdon and Oxford, between Oxford and 
Bicester, between Bicester and Buckingham and between Buckingham and Milton 
Keynes. Non-traffic noise sources, such as those from agricultural activities, railways 
and aircraft, are likely to dominate the noise environment in these rural areas. 

There are 6 railway lines that run through C2, that would contribute to the 
surrounding noise environment. 
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Luton and Heathrow Airports have several flight paths and stacking areas throughout 
C2. There is also the Abingdon Airfield, RAF Bicester, Thornborough Grounds and 
2 rural runways (one south of Wheatley and 1 west of Marsh Gibbon). 

There are 21 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) within C2 that are 
designated for ecological reasons and areas of ancient woodland which could be 
susceptible to noise disturbance. See Section 7.2.4 for further details. 

Corridor C3 

C3 contains the large settlements of Abingdon, Bicester, Buckingham, Bletchley and 
the south-east of Milton Keynes, as well as numerous smaller towns and villages. 
There are approximately 104,000 dwellings and 1,900 other noise-sensitive 
receptors within C3. 

A number of residential settlements are close to existing roads and within urban 
areas. Major roads within C3 include the A34, A40, A41, A421, A4146, A5 and 
A5130. The M40 also runs through C3. Noise is likely to be dominated by road traffic 
in those residential settlements that are located in close proximity to these major 
roads. 

C3 contains a total of 38 Noise Important Areas (NIAs). The majority of the NIAs are 
designated due to road noise, with the exception of 2 NIAs that are designated due 
to rail noise on the London to Birmingham railway, to the south of Milton Keynes.  

There are rural areas within C3, between Abingdon and Oxford, between Oxford and 
Bicester, between Bicester and Buckingham and between Buckingham and Milton 
Keynes. Non-traffic noise sources, such as those from agricultural activities, railways 
and aircraft, are likely to dominate the noise environment in these rural areas. 

There are 6 railway lines that run through C3, that would contribute to the 
surrounding noise environment. 

Luton and Heathrow Airports have several flight paths and stacking areas throughout 
C3. There is also the Abingdon Airfield, RAF Bicester, Thornborough Grounds and 2 
rural runways (1 south of Wheatley and 1 west of Marsh Gibbon). 

There are 17 Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSIs) within C3 that are 
designated for ecological reasons and areas of ancient woodland which could be 
susceptible to noise disturbance. See Section 7.2.4 for further details. 

7.2.8 People and communities  

Corridor C1 

C1 extends to the west of Oxford and heads north-east from Bicester towards 
Buckingham. The southern part of C1 is densely populated with the large 
settlements of Abingdon, the outskirts of west Oxford and Kidlington. C1 wholly 
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incorporates the settlements of Bicester and Buckingham, with the outskirts of Milton 
Keynes and Bletchley located in the northern part. 

There are numerous settlements scattered throughout C1. See Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 7 for further details. 

There are areas of land allocated for development throughout C1. The main areas 
include numerous land parcels on the southern and eastern outskirts of Bicester, on 
the outskirts of Buckingham and along the fringe of Milton Keynes. See Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 7 for further details. 

There are a number of recreational facilities and open space areas within C1. For 
example, there are cemeteries such as Botley war cemetery and Wolvercote 
cemetery. Golf clubs and registered common land are also spread throughout C1, for 
example there is a large area of registered common land to the north-west of Oxford. 
There are several areas of woodland that are also likely to be used as recreational 
areas, in particular Wytham Woods, which is located centrally within the southern 
part of C1. Stowe Gardens, Woburn Safari Park and Stockgrove Country Park are 
located in the northern part of C1. Near to Buckingham, there are some playing fields 
associated with a football club which are outside of settlement limits. For further 
details about recreational assets such as allotments, playing fields and green spaces 
see Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 7. 

There are numerous educational and health facilities within C1. These include 
schools and nursing homes and are largely located within existing settlement 
boundaries, with some exceptions. See Appendix E Supplementary Environmental 
Information Section 7 for further details. 

Land designated as best and most versatile agricultural land is relatively sparse 
within C1 with the largest areas located in the southernmost part of the corridor, 
north of Fringford, on land surrounding Buckingham and on the fringes of Milton 
Keynes and Bletchley. 

Corridor C2 

C2 extends to the east of Oxford and heads north-east from Bicester towards 
Buckingham. The large settlement of Abingdon and the southern (Blackbird Leys 
area) and eastern (Horspath area) outskirts of Oxford are located within the southern 
part of C2. Bicester is located on the western boundary in the centre of C2. C2 
wholly incorporates Buckingham, with the outskirts of Milton Keynes and Bletchley 
located in the northern part. 

There are numerous settlements scattered throughout C2. See Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 8 for further details. 

There are areas of land allocated for development throughout C2. The main areas 
include numerous land parcels on the southern and eastern outskirts of Oxford, on 
the southern and eastern outskirts of Bicester, on the outskirts of Buckingham and 
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along the fringe of Milton Keynes. See Appendix E Supplementary Environmental 
Information Section 8 for further details. 

There are a number of recreational facilities and open space areas within C2, 
including several large areas of woodland that are likely to be used informally for 
recreation. There are also golf courses and further small formal recreation facilities 
located within and surrounding settlements. There are linear areas of registered 
common land on the eastern boundary of C2, to the east of the M40 and within 
Shotover Country Park, which is located between Oxford and Horspath. Near to 
Buckingham, there are some areas of recreational or open space that are outside of 
settlements, including playing fields associated with a football club. Further key 
areas of open space within C2 include part of Stowe Gardens, Woburn Safari Park 
and Stockgrove Country Park. For further details about recreational assets such as 
allotments, playing fields and green spaces see Appendix E Supplementary 
Environmental Information Section 8. 

There are numerous educational and health facilities within C2. These include 
schools and nursing homes and are largely located within existing settlement 
boundaries, with some exceptions, including Radley College. This is an independent 
school located in the southern part of the corridor, and has sports facilities that can 
be used by the public. See Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information 
Section 8 for further details. 

There are large areas of land designated as best and most versatile agricultural land 
extending across much of the southern part C2. Areas of best and most versatile 
agricultural land can also be found on land north of Fringford, land surrounding 
Buckingham and on the fringes of Milton Keynes and Bletchley in the northern part of 
C2. 

Corridor C3 

C3 extends further east of Oxford than Corridor C2, heads north towards Bicester 
and then north-east to Buckingham. Abingdon and the southern outskirts of Oxford 
(Blackbird Leys and Greater Leys) are located in the southern part of C3. Bicester is 
located on the western boundary in the centre of C3. C3 wholly incorporates 
Buckingham, with the outskirts of Milton Keynes and Bletchley located in the 
northern part. 

There are numerous settlements scattered throughout C3. See Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 9 for further details. 

There are areas of land allocated for development throughout C3. The main areas 
include numerous land parcels on the southern outskirts of Oxford, on the southern 
and eastern outskirts of Bicester, on the outskirts of Buckingham and along the 
fringe of Milton Keynes. See Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information 
Section 9 for further details. 

There are a number of recreational facilities and open space areas within C3, 
including several large areas of woodland that are likely to be used informally for 
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recreation. There are also golf courses and further small formal recreation facilities 
located within and surrounding settlements. There are linear areas of registered 
common land to the east of the M40. Near to Buckingham, there are some areas of 
recreational or open space that are outside of settlements, including playing fields 
associated with a football club. Further key areas of open space within C3 include 
part of Stowe Gardens, Woburn Safari Park and Stockgrove Country Park. For 
further details about recreational assets such as allotments, playing fields and green 
spaces see Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 9. 

There are numerous educational and health facilities within C3. These include 
schools and nursing homes and are largely located within existing settlement 
boundaries, with some exceptions, including Radley College. This is an independent 
school located in the southern part of the corridor, and has sports facilities that can 
be used by the public.  See Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information 
Section 9 for further details. 

There are large areas of land designated as best and most versatile agricultural land 
extending across much of the southern part of C3. Areas of best and most versatile 
agricultural land can also be found on land north of Fringford, land surrounding 
Buckingham and on the fringes of Milton Keynes and Bletchley in the northern part of 
C3. 

7.3 Other 

This section provides a high-level overview of key existing conditions in relation to 
special category land, Crown land, Green Belt, topography and land use for 
Corridors C1, C2 and C3.  

7.3.1 Special category land, Crown land and Green Belt  

The information provided in this section should be read in conjunction with the 
special category land, Crown land and Green Belt existing conditions figures shown 
in Appendix A. 

The Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed Forms and Procedure) 
Regulations 2009 defines special category land as: 

“…  the land identified as forming part of a common, open space, National Trust land 
or fuel or field garden allotment…” 

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 contain the following special category land: 

 Common land (including town or village green) 

 Open space 

 National Trust land 

 Fuel of field garden allotments  
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Corridors C1, C2 and C3 contain allotments, but at this early stage it has not been 
identified if these include fuel or field garden allotments specifically.  

Crown land is land in which there is a Crown interest. Crown land is located within 
Corridors C1, C2 and C3. 

National and local Green Belt policy seeks to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land 
permanently open, and there is, in general, a presumption against inappropriate 
development within areas of designated Green Belt. It should also be noted that 
Metropolitan Open Land and land designated as Local Green Space in local and 
neighbourhood plans are subject to the same policies of protection as Green Belt. 
Oxford Green Belt, Metropolitan Green Belt and land designated as Local Green 
Space are located within Corridors C1, C2 and C3. There is no Metropolitan Open 
Land located within Corridors C1, C2 and C3. 

Further details relating to special category land, Crown land and Green Belt and the 
potential implications of these types of land on the Project are set out in Appendix F 
Supplementary Consenting Information.  

7.3.2 Topography 

Corridor C is predominately situated in a large area of smoothly rolling countryside in 
the lowlands north of the Chiltern Hills. 

Corridor C1 

Notable regions of topography within Corridor C1 include the area west of Oxford 
which contains a series of steep-sided hills known as known as the Midvale Ridge, 
the area west of Bletchley which contains an undulating landform known as the 
Horwood Claylands and the Woburn area which contains a prominent ridgeline 
known as the Wooded Greensand Ridge. Figure 7.1 shows the changes in ground 
level. 

Figure 7.1:  Digital terrain model – Corridor C1  
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Corridor C2 

Notable regions of topography within Corridor C2 include the area between Oxford 
and Brill which contains a series of steep-sided hills known as The Midvale Ridge, 
the area west of Bletchley which contains an undulating landform known as the 
Horwood Claylands and the Woburn area which contains a prominent ridgeline 
known as the Wooded Greensand Ridge. Figure 7.2 shows the changes in ground 
level. 

Figure 7.2:  Digital terrain model – Corridor C2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Corridor C3 

Notable regions of topography within Corridor C3 include the area between Oxford 
and Brill which contains a series of steep-sided hills known as The Midvale Ridge, 
the area west of Bletchley which contains an undulating landform known as the 
Horwood Claylands and the Woburn area which contains a prominent ridgeline 
known as the Wooded Greensand Ridge. Figure 7.3 shows the changes in ground 
level.
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Figure 7.3:  Digital terrain model – Corridor C3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.3.3 Land use 

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 encompass areas of predominantly agricultural land 
reflecting the largely rural location.  There are a mix of land uses within towns, 
villages and hamlets including residential, industrial, services, retail, roads, railways 
and waterways. 
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8. Sifting methodology 

This section describes the overall process used for the evaluation of the corridor 
options. It describes the methodology behind the rating of the Project objectives as 
detailed in Section 2. There was no hierarchy placed on the Project objectives. 

8.1 Process 

A single 7-point generic rating scale was adopted to facilitate the sifting process, see 
table 8.1. 

Ratings ranged from ‘highly advantageous’, shown as dark green, through to ‘highly 
disadvantageous’, shown as red. 

The application of the 7-point scale for each specific objective is described in more 
detail in Section 8.2. 

Table 8.1: Generic rating scale for strategic and intervention objectives 

Dark green Highly advantageous  

Green Moderately advantageous 

Light green Slightly advantageous  

Grey Neutral case 

Yellow Slightly disadvantageous 

Amber Moderately disadvantageous 

Red Highly disadvantageous 

 
The Project Objective Assessment Matrix provides a visual representation of the 
ratings against each objective for each corridor. The matrix lists the corridor options 
across the top against the strategic and intervention objectives listed down the side. 
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Figure 8.1 Project Objective Assessment Matrix 

 

The process of building up ratings from individual intervention objectives, to strategic 
objectives, and then to overall corridor ratings is described below. 

Step 1: Individual intervention objectives are rated utilising the specific rating scale.  
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Figure 8.2 Rating process step 1 

 
 

Step 2: When all intervention objectives have been rated, an overall view of the 
combined intervention criteria ratings is taken to produce a strategic objective rating.  

Figure 8.3 Rating process step 2 
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Step 3: Once each of the 7 strategic objectives have been rated, this is used to 
inform a final corridor rating.  

Figure 8.4 Rating process step 3 
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8.2 Evaluation 

The following section describes the methodology associated with rating of individual 
Project strategic and intervention objectives. Included in this section are the objective 
characteristics and rating scales, detailed individually for each particular criterion. 

8.2.1 Connectivity  

Reduce journey times 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring: 

 the reduction in total vehicle hours travelled as a result of the introduction of 
the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway within the study area. 

The term vehicle hour is defined as the sum of the time spent travelling on the road 
network for all vehicles. The data used to define the performance of each of the 
corridor options is derived from the South East Regional Transport Model (SERTM) 
developed by Highways England. Further details of the SERTM model can be found 
in Appendix G Traffic Modelling and Appraisal Report.  

The SERTM enables predictions of traffic movements to be made for a future 
planning scenario. The model was used to assess the performance of each of the 
corridor options over a 60-year evaluation period in line with WebTAG Guidance. 

A comparison is then made of the number of vehicle-hours travelled on the network 
with and without the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. The difference in vehicle-
hours can then be taken as indicative of the reduction in journey time as a 
consequence of the introduction of an improvement to the network. This time saved 
has then been monetised using standard Values of Time contained within the 
Department for Transport’s WebTAG guidance. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.2.  
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Table 8.2: Rating scale for reduce journey times 

Dark green 
Highly advantageous  
Option will produce significant decrease in journey times within the 
study area 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Option will produce moderate decrease in journey times within the 
study area 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous  
Option will produce slight decrease in journey times within the study 
area 

Grey 
Neutral case 
No notable change in vehicle hours within the study area 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Option will produce slight increase in journey times within the study 
area 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Option will produce moderate increase in journey times within the 
study area 

Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Option will produce significant increase in journey times within the 
study area 

Improve journey time reliability 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring: 

 The improvement in the reliability of journey times being made on the road 
network following the introduction of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway 
corridor. 

Reliability is defined in WebTAG as variation in journey time that transport users are 
unable to predict. 

A “stress-based” method has been adopted which is based on the assumption that 
reliability is linked to the decline in flows that occur as the capacity of the road is 
reached. Further details of this method can be found in Appendix G Traffic Modelling 
and Appraisal Report. 

The stress test methodology compares the changes in stress that occur as a result 
of the implementation of the scheme, during the year that scheme is due to open. 

The WebTAG guidance highlights that the stress method does not produce a direct 
quantification of the changes in reliability, and that it can only provide a broad 
indication of the impact of the proposal on reliability. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.3. 
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Table 8.3: Rating scale for improve journey time reliability  

Dark green 
Highly advantageous 
Option will produce large improvement in journey time reliability 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Option will produce moderate improvement in journey time reliability 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Option will produce slight improvement in journey time reliability 

Grey 
Neutral case 
No notable change in journey time reliability 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Option will produce slight reduction in journey time reliability 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Option will produce moderate reduction in journey time reliability 

Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Option will produce large reduction in journey time reliability 

Promote resilience 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring: 

 The ability to provide and maintain an acceptable level of service in the face 
of challenges to normal operation (such as inclement weather and road traffic 
conditions). 

This is a qualitative assessment based on how each corridor option will enhance the 
ability of the wider network to withstand the challenges described above. 
Assessment was based on the amount of online vs offline route for each option. The 
rational for this being that an offline section of route provides new additional road 
network whereas online upgrade simply improves the existing network. It therefore 
follows that the former has the potential for greater flexibility in the face of challenges 
and the latter does not. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.4.  
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Table 8.4: Rating scale for promote resilience  

Dark green 
Highly advantageous 
Option will produce significantly large increase in network resilience 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Option will produce moderate increase in network resilience 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Option will produce slight increase in network resilience 

Grey 
Neutral case 
No notable change in network resilience 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Option will produce slight decrease in network resilience 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Option will produce moderate decrease in network resilience 

Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Option will produce significantly large decrease in network resilience 

Safety performance of the Project delivery 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring: 

 The ability to successfully manage and control safety hazards that can cause 
a risk of harm to those who have to build the Project 

 to identify opportunities to improve safety performance against constraints 
within a corridor which may present a hazard with the potential to cause harm 

The evaluation implies that relevant and current legislative safety measures, for 
example the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015, are applied 
to manage and control the hazards. 

All of the significant constraints to each corridor have been considered and 
evaluated as to whether the constraint can provide opportunity to potentially improve 
safety performance. A safety performance improvement is likely to have a positive 
impact on legislative measures required. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention was rated is described as 
per the Table 8.5.  
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Table 8.5: Rating scale for safety performance of the Project delivery  

Dark green Highly advantageous 
Significant opportunity to improve safety performance 

Green Moderately advantageous 
Moderate opportunity to improve safety performance 

Light green Slightly advantageous 
Slight opportunity to improve safety performance 

Grey Neutral case 
No notable opportunity to improve safety performance 

Yellow Slightly disadvantageous 
Slight decrease in safety performance 

Amber Moderately disadvantageous 
Moderate decrease in safety performance 

Red Highly disadvantageous 
Significant decrease in safety performance 

Safety performance of the finished product 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring: 

 The improvement in the safety of the road network following the introduction 
of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway corridor; and 

 The improvement in the safety of road workers including emergency services, 
traffic officers and breakdown recovery providers 

The SERTM was used to measure the performance of the corridor options against 
the first of these criteria. The future-year traffic movements forecast by the model 
were used to predict the number of collisions and casualties likely to occur using the 
Department for Transport approved methodology. This applies collision rates and 
severity proportions to each road type based on national standards. Monetised 
values are then applied to the number of collisions predicted. By comparing the 
number of collisions and casualties expected on the network with and without the 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway, the improved levels of safety can be anticipated. 
Further details of this process can be found in Appendix G Traffic Modelling and 
Appraisal Report. 

It is therefore possible to predict the potential change in numbers of collisions and 
casualties within the assessment period and apply a monetised value to the safety 
improvement in line with WebTAG guidance. 

With regard to the second criteria of the safety of road workers including, emergency 
services, traffic officers and breakdown recovery providers; it is not possible at this 
stage of the process there is no discernible difference for corridor selection. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.6.  
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Table 8.6: Safety performance of the finalised product  

Dark green 
Highly advantageous 
Option will result in significant reduction in collisions across the 
network 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Option will result in moderate reduction in collisions across the network 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Option will result in slight reduction in collisions across the network 

Grey 
Neutral case 
No notable change in collisions across the network 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Option will result in slight increase in collisions across the network 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Option will result in moderate increase in collisions across the network 

Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Option will result in significant increase in collisions across the network 

8.2.2 Strategic transformation 

Alignment with other transport infrastructure  

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring: 

 the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway interacts with 
existing or proposed transport infrastructure, principally considering railways 
and strategic highways. 

Existing railways and strategic highways have been identified, along with those in the 
planning or delivery stage, within the corridor boundaries.  Where this transport 
infrastructure follows the alignment of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway, a 
degree of alignment based on a 7-point scale taking into account where alignment is 
advantageous is assigned. 

One of the objectives of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway is to provide for the 
missing link in the highway network. There is no existing east-west strategic highway 
network to influence this assessment. Alignment with existing roads may be 
advantageous in some instances. 

Alignment with rail infrastructure is considered to be advantageous because it 
improves the range of options for travelers to switch their mode of travel between 
road and rail.  

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.7.
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Table 8.7: Rating scale for alignment with other transport infrastructure 

Dark green 
Highly advantageous 
Corridor produces highly advantageous alignment with existing 
transport infrastructure 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Corridor produces moderately advantageous alignment with existing 
transport infrastructure 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Corridor produces slightly advantageous alignment with existing 
transport infrastructure 

Grey 
Neutral case 
No notable advantage in alignment with existing transport 
infrastructure 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Corridor produces slight disadvantageous alignment with existing 
transport infrastructure 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Corridor produces moderately disadvantageous alignment with existing 
transport infrastructure 

Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Corridor produces highly disadvantageous alignment with existing 
transport infrastructure 

Alignment with known and aspirational development 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring against 2 criteria. These are: 

 the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway can help facilitate 
planned and allocated development 

 the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway could help enable 
aspirational development, as a part of the National Infrastructure Commission 
vision for the corridor 

The planned and allocated development has been assessed by researching and 
defining the anticipated area of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway that could 
impact on the scale and nature of development. This is generally within 2.5 miles of 
the assumed mid-line of each corridor. Known planned development has also been 
mapped out, including schemes with planning permission and local plan allocations. 
For details, see Appendix C Growth and Economic Assessment Report. 

It is assessed that the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway can 
support planned and allocated development will depend on its ability to speed up 
and intensify development. The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway is mostly likely to 
do this for development anticipated to come forward later in existing local plan 
periods when the improvements will be in use. 
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Aspirational development is taken to be the National Infrastructure Commission’s 
vision of 1 million new homes together with associated jobs, economic activity and 
infrastructure in the corridor by 2050. The degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway fits with aspirational development was assessed as being the degree to 
which it provides reasonable access to the strategic road network. 

This would provide planners with the flexibility to optimise where and how to plan for 
new growth. Given the uncertainty about the location of the aspirational 
development, this issue was approached by assessing how much development 
capacity the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway could provide from each of the 
potential junctions along its corridor. This is estimated by: 

 defining assumed junctions on the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway for each 
corridor 

 estimating the spare capacity of each junction beyond the assumed capacity 
taken by wider background traffic growth 

 assigning trip generation rates to aspirational growth land uses 

 calculating the potential scale of development that each Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway junction could support, based on trip generation rates and spare 
capacity 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described in Table 8.8.  

Table 8.8: Rating scale for alignment with known and aspirational development  

Dark green 
Highly advantageous  
Corridor allows highly advantageous potential to facilitate development 
in the corridor 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Corridor allows moderately advantageous potential to facilitate 
development in the corridor 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous  
Corridor allows slightly advantageous potential to facilitate 
development in the corridor 

Grey 
Neutral case 
No notable potential for corridor to facilitate development in the 
corridor 

Yellow 

Slightly disadvantageous 
Corridor is slightly disadvantageous for potential to facilitate 
development in the corridor 
 

Amber 

Moderately disadvantageous 
Corridor is moderately disadvantageous for potential to facilitate 
development in the corridor 
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Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Corridor is highly disadvantageous for potential to facilitate 
development in the corridor 

8.2.3 Economic growth 

Economic density 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by: 

 The degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway improves the 
balance of jobs and workforce within the corridor and the degree to which 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway reduces the overall need to travel, by 
increasing the proportion of commuting trips that are within the corridor rather 
than outside the corridor; as an example, reducing commuting trips to 
London. 

 The potential to increase the density of housing development and allow for 
reductions in land-take for the same scale of development. 

 The potential to shift travel demand in favour of non-car-based modes of 
transport, for example, by facilitating development that can benefit from the 
proposed East West Rail. 

It is estimated the potential number of homes in the corridor and the resident 
workforce using projections of workers per household, from census data. This 
assessment required high level assumptions about the number of junctions for each 
corridor. The assumption should be taken to be representative, and may not match 
the number of junctions for the final corridor designs. From this, a ratio of jobs and 
workforce in the corridor and within each local authority is estimated, with a greater 
balance between the two representing a positive outcome.  

The degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway promotes sustainable 
development and growth with East West Rail and other public transport infrastructure 
has been assessed. This has been carried out by broadly assessing how: 

 a combination of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway and public transport 
helps development to occur at higher densities, with a resulting reduced need 
for land 

 the proximity of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway and public transport 
services encourages more public transport trips with associated benefits such 
as reduced carbon emissions. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.9.
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Table 8.9: Rating scale for economic density 

Dark green 

Highly advantageous  
Highly significant potential to facilitate development and balance 
workforce and jobs across the corridor. Significant potential to facilitate 
sustainable development. Significantly reduced land-take required for 
development. 

Green 

Moderately advantageous 
Moderate potential to facilitate development and balance workforce 
and jobs across the corridor. Moderate potential to facilitate 
sustainable development. Moderate reduced land-take required for 
development. 

Light green 

Slightly advantageous  
Slight potential to facilitate development and balance workforce and 
jobs across the corridor. Slight potential to facilitate sustainable 
development. Slightly reduced land-take required for development. 

Grey 

Neutral case 
No notable potential advantage to facilitate development and balance 
workforce and jobs across the corridor or facilitate sustainable 
development. No potential advantage to reduce land-take required for 
development. 

Yellow 

Slight disadvantageous  
Slight disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate development and 
balance workforce and jobs across the corridor. Slight 
disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate sustainable development. 
Slight disadvantageous potential failure for reduced land-take required 
for development. 

Amber 

Moderately disadvantageous  
Moderately disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate development 
and balance workforce and jobs across the corridor. Moderately 
disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate sustainable development. 
Moderately disadvantageous potential failure for reduced land-take 
required for development. 

Red 

Highly disadvantageous  
Highly disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate development and 
balance workforce and jobs across the corridor. Highly 
disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate sustainable development. 
Highly disadvantageous potential failure for reduced land-take required 
for development. 

Access to gateways and freight terminals  

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring how: 

 the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway facilitates connections to international 
destinations via road, rail and air. 
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Significant airports, shipping ports and rail freight terminals in an area extending out 
across the width of the country from coast to coast have been identified. 
Considerations have been given to those gateways and freight terminals for which 
the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway could be used as a direct link, or an 
enhancement to an existing link. It has been assessed how well the corridor would 
enhance routes to these destinations ranking the corridor options on a 7-point scale. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.10. 

Table 8.10: Rating scale for access to gateways and freight terminals 

Dark green 

Highly advantageous  
The corridor provides highly advantageous link to gateways and freight 
terminals or links to highways or railways that then link to gateways 
and freight terminals. 

Green 

Moderately advantageous 
The corridor provides moderately advantageous link to gateways and 
freight terminals or links to highways or railways that then link to 
gateways and freight terminals. 

Light green 

Slightly advantageous  
The corridor provides slightly advantageous link to gateways and 
freight terminals or links to highways or railways that then link to 
gateways and freight terminals. 

Grey 

Neutral case 
The corridor provides no advantageous link to gateways and freight 
terminals or links to highways or railways that then link to gateways 
and freight terminals. 

Yellow 

Slightly disadvantageous 
The corridor provides slightly disadvantageous link to gateways and 
freight terminals or links to highways or railways that then link to 
gateways and freight terminals. 

Amber 

Moderately disadvantageous 
The corridor provides moderately disadvantageous link to gateways 
and freight terminals or links to highways or railways that then link to 
gateways and freight terminals. 

Red 

Highly disadvantageous 
The corridor provides highly disadvantageous link to gateways and 
freight terminals or links to highways or railways that then link to 
gateways and freight terminals. 

Dependent development including jobs and housing 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring: 

 the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway can help facilitate 
planned and allocated development 
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 the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway fits with 
aspirational development, principally as set out in the National Infrastructure 
Commission’s vision for the corridor 

 the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway optimises 
sustainable development and growth interactions with the proposed East 
West Rail and other public transport infrastructure 

The planned and allocated development has been assessed by researching and 
defining a primary study area. This study area has been assessed as an area within 
which there is an anticipated impact of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway on the 
scale and nature of development. This is generally within 2.5 miles of the mid-line of 
each corridor. Known planned development has also been mapped out, including 
schemes with planning permission and local plan allocations. 

It is assumed that the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway can 
facilitate planned and allocated development will depend on its ability to speed up or 
intensify development. The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway is most likely to do this 
for planned and allocated development anticipated to come forward later in local plan 
periods. 

Aspirational development is taken to be the National Infrastructure Commission’s 
vision of 1 million new homes together with associated jobs, economic activity and 
infrastructure in the corridor by 2050. The degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway fits with aspirational development was assessed as being the degree to 
which it provides reasonable access to the strategic road network has been 
assessed. Further description on this is contained in Section 8.2.3. 

The degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway promotes sustainable 
development and growth with East West Rail and other public transport infrastructure 
has been assessed. This has been carried out by broadly assessing how: 

 a combination of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway and public transport 
helps development to occur at higher densities, with a resulting reduced need 
for land. This can deliver the same quantity of development or allows more 
development on the same quantity of land 

 close proximity of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway and public transport 
services encourage more public transport trips with consequent benefits for, 
as an example, reduced carbon emissions. 

The assessment of the interaction between road and rail has not progressed 
sufficiently to estimate changes to modal split for development near public transport 
services. Therefore, a level of sensitivity testing has been carried out to illustrate the 
implications of possible changes to modal split. This assessment is the same as that 
carried out for the strategic transformation objective, alignment with known and 
aspirational development. The ratings for the different corridors for this objective are 
therefore consistent. 
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The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.11.  

Table 8.11: Rating scale for dependent development including jobs and 
housing 

Dark green 

Highly advantageous  
Highly advantageous potential to facilitate development and balance 
workforce and jobs across the corridor with significant potential to 
facilitate development with relatively limited land-take 

Green 

Moderately advantageous 
Moderately advantageous potential to facilitate development and 
balance workforce and jobs across the corridor with moderate potential 
to facilitate development with limited land-take. 
 

Light green 

Slightly advantageous  
Slight advantageous potential to facilitate development and balance 
workforce and jobs across the corridor with slight potential to facilitate 
development with limited land-take. 

Grey 

Neutral case 
No notable advantageous potential to facilitate development and 
balance workforce and jobs across the corridor with no notable 
potential to facilitate development with limited land-take. 

Yellow 

Slightly disadvantageous 
Slight disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate development and 
balance workforce and jobs across the corridor with slightly 
disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate development with limited 
land-take. 

Amber 

Moderately disadvantageous 
Moderately disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate development 
and balance workforce and jobs across the corridor with moderately 
disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate development with limited 
land-take. 

Red 

Highly disadvantageous 
Highly disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate development or 
substantial failure to balance workforce and jobs across the corridor. 
Highly disadvantageous potential failure to facilitate development with 
limited land-take. 

Skills Impact   

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring how: 

 the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway helps to facilitate a sustained and long-
term step-change increase in skills levels and worker incomes across the 
corridor. 
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Skills impacts have been assessed by using an economy model to produce 
projections of employment by industry, occupation, wage level and skill level for each 
corridor option, and for a business-as-usual scenario. 

These model results are compared to quantify the net change in demand for high-
skill occupations, and the availability of high-wage employment, within the study area 
as a direct result of each corridor. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.12.  

Table 8.12: Rating scale for skills impact 

Dark green 

Highly advantageous 
Highly advantageous potential for a per annum growth rate of number 
of workers in high-skilled occupations above the 1981-2008 growth 
rate. 
 

Green 

Moderately advantageous 
Moderately advantageous potential for a per annum growth rate of 
number of workers in high-skilled occupations above the 1981-2008 
growth rate. 

Light green 

Slightly advantageous  
Slight advantageous potential for a per annum growth rate of number 
of workers in high-skilled occupations above the 1981-2008 growth 
rate. 

Grey 

Neutral case 
No notable advantageous potential for a per annum growth rate of 
number of workers in high-skilled occupations above the 1981-2008 
growth rate. 

Yellow 

Slightly disadvantageous 
Slight disadvantageous potential for a per annum growth rate of 
number of workers in high-skilled occupations below the 1981-2008 
growth rate. 

Amber 

Moderately disadvantageous 
Moderately disadvantageous potential for a per annum growth rate of 
number of workers in high-skilled occupations below the 1981-2008 
growth rate. 

Red 

Highly disadvantageous 
Highly disadvantageous potential for a per annum growth rate of 
number of workers in high-skilled occupations below the 1981-2008 
growth rate. 
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8.2.4 Skills and accessibility 

Improve wider access to jobs by: reducing journey times 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring: 

 the reduction in journey time to employment destinations for the working 
population. 

Analysis has been undertaken using the South East Regional Transport Model 
(SERTM) to determine the impact of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway on an 
increase in the working population that would be within a 45-minute car journey time 
of the major employment destinations in the region. This should lead to a better fit 
between available jobs and workers with the skills to fill those jobs. 

Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge have been selected as representative 
employment centres. Four key areas within each of these centres were chosen, as a 
sample for the corridor, to represent the main large employment destinations such as 
business parks, hospitals and universities. Therefore, 12 major employment 
destination areas in total have been used in the analysis.  

The morning peak journey times within the SERTM were analysed to produce a list 
of all origin zones which are accessible to these destination zones within a 45-minute 
journey time. This was carried out both with and without the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway. The working population for each of these origin zones was calculated 
using census data and then summed to represent the total working population that 
can access each employment destination within the defined journey time. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.13. 

Table 8.13: Rating scale for Improve wider access to jobs by: reducing journey 
times 

Dark green 
Highly advantageous  
Highly significant increase in the working population within a 45-
minute journey time of the main employment destinations. 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Moderately significant increase in the working population within 
a 45-minute journey time of the main employment destinations. 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous  
Slightly significant increase in the working population within a 
45-minute journey time of the main employment destinations. 

Grey 

Neutral case 
No notable advantageous change in the working population 
within a 45-minute journey time of the main employment 
destinations. 
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Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Slightly significant decrease in the working population within a 
45-minute journey time of the main employment destinations. 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Moderately significant decrease in the working population within 
a 45-minute journey time of the main employment destinations. 

Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Highly significant decrease in the working population within a 45-
minute journey time of the main employment destinations. 

Improve wider access to jobs by: supporting access to public transportation 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring: 

 The degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway helps facilitate 
access to existing or planned public transportation, principally railway stations 
and park and ride facilities that link to major employment destinations. 

The relevant public transport links have been identified, which in the corridor are 
primarily rail, including the railway stations that exist within each corridor servicing 
the major employment destinations were identified.  Oxford, Milton Keynes and 
Cambridge are identified as major employment centres, which contain significant 
employment destinations such as business parks, hospitals and universities.  

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described in Table 8.14. 

Table 8.14: Rating scale for Improve wider access to jobs by: supporting 
access to public transportation 

Dark green 

Highly advantageous  
Corridor has highly advantageous potential to provide connections to 
existing or planned public transport access points which serve major 
employment destinations. 

Green 

Moderately advantageous 
Corridor has moderately advantageous potential to provide 
connections to existing or planned public transport access points which 
serve major employment destinations. 

Light green 

Slightly advantageous  
Corridor has slightly advantageous potential to provide connections to 
existing or planned public transport access points which serve major 
employment destinations. 

Grey 
Neutral case 
No notable advantageous potential to provide connections to existing 
or planned public transport access points. 
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Yellow 

Slightly disadvantageous 
Corridor has slightly disadvantageous potential failure to provide 
connections to existing or planned public transport access points which 
serve major employment destinations. 

Amber 

Moderately disadvantageous 
Corridor has moderately disadvantageous potential failure to provide 
connections to existing or planned public transport access points which 
serve major employment destinations. 

Red 

Highly disadvantageous 
Corridor has highly disadvantageous potential failure to provide 
connections to existing or planned public transport access points which 
serve major employment destinations. 

Improve wider access to jobs by: improving connection between homes and 
employment 

The performance of each corridor option against this objective has been assessed 
by measuring:  

 the degree to which the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway improves the 
balance of jobs and workforce within the corridor. This should also have the 
effect of increasing the proportion of commuting trips that travel within, rather 
than to outside, the corridor (for example to London) 

These effects were modelled by estimating the potential number of homes in the 
corridor and the resulting resident workforce, using projections of workers per 
household. From this, a ratio of jobs and workforce in the corridor and within each 
local authority is estimated, with a greater balance between the two representing a 
positive outcome. Due to the similarities in approach, the assessment of this 
objective is taken to be the same as the first part of Section 8.2.4, economic growth: 
economic density.  

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.15.  

Table 8.15: Rating scale for Improve wider access to jobs by: improving 
connection between homes and employment 

Dark green 

Highly advantageous  
Potential to provide a 1:1 ratio of jobs and workforce in the corridor and 
within each local authority with a potential significant increase in 
commuting trips with a destination within the corridor. 

Green 

Moderately advantageous 
Potential to provide a 1:1 ratio of jobs and workforce in the corridor and 
within each local authority with a potential moderate increase in 
commuting trips with a destination within the corridor. 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous  
Potential to provide a 1:1 ratio of jobs and workforce in the corridor and 
within each local authority with a potential slight increase in commuting 
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trips with a destination within the corridor. 

Grey 

Neutral case 
No notable potential to provide to provide a 1:1 ratio of jobs and 
workforce in the corridor with no change in commuting trips with a 
destination within the corridor 

Yellow 

Slightly disadvantageous 
Slightly worse ratio of jobs to workforce in the corridor and within each 
local authority than at present with slightly fewer potential commuting 
trips within the corridor than at present. 

Amber 

Moderately disadvantageous 
Moderately worse ratio of jobs to workforce in the corridor and within 
each local authority than at present with moderately fewer potential 
commuting trips within the corridor than at present. 

Red 

Highly disadvantageous 
Highly significant worse ratio of jobs to workforce in the corridor and 
within each local authority than at present with significantly fewer 
potential commuting trips within the corridor than at present. 

8.2.5 Planning for the future 

Provide infrastructure that facilitates access for traffic onto the Strategic Road 
Network (SRN) – “Right traffic on the right roads”  

The performance of each corridor option against this intervention objective has been 
assessed by measuring: 

 the proximity of Oxford to Cambridge Expressway to existing and proposed 
population centres and economic and industrial centres thus reducing the 
distance of travel from these concentrations of people to the SRN. 

The optimal corridor option, for this objective, would be one that connects the most 
centres of population and industry, including proposed ones, allowing traffic from 
these to use the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway.  

It should be noted that it is not the function of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway 
to offer alternatives for short distance movements for local traffic. Short distance 
journeys would limit the capacity of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway and 
potentially cause safety issues as traffic slows and speeds up at junctions.  A 
balance will need to be struck as the design develops with consideration given to the 
location of junctions and local road amendments to provide appropriate 
infrastructure. This is the significance of the phrase “Right traffic on the right roads”. 

The corridors have been assessed based on the number of existing and proposed 
population centres and economic and industrial centres within the corridor, or close 
to it on the outer edge of the boundary, taking into account the scale of those 
developments. 
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The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.16.  

Table 8.16: Rating scale for “Right traffic on the right roads” 

Dark green 

Highly advantageous 
Corridor is optimal, serving the largest number of existing 
or proposed population, economic, and industrial centres 
within or in close proximity to the corridor. 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Corridor has good performance serving many centres but 
falls just short of the optimal solution. 

Light green 

Slightly advantageous 
Corridor serves some centres but not close to being 
optimal. 

Grey Neutral case 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Corridor prevents access to some centres. 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Corridor prevents access to most centres. 

Red 

Highly disadvantageous 
Corridor prevents access to all existing or proposed 
population, economic, and industrial centres within or in 
close proximity to the corridor. 

Promote access to public transport 

The performance of each corridor option against this intervention objective has been 
assessed by measuring: 

 The degree to which Oxford to Cambridge Expressway facilitates access to 
existing or planned public transportation, principally transport hubs including 
railway stations, airports and park and ride facilities. 

The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway, whilst increasing the overall capacity of the 
transport network, can also help increase the use of public transport within and 
between existing centres of population, employment and other facilities.  This 
includes allowing improvement to services whether this be new public transport 
routes (long-distance coaches) or by diverting traffic onto the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway freeing up existing roads for other traffic including public transport.  

The corridors have been assessed based on the number of existing or proposed 
public transport hubs within the corridor, or close to it on the outer edge of the 
boundary.   

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.17. 
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Table 8.17: Rating scale for Promote access to public transport 

Dark green 
Highly advantageous 
Corridor provides optimal access to public transport hubs. 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Corridor provides access to most public transport hubs. 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Corridor provides access to some public transport hubs. 

Grey Neutral case 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Corridor prevents access to some public transport hubs. 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Corridor prevents access to most public transport hubs. 

Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Corridor prevents access to public transport hubs. 

Support future transport technology (improved safety, electric vehicles, low-
emission vehicles etc.) 

The performance of each corridor option against this intervention objective has been 
assessed by measuring: 

 The degree to which Oxford to Cambridge Expressway accommodates the 
technology that is necessary to support road worker and road user safety; 
reduced journey times and journey time reliability. 

Technology has been considered in 3 categories: 

 Off corridor: this includes traffic control centre systems and operations. 

 On-corridor outside-vehicle: this includes queue detection systems, variable 
speed limit and incident management to achieve lane closures (red X for lane 
closures and road closures for planned and reactive activities).  This group 
also includes electric-vehicle charging, which is assumed to be provided at 
service areas accessed from junctions. 

 On-corridor in-vehicle: it is assumed that ‘connected vehicles’ technology will 
need to support in-vehicle displays of speed limit and lane.  This is likely to 
require a high-speed and high-capacity data corridor, to support vehicle-to-
infrastructure connectivity. 

The corridors have been assessed to identify any potential barriers to these 
technologies being accommodated. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.18. 
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Table 8.18: Rating scale for support future transport technology 

Dark green 

Highly advantageous 
Corridor can accommodate all likely beneficial technology – 
gantries and other technology for mandatory variable speed 
limit and driver information (safety); electric charging in off-
network service areas. 

Green 

Moderately advantageous 
Corridor accommodates some of the likely technology. 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Corridor accommodates all likely technology with some 
additional input to overcome identified restrictions. 

Grey Neutral case  

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Corridor cannot accommodate some of the likely 
technology. 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Corridor cannot accommodate most of the likely technology. 

Red 

Highly advantageous 
Corridor cannot accommodate technology for example 
forward visibility poor due to severe vertical/horizontal 
alignment, and/or environmental constraints restricted 
message signs/sign/signal gantries/off network service 
areas with electric charging 

Improve walking, cycling, and horse-riding links between communities and 
core traffic generators 

The performance of each corridor option against this intervention objective has been 
assessed by measuring: 

 The degree to which Oxford to Cambridge Expressway meets the needs of 
pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders, collectively known as Non-Motorised 
Users (NMUs).  This includes trips to work, college and school and for 
leisure. 

The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway will unavoidably cross existing NMU routes, 
and in these cases alternative routes would need to be accommodated.  The Project 
can also provide improvement in routes by reducing existing severance and 
providing new routes, for example a route on the edge of the corridor, fenced to 
separate users from the road. 

The corridors have been assessed based on the scope to address existing 
severance, such as where existing major roads make walking, cycling and horse-
riding unattractive or less safe.  They have also been assessed to identify whether 
some corridors could not accommodate appropriate provision for these user groups. 
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The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described as per Table 8.19.  

Table 8.19: Rating scale for Improve walking, cycling, and horse-riding links 

Dark green 

Highly advantageous: 

 Corridor has the potential to accommodate a parallel 
cycle route (outside Oxford to Cambridge Expressway 
boundary). 

 no severance of existing NMU routes without alternative 
provision; capacity for improved provision of attractive, 
safe convenient NMU routes especially connecting 
residential-education-employment-leisure locations. 

 Both utility/active travel and leisure use provision for 
walking and cycling (for example short direct routes to 
schools, quiet scenic routes for leisure, fast routes for 
exercise).  

 Enables horse-riding circuits of approximately 8 miles. 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Corridor accommodates most of the NMU links and 
enhancements.  

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Corridor accommodates most of the NMU links and some 
enhancements. 

Grey 
Neutral case 
Corridor accommodates the existing NMU links but does not 
provide any enhancements. 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Corridor only accommodates some of the existing NMU 
links but does not provide any enhancements. 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Corridor accommodates few of the existing NMU links but 
does not provide any enhancements. 

Red 

Highly disadvantageous: 

 No space for a parallel cycle route (outside Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway boundary) or suitable 
alternative on other roads 

 Existing severance or NMU network gaps retained; 
new severance created; potential routes 
unattractive/unsafe 

 Poor quality/connectivity/continuity NMU routes 
especially connecting residential-education-
employment-leisure locations. 

 Routes require long diversions away from desire 
lines/ long delays (for example multi-stage crossings 
at junctions). 

Routes impassable for some users. 
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Integrate with existing and known future multimodal projects 

The performance of each corridor option against this intervention objective has been 
assessed by measuring: 

 The proximity of Oxford to Cambridge Expressway to existing and proposed 
multimodal infrastructure. 

Integration of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway is considered to be achieved 
where proposals can be developed to align with existing and future multimodal 
projects.  An example would be the potential to route the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway near a railway station or park and ride facility and provide junctions to 
facilitate access to these. 

The principal multimodal project is the proposed East West Rail project. Other 
multimodal projects include further development of park and ride facilities.  More 
localised multimodal projects or facilities, such as improving cycling/walking routes or 
local bus routes, are not considered in this intervention objective at this stage on the 
basis that these facilities can be developed and varied to match the corridor and do 
not differentiate between the corridors. 

The corridors have been assessed according to how well they can integrate with 
these proposals, for instance by their proximity to the proposed East West Rail. 

The 7-point scale against which this particular intervention objective was rated is 
described in Table 8.20.  

Table 8.20: Rating scale for integrate with existing and known future 
multimodal projects 

Dark green 
Highly advantageous 
Corridor provides optimal opportunity to integrate with 
existing and known future multimodal infrastructure. 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Corridor provides good opportunity to integrate with 
existing and known future multimodal infrastructure. 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Corridor provides some opportunity to integrate with 
existing and known future multimodal infrastructure. 

Grey Neutral case 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Corridor prevents integration with some existing and 
known future multimodal infrastructure. 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Corridor prevents integration with most existing and known 
future multimodal infrastructure. 

Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Corridor provides worst opportunity to integrate with 
existing and known future multimodal infrastructure. 
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8.2.6 Environment 

The following provides a description of the environmental assessment methodology 
and the approach to rating and evaluation against the environmental intervention 
objectives. 

The environmental assessment methodology sets out, as far as it is appropriate and 
proportionate at this stage, to: 

 identify possible significant effects that could arise 

 understand and categorise the extent to which any identified possible 
significant effects should be a consideration in the corridor selection process. 

The assessment methodologies vary for each environment topic. They are typically 
based on Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Volume 11, Environmental 
Assessment (HMSO, 2008 and as amended) Scoping or Stage 1 methodologies or 
equivalent. An outline of the methodologies used for each topic assessment is 
provided in Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 2.  

A detailed assessment to meet all the requirements of the Infrastructure Planning 
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017 will be undertaken during 
Stage 3 (Preliminary Design) of the Project. 

To support this process, as well as subsequent more detailed environmental 
assessment work, a large body of information on environmental features and 
constraints within the study area has been collated and stored on a Project 
Geographical Information System (GIS). 

For easily accessible visual presentation of the most important environmental 
constraints, the GIS has been used to generate ‘constraints maps’. 

Constraint mapping criteria have been developed to facilitate mapping of important 
environmental constraints. The criteria are primarily based on constraints highlighted 
in the National Networks National Policy Statement (NN NPS) (DfT, 2014) as being 
important to decision making.  For reasons of practicality, only those constraints that 
can be mapped using robust data from reliable sources have been included.  It is 
important to note that the constraints maps generated are intended as a pragmatic 
visual aid. They do not show all constraints, however all constraints have been taken 
into consideration for the purposes of evaluating and comparing the corridor options. 

The constraints mapping criteria table is presented in Appendix E Supplementary 
Environmental Information Section 2. Three categories of constraints are identified 
under the headings of Tier I, Tier II and Tier III constraints. The constraints were 
assigned to a category based on their significance and the level of protection 
afforded within the NN NPS.  

Tier I constraints are considered to be of the most importance of highest significance 
within the NN NPS. These include internationally designated sites such as World 
Heritage Sites and Special Areas of Conservation and nationally designated sites 
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including Sites of Special Scientific Interest and Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty. These are features where the NN NPS states that substantial harm should 
be ‘wholly exceptional’ or ‘in exceptional circumstances’. The Secretary of State can 
refuse consent where the potential impacts on these features outweigh the benefits 
of the Project as a whole. 

Tier II constraints are those that have due emphasis within the NN NPS, such as Air 
Quality Management Areas and Noise Important Areas. Tier III constraints are of 
importance but have less emphasis within the NN NPS; they include non-designated 
heritage assets of archaeological interest and non-statutory designated sites for 
nature conservation. The list of constraints identified for each tier is given in Table 
8.21. Further details can be found in Appendix E Supplementary Environmental 
Information Section 2. 

Table 8.21: Example of constraints considered at Stage 1A against Tier (see 
Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 2 for full list). 

Receptor Tier I constraints Tier II and III constraints 

Air quality None identified AQMA 
SAC; SPA, Ramsar sites 
Ecologically designated SSSIs 
Residential properties and other 
sensitive human receptor sites 

Cultural 
heritage 

World Heritage Site 
Scheduled Monument 
Listed buildings (Grade I & II*) 
RPG (Grade I and Grade II*) 
Registered battlefield 

Grade II listed building 
Grade II RPG 
Conservation Area 

Landscape National Parks 
AONB 

Setting of National Parks/AONB 
Local landscape designations 

Nature 
conservation 

SAC; SPA, Ramsar sites 
Ecologically designated SSSIs 
NNRs 
Ancient Woodland 

Non-statutory designated sites 
(LNRs, LWSs and RSPB 
reserves) 
Priority habitat 

Geology and 
soils 

SAC, SPA  
Geological SSSI  
NNR 

Operational mines and quarries 
Mineral Safeguarding Areas 
Authorised landfill sites. 

Noise and 
vibration 

None identified Noise Important Area 
Noise sensitive premises 

People and 
communities 

Communities (where the 
highway would introduce direct 
severance)  

Existing open space, sports and 
recreational buildings and land, 
including country parks and war 
cemeteries 
Best and most versatile 
agricultural land (grade 1 – 3a); 
Residential properties 
Community facilities including 
educational, healthcare and 
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Receptor Tier I constraints Tier II and III constraints 

places of worship 
National trails, National and 
regional cycle routes. 

Road 
drainage and 
the water 
environment 

Flood zone 3b 
SPZ1  

Flood zone 2 and 3a 
High and medium surface water 
flood risk 
Very high, high or medium 
groundwater flood risk 
SPZ 2 and 3 
Principal Aquifers 
Secondary A and B Aquifers 

The constraints maps are presented in Appendix A, Existing Conditions Figures.    

The environmental topics considered, and the approach to rating for each 
environmental intervention objective, are identified below. 

Environment intervention objective 1 – Improve the net environmental impact 
of transport on communities  

Potential significant effects were characterised for the following environmental topics:  

 Noise and vibration 

 Air quality 

 People and communities 

The rating is made with reference to the 7-point scale as described in Table 8.22.  

Table 8.22: Rating scale for ‘improve the net environmental impact of transport 
on communities’ 

Dark green 
Highly advantageous 
Full compliance with relevant intervention objectives 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Significant net beneficial effects (likely) 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Potential net beneficial effects (opportunity) 

Grey 

Neutral case 
No effect or net neutral effects due to the balancing of 
positive and negative effects 
 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Potential significant net adverse effects – mitigation may be 
possible  

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Significant net adverse effects – unlikely to be able to 
mitigate (Tier II, III and any other constraint) 
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Red 

Highly disadvantageous 
Significant adverse effect – unlikely to be able to mitigate, 
potentially not compliant with NN NPS policies (‘Tier I’ 
constraints only) 

The rationale for each of the rating colour codes is provided below.  

Full compliance with relevant intervention objectives (dark green) – where it is 
considered the scheme would fully comply with the relevant environment intervention 
objectives.  

Significant net beneficial effect (mid-green) – where there would likely be significant 
net beneficial effects on the environment.  

Potential net beneficial effect (light green) – where there may be an opportunity for 
potential net beneficial effects on the environment.  

Neutral (grey) – where there would be no effect, a balancing of positive and negative 
effects, or where there may be a slight adverse or beneficial effect that is not 
considered to be material to making a corridor selection decision at Stage 1A. 

Potential significant net adverse effect (yellow) – where there is the potential for 
significant net adverse effects but the adoption of well-proven effective mitigation 
could avoid a significant effect. At this stage, possible mitigation would include 
avoiding constraints through careful route alignment. 

Significant net adverse effect (amber) – where it is likely that there would be 
significant net adverse effects on environmental constraints (Tier II and III 
constraints) that would be unavoidable, could not be designed out and outweigh the 
potential beneficial effects.  

Significant adverse effect (red) – where it is likely that there would be significant 
adverse effects on Tier I constraints (see Table 8.22). 

Environment intervention objective 2 – Reduce the impact of new 
infrastructure on natural and historic environment by design 

Potential significant effects were characterised for the following environmental topics:  

 Landscape 

 Cultural heritage 

 Nature conservation 

 Geology and soils 

 Road drainage and the water environment 

The rating is made with reference to the 7-point scale as described in Table 8.23. 
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Table 8.23: Rating scale for ‘reduce the impact of new infrastructure on natural 
and historic environment by design’ 

Dark green 
Highly advantageous 
Full compliance with relevant intervention objectives 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Significant beneficial effects (likely) 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Potential beneficial effects (opportunity) 

Grey 
Neutral case 
No effect or slight adverse or beneficial effect that is not 
material to a corridor decision at this stage 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Potential significant adverse effects – mitigation may be 
possible  

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Significant adverse effects – unlikely to be able to mitigate 
(Tier II, III and any other constraint) 

Red 

Highly disadvantageous 
Significant adverse effect – unlikely to be able to mitigate, 
potentially not compliant with NN NPS policies (‘Tier I’ 
constraints only) 

 
The rationale for each of the rating colour codes is provided below.  

Full compliance with relevant intervention objectives (dark green) – where it is 
considered the scheme would fully comply with the relevant environment intervention 
objectives.  

Significant beneficial effect (mid-green) – where there would likely be significant 
beneficial effects on the environment.  

Potential beneficial effect (light green) – where there may be an opportunity for 
potential beneficial effects on the environment. 

Neutral (grey) – where there would be no effect, a balancing of positive and negative 
effects, or where there may be a slight adverse or beneficial effect that is considered 
to not be material to making a corridor selection decision at Stage 1A. 

Potential significant adverse effect (yellow) – where there is the potential for 
significant adverse effects but the adoption of well-proven effective mitigation could 
avoid a significant effect. Possible mitigation would include avoiding constraints 
through route alignment. 

Significant adverse effect (amber) – where it is likely that there would be significant 
adverse effects on environmental constraints (Tier II and III constraints) (see Table 
8.21) that would be unavoidable and could not be designed out.  
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Significant adverse effect (red) – where it is likely that there would be significant 
adverse effects on Tier I constraints (see Table 8.21) that would be unavoidable and 
could not be designed out.  

Environment intervention objective 3 – No net ecology loss 

The objective around no net ecology loss is about seeking to avoid impacts on 
ecology through the mitigation hierarchy (avoid, minimise and restore) and then 
providing compensatory habitat to balance any residual negative effects on 
biodiversity with at least equivalent gains.8 

A high-level assessment 9  of all corridors was undertaken and concluded that 
offsetting is viable for all corridors. This is because there are extensive opportunities 
for biodiversity gain across each corridor that could be used to offset any loss of 
habitat. Therefore, at Stage 1A all corridor options are assessed equally. Further 
work will be undertaken at Stage 1B, to provide quantitative estimates for the 
potential gains which will be used to inform route identification.  

8.2.7 Innovation 

Promote the use of current and future technologies to support shorter journey 
times and reliability 

The evaluation of corridors addresses whether any constraints or opportunities exist 
that would impede any future technologies. These might include barriers to corridor 
technology for example vertical and horizontal alignment that might impede forward 
visibility to signs and signalling for Variable Mandatory Speed Limit which is an 
important tool in managing flow breakdown and providing journey reliability. 

Table 8.24: Rating scale for promote the use of current and future technologies 
to support shorter journey times and reliability 

Dark green 

Highly advantageous 
Corridor provides optimal opportunities to promote the use of current 
and future technologies 
 

Green 

Moderately advantageous 
Corridor provides moderate opportunities to promote the use of current 
and future technologies 
 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Corridor provides slight opportunities to promote the use of current and 
future technologies 

                                                                 
8
 Department for Transport, 2014. National Policy Statement for National Networks Available online: 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/387223/npsnn-web.pdf 

 
9
 HMSO, 2008 and as amended. Design Manual for Roads and Bridges. Volume 11, Environmental Assessment. Available 
online: http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol11/section3.htm 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/387223/npsnn-web.pdf
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/ha/standards/dmrb/vol11/section3.htm
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Grey 
Neutral case 
No notable differentiation from other corridor alternatives 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Corridor provides slight constraints to promote the use of current and 
future technologies 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Corridor provides moderate constraints to promote the use of current 
and future technologies 

Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Corridor provides no opportunities to promote the use of current and 
future technologies 

Promote technology use to enable customers to adopt sustainable transport 

The evaluation addresses whether there are barriers to, or opportunities for, the 
provision of technology, and the scope for that technology to bring benefit.  For 
example, information on-corridor about access to the proposed East West Rail might 
promote multimodal journeys or modal shift (for example, rail instead of road).  
Corridor options closer to sustainable transport routes and facilities might have 
greater scope for technology to facilitate modal shift. 

Table 8.25: Rating scale for promote technology use to enable customers to 
adopt sustainable transport 

Dark green 
Highly advantageous 
Corridor provides optimal opportunities to promote technology to 
enable customers to adopt sustainable transport 

Green 
Moderately advantageous 
Corridor provides moderate opportunities to promote technology to 
enable customers to adopt sustainable transport 

Light green 
Slightly advantageous 
Corridor provides slight opportunities to promote technology to enable 
customers to adopt sustainable transport 

Grey 
Neutral case 
No notable differentiation from other corridor alternatives 

Yellow 
Slightly disadvantageous 
Corridor provides slight constraints to promote technology to enable 
customers to adopt sustainable transport 

Amber 
Moderately disadvantageous 
Corridor provides moderate constraints to promote technology to 
enable customers to adopt sustainable transport 

Red 
Highly disadvantageous 
Corridor provides no opportunities to promote technology to enable 
customers to adopt sustainable transport 
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9. Detailed assessment of Corridor A 

This section details the assessment of Corridor A. The assessment is based on the 
sifting methodology detailed in Section 8. Each area has been assessed against the 
Project objectives outlined in Section 2. 

9.1 Connectivity  

The strategic objective for connectivity is to ‘provide an east-west strategic road link 
between Milton Keynes and Oxford that delivers enhanced connectivity through 
faster, safer and more reliable connections across the corridor in the broad arc from 
Oxford to Cambridge via Milton Keynes’. Five intervention objectives have been 
identified as contributing to achieving the strategic objective. Corridor A is assessed 
in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 

9.1.1 Reduce journey times 

For Corridor A, the model provides an indicative monetised total journey time saving 
of £2.53 billion across the network over the assessment period. The table 9.1 shows 
the indicative time savings for journeys, between the M4 J13 at Chieveley and the 
M1 J13 at Milton Keynes, using the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. The average 
journey speed along this route in the morning peak in the year 2041 is modelled as 
55 miles per hour. 

Table 9.1: Journey time savings (minutes) for Corridor A in 2041, compared 
with a no Oxford to Cambridge Expressway option 

Direction Morning peak Between 
peak 

Evening peak 

Eastbound 38 30 40 

Westbound 39 31 35 

This option rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

9.1.2 Improve journey time reliability 

A stress-based method was used to assess the increase in journey time reliability as 
a consequence of the introduction of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway.  The 
method is based on the assumption that reliability is linked to the decline in flows that 
occur as the capacity of the road is reached.  Further details of this method can be 
found in Appendix G. 

Whilst the Do Minimum scenario average stress value is higher than in Do 
Something scenarios it is below the 75% threshold in both Do Minimum and Do 
Something. WebTAG guidance indicates that in this situation the impact will be 
neutral. Table 9.2 summarises the results of stress test for Corridor A.
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Table 9.2: Stress Analysis Results – Corridor A 

Route Without Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway 

With Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway 

Existing Route 59.9 % 51.9% 

Corridor A N/A 46.8% 

It is concluded that a proportionate stress-based method, which has been adopted 
for this early stage of appraisal, has provided early indicative evidence of reliability 
benefits associated with the Project. Given that the Project will result in significant 
travel time savings, it is reasonable to suggest that there will a positive impact on 
journey time reliability, which is to be captured through a more comprehensive 
method at the next stages of scheme appraisal. 

Corridor A rates light green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

9.1.3 Promote resilience 

Corridor A performs well against this objective. The entire corridor is anticipated to 
be entirely offline therefore providing a completely new addition to the Strategic 
Road Network (SRN) and thereby an alternative route which will enable greater 
network resilience in times of challenges to normal operating conditions. 

This option rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

9.1.4 Safety performance of the Project delivery 

There are moderate levels of significant hazards identified within the corridor that 
have the potential to harm. The key hazards identified were interfaces with existing 
transport infrastructure and utility transmission networks. This has the potential to 
affect the safety performance of the Project if not managed sufficiently but there are 
good levels of opportunity to improve safety performance through implementation of 
additional control measures. 

The preferred control measure would be to design the geometry of the proposed 
carriageway to avoid these hazards. The option to use open land away from the 
transport infrastructure would provide the opportunity to improve safety performance. 

With moderate levels of hazard and good levels of opportunity to mitigate, Corridor A 
is rated green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention 
objective. 

9.1.5 Safety Performance of the finished product 

Table 9.3 indicates that for Corridor A there will be an estimated reduction of 1,100 
personal injury collisions over the assessment period on the road network as a 
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consequence of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway being introduced in Corridor 
A. This will see an estimated reduction of 1,422 in the number of casualties arising 
from these collisions.  

Overall, this translates into estimated monetised benefits of £74.8 million over the 
assessment period due to the reduction in the number of collisions and casualties. 

Table 9.3: Estimated reduction in the number of collisions and casualties and 
monetised benefit for Corridor A over the assessment period 

Criteria Value 

Reduction in the total number of 
personal injury collisions 

1,100 

Reduction in the 
number of 
casualties 

Fatal 21 

Serious 301 

Slight 1,100 

Total 1,422 

Monetised Benefits (£m) 74.8 

This option is rated light green (slightly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

9.1.6 Summary 

This strategic objective is to provide enhanced connectivity through faster, safer and 
more reliable connections across the corridor in the broad arc between Oxford and 
Cambridge via Milton Keynes. 

The assessment for this strategic objective is summarised in Table 9.4. 

Table 9.4: Summary rating for connectivity 

Intervention objective A 

1. Reduce journey times 
Dark 

green 

2. Improve journey time reliability 
Light 

green 

 3. Promote resilience 
Dark 

green 

 4. Safety performance of the Project delivery Green 
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Intervention objective A 

 5. Safety performance of the finished product 
Light 

green 

OVERALL RATING Green 

9.2 Strategic transformation 

The strategic objective for strategic transformation is to ‘support the creation of an 
integrated corridor between Oxford and Cambridge, reflecting and advancing plans 
for infrastructure, housing, business investment and development’. Two intervention 
objectives have been identified which both contribute to achieving the strategic 
objective. Corridor A is assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of 
the CAR. 

9.2.1 Alignment with other transport infrastructure 

Corridor A connects equally well with the strategic roads network including the A34, 
M40, A5 and M1. 

Corridor A is routed around the south and east of Oxford and does not contain 
Oxford or Oxford Parkway railway stations within its boundary, as these are on the 
west and north of the corridor. The corridor could allow connection to Haddenham 
and Leighton Buzzard on railway mainlines toward London and Birmingham and also 
Aylesbury and Aylesbury Vale on a mainline towards London and the proposed spur 
from the proposed East West Rail. 

Corridor A could allow connections with the following important roads: A418, A41, 
A4146 and A505. 

For much of its length Corridor A generally follows the broad corridor of the A418, 
allowing interchanges between strategic and important roads along the route. These 
could potentially provide suitable locations for junctions facilitating the alignment with 
these roads. 

Corridor A is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective.  

9.2.2 Alignment with known and aspirational development 

Corridor A is anticipated to make a minor contribution towards enabling known 
currently allocated growth. This is due to the assumption that most of this growth is 
anticipated to happen before the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway has an impact on 
development. The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway is expected to make a 
substantial contribution towards enabling aspirational growth.  Estimated homes that 
could be enabled by Corridor A are presented below in Table 9.5. The actual number 
of homes that could be enabled by the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway could be 
within a wide range of the figures presented as much will depend on factors not 
known at present, such as junction design and wider local road network constraints. 
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Table 9.5: Corridor A homes potentially enabled for development 

Scenario Description Corridor A estimated 
housing 

 Reference Case  Normal background growth of 

allocated housing sites 
85,000 

 Known 

development of 

allocated sites  

More intense development of 

allocated housing sites with Oxford 

to Cambridge Expressway opened 

(including reference case) 

90,000 

 Known and 

aspirational 

development  

Aspirational and allocated 

development enabled with Oxford to 

Cambridge Expressway opened 

(including reference case) 

405,000 

This option rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

9.2.3 Summary 

This strategic objective is to promote a strategic transformation of the corridor by 
aligning the corridor with other transport infrastructure (both highway and public 
transport) and planned and aspirational developments. This should provide 
increased accessibility and capacity for ambitious future economic growth for the 
corridor. 

Table 9.6: Summary rating for strategic transformation  

Intervention objective A 

1. Alignment with other transport infrastructure Green 

2. Alignment with known and aspirational development Green 

OVERALL RATING Green 

9.3 Economic growth 

The strategic objective for economic growth is to ‘unlock the economic potential in 
the corridor by facilitating strategic growth to the benefit of the UK economy through 
increased productivity, employment and housing, and maximising synergies with 
potential growth associated with the proposed East West Rail’. Four intervention 
objectives have been identified which contribute to achieving the strategic objective. 
Corridor A is assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 
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9.3.1 Economic density 

The potential for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway to enable increased 
economic density was examined by estimating jobs that could be created in Corridor 
A. This is linked to modelled assumptions on the number of junctions in the corridor, 
details on which are available in Appendix C Growth and Economic Assessment 
Report. 

The estimated potential balance of jobs and workers for each junction is shown in 
Figure 9.1 below. This includes the estimate of local workers, living in the homes 
supported by the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. The best potential outcome is 
broadly where the number of new jobs associated with each junction of the corridor 
equals the number of new workers associated with each junction. The estimate of 
the balance of jobs and workers has been conducted for the corridor as a whole. 

Figure 9.1: Corridor A aspirational growth potential estimate of workers and jobs 

 

The results by junction may not reflect overall corridor results; the figures are subject 
to change if junction capacity changes; jobs numbers are high level estimates and 
not based on a detailed assessment. 

The economic modelling estimate of employment growth is broadly in line with the 
assessment of employment space enabled by Corridor A. 

The analysis of the balance of jobs and workforce finds that, with the right economic 
environment, there is the potential to create a balance of jobs and workforce across 
and within Corridor A. 

For these reasons, Corridor A rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point 
scale for this intervention objective. 

Appendix C – Growth and Economic Assessment Report presents further analysis 
on economic density including an assessment of land-take requirements, the impact 
of alignment with the proposed East West Rail and the potential for modal shift from 
road to rail as a sensitivity test. 
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9.3.2 Access to gateways and freight terminals 

Corridor A is anticipated to have a positive effect on access to gateways and freight 
terminals, despite no major gateways or freight terminals located within Corridor A. 
This is due to improved direct interconnections between the M4, M1 and A1 and 
linking to the M3/A34 to the south and hence the container port of Southampton and 
the A14 to the east and the container port of Felixstowe. This will reduce travel on 
other parts of the SRN by providing additional east west links rather than traffic 
travelling in an indirect direction, for example the motorway route from Oxford to 
Luton airport is via the M40, M25 and M1. The main positive impact of the Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway is the travel time reduction between gateways and ports to 
the south and west of Oxford and north and east of Cambridge.  

Corridor A is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of the positive impact on travel time reduction to gateways and ports. 

9.3.3 Dependent development including jobs and housing 

Dependent development is development which requires the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway in order to proceed. It is directly related to the capacity of the Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway junctions and may include development intensification on 
allocated land or new development on land not currently identified for development. 
This is the approach used to estimate the potential of the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway to achieve the strategic transformation objective of alignment with 
known and aspirational development. As a result, the same conclusions are reached 
as for the strategic transformation objective that: 

 Locating the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway in Corridor A is anticipated to 
make a minor contribution towards enhancing adopted and emerging 
developments. 

 Corridor A is expected to make a substantial contribution towards enabling 
aspirational growth, of around 320,000 new homes, if it is decided to plan for 
this growth.  

For these reasons, Corridor A rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point 
scale for this intervention objective. 

9.3.4 Skills impact 

The impact of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway on skills is taken to be the 
potential of the corridors to improve access to high skilled job opportunities, improve 
business productivity, increase spending on research and improve access to world 
leading education institutions. 

The productivity growth in the area has been modelled and the impact of the Oxford 
to Cambridge Expressway on this has been assessed. This growth in productivity is 
mainly due to reduced travel times between industrial areas and the resulting 
increase in accessibility to nearby workforce and clusters of similar firms. For further 
detail, see Appendix C Growth and Economic Assessment Report. 
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Productivity growth for Corridor A is shown in Figure 9.2 below. The productivity 
growth shown is additional and a change which is brought about the Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway. 

Figure 9.2: Corridor A productivity growth for aspirational development scenario 

 

Areas on the western side of the corridor receive the greater productivity boost as 
these benefit most directly from improved travel times. Corridor A sees strong 
productivity growth across Oxfordshire, West Berkshire and Milton Keynes in 
particular. 

From this assessment, Corridor A rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective due to the improved access provided and 
high level of productivity improvement. 

9.3.5 Summary 

This strategic objective is about maximising sustainable growth opportunities, within 
the corridor and beyond, for existing and new potential communities. This takes into 
account sustainable economic and development growth which considers 
environmental, economic and social impacts and is characterised by growth that 
minimises both the need to travel and distance travelled. It aims to maximise travel 
by more sustainable means including public transport, walking and cycling. 
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Table 9.7: Summary rating for economic growth   

Intervention objective A 

1. Economic density Green 

2. Access to gateways and freight terminals Green 

 3. Dependent development including jobs and housing Green 

 4. Skills impact 
Dark 

green 

OVERALL RATING Green 

9.4 Skills and accessibility  

The strategic objective for skills and accessibility is to ‘promote accessibility and 
wider socio-economic benefits by improving access to job opportunities at key 
employment centres, developments, and at education, leisure, health, and retail 
facilities whilst creating wider employment opportunities’. Three intervention 
objectives have been identified which contribute to achieving the strategic objective. 
Corridor A is assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 

9.4.1 Improve wider access to jobs by reducing journey times 

Corridor A is a high-performing option against this objective. The corridor was 
modelled in the South East Regional Transport Model (SERTM) and results were 
extracted for journey times across the study area to major employment destinations. 

Within a 45-minute drive of the 12 major employment destinations identified in 
Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge, Corridor A allows for an increase in the 
catchment of the working population of 10%, which corresponds to 60,000 people. 

This option rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to the substantial increase in people within a 45 minute 
drive of major employment destinations. 

9.4.2 Supporting access to public transport  

In the assessment of supporting access to public transport, Corridor A connects with 
2 potential park and ride sites south of Oxford at Lodge Hill and Sandford. 

Corridor A enhances access to Radley and Leighton Buzzard railway stations for 
journeys to the employment centres of Oxford and Milton Keynes respectively.  

Considering the proposed East West Rail scheme, Corridor A enhances access to 
Radley, Leighton Buzzard, Haddenham (for Thame) and Aylesbury for journeys to 
the employment centres of Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge.    
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Corridor A is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of it potential to slightly increase access to public transport. 

9.4.3 Improve connection between homes and employment  

As outlined under the objective for economic density in Section 9.3.1, the analysis of 
the balance of jobs and workforce in Corridor A finds that, with the right economic 
environment, there is the potential to create a balance of jobs and workforce across 
and within Corridor A. For this reason, Corridor A is rated green (moderately 
advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

9.4.4 Summary  

This Strategic objective assesses accessibility in the corridor between residents and 
potential job opportunities. It seeks to improve the connectivity between homes and 
employment, to better match residents and their skills with job opportunities and 
thereby encourage commuting within the corridor, rather than out-commuting to 
other areas, such as London. 

Table 9.8: Summary rating for skills and accessibility  

Intervention objective A 

1. Reducing journey times 
Dark 

green 

2. Improve wider access to jobs by supporting access to public transport 
Light 

green 

 3. Improve connection between homes and employment Green 

OVERALL RATING Green 

9.5 Planning for the future  

The strategic objective for planning for the future is to ‘reduce the impact of new 
housing on local roads for communities and contribute to better safety, security and 
health whilst promoting sustainable transport modes’. Five intervention objectives 
have been identified which contribute to achieving the strategic objective. Corridor A 
is assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 

9.5.1 Provide infrastructure that facilitates access for traffic onto the 
Strategic Road Network (“Right traffic on the right road”)  

Corridor A links the south of Oxford to existing population centres broadly along the 
line of the A418 including Thame, Aylesbury, Leighton Buzzard, Bletchley and Milton 
Keynes and will support some expansion of these settlements.   

Corridor A has less potential to support access to new large scale independent 
developments due to its proximity to existing population centres.   
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Corridor A is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
due to the good level of access provided to the Strategic Road Network.   

9.5.2 Promote access to public transport  

Corridor A would support connections to the mainline railway stations towards 
London and Birmingham, at Haddenham and Thame Parkway via the Chiltern 
Railways Mainline and at Leighton Buzzard via the West Coast Mainline.  Services to 
London from Aylesbury and Aylesbury Vale Parkway are also on the Chiltern 
Railways Mainline.  Aylesbury and Aylesbury Vale Parkway are on a spur of the 
proposed East West Rail.   

Corridor A would also have the potential to serve 2 proposed Park and Rides to the 
south of Oxford at Lodge Hill and A4074 Sandford. 

Corridor A is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective. 

9.5.3 Support future transport technology  

The requirements to support this intervention objective includes existing technology 
which can contribute to safety on the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway for all users.  
Existing technology includes Variable Message Signs (VMS) and vehicle detection 
technology to assess traffic flow which is linked to roadside cameras.  

As infrastructure and vehicle technology emerges, such as connected and 
autonomous vehicles, the design of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway will 
develop accordingly. Future innovations that Highways England is trialing will also be 
considered as the Project develops.  This will include technology which supports 
road worker safety. 

The corridor assessment has been based on current and emerging standards 
regarding technology and operational arrangements.   

At present, there are no identified reasons why Corridor A could not accommodate 
emerging infrastructure or vehicle technology.  

For this reason, Corridor A has been rated dark green (highly advantageous) for this 
intervention objective.  

9.5.4 Improve walking, cycling, and horse-riding links between communities 
and core traffic generators 

Corridor A contains a network of existing walking, cycling and horse-riding routes 
crossing the corridor or running within it. The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway will 
unavoidably cross some of these existing NMU routes and in these cases alternative 
routes would need to be accommodated.  The corridor could provide improvement to 
routes by reducing existing severance and providing new routes.  

Potential routes through the northern section of Corridor A are likely to be closely 
confined due to the presence of ancient woodland and historic features which may 
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cause the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway to impact on a section of the Greensand 
Ridge walk (including bridleway). 

Corridor A is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
due to the potential to improve slightly walking, cycling and horse riding links. 

9.5.5 Integrate with existing and known future multimodal projects 

The measurement for this objective uses the same principles as the ‘promote access 
to public transport’ intervention objective and repeats the same rating.  

This intervention objective rating is not used in the overall corridor assessment in 
order to avoid double counting. 

9.5.6 Summary 

Achieving this strategic objective is about reducing the impact of new housing on 
local roads for communities and contributing to better safety, security and health 
whilst promoting sustainable transport modes. This is achieved by providing an 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway that: 

 is near to existing and proposed population centres and economic and 
industrial centres thus reducing the distance of travel from these 
concentrations of people to the Strategic Road Network 

 facilitates access to existing or planned public transportation, principally 
transport hubs including railway stations, airports and park and ride facilities  

 accommodates all likely beneficial transport technology 

 is near to existing and proposed multimodal infrastructure including the 
proposed East West Rail and strategic cycle routes. 
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Table 9.9: Summary rating for planning for the future 

Intervention objective A 

1. Provide infrastructure that facilitates access for traffic onto the SRN 

(“Right traffic on the right roads”) 
Green 

2. Promote access to public transport 
Light 

green 

 3. Support future transport technology (improved safety, electric vehicles, 

low-emission vehicles etc.) 

Dark 

green 

4. Improve walking, cycling, and horse-riding links between communities and 

core traffic generators 

Light 

green 

5. Integrate with existing and known future multimodal projects (not rated) Grey 

OVERALL RATING 
Light 

green 

9.6 Environment 

The strategic objective for environment is ‘to provide a healthy, natural environment 
by reducing congestion and supporting sustainable travel modes and promoting 
equality and opportunity’. This is split into 3 intervention objectives which are 
assessed in the following sections for Corridor A. 

This section summarises the detailed environmental assessment for Corridor A. For 
full details of the assessment, which includes the rating methodology and findings, 
refer to Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Section 3.  

The 7-point scale colour code rating system discussed in this section is explained in 
Section 8.2.6. 

9.6.1 Improve the net environmental impact of transport on communities  

Corridor A would provide a strategic route to the east of Oxford, towards Aylesbury, 
Leighton Buzzard and on towards Bedford. Corridor A is likely to move through traffic 
away from town centre locations to more rural locations. This is likely to reduce 
congestion in areas with existing problems such as the Air Quality Management Area 
(AQMAs) and Noise Important Areas (NIAs) in Abingdon and Oxford, the AQMA in 
Bicester town centre and the NIAs in Buckingham and Milton Keynes town centres.  

Corridor A is likely to reduce the number of people and properties that are affected 
by air quality impacts and noise compared to the current situation due to the shift in 
traffic away from town centres to less densely populated areas. Parts of Corridor A 
could follow existing roads between the M40 and Aylesbury and between Aylesbury 
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and Leighton Buzzard, which could result in increase of exposure, for example at 
NIAs around Aylesbury, and therefore net impacts could balance to some degree. 

The development of Corridor A is likely to introduce community severance in some 
areas. There are two areas where the corridor width is constrained due to the 
number of settlements or community features dispersed across the width of the 
corridor. These are the areas around Radley, where Radley College and a golf 
course lie within the corridor width and the area around Woburn Sands. There is 
potential for community severance in these areas, although this could be reduced 
through careful route alignment, avoiding the community facilities and improvements 
to rights of way to help improve connectivity between severed areas. 

Corridor A provides an opportunity to address existing issues of community 
severance caused by traffic, although there could be new severance locally, 
depending on the route chosen. The area around Woburn Sands is constrained in 
this regard.  

Overall, Corridor A is rated as light green (slightly advantageous) on the 7-point 
scale for the intervention objective for air quality, noise and community severance.  

9.6.2 Reduce the impact of new infrastructure on natural and historic 
environment by design 

Three areas were identified within Corridor A, where there are a number of Tier I 
constraints (refer to Section 8.2.6 and also the Constraints Table in Appendix E 
Supplementary Environmental Information Section 2 for further explanation of ‘Tier I’ 
constraints). If Corridor A is taken forward, careful environmental design and 
planning would be required to avoid those Tier I constraints outlined below.  

 South of Oxford – there is a large area of ancient woodland to the north of the 
corridor (including Bagley and Radley Large Woods). Radley College lies in 
the central part of the corridor and has a number of listed buildings within its 
grounds including Radley Hall and its chapel (both Grade II*).  The village of 
Radley lies to the south of the corridor. This area also lies within the Oxford 
green belt. Collectively these features would constrain the selection of a route 
in this area. 

 North-west of Aylesbury – Corridor A includes Waddesdon Manor Registered 
Park and Garden (RPG) (Grade I) and conservation area, Eythorpe RPG 
(Grade II) and scheduled monument (medieval settlement of Eythorpe) and 
Hartwell House RPG (Grade II*) and conservation area.  Route options in the 
corridor could potentially cross the HS2 route in this area. The environmental 
assessment is made on the basis that careful development of a route should 
prevent adverse effects on Hartwell House and Eythorpe whilst minimising 
impacts on Waddeson and Hartwell House RPGs and avoiding the scheduled 
monument at Eythorpe and outskirts of Aylesbury.  

 South-east of Milton Keynes – Corridor A includes a large number of ancient 
woodlands, King’s Wood and Rushmere NNR, 2 groundwater inner source 
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protection zones (SPZ1), Woburn Abbey RPG (Grade I) and a number of 
SSSIs, scheduled monuments and listed buildings. Development of a route 
option to the west of Woburn Sands should avoid the designated sites. 
Development of a route option to the west of Great Brickhill, Little Brickhill 
and Bow Brickhill would help to minimise the impact on the landscape and 
London Metropolitan green belt. 

In addition to the above key constraint areas, Corridor A lies close to the edge of the 
Chilterns AONB and passes through 3 AALs, including 2 which cross the entire 
corridor width. A major new road would likely have a significant effect on the 
character and setting of these areas.  

Overall for this objective, Corridor A was assessed with an amber rating (moderately 
disadvantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. This is because 
there is the potential to develop route options that would avoid Tier I constraints such 
as areas of ancient woodland, Grade I and Grade II* RPGs and the NNR. However, 
there are still likely to be significant effects on other important constraints that would 
be difficult to mitigate, including the AAL and potential effects on the setting of the 
Chilterns AONB. 

9.6.3 No net ecology loss 

The high-level assessment of each corridor concludes that offsetting is viable for all 
corridors. Therefore, all corridors have been assessed as grey (neutral) for the no 
net ecology loss intervention objective. Further work will be undertaken at Stage 1B 
to quantify the habitats likely to be affected by each route, their value and possible 
approaches to mitigation. 

9.6.4 Summary 

Table 9.10 summarises ratings against the environmental intervention objectives for 
this corridor.  

Table 9.10: Summary rating for environment  

Intervention objective A 

1. Improve the net environmental impact of transport on communities 
Light 
green 

2. Reduce the impact of new infrastructure on natural and historic 
environment by design 

Amber 

 3. No net ecology loss Grey 

OVERALL RATING Amber 
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9.7 Innovation  

The strategic objective for innovation is to ‘apply innovative technology wherever 
possible to support the sustainable planning, construction and operation of transport 
measures’. Both intervention objectives assessed below contribute to achieving the 
strategic objective.  

9.7.1 Promote the use of current and future technologies to support shorter 
journey times and reliabilities  

Corridor A contains an existing network of power and telecommunications 
infrastructure.  This would provide the base for supporting the development of further 
infrastructure to facilitate the technologies that would enable shorter journey times 
and reliability. 

No service supply or space restrictions have been identified that would limit the 
opportunity to develop the existing infrastructure and to provide new infrastructure to 
provide technology for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. 

Corridor A is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective. 

9.7.2 Promote technology use to enable customer to adopt sustainable 
transport  

Corridor A has no service supply or space restrictions identified that would limit the 
opportunity to develop the existing and new infrastructure.  This infrastructure would 
provide technology for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway that would allow 
information to be passed to customers to facilitate them switching to sustainable 
transport. 

Corridor A contains existing Aylesbury and Aylesbury Vale Parkway railway stations 
that are accessible from existing roads within the corridor.  There is already 
opportunity to provide technology to promote customers switching to rail transport via 
these stations. 

Corridor A is rated grey (neutral) for this intervention objective.
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9.7.3 Summary 

Table 9.11: summary rating for innovation 

Intervention objective A 

1. Promote the use of current and future technologies to support shorter 
journey times and reliability 

Green 

2. Promote technology use to enable customers to adopt sustainable 
transport 

Grey 

 OVERALL RATING 
Light 
green 
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10. Detailed assessment of Corridor B 

This section details the assessment of Corridor B. This assessment is based on the 
sifting methodology detailed in Section 8. Each area has been assessed against the 
Project objectives outlined in Section 2.  

10.1 Connectivity  

The strategic objective for connectivity is to ‘provide an east-west strategic road link 
between Milton Keynes and Oxford that delivers enhanced connectivity through 
faster, safer and more reliable connections across the corridor in the broad arc from 
Oxford to Cambridge via Milton Keynes’. Five intervention objectives have been 
identified which contribute to achieving the strategic objective. Corridor B is 
assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 

10.1.1 Reduce journey times  

Corridor B1 

For Corridor B1, the model provides an indicative monetised total journey time 
saving of £2.40 billion across the network over the assessment period. The table 
below shows the indicative time savings for journeys, between the M4 J13 at 
Chieveley and the M1 J13 at Milton Keynes, using the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway. The average journey speed along this route in the morning peak in the 
year 2041 is modelled as 54 miles per hour. 

Table 10.1: Journey time savings (minutes) for Corridor B1 in 2041 compared 
with a no Oxford to Cambridge Expressway option 

Direction Morning peak Between peak Evening peak 

Eastbound 32 26 31 

Westbound 30 25 28 

This option rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective 

Corridor B2 

For Corridor B2, the model provides an indicative monetised total journey time 
saving of £2.43 billion across the network over the assessment period. The table 
below shows the indicative time savings for journeys, between the M4 J13 at 
Chieveley and the M1 J13 at Milton Keynes, using the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway. The average journey speed along this route in the morning peak in the 
year 2041 is modelled as 55 miles per hour.  
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Table 10.2: Journey time savings (minutes) for Corridor B2 in 2041 compared 
with a no Oxford to Cambridge Expressway option 

Direction Morning peak Between peak Evening peak 

Eastbound 38 31 40 

Westbound 39 31 36 

This option rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor B3 

The results for Corridor B3 are the same as B2 as the two corridors are very similar, 
both being aligned to the east of Oxford. The slight difference in alignment would not 
result in a significant difference when tested within the transport model. 

Therefore, the results for B3 are the same as B2 and this option rates dark green 
(highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

10.1.2 Improve journey time reliability  

A stress-based method was used to assess the increase in journey time reliability as 
a consequence of the introduction of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway.  The 
method is based on the assumption that reliability is linked to the decline in flows that 
occur as the capacity of the road is reached.  Further details of this method can be 
found in Appendix G. 

Corridor B1 

Whilst the Do Minimum scenario average stress value is higher than in Do 
Something scenarios, it is below the 75% threshold in both Do Minimum and Do 
Something. WebTAG guidance indicates that in this situation the impact will be 
neutral. 

The table below summarises the results of stress test for Corridor B1. 

Table 10.4: Stress Analysis Results – Corridor B1 

Route Without Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway 

With Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway 

Existing Route 59.9 % 50.1% 

Corridor B1 N/A 61.2% 

It is concluded that a proportionate stress-based method, which has been adopted 
for this early stage of appraisal, has provided early indicative evidence of reliability 
benefits associated with the Project. Given that the Project will result in significant 
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travel time savings, it is reasonable to suggest that there will a positive impact on 
journey time reliability, which is to be captured through a more comprehensive 
method at the next stages of scheme appraisal. 

Corridor B1 rates light green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor B2 

For Corridor B2, whilst the Do Minimum scenario average stress value is higher than 
in Do Something scenarios, it is below the 75% threshold in both Do Minimum and 
Do Something. WebTAG guidance indicates that in this situation the impact will be 
neutral. 

The table below summarises the results of stress test for Corridor B2. 

Table 10.5: Stress Analysis Results – Corridor B2 

Route Without Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway 

With Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway 

Existing route 59.9 % 48.8% 

Corridor B2 N/A 42.7% 

It is concluded that a proportionate stress-based method, which has been adopted 
for this stage of appraisal, has provided early indicative evidence of reliability 
benefits associated with the Project. Given that the Project will result in significant 
travel time savings, it is reasonable to suggest that there will a positive impact on 
journey time reliability, which is to be captured through a more comprehensive 
method at the next stages of scheme appraisal. 

Corridor B2 rates light green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor B3 

As indicated in Section 10.1.1, Corridor B3 will perform in a similar manner to B2 in 
modelling analysis. Therefore, Corridor B3 also rates light green (moderately 
advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

10.1.3 Promote resilience 

Corridor B1 

Corridor B1 performs reasonably well against this objective. However, part of this 
corridor may include online sections, thereby not providing a network with same level 
of resilience as one which was completely off-line which would include new road 
network to increase overall network resilience. It is assessed that Corridor B1 would 
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not be able to react as well in times of challenges to normal operating conditions, 
than other corridors. 

Corridor B1 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor B2 

Corridor B2 performs well against this objective. A route within this corridor is 
anticipated to be entirely offline therefore providing a completely new addition to the 
Strategic Road Network. The alternative route will enable greater network resilience 
in times of challenges to normal operating conditions. 

Corridor B2 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor B3 

Corridor B3 performs well against this objective. A route within this corridor is 
anticipated to be entirely offline therefore providing a completely new addition to the 
Strategic Road Network. The alternative route will enable greater network resilience 
in times of challenges to normal operating conditions. 

Corridor B3 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

10.1.4 Safety performance of the Project delivery 

Corridor B1 

There are moderate levels of hazards identified within the corridor. These include 
interfaces with existing transport infrastructure, utility transmission networks and 
community areas. 

The key hazard identified is the interface with existing transport infrastructure which 
may include on-line road improvement. This has the potential to affect safety 
performance of the Project if not managed sufficiently but there are good levels of 
opportunity to improve safety performance through implementation of additional 
control measures. 

The principal preferred control measure would be to design the geometry of the 
proposed carriageway to physically avoid this key hazard, and provide well modelled 
traffic management phasing to the existing on-line sections. Optimising on the 
available space within an existing road and use of open land adjacent to the 
constraints would provide the opportunity to improve safety performance. 

With moderate levels of hazards and good levels of opportunity to mitigate Corridor 
B1 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective. 
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Corridor B2  

There are notable levels of significant hazards identified within the corridor that have 
the potential to harm. These include interfaces with existing transport infrastructure, 
utility transmission networks and community areas. The key hazard identified is the 
interface with existing transport infrastructure.  This has the potential to affect safety 
performance of the Project if not managed sufficiently, however there are some 
opportunities to improve safety performance through implementation of additional 
control measures.  

The principal preferred control measure would be to design the geometry of the 
proposed carriageway to physically avoid this key hazard, and provide well modelled 
traffic management phasing to the existing interfaces. Optimising on the available 
space within an existing road and use of open land adjacent to the constraints would 
also provide the opportunity to improve safety performance. 

With notable levels of significant hazards and some opportunity to mitigate Corridor 
B2 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective. 

Corridor B3 

There are notable levels of significant hazards identified within the corridor that have 
the potential to harm. These include interfaces with existing transport infrastructure, 
utility transmission networks and community areas. The key hazard identified is the 
interface with existing transport infrastructure.  This has the potential to affect safety 
performance of the Project if not managed sufficiently, however there are some 
opportunities to improve safety performance through implementation of additional 
control measures.  

The principal preferred control measure would be to design the geometry of the 
proposed carriageway to physically avoid this key hazard, and provide well modelled 
traffic management phasing to the existing interfaces. Optimising on the available 
space within an existing road and use of open land adjacent to the constraints would 
also provide the opportunity to improve safety performance. 

With notable levels of significant hazards and some opportunity to mitigate Corridor 
B3 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective. 

10.1.5 Safety performance of the finished product 

Corridor B1 

For Corridor B1 there will be an estimated reduction of 1,763 personal injury 
collisions over the assessment period on the road network as a consequence of the 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway being introduced.  

This will see an estimated reduction of 1,840 in the number of casualties arising from 
these collisions. 
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This translates into estimated monetised benefits of £99.5 million over the 
assessment period due to the reduction in the number of collisions and casualties, 
see table 10.7. 

Table 10.7: Estimated reduction in the number of collisions and casualties and 
monetised benefit for Corridor B1 over the assessment period 

Criteria Value 

Reduction in the total number of 
personal injury collisions 

1,763 

Reduction in the 
number of 
casualties 

Fatal 33 

Serious 381 

Slight 1,426 

Total 1,840 

Monetised Savings (£m) 99.5 

Corridor B1 is rated dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor B2 

For Corridor B2 there will be an estimated reduction of 1,313 personal injury 
collisions over the assessment period on the road network as a consequence of the 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway  

This translates into estimated monetised benefits of £65.9 million over the 60-year 
evaluation period, see Table 10.8. 

Table 10.8: Estimated reduction in the number of collisions and casualties and 
monetised benefit for Corridor B2 over the assessment period 

Criteria Value 

Reduction in the total number of 
personal injury collisions 

1,313 

Reduction in the 
number of 
casualties 

Fatal 10 

Serious 267 

Slight 1036 

Total 1,313 
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Monetised Savings (£m) 65.9 

Corridor B2 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective 

Corridor B3 

Corridor B3 will perform similarly to B2 in modelling analysis. Therefore, Corridor B3 
is also rated light green (slightly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

10.1.6 Summary 

This strategic objective is to provide enhanced connectivity through faster, safer and 
more reliable connections across the corridor in the broad arc between Oxford and 
Cambridge via Milton Keynes. 

The assessment for this strategic objective is summarised in Table 10.10 

Table 10.10: Summary rating for connectivity 

Intervention objective B1 B2 B3 

1. Reduce journey times 
Dark 

green 

Dark 

green 

Dark 

green 

2. Improve journey time reliability 
Light 

green 

Light 

green 

Light 

green 

 3. Promote resilience 
Green Dark 

green 

Dark 

green 

 4. Safety performance of the Project delivery 
Green Light 

green 

Light 

green 

 5. Safety performance of the finished product 
Dark 

green 

Light 

green 

Light 

green 

OVERALL RATING Green Green Green 

10.2 Strategic transformation 

The strategic objective for strategic transformation is to ‘support the creation of an 
integrated corridor between Oxford and Cambridge, reflecting and advancing plans 
for infrastructure, housing, business investment and development’. Two intervention 
objectives have been identified which both contribute to achieving the strategic 
objective. Corridor B is assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of 
the CAR. 
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10.2.1 Alignment with other transport infrastructure 

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 connect equally well with the strategic road network 
including the A34, M40, A5 and M1. 

Corridor B1 

Corridor B1 encompasses or runs near to Oxford, Oxford Parkway and Bicester 
railway stations which form part of the proposed East West Rail. Connection to 
Oxford railway station is important not just for East West Rail but also as a direct 
connection to other major towns and cities across the UK including London, 
Manchester, Reading, Sheffield, York, Birmingham, Southampton and Newcastle. 
Oxford railway station also provides a direct connection to Birmingham and 
Southampton Airports. Corridor B1 also runs close to Oxford Parkway station, which 
includes a park and ride, and train services to London and Oxford. Bicester is also 
within the corridor boundary allowing for connections to be made to Oxford and 
stations along the proposed East West Rail. 

The central section of the corridor follows the proposed route of East West Rail with 
the proposed station at Winslow lying within the corridor boundary. This provides 
extra connection for commuting from the east to Oxford.  

London Oxford Airport is also within Corridor B1 and whilst the airport does not 
currently provide international flights there are aspirations to expand the airport and 
Corridor B1 would be in a suitable location to connect the airport to the wider 
transport network. 

Corridor B1 would allow connection with the following important roads including the 
A420, A40, A41, A4146 and A5. Corridor B1 would provide good connections to the 
west, to Swindon via the A420.  

Corridor B1 is rated dark green (highly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of the high level of interface with the road and rail network. 

Corridor B2 

Corridor B2 routes to the south and east of Oxford is a significant distance from 
Oxford railway station and does not provide the option for a direct connection to 
Oxford Parkway. However, it does provide some flexibility for a connection to 
Bicester Village railway station, which lies outside the corridor but could be 
connected to via the A41 allowing for a connection to Oxford station by rail.  

The central and eastern sections of the corridor follow the proposed route of East 
West Rail with the station at Bletchley and the proposed station at Winslow both 
lying within the corridor. This would provide extra connection for commuting from the 
east to Oxford. 

Corridor B2 would allow connections with the following important roads including the 
A4142, A40, A41, A4146 and A5. The corridor relies upon the Oxford ring road to 
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provide access to the western population centres. It provides good access to areas 
south and east of Oxford.  

Corridor B2 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its good level of interface with the road and rail network. 

Corridor B3 

Corridor B3 routes to the south and east of Oxford is a significant distance from 
Oxford railway station and does not provide the option for a direct connection to 
Oxford Parkway. However, it does provide some flexibility for a connection to 
Bicester Village railway station, which lies outside the corridor but could be 
connected to via the A41 allowing for a connection to Oxford station by rail.  

The central and eastern sections of the corridor follow East West Rail with the station 
at Bletchley and the proposed station at Winslow both lying within the corridor. This 
would provide extra connection for commuting from the east to Oxford. 

Corridor B3 would allow connections with the following important roads including the 
A4142, A40, A41, A4146 and A5. The corridor relies upon the Oxford ring road to 
provide access to the western population centres. It provides good access to areas 
south and east of Oxford.  

Corridor B3 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its good level of interface with the road and rail network. 

10.2.2 Alignment with known and aspirational development  

The assessment of alignment with known and aspirational development was 
conducted using assumed and modelled capacities for the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway, combined with locally derived information on the location of planned 
development and the aspirations of the National Infrastructure Commission. For full 
details on the approach, see Appendix C Growth and Economic Assessment Report. 

Corridor B1 

Corridor B1 is anticipated to make a minor contribution towards enabling known 
currently allocated growth. This is due to the assumption that most of this growth is 
anticipated to come forward before the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway has an 
impact on development. The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway is expected to make 
a substantial contribution towards enabling aspirational growth. The estimated 
numbers of homes that could be enabled by Corridor B1 are presented in Table 
10.11. The actual number of homes enabled by the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway will depend on factors not known at present, such as junction design 
and wider local road network constraints. 
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Table 10.11: Corridor B1 homes potentially enabled for development 

Scenario Description Corridor B1 
estimated 
housing 

Reference case  Normal background growth of allocated 

housing sites 
90,000 

Known development 

of allocated sites  

More intense development of allocated 

housing sites with Oxford to 

Cambridge Expressway opened 

(including reference case) 

95,000 

Known and 

aspirational 

development  

Aspirational and allocated 

development enabled with Oxford to 

Cambridge Expressway opened 

(including reference case) 

390,000 

Corridor B1 is rated green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to its potential to enable good levels of development. 

Corridor B2 

Corridor B2 is expected to make a minor contribution towards enabling known 
growth but a substantial contribution towards enabling aspirational growth. The 
estimated number of homes that could be enabled by Corridor B2 are presented in 
Table 10.12. 

Table 10.12: Corridor B2 homes potentially enabled for development 

Scenario Description Corridor B2 
estimated 
housing 

Reference Case  Normal background growth of allocated 

housing sites 
90,000 

Known development 

of allocated sites  

More intense development of allocated 

housing sites with Oxford to 

Cambridge Expressway opened 

(including reference case) 

95,000 

Known and 

aspirational 

development  

Aspirational and allocated 

development enabled with Oxford to 

Cambridge Expressway opened 

(including reference case) 

440,000 
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Corridor B2 is rated dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to its potential to enable high levels of development. 

Corridor B3 

Corridor B3 is expected to make a minor contribution towards enabling known 
growth but a substantial contribution towards enabling aspirational growth. The 
estimated numbers of homes that could be enabled by Corridor B3 are presented in 
Table 10.13. 

The results for Corridor B3 are the same as B2 as the two corridors are very similar 
in strategic alignment. It is considered that the slight differences in alignment would 
not result in a significant difference when assessing their development impacts due 
to the similarity in location, length and connection to the wider strategic network. The 
estimated number of homes that could be enabled by Corridor B3 are presented in 
Table 10.13. 

Table 10.13: Corridor B3 homes potentially enabled for development 

Scenario Description Corridor B3 
estimated 
housing 

Reference Case  Normal background growth of allocated 

housing sites 
90,000 

Known development 

of allocated sites  

More intense development of allocated 

housing sites with Oxford to 

Cambridge Expressway opened 

(including reference case) 

95,000 

Known and 

aspirational 

development  

Aspirational and allocated 

development enabled with Oxford to 

Cambridge Expressway opened 

(including reference case) 

440,000 

Corridor B3 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to its potential to enable high levels of development. 

10.2.3 Summary 

This strategic objective is to promote a strategic transformation of the corridor by 
aligning the corridor with other transport infrastructure (both highway and public 
transport) and planned and aspirational developments. This should provide 
increased accessibility and capacity for ambitious future economic growth for the 
corridor. 
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Table 10.14: Summary rating for strategic transformation  

Intervention objective B1 B2 B3 

1. Alignment with other transport infrastructure 
Dark 

green 
Green Green 

2. Alignment with known and aspirational development Green 
Dark 

green 

Dark 

green 

  OVERALL RATING 
Dark 

green 

Dark 

green 

Dark 

green 

10.3 Economic growth  

The strategic objective for economic growth is to ‘unlock the economic potential in 
the corridor by facilitating strategic growth to the benefit of the UK economy through 
increased productivity, employment and housing, and maximising synergies with 
potential growth associated with East West Rail’. Four intervention objectives have 
been identified which contribute to achieving the strategic objective. Corridor B is 
assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 

10.3.1 Economic density  

Economic density is a method of assessing the geographical closeness of economic 
growth, including new homes and employment space that could be supported by the 
corridor. This also includes economic modelling of employment growth and an 
assessment of enabled employment space. Appendix C Growth and Economic 
Assessment Report presents further analysis on economic density including an 
assessment of land-take requirements, the impact of alignment with EWR and the 
potential for modal shift from road to rail as a sensitivity test. 

Corridor B1 

For Corridor B1, the estimate of the potential balance of jobs and workers for each 
junction is shown in Figure 10.1 below. This includes an estimate of local workers, 
living in the homes supported by the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. The best 
potential outcome is broadly where the number of new jobs associated with each 
junction of the corridor equals the number of new workers associated with each 
junction. The estimate of the balance of jobs and workers has been conducted for 
the corridor as a whole. 
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Figure 10.1: Corridor B1 aspirational growth potential estimate of workers and jobs 

 

The results by junction may not reflect overall corridor results; the figures are subject 
to change if junction capacity changes; jobs numbers are high level estimates and 
not based on a detailed assessment. 

The economic modelling estimate of employment growth is broadly in line with the 
assessment of enabled employment space by Corridor B1. 

The analysis of the balance of jobs and workforce finds that, with the right economic 
environment, there is the potential to create a balance of jobs and workforce across 
and within Corridor B1. 

For these reasons, Corridor B1 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor B2 

The assessment for Corridor B2 followed the same approach as described above. 
The assessment looked at the balance of jobs and resident workers along the 
corridor supported by Corridor B2. This also included economic modelling of 
employment growth and an assessment of enabled employment space. 

For Corridor B2, an estimate of the potential balance of jobs and workers for each 
junction is shown in Figure 10.2 below. 
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Figure 10.2: Corridor B2 aspirational growth potential estimate of workers and jobs 

 

Similar to B1, the analysis of Corridor B2 finds that, with the right economic 
environment, there is the potential to create a balance of jobs and workforce across 
and within Corridor B2. 

For these reasons, Corridor B2 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor B3 

The assessment for Corridor B3 also followed the same approach as described 
above. The assessment looked at the balance of jobs and resident workers along the 
corridor supported by Corridor B3. 

For Corridor B3, the estimate of the potential balance of jobs and workers for each 
junction is shown in Figure 10.3 below. 
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Figure 10.3: Corridor B3 aspirational growth potential estimate of workers and jobs 

 

As the strategic alignment of Corridors B2 and B3 are similar for development 
analysis purposes, the results for the two corridors are the same. As such, Corridor 
B3 rates the same as B2 and rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point 
scale for this intervention objective. 

10.3.2 Access to gateways and freight terminals  

There are no gateways or freight terminals within Corridors B1, B2 and B3. London 
Oxford Airport is within Corridor B1, however, there are currently no scheduled 
international or freight services operating out of the airport, although there are 
aspirations to expand the use of the airport.  

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 are anticipated to have a positive effect on access to 
gateways and freight terminals. This is due to improved direct interconnections 
between the M4, M1 and A1 and linking to the M3/A34 to the south and hence the 
container port of Southampton and the A14 to the east and the container port of 
Felixstowe. This will reduce travel on other parts of the SRN by providing additional 
east west links rather than traffic travelling in an indirect direction, for example the 
motorway route from Oxford to Luton airport is via the M40, M25 and M1. The main 
positive impact of the Cambridge to Oxford Expressway is the travel time reduction 
between gateways and ports to the south and west of Oxford and north and east of 
Cambridge.  

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 are rated green (moderately advantageous) for this 
intervention objective because of the positive impact on travel time to gateways and 
ports.  

10.3.3 Dependent development including jobs and housing  

Dependent development is development which requires the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway in order to proceed. It is directly related to the capacity of the Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway junctions and may include development intensification on 
allocated land or new development on land not currently identified for development. 
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This is the approach used to estimate the potential of the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway to achieve the strategic transformation objective of alignment with 
known and aspirational development. Further detail on this is available in Appendix 
C – Growth and Economic Assessment Report. 

Corridor B1 

For Corridor B1, the assessment reaches the same conclusions as for the Strategic 
Transformation objective that: 

 Corridor B1 is anticipated to make a minor contribution towards enhancing 
development in adopted and emerging local plans. 

 Corridor B1 is expected to make a substantial contribution towards enabling 
aspirational growth, of around 300,000 new homes, if it is decided to plan for 
this growth. 

For these reasons, Corridor B1 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor B2 

The assessment of Corridor B2 follows the same assessment approach as described 
above for Corridor B1. The dependent development of already allocated land or new 
development on land not currently identified for development has been assessed for 
the corridor. On this, the conclusions are that: 

 Corridor B2 is anticipated to make a minor contribution towards enhancing 
development in adopted and emerging local plans. 

 Corridor B2 is expected to make a substantial contribution towards 
supporting aspirational growth, of around 350,000 new homes, if it is decided 
to plan for this growth. 

For these reasons, Corridor B2 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor B3 

For Corridor B3, the dependent development of already allocated land or new 
development on land not currently identified for development has been assessed for 
the corridor. On this, the conclusions are that: 

 Corridor B3 is anticipated to make a minor contribution towards enhancing 
development in adopted and emerging local plans. 

 Corridor B3 is expected to make a substantial contribution towards 
supporting aspirational growth, of around 350,000 new homes, if it is decided 
to plan for this growth. 
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For these reasons, Corridor B3 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 

10.3.4 Skills impact  

The impact of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway on skills is taken to be the 
potential of the corridors to improve access to high skilled job opportunities, improve 
business productivity, increase spending on research and improve access to world 
leading education institutions. 

The productivity growth in the area has been modelled and the impact of the Oxford 
to Cambridge Expressway on this has been assessed. This growth in productivity is 
mainly due to reduced travel times between industrial areas and the resulting 
increase in accessibility to nearby workforce and clusters of similar firms. For further 
detail, see Appendix C – Growth and Economic Assessment Report. 

Corridor B1 

Productivity growth for Corridor B1 is shown in Figure 10.4. This productivity growth 
shown is additional and a change which is brought about the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway. 

Figure 10.4: Corridor B1 productivity growth for aspirational development scenario 

Areas on the western side of the corridor receive the greater productivity boost as 
these benefit most directly from improved travel times. Corridor B1 sees strong 
productivity growth across Oxfordshire, West Berkshire and Milton Keynes in 
particular. 
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From this assessment, Corridor B1 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective due to the improved access provided and 
the good level productivity improvements. 

Corridor B2 

A similar assessment has been carried out for Corridor B2. This productivity growth 
for Corridor B2 is shown in Figure 10.5. This productivity growth shown is additional 
and a change which is brought about the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway.  

Figure 10.5: Corridor B2 productivity growth for aspirational development 

 

As can be seen from the Figure, areas on the western side of the corridor receive the 
greatest productivity boost with Milton Keynes, Oxfordshire and Berkshire 
experiencing very strong productivity growth.  

From this assessment, Corridor B2 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective due to the improved access provided and 
high level of productivity improvement.  

Corridor B3 

The same assessment has been carried out for Corridor B3. This productivity growth 
for Corridor B3 is show in Figure 10.6. As before, this productivity growth shown is 
additional. 
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Figure 10.6: Corridor B3 productivity growth for aspirational development 

 

Due to the strategic nature of the analysis and the similar alignment of Corridors B2 
and B3, the results for B3 are the same as B2. Areas on the western side of the 
corridor receive the greatest productivity boost with Milton Keynes, Oxfordshire and 
Berkshire experiencing very strong productivity growth.  

From this assessment, Corridor B3 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective due to the improved access provided and 
high level of productivity improvement. 

10.3.5 Summary 

This strategic objective supports maximising sustainable growth opportunities, within 
the corridor and beyond, for existing and new potential communities. This takes into 
account sustainable economic and development growth which considers 
environmental, economic and social impacts and is characterised by growth that 
minimises both the need to travel and distance travelled. It aims to maximise travel 
by more sustainable means including public transport, walking and cycling. 
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Table 10.15: Summary rating for economic growth  

Intervention objective B1 B2 B3 

1. Economic density Green Green Green 

2. Access to gateways and freight terminals Green Green Green 

 3. Dependent development including jobs and housing 
Green Dark 

green 
Dark 
green 

 4. Skills impact 
Green Dark 

green 
Dark 
green 

 OVERALL RATING Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

10.4 Skills and accessibility  

The strategic objective for skills and accessibility is to ‘promote accessibility and 
wider socio-economic benefits by improving access to job opportunities at key 
employment centres, developments, and at education, leisure, health, and retail 
facilities whilst creating wider employment opportunities’. Three intervention 
objectives have been identified which contribute to achieving the strategic objective. 
Corridor B is assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 

10.4.1 Improve wider access to jobs by reducing journey times 

Corridor B1 

Corridor B1 performs reasonably well against this objective. The corridor was 
modelled in the South East Regional Transport Model (SERTM) and results were 
extracted for journey times across the study area to major employment destinations. 

Within a 45-minute drive of the 12 major employment destinations identified in 
Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge, Corridor B1 allows for an increase in the 
catchment of the working population of 4%, which corresponds to 23,000 people. 

Corridor B1 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to the slight increase in people within a 45 minute drive of 
major employment destinations. 

Corridor B2 

Corridor B2 is a high-performing option against this objective. Within a 45-minute 
drive of the 12 major employment destinations identified in the corridor, Corridor B2 
allows for an increase in the catchment of the working population of 11%, which 
corresponds to 68,000 people. 
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Corridor B2 is rated dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to the substantial increase in people within a 45 minute 
drive of major employment destinations. 

Corridor B3 

Corridor B3 was not modelled explicitly as B2 and B3 are very similar, both being 
aligned to the east of Oxford and connecting to the fixed element of the route of 
Corridor B east of Bicester. It is considered that this slight difference in alignment 
would not result in a significant difference when tested within the South East 
Regional Transport Model (SERTM) due to the similarity in location, length and 
connection to the wider strategic network between the two sub-options. For this 
reason, it was not possible in this analysis to differentiate between B2 and B3. 

Corridor B3 is rated dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to the substantial increase in people within a 45 minute 
drive of major employment destinations. 

10.4.2 Supporting access to public transport  

Corridor B1 

In the assessment of supporting access to public transport, there are 5 existing park 
and ride sites within the corridor including Pear Tree, Water Eaton, Seacourt, 
Redbridge and Bicester. There are also 3 new park and ride sites proposed within 
the corridor and 1 near the corridor at Eynsham. Corridor B1 could enhance access 
to Oxford Parkway, Bicester, Bicester Village and Bletchley railway stations for 
journeys to the employment centres of Oxford and Milton Keynes respectively.  

Considering the East West Rail scheme, Corridor B1 will enhance access to Oxford 
Parkway, Bicester, Bicester Village, Bletchley and the proposed Winslow railway 
station for journeys to the employment centres of Oxford, Milton Keynes and 
Cambridge.    

Corridor B1 is rated dark green (highly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its potential to significantly improve access to public transport. 

Corridor B2 

Corridor B2 passes a park and ride site on the east of Oxford as well as 2 proposed 
park and ride sites.  

Corridor B2 could enhance access to Radley and Bletchley railway stations for 
journeys to the employment centres of Oxford and Milton Keynes respectively.  

Considering the East West Rail scheme, Corridor B2 will enhance access to Radley, 
Bletchley and the proposed Winslow railway station for journeys to the employment 
centres of Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge.    
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Corridor B2 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its potential to improve access to public transport. 

Corridor B3 

Corridor B3 passes a park and ride site on the east of Oxford as well as 2 proposed 
park and ride sites.  

Corridor B3 could enhance access to Radley and Bletchley railway stations for 
journeys to the employment centres of Oxford and Milton Keynes respectively.  

Considering the East West Rail scheme, Corridor B3 will enhance access to Radley, 
Bletchley and the proposed Winslow railway station for journeys to the employment 
centres of Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge.    

Corridor B3 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its potential to improve access to public transport. 

10.4.3 Improve connection between homes and employment  

Corridor B1 

As outlined under the objective for economic density in Section 10.3.1, the analysis 
of the balance of jobs and workforce in Corridor B1 finds that, with the right 
economic environment, there is the potential to create a balance of jobs and 
workforce across and within Corridor B1. For this reason, Corridor B1 rates green 
(moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor B2 

As outlined under the objective for economic density in Section 10.3.1, the analysis 
of the balance of jobs and workforce in Corridor B2 finds that there is significant 
potential to balance jobs and workforce in the corridor. Corridor B2 also contains the 
potential to create a greater number of jobs and workforce in the corridor to other 
options. For this reason, Corridor B2 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 
7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor B3 

As described in Section 10.4.1, Corridor B3 and B2 are similar in alignment and rate 
similar in this analysis.  For this reason Corridor B3 is rated as green (moderately 
advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

10.4.4 Summary  

This strategic objective assesses accessibility in the corridor between residents and 
potential job opportunities. It seeks to improve the connectivity between homes and 
employment, to better match residents and their skills with job opportunities and 
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thereby encourage commuting within the corridor rather than out-commuting to other 
areas, such as London. 

Table 10.16: Summary rating for skills and accessibility 

Intervention objective B1 B2 B3 

1. Reducing journey times 
Light 

green 

Dark 

green 

Dark 

green 

2. Improve wider access to jobs by supporting access to 

public transport 

Dark 

green 
Green Green 

 3. Improve connection between homes and employment Green Green Green 

 OVERALL RATING Green 
Dark 

green 

Dark 

green 

10.5 Planning for the future  

The strategic objective for planning for the future is to ‘reduce the impact of new 
housing on local roads for communities and contribute to better safety, security and 
health whilst promoting sustainable transport modes’. Five intervention objectives 
have been identified which contribute to achieving the strategic objective. Corridor B 
is assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 

10.5.1 Provide infrastructure that facilitates access for traffic onto the 
Strategic Road Network (“Right traffic on the right road”)  

Corridor B1 

Corridor B1 will support access to the strategic road network for existing population 
centres such as Bicester, Buckingham, Winslow and Milton Keynes. The corridor 
could also support access to strategic independent development as well as strategic 
development in these areas. The corridor also provides numerous connections to 
Oxford.  

Corridor B1 is rated dark green (highly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
due to the high level of access provided to the strategic road network. 

Corridor B2 

Corridor B2 will support access to the strategic road network for existing population 
centres such as Bicester, Winslow and Milton Keynes. The corridor could also 
support access to strategic independent development as well as strategic 
development in these areas.  Corridor B2 provides limited access to Oxford.  

Corridor B2 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
due to the good level of access provided to the strategic road network. 
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Corridor B3 

Corridor B2 will support access to the strategic road network for existing population 
centres such as Bicester, Winslow and Milton Keynes. The corridor could also 
support access to strategic independent development as well as strategic 
development in these areas.  Corridor B2 provides limited access to Oxford.  

Corridor B3 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
due to the good level of access provided to the strategic road network. 

10.5.2 Promote access to public transport  

Corridor B1  

Running on the north and west sides of Oxford, Corridor B1 allows connection to 
Oxford and Oxford Parkway railway stations, which are both on the East West Rail 
line. These stations will provide connection to Milton Keynes.  Oxford station is on a 
number of cross-country rail routes including connections to Birmingham and 
Southampton airports.   

North of Oxford there are 3 stations with limited services to Oxford railway station, 
the 3 stations are Tackley, Heyford and Islip. 

To the east, Corridor B1 allows connection with the 2 railway stations within Bicester, 
of which Bicester Village, in the south of Bicester, is on the proposed East West Rail 
line.  

The corridor follows the proposed East West Rail line which includes a potential 
station at Winslow and to current railway stations at Bletchley and east of Fenny 
Stratford. 

There are 5 existing park and ride sites within the corridor boundary including Pear 
Tree, Water Eaton, Seacourt, Redbridge and Bicester.  There are also 3 new 
proposed park and ride sites within the corridor and 1 outside the corridor at 
Eynsham. One of these proposed park and ride sites connects to Oxford Parkway 
railway station. This could create a transport hub linking to East West Rail.  

London Oxford Airport is also located to the north of Oxford within Corridor B1. It 
does not currently provide international flights or any scheduled freight services, 
however the airport has aims to grow and could be a future connection for the Oxford 
to Cambridge Expressway. 

Corridor B1 is rated dark green (highly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
due to its high level of interface with public transport.   

Corridor B2 

Around the south of Oxford, the corridor passes Radley railway station which 
provides train services to Oxford. The corridor allows connection to the 2 stations 
within Bicester, which whilst not in the corridor, could be reached via the A41.  
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Bicester Village, in the south of Bicester, is on the proposed East West Rail line. The 
corridor follows the proposed East West Rail line which includes a potential railway 
station at Winslow and to current railway stations Bletchley and east of Fenny 
Stratford. 

Corridor B2 passes a park and ride site to the east of Oxford as well as 2 proposed 
park and ride sites.   

Corridor B2 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its good level of interface with public transport. 

Corridor B3 

Around the south of Oxford, the corridor passes Radley railway station which 
provides train services to Oxford. The corridor allows connection to the 2 stations 
within Bicester, whilst not in the corridor they could be reached via the A41.  Bicester 
Village, in the south of Bicester, is on the proposed East West Rail line. The corridor 
follows the proposed East West Rail line which includes a potential railway station at 
Winslow and to current railway stations Bletchley and east of Fenny Stratford. 

Corridor B3 passes a park and ride site on the east of Oxford as well as 2 proposed 
park and ride sites.  

Corridor B3 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its good level of interface with public transport. 

10.5.3 Support future transport technology  

The requirements to support this intervention objective includes existing technology 
which can contribute to safety on the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway for all users. 
Existing technology includes Variable Message Signs (VMS) and vehicle detection 
technology to assess traffic flow which is linked to roadside cameras.  

As infrastructure and vehicle technology emerges, such as connected and 
autonomous vehicles, the design of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway will 
develop accordingly. Future innovations that Highways England is trialing will also be 
considered as the Project develops.  This will include technology which supports 
road worker safety. 

The corridor assessment has been based on current and emerging standards 
regarding technology and operational arrangements. 

At present, there are no identified reasons why Corridors B1, B2 and B3 could not 
accommodate emerging infrastructure or vehicle technology. For this reason, 
Corridors B1, B2 and B3 have been rated dark green (highly advantageous) for this 
intervention objective.  
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10.5.4 Improve walking, cycling, and horse-riding links between communities 
and core traffic generators  

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 contain networks of existing walking, cycling and horse-
riding routes crossing the corridor or running within it. The Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway will unavoidably cross some of these existing Non-Motorised User 
(NMU) routes and in these cases alternative routes would need to be 
accommodated. The corridor could provide improvement to routes by reducing 
existing severance and providing new routes. 

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 are rated green (moderately advantageous) for this 
intervention objective due to their potential to improve walking, cycling and horse 
riding links. 

10.5.5 Integrate with existing and known future multimodal projects  

The measurement for this objective uses the same principles as the ‘promote access 
to public transport’ intervention objective and repeats the same rating. This 
intervention objective is not used in the strategic objective assessment in order to 
avoid double counting. 

10.5.6 Summary 

Supporting this strategic objective is about reducing the impact of new housing on 
local roads for communities and contribute to better safety, security and health whilst 
promoting sustainable transport modes. This is achieved by providing an Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway that: 

 Is near to existing and proposed population centres and economic and 
industrial centres thus reducing the distance of travel from these 
concentrations of people to the Strategic Road Network (SRN). 

 Facilitates access to existing or planned public transportation, principally 
transport hubs including railway stations, airports and park and ride facilities.  

 Accommodate all likely beneficial transport technology. 

 Is near to existing and proposed multimodal infrastructure including East 
West Rail and strategic cycle routes. 
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Table 10.17: Summary rating for planning for the future 

Intervention objective B1 B2 B3 

1. Provide infrastructure that facilitates access for traffic 

onto the SRN (“Right traffic on the right roads”) 

Dark 

green 
Green Green 

2. Promote access to public transport 
Dark 

green 
Green Green 

 3. Support future transport technology (improved safety, 

electric vehicles, low-emission vehicles etc.) 

Dark 

green 

Dark 

green 

Dark 

green 

 4. Improve walking, cycling, and horse-riding links between 

communities and core traffic generators 

Green Green Green 

 5. Integrate with existing and known future multimodal 

projects 

Dark 

green 

Green Green 

 OVERALL RATING 
Dark 

green 
Green Green 

10.6 Environment  

The strategic objective for environment is ‘to provide a healthy, natural environment 
by reducing congestion and supporting sustainable travel modes and promoting 
equality and opportunity’. This is split into 3 intervention objectives which are 
assessed in the following sections for Corridor B. 

This section summarises the detailed environmental assessment for Corridor B. For 
full details of the assessment, which includes the rating methodology and findings, 
refer to Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Sections 4, 5 and 6.  

The 7-point scale colour code rating system discussed in this section is explained in 
Section 8.2.7. 

10.6.1 Improve the net environmental impact of transport on communities  

Corridor B1  

Corridor B1 would provide a strategic route to the west of Oxford, towards Bicester, 
Winslow and Bletchley and on towards Bedford. Corridor B1 is likely to move through 
traffic away from town centre locations to more rural locations. This is likely to reduce 
congestion in existing problem areas such as the Air Quality Management Areas 
(AQMAs) and Noise Important Areas (NIAs) in Abingdon and Oxford, the AQMA in 
Bicester town centre and the NIAs in Buckingham and Milton Keynes town centres.  

Corridor B1 is likely to reduce the number of people and properties that are affected 
by air quality impacts and noise compared to the current situation due to the shift in 
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traffic away from town centres to less densely populated areas. Parts of Corridor B1 
could follow existing roads between Abingdon and Bicester, which could result in 
increased exposure, and therefore net impacts could balance out to some degree. 

The development of Corridor B1 is likely to introduce community severance in some 
areas. There are three areas where the corridor width is particularly constrained due 
to the number of settlements dispersed across the width of the corridor. These are 
the area to the north-west of Abingdon, the area to the west of Oxford and the area 
around Woburn Sands. There is the potential for community severance in these 
areas although this could be reduced through careful route alignment and 
improvements to rights of way to help improve connectivity between severed areas. 

Overall, Corridor B1 was assessed to have a grey rating (neutral) on the 7-point 
scale for this intervention objective due to the likely balancing out of positive and 
negative effects on air quality, noise and community severance. 

Corridor B2 

Corridor B2 would provide a strategic route to the east of Oxford, towards the east of 
Bicester, Winslow and Bletchley and on towards Bedford. B2 is likely to move traffic 
away from town centre locations onto the strategic route. This is likely to reduce 
congestion in existing problem areas such as the Air Quality Management Areas 
(AQMAs) and Noise Important Areas (NIAs) in Abingdon and Oxford, the AQMA in 
Bicester town centre and the NIAs in Buckingham and Milton Keynes town centres.  

Corridor B2 is likely to reduce the number of people and properties that are affected 
by air quality impacts and noise compared to the current situation due to the shift in 
traffic away from town centres to less densely populated areas. Parts of B2 could 
follow existing roads around Abingdon, which could result in increased exposure, 
and therefore net impacts could balance to some degree. 

The development of a route in Corridor B2 is likely to introduce community 
severance in some areas. There are three areas where the corridor width is 
particularly constrained due to the number of settlements or community features 
dispersed across the width of the corridor. These are the area around Radley, where 
there Radley College and a golf course lie within the corridor width; the area to the 
east of Oxford, where Wheatley forms a ribbon development across the corridor 
width; and the area around Woburn Sands. There is potential for community 
severance in these areas although this could be reduced through careful route 
alignment avoiding the community facilities and improvements to rights of way to 
help improve connectivity between severed areas. 

Overall, Corridor B2 was assessed to have a grey rating (neutral) on the 7-point 
scale for this intervention objective due to the likely balance of positive and negative 
effects on air quality, noise and community severance. 
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Corridor B3 

Corridor B3 would provide a strategic route to the east of Oxford, towards the east of 
Bicester, Winslow and Bletchley and on towards Bedford. Corridor B3 is likely to 
move traffic away from town centre locations onto the strategic route. This is likely to 
reduce congestion in existing problem areas such as the Air Quality Management 
Areas (AQMAs) and Noise Important Areas (NIAs) in Abingdon and Oxford, the 
AQMA in Bicester town centre and the NIAs in Buckingham and Milton Keynes town 
centres.  

Corridor B3 is likely to reduce the number of people and properties that are affected 
by air quality impacts and noise compared to the current situation due to the shift in 
traffic away from town centres to less densely populated areas. Parts of B3 could 
follow existing roads around Abingdon, which could result in increased exposure, 
and therefore net impacts could balance out to some degree. 

The development of a route in Corridor B3 is likely to introduce community 
severance in some areas. There are three areas where the corridor width is 
particularly constrained due to the number of settlements or community features 
dispersed across the width of the corridor. These are the area around Radley, where 
there Radley College and a golf course lie within the corridor width; the area to the 
east of Oxford, where Wheatley forms a ribbon development across part of the 
corridor width; and the area around Woburn Sands. There is potential for community 
severance in these areas, particularly around Woburn Sands where settlements 
cross the full corridor width.  

There are opportunities to reduce severance at Wheatley as the corridor is wide in 
this location, which allows flexibility to choose an alignment to the east of the 
settlement and avoid severance. Careful route alignment around Radley avoiding 
community facilities and improvements to rights of way would also further help to 
improve connectivity between severed areas. 

Overall, Corridor B3 was assessed for this objective as having a light green rating 
(slightly advantageous) on the 7-point scale. This is due to the potential 
improvements to air and noise from diverting through traffic away from existing 
problem areas and the additional flexibility that the wider corridor offers around 
Wheatley to minimise effects on severance in that area. 

10.6.2 Reduce the impact of new infrastructure on natural and historic 
environment by design  

Corridor B1  

Two areas were identified within Corridor B1, where there are a number of Tier I 
environmental constraints. If Corridor B1 is taken forward, careful environmental 
design and planning would be required to avoid, as far as this is practicable, the Tier 
I constraints outlined below. 
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 South-west of Oxford – there are large areas of ancient woodland and a 
number of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) in this area. Cothill Fen 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) (internationally designated) and SSSI is 
located south-west of Oxford and there is a scheduled monument in this 
area. It would be difficult to develop a route through these areas without 
creating physical loss to, or reduction in interconnectivity of the designated 
sites.  

 West of Oxford – there are large areas of ancient woodland (including 
Wytham Great Wood) and SSSIs in this area. Oxford Meadows SAC 
(internationally designated) and SSSI is located immediately to the west of 
Oxford and lies on both sides of the A34. Seacourt and Godstow Abbey 
scheduled monuments and Botley War Cemetery also lie next to the A34 in 
this location. Any routes developed in B1 would have to cross the River 
Thames at this location where the functional floodplain 3b is over 800m 
across. Any route option through this area is likely to have significant effects 
on the SAC/SSSI, ancient woodland or the scheduled monuments. If a route 
option was developed offline further west of the constraints identified above, 
there would likely be significant effects on the setting of the internationally 
designated Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site and Registered Park and 
Garden (Grade I) and the Cotswolds AONB, which both lie immediately to the 
west of B1. London Oxford Airport and the town of Kidlington lie in the central 
part of B1. There are also large areas of floodplain associated with the River 
Cherwell. Most of this area also lies within the Oxford green belt. 

Overall, Corridor B1 was assessed to have a red rating (highly disadvantageous) on 
the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. This is because of the likely 
significant effects that could result on the internationally designated World Heritage 
Site, Special Areas of Conservation and other features that are given a high level of 
protection in the NN NPS and relevant planning legislation. 

Corridor B2 

Two areas were identified within Corridor B2, where there are a number of Tier I 
constraints. If Corridor B2 is taken forward, careful environmental design and 
planning would be required to avoid, as far as this is practicable, the Tier I 
constraints outlined below. 

 South of Oxford – there is a large area of ancient woodland to the north of 
this corridor (including Bagley and Radley Large Woods). Radley College lies 
in the central part of the corridor and has a number of listed buildings within 
its grounds including Radley Hall and its chapel (both Grade II*). The village 
of Radley lies to the south of the corridor. This area also lies within the 
Oxford green belt. Collectively these features would constrain the selection of 
a route in this area. 

 East of Oxford – to the south of the A40, Corridor B2 is constrained by 
Brasenose Wood and Shotover Hill Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI) 
and ancient woodland to the west, Shotover Country Park and Shotover 
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Registered Park and Garden (RPG) (Grade I) and listed buildings in the 
central part and the village of Wheatley with its conservation area and listed 
buildings to the east. To the north of the A40, Corridor B2 is constrained by 
Otmoor SSSI and Royal Society for the Protection of Birds reserve to the 
west, areas of ancient woodland in the central part and Shabbington Woods 
Complex SSSI to the east. Any route option through this area would likely 
have significant effects on at least one of the SSSIs, the RPG or ancient 
woodland. 

Overall, Corridor B2 was assessed to have a red rating (highly disadvantageous) on 
the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. This is because of the high 
concentration of nationally important ecological features in the area close to the M40. 
It is unlikely that a route could be developed through this part of the corridor without 
significant effects on either the SSSIs or ancient woodland. 

Corridor B3 

One area within Corridor B3 was identified, where there are a number of Tier I 
constraints. If Corridor B3 is taken forward, careful environmental design and 
planning would be required to avoid, as far as this is practicable, the Tier I 
constraints outlined below. 

 South of Oxford –  there is a large area of ancient woodland to the north of 
this corridor (including Bagley and Radley Large Woods). Radley College lies 
in the central part of the corridor, and has a number of listed buildings within 
its grounds including Radley Hall and its chapel (both Grade II*). The village 
of Radley lies to the south of the corridor. This area also lies within the 
Oxford green belt. Collectively these features would constrain the selection of 
a route in this area. 

Overall, Corridor B3 was assessed for this objective to have an amber rating 
(moderately disadvantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 
This rating has regard for the high concentration of environmental features to the 
south of Oxford which would need to be considered very carefully if a route option 
were to be developed here. This constraint area is common to a number of the other 
corridors (A, B2, C2 and C3). There is opportunity for routes to be carefully 
developed to the south of Oxford that would result in the most avoidance of Tier I 
constraints. Consultation with statutory bodies would be undertaken to inform the 
development of routes.  

10.6.3 No net ecology loss  

A high-level assessment of each corridor concludes that offsetting is viable for all 
corridors. Therefore, all corridors have been assessed as grey (neutral) for the no 
net loss intervention objective. Further work will be undertaken at Stage 1B to 
quantify the habitats likely to be affected by each route, their value and possible 
approaches to mitigation. 
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10.6.4 Summary  

Table 10.18 summarises the ratings against the environmental intervention 
objectives. 

Table 10.18: Summary rating for environment  

Intervention objective B1 B2 B3 

1. Improve the net environmental impact of transport on 

communities 
Grey Grey 

Light 

green 

2. Reduce the impact of new infrastructure on natural and 

historic environment by design 
Red Red Amber 

 3. No net ecology loss Grey Grey Grey 

OVERALL RATING Red Red Amber 

10.7 Innovation  

The strategic objective for innovation is to ‘apply innovative technology wherever 
possible to support the sustainable planning, construction and operation of transport 
measures’. Both intervention objectives assessed below contribute to achieving the 
strategic objective. Corridors B1, B2 and B3 have been assessed equally against 
these objectives.  

10.7.1 Promote the use of current and future technologies to support shorter 
journey times and reliabilities  

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 contain existing network of power and telecommunications 
infrastructure. These would provide the base for supporting the development of 
further infrastructure to facilitate the technologies that would enable shorter journey 
times and reliability. 

No service supply or space restrictions have been identified that would limit the 
opportunity to develop the existing infrastructure and to provide new infrastructure 
and technology for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. 

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 are rated green (moderately advantageous) for this 
intervention objective. 

10.7.2 Promote technology use to enable customer to adopt sustainable 
transport  

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 have no service supply or space restrictions identified that 
would limit the opportunity to develop the existing and new infrastructure.  This 
infrastructure would provide technology for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway 
that would facilitate customers switching to sustainable transport. 
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Corridors B1, B2 and B3 contain the line of the proposed East West Rail connection 
and a proposed new railway station at Winslow.  This would be an opportunity to 
promote the use of technology to enable customers to adopt sustainable transport by 
switching to rail transport. 

Corridors B1, B2 and B3 are rated green (moderately advantageous) for this 
intervention objective 

10.7.3 Summary 

Table 10.19: Summary rating for innovation 

Intervention objective B1 B2 B3 

1. Promote the use of current and future technologies to 
support shorter journey times and reliability 

Green Green Green 

2. Promote technology use to enable customers to adopt 
sustainable transport 

Green Green Green 

  OVERALL RATING Green Green Green 
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11. Detailed assessment of Corridor C 

This section details the assessment of Corridor C. The assessment is based on the 
sifting methodology detailed in Section 8. Each area has been assessed against the 
Project objectives outlined in Section 2.  

11.1 Connectivity  

The strategic objective for connectivity is to ‘provide an east-west strategic road link 
between Milton Keynes and Oxford that delivers enhanced connectivity through 
faster, safer and more reliable connections across the corridor in the broad arc from 
Oxford to Cambridge via Milton Keynes’. Five intervention objectives have been 
identified which contribute to achieving the strategic objective. Corridor C is 
assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 

11.1.1 Reduce journey times  

Corridor C1 

For Corridor C1, there is a monetised total journey time saving of £2.31 billion across 
the network over the assessment period. The table below shows the indicative time 
saving for journeys, between the M4 J13 at Chieveley and the M1 J13 at Milton 
Keynes, using the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. The average journey speed 
along this route in the morning peak in the year 2041 is 54 miles per hour.  

Table 11.1: Journey time savings (minutes) for Corridor C1 in 2041 compared 
with a no Oxford to Cambridge Expressway option 

Direction Morning peak Between 
peak 

Evening peak 

Eastbound 29 20 27 

Westbound 25 21 25 

This option rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective 

Corridor C2 

For Corridor C2, there is a monetised total journey time saving of £2.44 billion across 
the network over the assessment period. The table below shows the indicative time 
savings for journeys, between the M4 J13 at Chieveley and the M1 J13 at Milton 
Keynes, using the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. The average journey speed 
along this route in the morning peak in the year 2041 is modelled as 57 miles per 
hour.  
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Table 11.2: Journey time savings (minutes) for Corridor C2 in 2041 compared 
with a no Oxford to Cambridge Expressway option 

Direction Morning peak Between 
peak 

Evening peak 

Eastbound 30 26 33 

Westbound 32 25 30 

This option rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor C3 

The results for Corridor C3 are the same as C2 as the two corridors are very similar, 
both being aligned to the east of Oxford. The slight difference in alignment would not 
result in a significant difference when tested within the transport model. 

Therefore, the results for C3 are the same as C2 and this option is rated dark green 
(highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

11.1.2 Improve journey time reliability  

A stress-based method was used to assess the increase in journey time reliability as 
a consequence of the introduction of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway.  The 
method is based on the assumption that reliability is linked to the decline in flows that 
occur as the capacity of the road is reached.  Further details of this method can be 
found in Appendix G. 

Corridor C1 

Whilst the Do Minimum scenario average stress value is higher than in Do 
Something scenarios, it is below the 75% threshold in both Do Minimum and Do 
Something. WebTAG guidance indicates that in this situation the impact will be 
neutral. 

Table 11.3 summarises the results of stress test for Corridor C1.  

Table 11.3: Stress analysis results – Corridor C1 

Route Without Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway  

With Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway 

Existing route 59.9 % 52.0% 

Corridor C1 N/A 57.5% 

It is concluded that a proportionate stress-based method which has been adopted for 
this early stage of appraisal has provided early indicative evidence of reliability 
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benefits associated with the Project. Given that the Project will result in significant 
travel time savings, it is reasonable to suggest that there will a positive impact on 
journey time reliability which is to be captured through a more comprehensive 
method at the next stages of scheme appraisal. 

Corridor C1 rates light green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor C2 

For Corridor C2, whilst the Do Minimum scenario average stress value is higher than 
in Do Something scenarios, it is below the 75% threshold in both Do Minimum and 
Do Something. WebTAG guidance indicates that in this situation the impact will be 
neutral. 

Table 11.4 summarises the results of stress test for Corridor C2. 

Table 11.4: Stress Analysis Results – Corridor C2 

Route Without Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway 

With Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway 

Existing route 59.9 % 50.2% 

Corridor C2 N/A 42.3% 

From the same reasoning above, it is concluded that this early stage of appraisal has 
provided early indicative evidence of reliability benefits associated with the Project. 
Given that the Project will result in significant travel time savings, it is reasonable to 
suggest that there will a positive impact on journey time reliability which is to be 
captured through a more comprehensive method at the next stages of scheme 
appraisal. 

Corridor C2 rates light green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 is expected to perform in a similar manner to C2 in modelling analysis. 
Therefore, Corridor C3 also rates light green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 

11.1.3 Promote resilience  

Corridor C1 

Corridor C1 performs reasonably well against this objective. However, part of this 
corridor may include online sections, thereby not providing a network with same level 
of resilience as one which was completely offline which would include new road 
network to increase overall network resilience. It is assessed that Corridor C1 would 
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not be able to react as well in times of challenges to normal operating conditions, 
than other corridors. 

This option rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor C2 

Corridor C2 performs well against this objective. A route within this corridor is 
anticipated to be entirely offline, thereby providing a completely new addition to the 
Strategic Road Network. The alternative route will enable greater network resilience 
in times of challenges to normal operating conditions. 

This option rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 performs well against this objective. A route within this corridor is 
anticipated to be entirely offline, thereby providing a completely new addition to the 
Strategic Road Network. The alternative route will enable greater network resilience 
in times of challenges to normal operating conditions. 

This option rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

11.1.4 Safety performance of the Project delivery  

Corridor C1 

There are notable levels of significant hazards identified within the corridor that have 
the potential to harm. The main likely hazards identified were interfaces with existing 
transport infrastructure, utility transmission networks and community areas. The key 
hazard identified is the interface with existing transport infrastructure and associated 
on-line road improvement. This has the potential to affect safety performance of the 
Project if not managed sufficiently, however there are some opportunities to improve 
safety performance through implementation of additional control measures. 

The principal preferred control measure would be to design the geometry of the 
proposed carriageway to physically avoid this key hazard, and provide well modelled 
traffic management phasing to the existing on-line sections. Optimising on the 
available space within an existing road and use of open land adjacent to the 
constraints would also provide the opportunity to improve safety performance. 

With notable levels of hazard and some opportunity to mitigate Corridor C1 rates 
light green (slightly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor C2  
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There are high levels of significant constraints identified within the corridor.  The key 
hazards identified were interfaces with existing transport infrastructure, utility 
transmission networks and proximity to community areas. This has the potential to 
affect safety performance of the Project if not managed sufficiently and there is a 
neutral level of opportunity to improve safety performance.   

The preferred control measure would be to design the geometry of the proposed 
carriageway to avoid these hazards where this is possible. The option to use open 
land adjacent to the constraints would provide the opportunity to improve safety 
performance.  

With high levels of hazard and neutral opportunity to mitigate Corridor C2 rates grey 
(neutral) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor C3 

There are high levels of significant constraints identified within the corridor.  The key 
hazards identified were interfaces with existing transport infrastructure, utility 
transmission networks and proximity to community areas. This has the potential to 
affect safety performance of the Project if not managed sufficiently and there is a 
neutral level of opportunity to improve safety performance.   

The preferred control measure would be to design the geometry of the proposed 
carriageway to avoid these hazards where this is possible. The option to use open 
land adjacent to the constraints would provide the opportunity to improve safety 
performance.  

With high levels of hazard and neutral opportunity to mitigate Corridor C3 rates grey 
(neutral) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

11.1.5 Safety performance of the finished product  

Corridor C1 

For Corridor C1 there will be an estimated reduction of 1,812 personal injury 
collisions over the assessment period on the road network as a consequence of the 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway being introduced in Corridor C1.  

This will see an estimated reduction of 1,926 in the number of casualties arising from 
these collisions. There is estimated to be a reduction of 40 fatalities during the 
assessment period which is the highest-performing corridor option. 

This translates into estimated monetised benefits of £107.6 million over the 60-year 
evaluation period, see Table 11.5. 
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Table 11.5: Estimated reduction in the number of collisions and casualties and 
monetised benefit for Corridor C1 over the assessment period 

Criteria Value 

Reduction in the total number of 
personal injury collisions 

1,812 

Reduction in the 
number of 
casualties 

Fatal 40 

Serious 414 

Slight 1,472 

Total 1,926 

Monetised savings (£m) 107.6 

This option rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor C2 

For Corridor C2 there will be a reduction of an estimated 1,256 personal injury 
collisions over the assessment period on the road network as a consequence of the 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway being introduced in Corridor C2. 

This will see an estimated reduction of 1,267 in the number of casualties arising from 
these collisions. The reduction in the number of fatalities is 58% less than the best-
performing option. 

This translates into estimated monetised benefits of £70.4 million over the 
assessment period see Table 11.6. 

Table 11.6 Estimated reduction in the number of collisions and casualties and 
monetised benefit for Corridor C2 over the assessment period 

Criteria Value 

Reduction in the total number of 
personal injury collisions 

1,256 

Reduction in the 
number of 
casualties 

Fatal 17 

Serious 287 

Slight 963 

Total 1,267 

Monetised savings (£m) 70.4 
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This option rates light green (slightly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 will perform in a similar way to Corridor C2 in modelling analysis. 
Therefore, Corridor C3 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) on the 7-point 
scale for this intervention objective. 

11.1.6 Summary  

This strategic objective is to provide enhanced connectivity through faster, safer and 
more reliable connections across the corridor in the broad arc between Oxford and 
Cambridge via Milton Keynes. 

The assessment for this strategic objective is summarised in Table 11.7 

Table 11.7: Summary rating for connectivity 

Intervention objective C1 C2 C3 

1. Reduce journey times Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

2. Improve journey time reliability 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

 3. Promote resilience 
Green Dark 

green 
Dark 
green 

 4. Safety performance of the Project delivery 
Light 
green 

Grey Grey 

 5. Safety performance of the finished product 
Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

  OVERALL RATING Green Green Green 

11.2 Strategic transformation  

The strategic objective for strategic transformation is to ‘support the creation of an 
integrated corridor between Oxford and Cambridge, reflecting and advancing plans 
for infrastructure, housing, business investment and development’. Two intervention 
objectives have been identified which both contribute to achieving the strategic 
objective. Corridor C is assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of 
the CAR. 

11.2.1 Alignment with other transport infrastructure  

Corridor C1, C2 and C3 connect equally well with the strategic road network 
including the A34, M40, A5 and M1. 
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Corridor C1 

Corridor C1 encompasses or runs near to Oxford, Oxford Parkway and Bicester 
railway stations which form part of the proposed East West Rail. Connection to 
Oxford railway station is important not just for East West Rail but also as a direct 
connection to other major towns and cities across the UK including London, 
Manchester, Reading, Sheffield, York, Birmingham, Southampton and Newcastle. 
Oxford railway station also provides a direct connection to Birmingham and 
Southampton Airports. Corridor C1 also runs close to Oxford Parkway station, which 
includes a park and ride, and train services to London and Oxford. Bicester is also 
within the corridor boundary allowing for connections to be made to Oxford and 
stations along East West Rail. 

The central section of the corridor routes towards Buckingham which does not have 
a rail connection meaning that any public transport connections to the wider area 
would be by bus in the first instance.  

London Oxford Airport is also within Corridor C1 and whilst the airport does not 
currently provide international flights there are aspirations to expand the airport and 
Corridor C1 would be in a suitable location to connect the airport to the wider 
transport network. 

Corridor C1 would allow connection with the following important roads including the 
A420, A40, A41, A421, A4146 and A5. Corridor C1 would provide good connections 
to the west, towards Swindon, via the A420.  In its central section, Corridor C1 
generally follows the broad corridor of the A421, allowing interchanges between the 
strategic and important road networks along the route.  

Corridor C1 rates light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective. 
 

Corridor C2 

Corridor C2 routes to the south and east of Oxford is further away from Oxford 
railway station and does not provide the option for a direct connection to Oxford 
Parkway. However, it does provide some flexibility for a connection to Bicester 
Village railway station, which lies outside the corridor but could be connected to via 
the A41 allowing for a connection to Oxford station via rail.  

The central section of the corridor routes towards Buckingham which does not have 
a rail connection meaning that any public transport connections to the wider area 
would be by bus in the first instance.  

Corridor C2 would allow connections with the following important roads including the 
A4142, A40, A41, A421, A4146 and the A5. This corridor relies upon the Oxford ring 
road to provide access to the western population centres. It provides good access to 
areas south and east of Oxford. In its central section, Corridor C2 generally follows 
the broad corridor of the A421, allowing interchanges between strategic and 
important roads along the route.  

Corridor C2 rates light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective. 
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Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 routes to the south and east of Oxford is further away from Oxford 
railway station and does not provide the option for a direct connection to Oxford 
Parkway. However, it does provide some flexibility for a connection to Bicester 
Village railway station, which lies outside the corridor but could be connected to via 
the A41 allowing for a connection to Oxford station via rail.  

In the central section, as the corridor route is towards Buckingham there is no 
connection with Winslow where there is a proposed station on the East West Rail 
line. Buckingham does not have a rail connection.  

Corridor C3 would allow connections with the following important roads including the 
A4142, A40, A41, A4146 and A5. The corridor relies upon the Oxford ring road to 
provide access to the western population centres. It provides good access to areas 
south and east of Oxford.  

In its central section, Corridor C3 generally follows the broad corridor of the A421, 
allowing interchanges between strategic and major roads along the route.  

Corridor C3 rates light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective. 

11.2.2 Alignment with known and aspirational development  

The alignment with known and aspirational development assessment was conducted 
using assumed and modelled capacities for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway, 
combined with locally derived information on the location of planned development 
and the aspirations of the NIC vision. For full details on the approach, see Appendix 
C – Growth and Economic Assessment Report. 

Corridor C1 

Corridor C1 is anticipated to make a minor contribution towards enabling known 
currently allocated growth. This is due to the assumption that most of this growth is 
anticipated to come forward before the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway has an 
impact on development. The Oxford to Cambridge Expressway is expected to make 
a substantial contribution towards enabling aspirational growth. The estimated 
number of homes that could be enabled by Corridor C1 is presented in Table 11.8. 
The actual number of homes enabled by the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway could 
be within a wide range of the figures presented as much will depend on factors not 
known at present, such as junction design and wider local road network constraints. 
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Table 11.8: Corridor C1 homes potentially enabled for development 

Scenario Description Corridor C1 
estimated 
housing 

Reference case  Normal background growth of allocated 
housing sites 

90,000 

Known development 
of allocated sites  

More intense development of allocated 
housing sites with Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway opened (including 
reference case) 

95,000 

Known and 
aspirational 
development  

Aspirational and allocated development 
enabled with Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway opened (including 
reference case) 

410,000 

Corridor C1 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor C2 

Corridor C2 is expected to also make a minor contribution towards enabling known 
growth but a substantial contribution towards enabling aspirational growth. The 
estimated number of homes that could be enabled by Corridor C2 is presented in 
Table 11.9. 

Table 11.9: Corridor C2 homes potentially enabled for development 

Scenario Description Corridor C2 
estimated 
housing 

Reference case  Normal background growth of allocated 
housing sites 

90,000 

Known development 
of allocated sites  

More intense development of allocated 
housing sites with Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway opened (including 
reference case) 

95,000 

Known and 
aspirational 
development  

Aspirational and allocated development 
enabled with Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway opened (including 
reference case) 

450,000 

Corridor C2 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. 

Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 is expected to also make a minor contribution towards enabling known 
growth but a substantial contribution towards enabling aspirational growth. The 
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estimated number of homes that could be enabled by Corridor C3 is presented 
below. The results for Corridor C3 are the same as C2 as the two corridors are very 
similar in strategic alignment. It is considered that the slight differences in alignment 
would not result in a significant difference when assessing their development 
impacts due to the similarity in location, length and connection to the wider strategic 
network. The estimated number of homes that could be enabled by Corridor C3 are 
presented in Table 11.10. 

Table 11.10: Corridor C3 homes potentially enabled for development 

Scenario Description Corridor C3 
estimated 
housing 

Reference case  Normal background growth of allocated 
housing sites 

90,000 

Known development 
of allocated sites  

More intense development of allocated 
housing sites with Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway opened (including 
reference case) 

95,000 

Known and 
aspirational 
development  

Aspirational and allocated development 
enabled with Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway opened (including 
reference case) 

450,000 

Corridor C3 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to its potential to enable high levels of development. 

11.2.3 Summary 

This strategic objective is to promote a strategic transformation of the corridor by 
aligning the corridor with other transport infrastructure (both highway and public 
transport) and planned and aspirational developments. This should provide 
increased accessibility and capacity for ambitious future economic growth for the 
corridor. 

Table 11.11: Summary rating for strategic transformation 

Intervention objective C1 C2 C3 

1. Alignment with other transport infrastructure 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

2. Alignment with known and aspirational development Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

OVERALL RATING 
Light 
green 

Green Green 
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11.3 Economic growth  

The strategic objective for economic growth is to ‘unlock the economic potential in 
the corridor by facilitating strategic growth to the benefit of the UK economy through 
increased productivity, employment and housing, and maximising synergies with 
potential growth associated with East West Rail’. Four intervention objectives have 
been identified which contribute to achieving the strategic objective. Corridor C is 
assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 

11.3.1 Economic density  

Economic density is a method of assessing the geographical closeness of economic 
growth, including new homes and employment space that could be supported by the 
corridor. This also includes economic modelling of employment growth and an 
assessment of enabled employment space. Appendix C Growth and Economic 
Assessment Report presents further analysis on economic density including an 
assessment of land-take requirements, the impact of alignment with EWR and the 
potential for modal shift from road to rail as a sensitivity test. 

Corridor C1 

For Corridor C1, the estimate of the potential balance of jobs and workers for each 
junction is shown in Figure 11.1 below. This includes an estimate of local workers, 
living in the homes supported by the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. The best 
potential outcome is broadly where the number of new jobs associated with each 
junction of the corridor equals the number of new workers associated with each 
junction. 

Figure 11.1: Corridor C1 aspirational growth potential estimate of workers and 
jobs 

 

The results by junction may not reflect overall corridor results; the figures are subject 
to change if junction capacity changes; jobs numbers are high level estimates and 
not based on a detailed assessment. 

The economic modelling estimate of employment growth is broadly in line with the 
assessment of enabled employment space by Corridor C1. 
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The analysis of the balance of jobs and workforce finds that, with the right economic 
environment, there is the potential to create a balance of jobs and workforce across 
and within Corridor C1. 

For these reasons, Corridor C1 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor C2 

The assessment for Corridor C2 followed the same approach as described above. 
The assessment looked at the balance of jobs and resident workers along the 
corridor supported by Corridor C2. This also included economic modelling of 
employment growth and an assessment of enabled employment space. 

The estimate of the potential balance of jobs and workers for each junction is shown 
in Figure 11.2. 

Figure 11.2: Corridor C2 aspirational growth potential estimate of workers and 
jobs 

 

The analysis of Corridor C2 finds that, with the right economic environment, there is 
the potential to create a balance of jobs and workforce across and within Corridor 
C2. 

For these reasons, Corridor C2 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor C3 

The assessment for Corridor C3 also followed the same approach as described 
above. The assessment looked at the balance of jobs and resident workers along the 
corridor supported by Corridor C3. 

The estimate of the potential balance of jobs and workers for each junction is shown 
in Figure 11.3. 
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Figure 11.3: Corridor C3 aspirational growth potential estimate of workers and 
jobs 

 

As the strategic alignment of Corridors C2 and C3 are similar for development 
analysis purposes, the results for the two corridors are the same. As such, Corridor 
C3 rates the same as C2 and rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point 
scale for this intervention objective. 

11.3.2 Access to gateways and freight terminals  

There are no gateways or freight terminals within Corridors C1, C2 and C3. London 
Oxford airport is in Corridor C1, however there are currently no scheduled 
international or freight services operating out of the airport, although there are 
aspirations to expand the use of the airport.  

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 are anticipated to have a positive effect on access to 
gateways and freight terminals. This is due to improved direct interconnections 
between the M4, M1 and A1 and linking to the M3/A34 to the south and hence the 
container port of Southampton and the A14 to the east and the container port of 
Felixstowe. This will reduce travel on other parts of the strategic network by 
providing additional east west links rather than traffic travelling in an indirect 
direction, for example the motorway route from Oxford to Luton airport is via the 
M40, M25 and M1. The main positive impact of the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway is the potential travel time reduction between gateways and ports to the 
south and west of Oxford and north and east of Cambridge.  

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 are rated green (moderately advantageous) for this 
intervention objective because of the positive impact on travel time reduction to 
gateways and ports.  

11.3.3 Dependent development including jobs and housing  

Corridor C1 

Dependent development is development which requires the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway in order to proceed. It is directly related to the capacity of the Oxford to 
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Cambridge Expressway junctions and may include development intensification on 
allocated land or new development on land not currently identified for development. 
This is the approach used to estimate the potential of the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway to achieve the strategic transformation objective of alignment with 
known and aspirational development. As a result, the same conclusions were 
reached as for the strategic transformation objective, namely that: 

 Corridor C1 is anticipated to make a minor contribution towards enhancing 
adopted and emerging developments. 

 Corridor C1 is anticipated to contribute substantially towards enabling 
aspirational growth of around 320,000 homes, if it is decided to plan for this 
growth. 

For these reasons, Corridor C1 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor C2 

The assessment of Corridor C2 follows the same assessment approach above. The 
dependent development of already allocated land or new development on land not 
currently identified for development has been assessed for the corridor. As a result, 
the same conclusions were reached, namely that: 

 Corridor C2 is anticipated to make a minor contribution towards enhancing 
adopted and emerging developments. 

 Corridor C2 is expected to make a substantial contribution towards enabling 
aspirational growth, of around 360,000 homes, if it is decided to plan for this 
growth. 

For these reasons, Corridor C2 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor C3 

The assessment of Corridor C3 follows the same assessment approach above. The 
dependent development of already allocated land or new development on land not 
currently identified for development has been assessed for the corridor. As a result, 
the same conclusions were reached, namely that: 

 Corridor C3 is anticipated to make a minor contribution towards enhancing 
adopted and emerging developments. 

 Corridor C3 is expected to make a substantial contribution towards enabling 
aspirational growth, of around 360,000 homes, if it is decided to plan for this 
growth. 

For these reasons, Corridor C3 rates dark green (highly advantageous) on the 7-
point scale for this intervention objective. 
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11.3.4 Skills impact  

The impact of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway on skills is taken to be the 
potential of the corridors to improve access to high skilled job opportunities, improve 
business productivity, increase spending on research and improve access to world 
leading education institutions. 

The productivity growth in the area has been modelled and the impact of the Oxford 
to Cambridge Expressway on this has been assessed. This growth in productivity is 
mainly due to reduced travel times between industrial areas and the resulting 
increase in accessibility to nearby workforce and clusters of similar firms. For further 
detail, see Appendix C – Growth and Economic Assessment Report. 

Corridor C1 

Productivity growth for Corridor C1 is shown in Figure 11.4. The productivity growth 
shown is additional and a change which is brought about by the Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway. 

Figure 11.4: Corridor C1 productivity growth for aspirational development 
scenario 

 

Areas on the western side of the corridor receive the greater productivity boost as 
these benefit most directly from improved travel times. Corridor C1 experiences its 
strongest productivity growth in Oxfordshire and Milton Keynes in particular. 

From this assessment, Corridor C1 rates light green (slightly advantageous) on the 
7-point scale for this intervention objective. 
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Corridor C2 

A similar assessment has been carried out for Corridor C2. This productivity growth 
for Corridor C2 is show in Figure 11.5.  

Figure 11.5: Corridor C2 productivity growth for aspirational development 

 

As can be seen from the Figure, areas on the western side of the corridor receive the 
greatest productivity boost with Milton Keynes and West Berkshire experiencing 
strong productivity growth. From this assessment, Corridor C2 rates green 
(moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor C3 

A similar assessment has been carried out for Corridor C3. This productivity growth 
for Corridor C3 is show in Figure 11.6.  
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Figure 11.6: Corridor C3 productivity growth for aspirational development 

 

Due to the strategic nature of the analysis and the similar alignment of Corridors C2 
and C3, the results for C3 are the same as C2. Areas on the western side of the 
corridor receive the greatest productivity boost with Milton Keynes and West 
Berkshire experiencing strong productivity growth. From this assessment, Corridor 
C3 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention 
objective. 

11.3.5 Summary 

This strategic objective is about maximising sustainable growth opportunities, within 
the corridor and beyond, for existing and new potential communities. This takes into 
account sustainable economic and development growth which considers 
environmental, economic and social impacts and is characterised by growth that 
minimises both the need to travel and distance travelled. It aims to maximise travel 
by more sustainable means including public transport, walking and cycling. 
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Table 11.12: Summary rating for economic growth 

Intervention objective C1 C2 C3 

1. Economic density Green Green Green 

2. Access to gateways and freight terminals Green Green Green 

 3. Dependent development including jobs and housing 
Green Dark 

green 
Dark 
green 

 4. Skills impact 
Light 
green 

Green Green 

OVERALL RATING Green Green Green 

11.4 Skills and accessibility  

The strategic objective for skills and accessibility is to ‘promote accessibility and 
wider socio-economic benefits by improving access to job opportunities at key 
employment centres, developments, and at education, leisure, health, and retail 
facilities whilst creating wider employment opportunities’. Three intervention 
objectives have been identified which all contribute to achieving the strategic 
objective. Corridor C is assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of 
the CAR. 

11.4.1 Improve wider access to jobs by reducing journey times 

Corridor C1 

Corridor C1 performs reasonably well against this objective. The corridor was 
modelled in the South East Regional Transport Model (SERTM) and results were 
extracted for journey times across the study area to major employment destinations. 

Within a 45-minute drive of the 12 major employment destinations identified in the 
corridor, Corridor C1 allows for an increase in the catchment of the working 
population of 3%, which corresponds to 21,000 people. 

Corridor C1 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to the slight increase in people within a 45 minute drive of 
major employment destinations. 

Corridor C2 

Corridor C2 performs well against this objective.  

Within a 45-minute drive of the 12 major employment destinations identified in the 
corridor, Corridor C2 allows for an increase in the catchment of the working 
population of 6%, which corresponds to 35,000 people. 
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Corridor C2 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to the moderate increase in people within a 45 minute 
drive of major employment destinations. 

Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 was not modelled explicitly as C2 and C3 are very similar, both being 
aligned to the east of Oxford and connecting to the fixed element of the route of 
option C east of Bicester. It is considered that this slight difference in alignment 
would not result in a significant difference when tested within the South East 
Regional Transport Model (SERTM) due to the similarity in location, length and 
connection to the wider strategic network between the 2 sub-options. For this 
reason, it was not possible in this analysis to differentiate between C2 and C3. 

Corridor C3 rates green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective due to the moderate increase in people within a 45 minute 
drive of major employment destinations. 

11.4.2 Supporting access to public transport  

Corridor C1 

In the assessment of supporting access to public transport, there are 5 existing park 
and ride sites within the corridor including Pear Tree, Water Eaton, Seacourt, 
Redbridge and Bicester. There are also 3 new park and ride sites proposed within 
the corridor and 1 near the corridor at Eynsham. On the eastern side of the M40 
there is a park and ride facility at Bicester. 

Corridor C1 could enhance access to Oxford Parkway, Tackley, Heyford, Islip, 
Bicester, Bicester Village and Bletchley railway stations for journeys to the 
employment centres of Oxford and Milton Keynes respectively.  

Considering the East West Rail scheme, Corridor C1 enhances access to Oxford 
Parkway, Bicester, Bicester Village, Bletchley and the proposed Winslow railway 
station for journeys to the employment centres of Oxford, Milton Keynes and 
Cambridge.    

Corridor C1 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its potential to moderately improve access to public transport. 

Corridor C2 

Corridor C2 passes a park and ride site on the east of Oxford as well as 2 proposed 
park and ride sites.  

Corridor C2 could enhance access to Radley and Bletchley railway stations for 
journeys to the employment centres of Oxford and Milton Keynes respectively.  
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Considering the East West Rail scheme, Corridor C2 enhances access to Radley, 
Bletchley and the proposed Winslow railway station for journeys to the employment 
centres of Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge.    

Corridor C2 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its potential to slightly improve access to public transport. 

Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 passes a park and ride site on the east of Oxford as well as 2 proposed 
park and ride sites.  

Corridor C3 could enhance access to Radley and Bletchley railway stations for 
journeys to the employment centres of Oxford and Milton Keynes respectively.  

Considering the East West Rail scheme, Corridor C3 enhances access to Radley, 
Bletchley and the proposed Winslow railway station for journeys to the employment 
centres of Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge.    

Corridor C3 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its potential to slightly improve access to public transport. 

11.4.3 Improve connection between homes and employment  

Corridor C1 

As outlined under the objective for economic density in Section 11.3.1, the analysis 
of the balance of jobs and workforce in Corridor C1 finds that, with the right 
economic environment, there is the potential to create a balance of jobs and 
workforce across and within Corridor C1. For this reason, Corridor C1 rates green 
(moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

Corridor C2 

As outlined under the objective for economic density in Section 11.3.1, the analysis 
of the balance of jobs and workforce in Corridor C2 finds that there is significant 
potential to balance jobs and workforce in the corridor. For this reason, Corridor C2 
is rated green (moderately advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention 
objective. 

Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 and C2 are similar in alignment and for the purposes of this this strategic 
analysis, are rated similarly. For this reason, Corridor C3 rates green (moderately 
advantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. 

11.4.4 Summary  

This strategic objective assesses accessibility in the corridor between residents and 
potential job opportunities. It seeks to improve the connectivity between homes and 
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employment, to better match residents and their skills with job opportunities and 
thereby encourage commuting within the corridor rather than out-commuting to other 
areas, such as London. 

Table 11.13: Summary rating for skills and accessibility  

Intervention objective C1 C2 C3 

1. Reducing journey times 
Light 
green 

Green Green 

2. Improve wider access to jobs by supporting access to 
public transport 

Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

 3. Improve connection between homes and employment Green Green Green 

OVERALL RATING 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

11.5 Planning for the future  

The strategic objective for planning for the future is to ‘reduce the impact of new 
housing on local roads for communities and contribute to better safety, security and 
health whilst promoting sustainable transport modes’. Five intervention objectives 
have been identified which contribute to achieving the strategic objective. Corridor C 
is assessed in detail against these objectives in this section of the CAR. 

11.5.1 Provide infrastructure that facilitates access for traffic onto the 
Strategic Road Network (“Right traffic on the right road”)  

Corridor C1 

Corridor C1 will support access to the strategic road network for existing population 
centres such as Bicester, Buckingham and Milton Keynes. The corridor could also 
support access to strategic development in these areas but has limited potential to 
support strategic independent developments. The corridor also provides numerous 
connections to Oxford. 

Corridor C1 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
due to the good level of access provided to the strategic road network. 

Corridor C2  

Corridor C2 will support access to the strategic road network for existing population 
centres in the south of Oxford, Bicester and Milton Keynes and could support 
strategic independent development as well as strategic development in these areas. 
Corridor C2 provides limited access to the west and north of Oxford. 

Corridor C2 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
due to the slightly improved level of access provided to the strategic road network.  
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Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 will support access to the strategic road network for existing population 
centres in the south of Oxford, Bicester and Milton Keynes and could support 
strategic independent development as well as strategic development in these areas. 
Corridor C3 provides limited access to the west and north of Oxford. 

Corridor C3 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
due to the slightly improved level of access provided to the strategic road network. 

11.5.2 Promote access to public transport  

Corridor C1 

Running on the north and west sides of Oxford, Corridor C1 allows connection to 
Oxford and Oxford Parkway railway stations, which are both on the proposed East 
West Rail line. These railway stations will provide connection to Milton Keynes.  
Oxford railway station is on a number of cross-country rail routes including 
connections to Birmingham and Southampton airports.   

Around the area north of Oxford there are 3 railway stations with limited services to 
Oxford railway station, the 3 stations are Tackley, Heyford and Islip. 

To the east, Corridor C1 allows connection with the 2 railway stations within Bicester, 
of which Bicester Village, in the south of Bicester, is on the proposed East West Rail 
line.  

In the central section, the corridor does not follow East West Rail line and runs via 
Buckingham which has no rail connections. 

East of Winslow, the corridor follows the proposed East West Rail line which 
includes railway stations at Bletchley and east of Fenny Stratford. 

There are 5 existing park and ride sites within the corridor boundary including Pear 
Tree, Water Eaton, Seacourt, Redbridge and Bicester.  There are also 3 new 
proposed park and ride sites within the corridor and 1 outside the corridor at 
Eynsham. One of these proposed park and ride sites connects to Oxford Parkway 
railway station. This could create a transport hub linking to East West Rail.  

London Oxford Airport is also located to the north of Oxford within Corridor C1. It 
does not currently provide international flights or any scheduled freight services, 
however the airport has aims to grow and could be a future connection for the Oxford 
to Cambridge Expressway. 

Corridor C1 is rated green (moderately advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its good level of interface with public transport.   
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Corridor C2 

Around the south of Oxford, the corridor passes Radley railway station which 
provides train services to Oxford. The corridor allows connection to the 2 railway 
stations within Bicester, of which Bicester Village, in the south of Bicester, is on the 
proposed East West Rail line.  

In the central section, the corridor does not follow East West Rail line and runs via 
Buckingham which has no rail connections. 

Corridor C2 passes a park and ride site to the east of Oxford as well as 2 proposed 
park and ride sites.   

Corridor C2 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its reasonable level of interface with public transport. 

Corridor C3 

Around the south of Oxford, the corridor passes Radley railway station which 
provides train services to Oxford. The corridor allows connection to the 2 railway 
stations within Bicester, of which Bicester Village, in the south of Bicester, is on the 
proposed East West Rail line.  

In the central section, the corridor does not follow East West Rail line and runs via 
Buckingham which has no rail connections. 

Corridor C3 passes a park and ride site on the east of Oxford as well as 2 proposed 
park and ride sites.  

Corridor C3 is rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this intervention objective 
because of its reasonable level of interface with public transport. 

11.5.3 Support future transport technology 

The requirements to support this intervention objective includes existing technology 
which can contribute to safety on the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway for all users. 
Existing technology includes Variable Message Signs (VMS) and vehicle detection 
technology to assess traffic flow which is linked to roadside cameras.  

As infrastructure and vehicle technology emerges, such as connected and 
autonomous vehicles, the design of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway will 
develop accordingly. Future innovations that Highways England is trialing will also be 
considered as the Project develops.  This will include technology which supports 
road worker safety. 

The corridor assessment has been based on current and emerging standards 
regarding technology and operational arrangements. 

At present, there are no identified reasons why Corridors C1, C2 and C3 could not 
accommodate emerging infrastructure or vehicle technology.  
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For this reason, Corridors C1, C2 and C3 have been rated dark green (highly 
advantageous) for this intervention objective.  

11.5.4 Improve walking, cycling, and horse-riding links between communities 
and core traffic generators  

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 contain networks of existing walking, cycling and horse-
riding routes crossing the corridor or running within it. The Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway will unavoidably cross some of these existing Non-Motorised User 
routes and in these cases alternative routes would need to be accommodated.  The 
corridor could provide improvement to routes by reducing existing severance and 
providing new routes.  

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 are rated green (moderately advantageous) for this 
intervention objective due to their potential to improve walking, cycling and horse 
riding links. 

11.5.5 Integrate with existing and known future multimodal projects  

The rating for this objective has been measured using the same principles used for 
the ‘promote access to public transport’ intervention objective and repeats the same 
rating.  

This intervention objective is not used in the strategic objective assessment in order 
to avoid double counting. 

11.5.6 Summary 

Achieving this strategic objective is about reducing the impact of new housing on 
local roads for communities and contribute to better safety, security and health whilst 
promoting sustainable transport modes. This is achieved by providing an Oxford to 
Cambridge Expressway that: 

 Is near to existing and proposed population centres and economic and 
industrial centres thus reducing the distance of travel from these 
concentrations of people to the Strategic Road Network (SRN). 

 Facilitates access to existing or planned public transportation, principally 
transport hubs including railway stations, airports and park and ride facilities.  

 Accommodate all likely beneficial transport technology. 

 Is near to existing and proposed multimodal infrastructure including the 
proposed East West Rail and strategic cycle routes. 
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Table 11.14: Summary rating for planning for the future 

Intervention objective C1 C2 C3 

1. Provide infrastructure that facilitates access for traffic 
onto the SRN (“Right traffic on the right roads”) 

Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

2. Promote access to public transport Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

 3. Support future transport technology (improved safety, 
electric vehicles, low-emission vehicles etc.) 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

 4. Improve walking, cycling, and horse-riding links between 
communities and core traffic generators 

Green Green Green 

 5. Integrate with existing and known future multimodal 
projects (not rated) 

Grey Grey Grey 

OVERALL RATING Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

11.6 Environment  

The strategic objective for environment is ‘to provide a healthy, natural environment 
by reducing congestion and supporting sustainable travel modes and promoting 
equality and opportunity’. This is split into three intervention objectives which are 
assessed in the following sections for Corridor C. 

This section summarises the detailed environmental assessment for Corridor C. For 
full details of the assessment, which includes the rating methodology and findings, 
refer to Appendix E Supplementary Environmental Information Sections 7, 8 and 9.  

The 7-point scale colour code rating system discussed in this section is explained in 
Section 8.2.6. 

11.6.1 Improve the net environmental impact of transport on communities  

Corridor C1 

Corridor C1 would provide a strategic route to the west of Oxford, towards Bicester, 
Buckingham and on towards Milton Keynes. Corridor C1 is likely to move through 
traffic away from town centre locations onto the strategic route. This is likely to 
reduce congestion in existing problem areas such as the Air Quality Management 
Area (AQMAs) and Noise Important Areas (NIAs) in Abingdon and Oxford, the 
AQMA in Bicester town centre and the NIA in Milton Keynes town centre. This is 
likely to reduce the number of people and properties that are affected by air quality 
impacts and noise compared to the current situation. However, parts of Corridor C1 
could follow existing roads between Bicester, Buckingham and Bletchley, which 
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could result in increased exposure, and therefore net impacts could balance out to 
some degree.  

The development of Corridor C1 is likely to introduce community severance in some 
areas. There are 2 areas where the corridor is particularly constrained in terms of 
existing settlements and where there is a higher risk of severance if Corridor C1 is to 
be taken forward. These include the area to the north-west of Oxford, where 
Kidlington Begbroke and Yarnton lie across the corridor and to the south-east of 
Milton Keynes where Aspley Guise, Woburn Sands and Bow Brickhill lie close 
together.  

Corridor C1 has a grey rating (neutral) overall on the 7-point scale for this 
intervention objective. This is due to the likely balance of positive and negative 
effects on air quality, noise and community severance. 

Corridor C2 

Corridor C2 would provide a strategic route to the east of Oxford, towards Bicester, 
Buckingham and on towards Milton Keynes. Corridor C2 is likely to move traffic away 
from town centre locations onto the strategic route. This is likely to reduce 
congestion in existing problem areas such as the Air Quality Management Area 
(AQMAs) and Noise Important Areas (NIAs) in Abingdon and Oxford, the AQMA in 
Bicester town centre and the NIAs in Buckingham and Milton Keynes town centres. 
This is likely to reduce the number of people and properties that are affected by 
noise and air quality impacts compared to the current situation. Parts of Corridor C2 
could follow existing roads between Bicester, Buckingham and Bletchley, which 
could result in increased exposure, and therefore impacts could balance out to some 
degree.  

The development of Corridor C2 is likely to introduce community severance in some 
areas. There are 3 areas where the corridor width is particularly constrained in terms 
of existing settlements and where there is a higher risk of severance if Corridor C2 
was to be taken forward. These are the area around Radley, where Radley College 
and a golf course lie within the corridor width; the area to the east of Oxford, where 
Wheatley forms a ribbon development across the corridor width; and to the south-
east of Milton Keynes where Aspley Guise, Woburn Sands and Bow Brickhill lie 
close together. There is potential for community severance in these areas compared 
to other sections of the corridor, which could be reduced through careful route 
alignment avoiding the community facilities and improvements to rights of way to 
help improve connectivity between severed areas. 

Corridor C2 has a yellow rating (slightly disadvantageous) overall on the 7-point 
scale for this intervention objective. This is due to the likely balance of air and noise 
effects along with the possibility of new community severance being introduced. 

Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 would provide a strategic route to the east of Oxford, towards Bicester, 
Buckingham and on towards Milton Keynes. Corridor C3 is likely to move traffic away 
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from town centre locations onto the strategic route. This is likely to reduce 
congestion in existing problem areas such as the Air Quality Management Area 
(AQMAs) and Noise Important Areas (NIAs) in Abingdon and Oxford, the AQMA in 
Bicester town centre and the NIAs in Buckingham and Milton Keynes town centres.  

This is likely to reduce the number of people and properties that are affected by air 
quality impacts and noise compared to the current situation. Parts of Corridor C3 
could follow existing roads between Bicester, Buckingham and Bletchley, which 
could result in increased exposure, and therefore impacts could balance out to some 
degree.  

The development of Corridor C3 is likely to introduce community severance in some 
areas. There are 3 areas where the corridor width is particularly constrained in terms 
of existing settlements and where there is a higher risk of severance if Corridor C3 is 
to be taken forward. These are the area around Radley, where Radley College and a 
golf course lie within the corridor width; the area to the east of Oxford; and the area 
to the south-east of Milton Keynes where Aspley Guise, Woburn Sands and Bow 
Brickhill lie close together. There is potential for community severance in these areas 
compared to other sections of the corridor, although this could be reduced through 
careful route alignment avoiding the community facilities and improvements to rights 
of way to help improve connectivity between severed areas. 

Corridor C3 has a yellow rating (slightly disadvantageous) overall on the 7-point 
scale for this intervention objective. This is due to the likely balance of air and noise 
effects along with the possibility of new community severance being introduced.  

11.6.2 Reduce the impact of new infrastructure on natural and historic 
environment by design  

Corridor C1 

Three key constraint areas were identified within Corridor C1, where there are a 
number of Tier I environmental constraints. If Corridor C1 is taken forward, careful 
environmental design and planning would be required to avoid the Tier I constraints 
as far as this is practicable.  

 South-west of Oxford – there are large areas of ancient woodland and a 
number of SSSIs in this area. Cothill Fen Special Area of Conservation (SAC) 
(internationally designated) and Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI) is 
located south-west of Oxford and there is a scheduled monument in this 
area. It would be difficult to develop a route through these areas without 
creating physical loss to, or reduction in interconnectivity of the designated 
sites.  

 West of Oxford –  there are large areas of ancient woodland (including 
Wytham Great Wood) and SSSIs in this area. Oxford Meadows SAC 
(internationally designated) and SSSI is located immediately to the west of 
Oxford and lies on both sides of the A34. Seacourt and Godstow Abbey 
scheduled monuments and Botley War Cemetery also lie next to the A34 in 
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this location. Any routes developed in C1 would have to cross the River 
Thames at this location where the functional floodplain 3b is over 800m. Any 
route option through this area is likely to have significant effects on the 
SAC/SSSI, ancient woodland or the scheduled monuments. If a route was 
developed offline further west of the constraints identified above, there would 
likely be significant effects on the setting of the internationally designated 
Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site and Registered Park and Garden 
(Grade I) and the Cotswolds AONB, which both lie immediately to the west of 
Corridor C1. London Oxford Airport and the town of Kidlington lie in the 
central part of Corridor C1. There are also large areas of floodplain 
associated with the River Cherwell. Most of this area also lies within the 
Oxford green belt. 

 North of Buckingham – Stowe Registered Park and Garden (Grade I) lies to 
the north of this corridor and Buckingham lies in the central part. Assessment 
is made on the basis that it should be possible to develop a route option that 
avoids these constraints. 

Overall, Corridor C1 was assessed with a red rating (highly disadvantageous) on the 
7-point scale for this intervention objective. This is because of the likely significant 
effects that could result on the internationally designated World Heritage Site and 
SAC and other features that are given a high level of protection in the NN NPS and 
relevant planning legislation. 

Corridor C2 

Three key constraint areas were identified within C2 where there are a number of 
Tier I constraints. If C2 was taken forward, careful environmental design and 
planning would be required to avoid those Tier I constraints as far as this is 
practicable. 

 South of Oxford – there is a large area of ancient woodland to the north of 
this corridor (including Bagley and Radley Large Woods). Radley College lies 
in the central part of the corridor and has a number of listed buildings within 
its grounds including Radley Hall and its chapel (both Grade II*). The village 
of Radley lies to the south of the corridor. This area also lies within the 
Oxford green belt. Collectively these features would constrain the selection of 
a route in this area. 

 East of Oxford (A40 and M40) – to the south of the A40, Corridor C2 is 
constrained by Brasenose Wood and Shotover Hill Special Sites of Scientific 
Interest (SSSI) and ancient woodland to the west, Shotover Country Park and 
Shotover Registered Park and Garden (Grade I) and listed buildings in the 
central part and the village of Wheatley with its conservation area and listed 
buildings to the east. To the north of the A40, Corridor C2 is constrained by 
Otmoor SSSI and Royal Society for the Protection of Birds reserve to the 
west, areas of ancient woodland in the central part and Shabbington Woods 
Complex SSSI to the east. Any route through this area would likely have 
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significant effects on at least one of the SSSIs, the Registered Park and 
Garden (RPG) or ancient woodland. 

 North of Buckingham – Stowe RPG (Grade I) lies to the north of this corridor 
and Buckingham lies in the central part. Assessment is made on the basis 
that it should be possible to develop a route option that avoids these 
constraints. 

Overall, Corridor C2 was assessed to have a red rating (highly disadvantageous) on 
the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. This is because of the high 
concentration of nationally important ecological features in the area between the A40 
and M40. It is unlikely that a route could be developed through this part of the 
corridor without significant effects on either the SSSIs or ancient woodland. 

Corridor C3 

Three key constraint areas were identified within Corridor C3, where there are a 
number of Tier I constraints. If Corridor C3 is taken forward, careful environmental 
design and planning would be required to avoid those Tier I constraints as far as is 
this is practicable. 

 South of Oxford – there is a large area of ancient woodland to the north of 
this corridor (including Bagley and Radley Large Woods). Radley College lies 
in the central part of the corridor and has a number of listed buildings within 
its grounds including Radley Hall and its chapel (both Grade II*). The village 
of Radley lies to the south of the corridor. This area also lies within the 
Oxford green belt. Collectively these features would constrain the selection of 
a route in this area. 

 East of Oxford (M40) – Corridor C3 is constrained by Waterperry Wood and 
Shabbington Woods Complex ancient woodland and SSSIs to the west of the 
M40 as well as Thomley deserted medieval village scheduled monument, 
further ancient woodland and the villages of Oakley and Worminghall to the 
east. Environmental assessment assumed that if this corridor was taken 
forward, a route option could be developed to the east of the M40 to avoid 
these environmental constraints. 

 North of Buckingham – Stowe RPG (Grade I) lies to the north of this corridor 
and Buckingham lies in the central part. Assessment is made on the basis 
that it should be possible to develop a route option that avoids these 
constraints. 

Overall, Corridor C3 was assessed to have an amber rating (moderately 
disadvantageous) on the 7-point scale for this intervention objective. This is because 
whilst there is the potential to develop a route option within Corridor C3 to avoid Tier 
I constraints, such as the SSSIs and areas of ancient woodland, there are still likely 
to be significant effects on other important constraints that would be difficult to 
mitigate. 
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11.6.3 No net ecology loss  

A high-level assessment of each corridor concluded that offsetting is viable for all 
corridors. Therefore, all corridors have been assessed as grey (neutral) for the no 
net loss intervention objective. Further work will be undertaken at Stage 1B to 
quantify the habitats likely to be affected by each route, their value and possible 
approaches to mitigation. 

11.6.4 Summary  

Table 11.15: Summary result for environmental objectives  

Intervention objective C1 C2 C3 

1. Improve the net environmental impact of transport on 
communities 

Grey Yellow Yellow 

2. Reduce the impact of new infrastructure on natural 
and historic environment by design 

Red Red Amber 

 3. No net ecology loss Grey Grey Grey 

 OVERALL RATING Red Red Amber 

11.7 Innovation  

The strategic objective for innovation is to ‘apply innovative technology wherever 
possible to support the sustainable planning, construction and operation of transport 
measures’. Both intervention objectives described below contribute to achieving the 
strategic objective. Corridors C1, C2 and C3 have been assessed equally against 
these objectives. 

11.7.1 Promote the use of current and future technologies to support shorter 
journey times and reliabilities  

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 contain existing networks of power and 
telecommunications infrastructure. These would provide the base for supporting the 
development of further infrastructure to facilitate the technologies that would enable 
shorter journey times and reliability. 

No service supply or space restrictions have been identified that would limit the 
opportunity to develop existing and new infrastructure to provide technology for the 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. 

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 are rated green (moderately advantageous) for this 
intervention objective. 
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11.7.2 Promote technology use to enable customer to adopt sustainable 
transport  

Corridors C1, C2 and C3 have no service supply or space restrictions that would limit 
the development of existing and new infrastructure.  This infrastructure would 
provide technology to facilitate customers switching to sustainable transport. 

Corridor C1, C2 and C3 contains parts of the proposed East West Rail line which 
would provide an opportunity to promote the use of technology to enable customers 
to adopt sustainable transport by switching to rail transport. However, the corridors 
fail to connect to the proposed station at Winslow.   

Corridor C1, C2 and C3 are rated light green (slightly advantageous) for this 
intervention objective. 

11.7.3 Summary 

Table 11.16: Summary rating for innovation 

Intervention objective C1 C2 C3 

1. Promote the use of current and future technologies to 
support shorter journey times and reliability 

Green Green Green 

2. Promote technology use to enable customers to adopt 
sustainable transport 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

OVERALL RATING 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 
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12. Sifting results  

This section describes an overview of the results of the corridor sifting process. It 
presents the rating of the project strategic and intervention objectives which were 
considered in the corridor assessment.  

The results for each corridor have been presented in Sections 9 to 11. These are 
also summarised in Appendix B, Project Objective Assessment Matrix. 

12.1 Overview of strategic objectives criteria rating 

The project objective definitions and rating methodology are outlined in Section 2 
and Section 8 respectively. The 7-point scale adopted in rating the Project objectives 
ranges from dark green (highly advantageous) to red (highly disadvantageous). 

Assessment against strategic objective Connectivity 

There are 5 intervention objectives considered as part of this strategic objective. All 
corridors are assessed as having the opportunity to positively address the strategic 
objective Connectivity. The ratings and key observations are summarised in Table 
12.1. 

Table 12.1 Connectivity rating per corridor 

Intervention 
objectives  

Corridor options 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

1. Reduce journey 
times 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

2. Improve journey 
time reliability 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

3. Promote 
resilience. 

Dark 
green 

Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

4. Safety 
performance of 
the Project 
delivery. 

Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Grey Grey 

5. Safety 
performance of 
the finished 
product. 

Light 
green 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Overall rating Green Green Green Green Green Green Green 
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Key observations: 

 All corridors performed well against the Connectivity strategic objective with 
an overall rating of Green (moderately advantageous). B1 was strongest 
performing and C2/C3 least strong although the difference was not enough to 
differentiate the overall rating.  

 All corridors performed well in reducing journey times and promoting 
resilience.  

 The corridors performed less well in improving journey time reliability and 
there was little differentiation between corridors. 

 The greatest variation of performance was in the safety performance of the 
Project delivery and safety performance of the finished product intervention 
objectives 

At the strategic objective level, all corridors performed equally well in terms of 
connectivity. 

Assessment against strategic objective Strategic transformation  

All corridors are assessed as having the opportunity to positively address the 
strategic transformation objective. 

There are 2 intervention objectives considered as part of this strategic objective, the 
rating and key observations are summarised in Table 12.2 below: 

Table 12.2: Strategic transformation ratings per corridor 

Intervention 
objectives  

Corridor options 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

1. Alignment with 
other transport 
infrastructure 

Green 
Dark 
green 

Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

2. Alignment with 
known and 
aspirational 
development 

Green Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Overall rating Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Green Green 

Key observations: 

 The corridors all performed strongly against the alignment with known and 
aspirational development strategic intervention objective. 
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 For aligning with other transport infrastructure, Corridor B1 performed best 
with Corridors C1, C2 and C3 performing less well. 

At strategic objective level, corridors B1, B2 and B3 outperform all remaining corridor 
options.  

Assessment against strategic objective Economic growth  

All corridors are assessed as having the opportunity to positively address the 
objective economic growth. 

There are 4 intervention objectives considered as part of this strategic objective, the 
rating and key observations are summarised in Table 12. 3 below: 

Table 12.3: Economic growth rating per corridor 

Intervention 
objectives  

Corridor options 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

1. Economic 
density 

Green Green Green Green Green Green Green 

2. Access to 
gateways and 
freight 
terminals 

Green Green Green Green Green Green Green 

3. Dependent 
development 
including jobs 
and housing 

Green Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

4. Skills impact 
Dark 
green 

Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Green Green 

Overall rating Green Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green Green Green 

Key observations: 

 There was no differentiation between the rating of corridor options in the first 
2 intervention objectives.  

 Corridors B2 and B3 rated best in combination for criteria 3 and 4. 

 Corridors B2 and B3 consistently performed equally or better than all other 
corridors against all intervention objectives.  

At strategic objective level, corridors B2 and B3 outperform all other corridor options. 
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Assessment against strategic objective Skills and Accessibility  

All corridors are assessed as having the opportunity to positively address the 
strategic objective skills and accessibility. 

There are 3 intervention objectives considered as part of this strategic objective, the 
rating and key observations are summarised in Table 12.4 below: 

Table 12.4 Skills and accessibility intervention objectives rating per corridor 

Intervention 
objectives  

Corridor options 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

1. Reducing journey 
times 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Green Green 

2. Improve wider 
access to jobs by 
supporting access 
to public transport 

Light 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

3. Improve 
connection 
between homes 
and employment 

Green Green Green Green Green Green Green 

Overall rating Green Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Key observations: 

 Corridors A, B2 and B3 performed best, with B1 and C1 performing less well 
in reducing journey times. 

 Corridor B1 performed best and A, C2 and C3 less well in improving wider 
access to jobs by supporting access to public transport.  

 There was no differentiation between rating corridor options against 
improving connection between homes and employment.  

 Corridors B2 and B3 generally performed equally or better than most other 
corridor options in all intervention objectives. The only exception was in 
reducing journey times where Corridor B1 outperformed all other options. 

At the strategic objective level, corridors B2 and B3 performed better with corridors 
C1, C2 and C3 performing less well compared to the options. 

Assessment against strategic objective Planning for the future 

All corridors are assessed as having the opportunity to positively address the 
objective planning for the future.  
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There are 5 intervention objectives criteria considered as part of this strategic 
objective, the rating and key observations are summarised in Table 12.5 below: 

Table 12.5: Planning for the future ratings per corridor  

Intervention 
objectives  

Corridor options 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

1. Provide 
infrastructure 
that facilitates 
access for 
traffic onto the 
SRN (“Right 
traffic on the 
right roads”) 

Green 
Dark 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

2. Promote 
access to 
public transport 

Light 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

3. Support future 
transport 
technology 
(improved 
safety, electric 
vehicles, low-
emission 
vehicles etc.) 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark  
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

4. Improve 
walking, 
cycling, and 
horse-riding 
links between 
communities 
and core traffic 
generators 

Light 
green 

Green Green Green Green Green Green 

5. Integrate with 
existing and 
known future 
multimodal 
projects 

Light 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Overall rating 
Light 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 
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Key Observations: 

 There is no differentiation between rating corridor options against the 
intervention objective, supporting future transport technology, where all 
options rated well.  

 Corridor B1 equals or outperforms all other corridors in all other criteria. 

 Corridor B1 performed equally or better than all other options in all 
intervention objectives criteria.  

At the strategic objective level, Corridor B1 outperformed all other corridor options 
while corridors C2 and C3 performed less well compared to the options. 

Assessment against strategic objective Environment 

All corridors are assessed as having environmental challenges to overcome.  

There are 3 intervention objectives criteria considered as part of this strategic 
objective, the rating and key observations are summarised in Table 12.6 below: 

Table 12.61: Environment ratings per corridor 

Intervention 
objectives  

Corridor options 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

1. Improve the net 
environmental 
impact of transport 
on communities 

Light 
green 

Grey Grey Grey Grey Yellow Yellow 

2. Reduce the 
impact of new 
infrastructure on 
natural and 
historic 
environment by 
design 

Amber Red Red Amber Red Red Amber 

3. No net ecology 
loss 

Grey Grey Grey Grey Grey Grey Grey 

Overall rating Amber Red Red Amber Red Red Amber 

Key observations: 

 As detailed in Sections 9 to 11, it was not possible to assess the net ecology 
loss at this stage. These were therefore rated as grey (neutral) and not 
considered in rating the overall strategic objective.  
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 Corridor A consistently outperformed all other corridors in the remaining 
criteria. 

 Corridors C2 and C3 performed less well than all other corridors in improving 
the net environment impact of transport on communities.  

 Corridors A, B3 and C3 had fewer concerns with regard to reducing the 
impact of new infrastructure on natural and historic environment by design.  

 Corridor A consistently performed equally or better than all other corridor 
options in all intervention objectives criteria. 

At strategic objective level, Corridors A, B3 and C3 performed better than all other 
options because of their rating in reducing the impact of new infrastructure on natural 
and historic environment.  

Assessment against strategic objective Innovation 

All corridors are assessed as having the opportunity to positively affect the strategic 
objective Innovation. 

There are 2 intervention objectives criteria considered as part of this strategic 
objective, the rating and key observations are summarised in Table 12.7 below: 

Table 12.7: Innovation intervention objective rating per corridor 

Intervention 
objectives  

Corridor options 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

1. Promote the use of 
current and future 
technologies to 
support shorter 
journey times and 
reliability 

Green Green Green Green Green Green Green 

2. Promote 
technology use to 
enable customers 
to adopt 
sustainable 
transport 

Grey Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Overall rating 
Light 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 
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Key observations: 

 There was no rating differentiation between corridor options against 
promoting the use of current and future technologies to support shorter 
journey times and reliability, where all corridors rated well.  

 For the intervention objective criteria ‘promote technology use to enable 
customers to adopt sustainable transport’, Corridors B1, B2 and B3 
performed best and Corridor A performed least well amongst the corridor 
options. 

 Corridors B1, B2 and B3 consistently performed equally or better than all 
other options in all intervention objective criteria.   

At strategic objective level, corridors B1, B2 and B3 outperform all remaining corridor 
options. 

12.2 Corridor options overall rating  

The results of each strategic objective and the overall rating of corridors are 
presented in Table 12:8 below. 

Table 12.8: Overall strategic objectives rating per corridor 

Strategic  
objectives  

Corridor options 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

1. Connectivity Green Green Green Green Green Green Green 

2. Strategic 
transformation 

Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Green Green 

3. Economic growth Green Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green Green Green 

4. Skills and 
accessibility 

Green Green 
Dark 
green 

Dark 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

5. Planning for the 
future 

Light 
green 

Dark 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

6. Environment Amber Red Red Amber Red Red Amber 

7. Innovation 
Light 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Overall rating 
Light 
green 

Green Green Green 
Light 
green 

Light 
green 

Light 
green 
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Key observations: 

 All corridors are assessed as having the opportunity to positively affect the 
strategic objectives with the exception of environment.  

 The strategic objectives which offered the most differentiation between 
corridors were: strategic transformation; skills and accessibility; and planning 
for the future.  

 Corridors B1, B2 and B3 rated better overall than the remaining Corridors A, 
C1, C2 and C3. 
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13. Strategic delivery assessment  

The strategic delivery assessment evaluates the risks associated with a number of 
factors for a successful project delivery.  These factors provide a strategic view on 
the risks and are ranked with high, medium and low risk. 

13.1 Risk to Constructability  

The following describes assessment of constructability and the approach to the 
strategic delivery assessment. 

The assessment set out to identify any significant constraints that could affect 
Project delivery. Opportunities for overcoming a constraint through the assessment 
of construction processes were also considered. A construction process represents a 
key procedure or process to enable the design and build of a structure(s). 

The constraints considered, in general, were characteristically physical with 
examples being; airfields, rail crossings, road crossings, communities and existing 
utilities. 

Information was gathered through a desktop study considering the constraints to 
both environmental and geographical features in the landscape and key data 
sources including the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway Strategic Study: Stage 3 
Report; and the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges. 

The assessment mainly based findings on technical constraints which in general 
focused on the practicality of building methods and standards.  

The evaluation was divided into two steps. Step one identified the constraints and 
their significance through the relationship between proximity and magnitude. Step 
two identified threats, opportunities and potential threat mitigation through evaluation 
of construction processes. 

Proximity represented the position of a constraint in relation to a defined location of a 
proposed carriageway construction. Magnitude represented the scale and effect of 
the proximity in relationship to the constraint(s). 

The findings of the assessment were based on the likely constructability 
performance against the main concerns identified.  

The findings to each corridor are as follows: 

Corridor A 

Corridor A performs well. There are moderate levels of significant constraints 
identified within the corridor, with limited opportunities for mitigation. 

The main concern in respect of Corridor A is the area along the A34 north-east of 
Abingdon. This is a result of schools, a hospital, the neighbouring Dalton Barracks 
and Oxford within the corridor area. Online widening along the corridor is likely to 
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have a negative impact on traffic. In addition, power transmission lines running close 
to existing transport infrastructure are likely to provide a significant constraint to 
construction.  

The level of risk for constructability is assessed as medium for Corridor A. 

Corridor B1 

Corridor B1 performs well. There are moderate levels of significant constraints 
identified within the corridor, with limited opportunities for mitigation. 

The main concern in respect of Corridor B1 is the region north-west of Oxford to the 
area around the Peartree Interchange including several rail and road junctions which 
will present challenges for any online works. In addition, there are power 
transmission lines running alongside existing transport infrastructure and two rivers 
running parallel to the corridor. Construction in this area is likely to have a negative 
impact on traffic and the local communities. 

The corridor mainly presents opportunity for construction in unconstrained areas of 
land. 

The level of risk for constructability is assessed as medium for Corridor A. 

Corridor B2 

Corridor B2 contains localised high levels of significant constraints identified within 
the corridor, with limited opportunities for mitigation. 

The main concern in respect of Corridor B2 is the highly constrained areas around 
the A34 north-east of Abingdon which includes schools, a hospital, neighbouring 
Dalton Barracks and Oxford. Interfaces with existing roads is likely to have a 
negative impact on traffic. In addition, a power transmission network runs close to 
existing transport infrastructure.  

The corridor mainly presents opportunity for construction in unconstrained areas of 
land. 

Overall the level of risk for constructability is assessed as medium for Corridor B2. 

Corridor B3 

Corridor B3 contains localised high levels of significant constraints identified within 
the corridor, with limited opportunities for mitigation. 

The main concern in respect of Corridor B3 is the highly constrained areas around 
the A34 north-east of Abingdon which includes schools, a hospital, neighbouring 
Dalton Barracks and Oxford. Interfaces with existing roads is likely to have a 
negative impact on traffic. In addition, a power transmission network runs close to 
existing transport infrastructure and potential interface works affecting the M40 are 
also a concern.   
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The corridor mainly presents opportunity for construction in unconstrained areas of 
land. 

Overall the level of risk for constructability is assessed as medium for Corridor B3 

Corridor C1 

Corridor C1 contains localised high levels of significant constraints identified within 
the corridor, with limited opportunities for mitigation. 

The main concerns identified include the area north-west of Oxford to the Peartree 
Interchange including several rail and road junctions which may present challenges 
for any online works. In addition, there are power transmission lines running 
alongside existing transport infrastructure and two rivers running parallel to the 
corridor. The online construction works between Bicester and Bletchley are likely to 
impact the communities and traffic between the two towns, including Buckingham. 

The corridor has opportunity for offline construction between Bicester and Bletchley 
with few constraints noted. 

The level of risk for constructability is assessed as medium for Corridor C1. 

Corridor C2 

Corridor C2 contains localised high levels of significant constraints identified within 
the corridor, with limited opportunities for mitigation. 

The main concern in respect of Corridor C2 includes the area north-east of Abingdon 
and south of Oxford. The potential for online work between Bicester and Bletchley as 
well as main road crossings at the A40 also presents a key concern for this corridor.  

The corridor presents some opportunity for construction in unconstrained areas of 
land. 

Overall the level of risk for constructability is assessed as medium for Corridor C2. 

Corridor C3 

Corridor C3 contains localised high levels of significant constraints identified within 
the corridor, with limited opportunities for mitigation. 

The main concern in respect of Corridor C3 includes the area north-east of Abingdon 
and south of Oxford. The potential for online work between Bicester and Bletchley as 
well as main road crossings at the A40 also presents a key concern for this corridor 
and potential interface with the M40 are also a concern.   

The corridor presents some opportunity for construction in unconstrained areas of 
land. 

Overall the level of risk for constructability is assessed as medium for Corridor C3. 
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Table 13.1: Overall summary for risk to Constructability 

 Corridor 

Risk Area A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Constructability Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 

13.2 Risk to Consentability 

Based on the corridor assessment, it is assumed that the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway is a nationally significant infrastructure project (NSIP) requiring a 
Development Consent Order(s) (DCO(s)) under the processes set out in the 
Planning Act 2008 and associated secondary legislation (see Appendix F 
Supplementary Consenting Information). The DCO(s) will combine a grant of 
planning permission with a range of other separate consents. Accordingly, the 
application for development consent will be assessed against the National Networks 
National Policy Statement (2014) (NN NPS) and other relevant policies. 

The term ‘consentability’ has been defined based on the Planning Act 2008 
consenting process applicable to the Project and a summary of its definition is 
outlined below:  

 To have regard to, and ensure the Project meets the legal requirements set 
out in the Planning Act 2008 and secondary legislation. 

 To have regard to, and ensure the Project is in accordance with the NN NPS. 

 To have regard to local impacts, including assessing them and providing 
mitigation where possible to avoid insurmountable issues being raised during 
examination in the local impact report. 

The full definition of the term ‘consentability’ and details relating to the Planning Act 
2008 and the consenting process are set out in Appendix F Supplementary 
Consenting Information. 

Consentability is the consideration of the social, economic and environmental 
impacts and benefits which must be balanced against each other to determine if the 
benefits of the Project as a whole outweigh the impacts.  

All corridor options are ‘consentable’ if they have regard to and meet the legal 
requirements set out in the Planning Act 2008, are in accordance with the NN NPS 
and have regard to local impacts.  

The key NN NPS paragraphs in which the Secretary of State identifies the reasons 
why consent should not be granted and details the various tests that need to be met 
to gain consent are set out in Appendix F Supplementary Consenting Information.   
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Corridor A 

The consentability risks associated with Corridor A relate to not having regard to and 
not ensuring that the Project meets the legal requirements set out in the Planning 
Act 2008 and secondary legislation, not being in accordance with the NN NPS and 
not having regard for local impacts. At this stage, the highest risk for consentability is 
not being in accordance with the NN NPS and in particular the potential impact on 
significant environmental constraints as identified in Section 9.6.   

At this stage, it is identified that for Corridor A there is a moderate risk of impacting 
on environmental designations, increasing the risk of challenge during the DCO 
process hence the consentability risk is assessed to be medium.  

Corridor B 

The consentability risks associated with Corridor B relate to not having regard to and 
not ensuring that the Project meets the legal requirements set out in the Planning Act 
2008 and secondary legislation, not being in accordance with the NN NPS and not 
having regard for local impacts. At this stage, the highest risk for consentability is not 
being in accordance with the NN NPS and in particular the potential impact on 
significant environmental constraints as identified in Section 10.6.   

At this stage it is identified that for Corridor B1 and B2 there is a high risk of 
impacting on environmental designations, increasing the risk of challenge during the 
DCO process hence the consentability risk is assessed to be high. 

For Corridor B3, there is a moderate risk of impacting on environmental 
designations, increasing the risk of challenge during the DCO process hence the 
consentability risk is assessed to be medium. 

Corridor C 

The consentability risks associated with Corridor C relate to not having regard to and 
not ensuring that the Project meets the legal requirements set out in the Planning Act 
2008 and secondary legislation, not being in accordance with the NN NPS and not 
having regard for local impacts. At this stage, the highest risk for consentability is not 
being in accordance with the NN NPS and in particular the potential impact on 
significant environmental constraints as identified in Section 11.6.   

At this stage it is identified that for Corridor C1 and C2 there is a high risk of 
impacting on environmental designations, increasing the risk of challenge during the 
DCO process hence the consentability risk is assessed to be high. 

For Corridor C3, there is a moderate risk of impacting on environmental 
designations, increasing the risk of challenge during the DCO process hence the 
consentability risk is assessed to be medium. 
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Table 13.2: Overall summary for risk to Consentability 

 Corridor 

Risk Area A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Consentability Medium High High Medium High High Medium 

13.3 Risk to Stakeholder acceptance 

To support the Stage 1A corridor decision, the Stakeholder Reference Groups 
(SRGs) were requested to provide feedback to the Stakeholder Engagement Team 
on the 3 corridor options identified in the Strategic Study Stage 3 report.  

The SRGs cover a wide range of interests, including local authorities, local 
enterprise partnerships, growth boards, chambers of commerce, utility companies, 
transport and telecommunication network and service operators, statutory 
environmental agencies, environmental non-governmental organisations, health 
agencies, large employers and walking, cycling and horse-riding groups. 

To ensure feedback was analysed in a fair and consistent way, organisations were 
asked to frame their responses around 2 questions: 

 What is your preferred corridor, and why? 

 Are there any corridors you would not support, and why? 

The questions were designed to draw out the issues, concerns and opportunities 
associated with each of the corridors, without asking for detail on specific locations, 
which will come later in Stage 1B. 

The development of stakeholder representations was supported by an invitation to 
workshops organised by the Project Team for the SRGs. The workshops provided 
the opportunity for stakeholders to discuss issues and opportunities for each corridor 
and learn from each other without committing to a final view on the corridors.  

Comments were captured during detailed discussions around the corridor maps by 
facilitators without attributing them to any individual or organisation.   

Variety of views were expressed in the workshops and final representations which 
are fully detailed in Appendix D. 

Conclusion 

The stakeholder team received a wealth of detailed comments throughout the 
engagement programme for Stage 1A which helped to identify the overall mood from 
stakeholders and what assets are most valued.  

The level of engagement undertaken to inform the corridor assessment on the 
Oxford to Cambridge Expressway project has been much higher than usual for a 
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project at this early stage of development. The range of stakeholders covered in the 
intense engagement programme has given the project a depth of understanding and 
robustness that is usually not developed until formal consultation has taken place.  

Key themes were raised in the SRG workshops and in the representations which 
supported the technical analysis carried out by the wider Project Team. It has been 
clear throughout Stage 1A that environment, connectivity and growth are key areas 
of interest among stakeholders for future engagement.  

Themes and points raised in the representations correlated directly with issues 
already being considered as part of the corridor analysis and therefore supported 
technical work on the corridor assessment.  

The feedback from the representations shows no significant difference in the level of 
support for the corridors. The risk of stakeholder acceptability is therefore assessed 
as medium for all corridors. 

Table 13.3: Overall summary for risk to Stakeholder Acceptability 

 Corridor 

Risk Area A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Stakeholder 
Acceptance 

Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 

13.4 Flexibility risk 

Flexibility of a corridor is a measure of how easily the Project design could be flexed 
to accommodate changing circumstances and avoid constraints, to provide 
confidence to take a number of route options, such as potentially online and offline 
options, to public consultation.  

For each corridor, the assessment of flexibility has considered how easily a workable 
solution meets the Project objectives, complies with design standards and can be 
accommodated within the corridor. Principally, this relates to assessing whether 
acceptable alignments of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway could be achieved 
that avoid the significant constraints.  

Corridor A 

Flexibility of routes within the Corridor A is weakest around Aylesbury. This section 
of the corridor is restricted by a number of critical constraints including High Speed 2 
(HS2), Registered Parks and Gardens (RPGs), scheduled monuments, flood zones, 
existing settlements and proposed developments. All of which will limit the route 
options through this area. 

Corridor A’s strength is that it is the only corridor to provide a potential southern 
route to Leighton Buzzard which improves the likelihood of avoiding the significant 
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environmental constraints and proposed development around Woburn. In Woburn 
Sands this means proposed developments, while in Woburn itself this means 
scheduled monuments, RPGs, ancient woodland, SSSIs and a Source Protection 
Zone 1. 

Overall, there is limited flexibility of the corridor due to the high risk of impacting the 
significant infrastructure and environmental constraints near Aylesbury which limits 
the number of workable route options within the corridor. 

The risk associated with flexibility is assessed as high. 

Corridor B 

Corridor B1 has limited flexibility around the west of Oxford. Constraints in these 
areas include Oxford Meadows and Cothill Fens Special Area of Conservations 
(SAC), Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site, scheduled monuments, Botley War 
Cemetery and a number of Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI). Identifying 
suitable route options within this part of the corridor will be challenging.  There is a 
risk for Corridor B1 that no suitable options could be found.  The risk for flexibility is 
assessed as high. 

Corridor B2 is heavily constrained around the Horspath and Wheatley areas due to 
existing settlements, SSSIs and a Registered Parks and Garden (RPG). There are a 
number of other significant constraints as the corridor heads north towards Bicester.  
There is a risk for Corridor B2 that no suitable options could be found.  The risk for 
flexibility is assessed as high. 

Corridor B3 avoids many of the constraints that are identified for the other B 
corridors.  Whilst constraints will limit option identification in some areas, it is 
anticipated that route options will be available around the constraints.  The risk for 
flexibility is assessed as medium.  

Corridor C  

Corridor C1 has limited flexibility around the west of Oxford. Constraints in these 
areas include Oxford Meadows and Cothill Fens Special Area of Conservations 
(SAC), Blenheim Palace World Heritage Site, scheduled monuments, Botley War 
Cemetery and a number of Special Sites of Scientific Interest (SSSI). Identifying 
suitable route options within this part of the corridor will be challenging.  There is a 
risk for Corridor B1 that no suitable options could be found.  The risk for flexibility is 
assessed as high. 

Corridor C2 is heavily constrained around the Horspath and Wheatley areas due to 
existing settlements, SSSIs and a Registered Parks and Garden (RPG). There are a 
number of other significant constraints as the corridor heads north towards Bicester.  
There is a risk for Corridor B2 that no suitable options could be found.  The risk for 
flexibility is assessed as high. 
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Corridor C3 avoids many of the constraints that are identified for the other B 
corridors.  Whilst constraints will limit option identification in some areas, it is 
anticipated that route options will be available around the constraints.  The risk for 
flexibility is assessed as medium.  

Table 13.4: Overall summary for Flexibility risk 

 Corridor 

Risk Area A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Flexibility High High High Medium High High Medium 

 

 Preliminary traffic data suggests that the A420/A34 west of Oxford will not 
have sufficient spare capacity to accommodate the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway and so may need widening which will not be straight forward. It 
is possible that an expressway-standard road may prohibit some classes of 
users.  This would require additional provision for these users such as 
parallel routes which will not have been allowed for in the SOBC estimate.  

 It is possible that environmental constraints could lead to the need for an off-
line alternative in this corridor. This would require a new section of road that 
would not have been assumed in the SOBC estimate. 

13.5 Initial Value for money and outturn cost estimate 

The SOBC for the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway was issued in summer 18. This 
was developed in line with Treasury’s Green Book guidance and uses its best 
practice, five-case model for developing the business case. As part of the economic 
case (one of the five cases), an assessment was carried out of the costs and 
benefits of the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway and an estimate made of the 
potential value for money (VfM) of the corridors under consideration. 

The SOBC confirmed that the indicative assessment carried out demonstrated that 
the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway between the A34 north of Abingdon to the M1 
south-east of Milton Keynes, is likely to provide some VfM, with estimated benefits in 
excess of the estimated costs. As part of the assessment the economic, 
environmental, social and fiscal impacts of Corridors A, B and C were evaluated 
using qualitative, quantitative and monetised information. 

It should be noted that Corridors B3 and C3 were not assessed in the SOBC as they 
were considered similar in alignment, function and location to Corridors B2 and C2. 
As a consequence, the assessment results for B3 and C3 were not reported in the 
SOBC. The results for B2 and C2 can be taken as representative. 

Table 13.5 summarises the monetised benefits identified in the SOBC. All values 
shown are in 2010 prices and have also been discounted to 2010, in line with Green 
Book and DfT guidance. 
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Table 13.5: Summary of monetised benefits by corridor (2010 prices10) 

Impact 
Option A 
(£m) 

Option B1 
(£m) 

Option B2 
(£m) 

Option C1 
(£m) 

Option C2 
(£m) 

Transport 
economic 
efficiency 

2,617 2,445 2,507 2,253 2,408 

Accidents 75 100 66 108 70 

Wider impacts 24 22 20 21 19 

Indirect tax -4 21 -3 54 38 

Present value 
benefits (PVB) 

2,712 2,587 2,590 2,415 2,516 

Present value 
costs (PVC) 

2,314 2,000 2,191 2,117 2,305 

Benefits cost 
ratio (BCR) 

1.2 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.1 

 

The SOBC concluded that the majority of the monetised benefits are associated with 
travel time and vehicle operating cost savings for business and non-business road 
users. Improvement in safety also provides contribution to the total monetised 
benefits in all options. Each corridor is also expected to provide wider economic 
benefits through a positive output change in imperfectly competitive markets. In 
addition, Corridors B1, C1 and C2 will result in an increase of indirect tax revenue, 
whilst Corridors A and B2 will have a negative impact on indirect tax revenue. All 
corridors will have a positive impact on journey time reliability. However, the stress-
based analysis of reliability, adopted at this early stage of the appraisal, was unable 
to provide a monetary value of those benefits. 

Non-monetised benefits have also been considered as part of the VfM assessment. 
All corridors will have a positive impact on journey quality, security, access to 
services and affordability. Corridor C2 will also have a slight positive impact on noise 
and air quality. On the other hand, it is expected that all options will negatively affect 
townscape, biodiversity, historic environment, water environment and, with the 
exception of option C1, landscape. 
                                                                 
10 The results are based on proportionate analysis and exclude wider economic benefits in the context of aspirational growth. 
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The BCR represents the amount of monetised benefits of the scheme being bought 
for every £1.00 of cost and is calculated by dividing the PVB by the PVC. 

DfT’s WebTAG guidance recommends BCR metrics inform the VfM category of a 
scheme. Where all impacts have been monetised and included in the BCR then the 
categories include: 

 Poor VfM   If BCR is below 1.0 

 Low VfM  If BCR is between 1.0 and 1.5 

 Medium VfM If BCR is between 1.5 and 2.0 

 High VfM  If BCR is between 2.0 and 4.0 

 Very high VfM If BCR is greater than 4.0 

Based on the analysis of monetised impacts reported above, all of the corridors fall 
into the Low VfM category with Corridor B1 performing slightly better than the other 
corridors. This is based on the proportionate analysis undertaken at PCF Stage 1A. 
However, this assessment excludes wider economic impacts and development 
benefits which could be delivered in the context of aspirational growth for the 
corridors. These have the potential to lift the VfM assessment to a higher category. 

A range of further potential impacts for the corridors have not yet been assessed at 
this stage. This includes static wider economic impacts (level 2 impacts) and 
dynamic wider economic impacts that arise from land-use change (level 3 impacts). 
The assessment of these impacts would measure and capture any potential 
transformative economic impacts from the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway. 
Potential benefits from the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway enabling development 
(housing and commercial) in the corridor have not been monetised as yet, which 
could represent substantial benefits. In addition, there have been discussions with 
East West Rail about their proposed scheme. Interactions with East West Rail have 
been assessed qualitatively at this stage and through some initial sensitivity testing 
and this, when assessed in detail, could influence the VfM of the corridors. 

Switching values have been calculated, whereby the VfM of the corridors would 
change from low to either medium or poor, if the estimates of the scheme benefits or 
costs were to change. The table below shows the required switching in estimates for 
both benefits and costs for the VfM banding to change from low to medium or poor 
value for money. 
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Table 13.6: Switching values for medium VfM by corridor (2010 prices) 

Required change 
Option A 
(£m) 

Option 
B1 (£m) 

Option 
B2 (£m) 

Option 
C1 (£m) 

Option 
C2 (£m) 

Increase in benefits 
for medium VfM (% 
increase) 

759 
(28%) 

413 
(16%) 

697 
(27%) 

761 
(31%) 

942 
(37%) 

Decrease in costs for 
medium VfM (% 
decrease) 

506 
(22%) 

275 
(14%) 

464 
(21%) 

507 
(24%) 

628 
(27%) 

Decrease in benefits 
for low VfM (% 
decrease) 

398 
(15%) 

587 
(23%) 

399 
(15%) 

298 
(12%) 

211   
(8%) 

Increase in costs for 
low VfM (%increase) 

398 
(17%) 

587 
(29%) 

399 
(18%) 

298 
(14%) 

211   
(9%) 

From the information in the switching table, we can see that an increase in the 
benefits in the range of 16% - 37% would result in the corridors moving into the 
medium VfM category. Considering the wide range of impacts which have not yet 
been assessed (which as mentioned include wider economic impacts and 
development benefits) and the potentially large scale of those benefits, it is likely that 
the final VfM would be in the Medium category. To represent this likelihood scale, 
Table 13.7 shows the relative certainty for the different VfM categories. 

Table 13.7: Likelihood of VfM category 

VfM Category Poor Low Medium High Very High 

Likelihood  Unlikely Possible Likely Possible Unlikely 

Cost estimates 

Capital cost estimates were prepared for Corridors A, B1, B2, B3, C1, C2 and C3. 
These were calculated and updated in April 2018 and have been adjusted for risk 
and inflation.  

Table 13.8 summarises the range of outturn construction costs for each corridor 
option. This shows that Corridor Option B1 is the lowest cost with a range varying 
between £2,774 million and £7,338 million with a most likely cost of £4,101 million. 
The highest cost option is Corridor C3 with a range of £3,342 million and £8,838 
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million with a most likely cost of £4,948 million. The costs shown below differ from 
the costs in Table 13.5 as the costs below are outturn costs refreshed from a 2016 
price base. 

Table 13.8 Summary of outturn costs by corridor 

Cost 
estimate 

Corridor (£m) 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Minimum 
likely 

3,266 2,774 3,034 3,160 2,969 3,222 3,342 

Most 
likely 

4,827 4,101 4,497 4,684 4,388 4,774 4,948 

Maximum 
likely 

8,506 7,338 7,879 8,326 7,875 8,406 8,838 

The most likely cost estimate was used in the BCR calculations and VfM 
assessment. 
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14. Conclusions and recommendation  

This Corridor Assessment Report summarises the Stage 1 assessment of the Oxford 
to Cambridge Expressway corridors as identified in the strategic study for the project.  
The report builds on the Strategic Outline Business Case (SOBC) with a particular 
emphasis on strengthening the assessment against the Government’s 5 Case Model 
(Strategic, Economic, Commercial, Financial and Management) 

In assessing a complex project of this nature, many factors have been considered in 
the context of the key (significant) constraints and opportunities that have been 
identified.   

The assessment has allowed each corridor to be measured against the Strategic 
Objectives (section 2), supporting the Strategic Case, using evidence that is 
proportionate to the early stage of the project.  Analysis and assessment of the 
evidence has shown how each corridor performs and has enabled clear comparisons 
to be made between them.   

Through the assessment work, the Project Team has also reviewed the risk to 
successful project delivery with a Strategic Delivery Assessment (section 13), 
supporting the Management Case.   

All of the assessment work is fully detailed in earlier sections of this report with the 
conclusions of this work presented below together with relevant extracts from the 
SOBC enabling comparison of each corridors performance.  

Table 14.1: Comparison of each corridor performance from SOBC  

 Corridor 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Initial Value for 
Money 

Low Low Low Low Low Low Low 

Cost Estimate* £b 4.8 4.1 4.5 4.7 4.4 4.8 5.0 

* Most likely Outturn Cost for the Missing Link (A34 at Abingdon to M1) 
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Table 14.2: Strategic Delivery Assessment 

 Corridor 

Risk Area A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Constructability Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 

Consentability Medium High High Medium High High Medium 

Stakeholder 
Acceptance 

Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium 

Flexibility High High High Medium High High Medium 

Overall Medium High High Medium High High Medium 

 

L = Low Risk; M = Medium Risk; H = High Risk 

Table 14.3: Performance against the Strategic Objectives 

 Corridor 

A B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

Overall 
Performance 

Light 
Green 

Green Green Green 
Light 

Green 
Light 

Green 
Light 

Green 

 

In assessing the overall relative performance Corridors A, C1, C2 and C3 perform 
least well overall against the Project strategic objectives. Whilst Corridors A, C1, C2 
and C3 are assessed as having a slightly or moderately advantageous performance 
against the objectives, (with the exception of environment), they do not perform as 
well as Corridors B1, B2 and B3. Corridors B1, B2 and B3 perform better against the 
Project strategic objectives specifically outperforming Corridors A, C1, C2 and C3 in 
the Strategic Transformation, Economic Growth, Skills and Accessibility and 
Planning for the Future objectives.   

It is therefore recommended that Corridors A, C1, C2 and C3 are not considered 
further as they perform least well overall against the Project strategic objectives 
(Light Green – Slightly Advantageous).   

Whilst all of the B corridors perform equal best against the strategic objectives, it is 
recommended that Corridor B2 is not considered further as it has a high level of 
delivery risk for flexibility and has a relatively high predicted outturn cost. In addition 
B2 presents a high level of environmental constraints that are unlikely to be 
overcome with further project development.  Corridor B3 offers similar benefits to B2, 
at a similar predicted outturn cost and offers greater flexibility for route option 
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development with less potential impact on significant environmental constraints.  
Corridor B1 also has a high level of delivery risk for flexibility, primarily due to the 
number of significant environmental constraints contained within the corridor which 
could limit route option development, this will require further investigation in the next 
stage; it does however have the lowest predicted outturn cost and could offer an on-
line solution around Oxford utilising existing strategic road network. 

Recommendation 1 - Corridors B1 and B3 are selected to develop viable route 
options to be progressed into public consultation in PCF stage 2.  

Recommendation 2 - Corridors A, B2, C1, C2 and C3 are rejected at this stage. 

The main advantages and disadvantages of corridors B1 and B3 are summarised 
below and would benefit from further assessment and stakeholder consultation: 

Table 14.4: Advantages and disadvantages of corridor B1 and B3 

Corridor Advantages Disadvantages 

Corridor B1  Lowest predicted outturn 
cost 

 Offers the potential for 
existing highway 
infrastructure to be used in 
a route to the west of 
Oxford 

 Has potential to have greater 
impact on significant 
environmental assets 

 Identifying an acceptable route 
option could be challenging 

Corridor B3  Has less relative potential 
impact on significant 
environmental assets 

 Greater flexibility in route 
option identification as a 
new route to the east of 
Oxford 

 Higher predicted outturn cost 

 Less potential to use existing 
highway infrastructure 

 

This report represents the conclusion of the first early stage of the development of 
the Oxford to Cambridge Expressway in recommending two corridors for selection.  
This will allow for the identification of route options, within the selected corridors, that 
will be developed for a non-statutory consultation.  Following the non-statutory 
consultation on route options, a decision on preferred route will be made leading to 
further project development.  During this development and in preparation for the 
consenting process, a further consultation will be completed, allowing stakeholders 
to further influence the design of the project.  The consenting process will include an 
examination process where an Examiner will fully consider the merits of the project 
before a decision is taken to implement the project. 
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Appendix A. Existing Conditions Figures 
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Appendix B. Project Objective Assessment Matrix 
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Appendix C. Growth and Economic Assessment Report
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Appendix D. Stakeholder Engagement Report
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Appendix E. Supplementary Environmental Information
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Appendix F. Supplementary Consenting Information 
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Appendix G. Traffic Modelling and Appraisal 
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Appendix H. Construction Corridor Assessment
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Appendix I. Glossary and Abbreviation 
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